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ABSTRACT

The bi-annual International Cosmic Ray Conferences have become the most central meetings for discussing new results and recent progress in the field of cosmic ray research. The contributions to these conferences cover a wide range of subjects extending from the physics of the sun and heliosphere, over gamma-ray observations to direct and indirect cosmic ray measurements and their interpretation. Many new results are announced for the first time at these meetings.

The present volume is a compilation of the contributions of Institutes of Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe and University Karlsruhe to the 30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (ICRC), held in Merida, Mexico from July 3 to 11, 2007. The collection of contributions provides an up-to-date review of the current activities and research projects related to cosmic rays that are pursued in Karlsruhe. The articles also demonstrate the enormous progress that has been made during the last years, in particular in the field of ultra-high energy cosmic rays. Most of these contributions are the result of close and fruitful collaboration of many different groups worldwide, first of all within international collaborations such as the Pierre Auger, LOPES and KASCADE-Grande Collaborations, but also within smaller groups.

The articles compiled in this report are sorted according to the main research foci of the Karlsruhe groups. These include the physics of the knee in the cosmic ray spectrum, the transition between galactic and extra-galactic cosmic rays, and extragalactic cosmic rays of the highest energies.

Cosmic rays in the energy range from just below the knee in the cosmic ray spectrum \(10^{14.5}\) eV to the energy of the conjectured transition between galactic and extra-galactic cosmic rays are studied with the **KASCADE-Grande** detector at the site of Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. KASCADE-Grande is a multi-detector air shower array, which combines the electron and muon detectors of the KASCADE (KArlsruhe Shower Core and Array Detector) array with a 0.5 km² array of scintillators. Based on a data set from about 3 years of operation, first shower size spectra have been derived and limits on the anisotropy of the cosmic ray flux were presented at the conference.

An alternative method of air shower detection is the measurement of radio signals produced by the particles showers in the atmosphere. The physics potential of this detection technique is investigated with the **LOPES** (LOFAR PrototypE Station) array of dipole antennas at the site of the KASCADE-Grande installation. Measuring the electric field strength in the frequency range from 40 to 80 MHz, a very good correlation between the shower energy reconstructed with KASCADE-Grande and the radio signal was found. Important contributions presented at the conference include the investigation of the influence of thunderstorms on the measured field strength and the measurement of showers with large zenith angles as well as significant progress in the modelling of the emission processes of the radio signals during the shower development.

The study of cosmic rays at the highest energies and the transition between galactic and extra-galactic cosmic rays is the aim of the **Pierre Auger Project**. The Pierre Auger Observatory is the largest cosmic ray detector with one installation in the northern and southern
hemisphere to ensure full sky coverage. The southern detector is currently under construc-

tion in the Province of Mendoza, Argentina. After completion it will consist of 24 fluorescence
telescopes and a surface detector array of 1600 water Cherenkov tanks, covering an area of
3000 km². A site near Lamar in Colorado, USA has been selected for the northern observa-
tory and preparatory R&D work has begun. The data taken with the southern observatory
during construction correspond to about 75% of one year of operation with the completed
observatory. Even with this limited data set, the Auger results represented the highlights of
the conference. The Auger data provide unambiguous proof of a suppression of the ultra-
high energy cosmic ray flux. They also show that the fraction of photons in the highest en-
ergy cosmic rays is very small, ruling out many exotic physics scenarios. Furthermore, a sig-
nificant discrepancy between the characteristics of simulated and measured air showers at
ultra-high energy has been found.

Due to the indirect character of cosmic ray measurements with air showers, all analy-

ses discussed above depend on the detailed simulation of cosmic ray interactions and ex-
tensive air showers. Recent progress in this field is summarized in the contributions related
to the CORSIKA (Cosmic Ray Simulations for KASCADE and Auger) simulation package,
the measurement of the characteristics of hadronic interactions, and air shower simulation
studies.

Other contributions to the conference in Merida include the measurement of the fluo-

cescence light yield with the AIRLIGHT experiment in Karlsruhe, the direct measurement of
cosmic rays at lower energy with the balloon borne instrument TRACER (Transition Radia-
tion Array for Cosmic Energetic Radiation) and possible theoretical interpretations, and the
search for signals from dark matter annihilation.
Zusammenfassung

Die zweijährlich stattfindende internationale Konferenz zur kosmischen Strahlung (ICRC) ist die in diesem Forschungsbereich weltweit wichtigste Tagung um Resultate und neueste Entwicklungen vorzustellen und zu diskutieren. Beiträge zu diesen Konferenzen umfassen einen weiten wissenschaftlichen Bereich mit experimentellen Ergebnissen aus der Sonnen- und Heliosphären-Physik, über die Quellenbeobachtung mit hochenergetischen Gammas bis zu direkter und indirekter Messung kosmischer Teilchen, sowie die Interpretation all dieser Beobachtungen. Viele neue Resultate werden bei dieser Konferenzreihe erstmalig der Öffentlichkeit vorgestellt.


Weitere Beiträge aus Karlsruhe zur Konferenz in Merida hatten zum Thema die Messung der Fluoreszenz-Lichtausbeute mit dem AIRLIGHT-Experiment in Karlsruhe, die direkte Messung kosmischer Teilchen niedrigerer Energien und deren Interpretation mit dem Ballon-Experiment TRACER (Transition Radiation Array for Cosmic Energetic Radiation) und die Suche nach Signalen der Annihilation von Teilchen der dunklen Materie.
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Abstract: KASCADE-Grande is an extensive air shower experiment at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany. Main parts of the experiment are the Grande array spread over an area of $700 \times 700\text{m}^2$, the original KASCADE array covering $200 \times 200\text{m}^2$ with unshielded and shielded detectors, and additional muon tracking devices. This multi-detector system allows to investigate the energy spectrum, composition, and anisotropies of cosmic rays in the energy range up to $1\text{EeV}$. An overview on the performance of the apparatus, shower reconstruction methods, and first results will be given.

Introduction

The major goal of KASCADE-Grande (covering a primary energy range of $10^{14} – 10^{18}\text{ eV}$) is the observation of the ‘iron-knee’ in the cosmic-ray spectrum at around $100\text{ PeV}$, which is expected following KASCADE observations where the positions of the knees of individual mass groups suggest a rigidity dependence [1, 2]. The capability of KASCADE-Grande will allow to reconstruct the energy spectra of various mass groups similar to KASCADE, which will give the possibility to distinguish between astrophysical models for the transition region from cosmic rays of galactic to extra-galactic origin; i.e. between models of the type claimed by Berezinsky [3] (prediction of pure extragalactic proton composition already at energies around $10^{18}\text{ eV}$) and models which have an extension of the galactic component up to the ankle and therefore a mixed composition in the energy range of KASCADE-Grande (e.g. [4, 5]). Additionally, the validity of hadronic interaction models used in CORSIKA Monte Carlo simulations of ultra-high energy air showers will be tested with KASCADE-Grande. Investigations of the radio emission in air showers are continued at the site of KASCADE-Grande with promising results paving the way for this new detection technique [6].
Figure 1: Layout of the KASCADE-Grande experiment: The KASCADE array, the distribution of the 37 stations of the Grande array, and the small Piccolo cluster for fast trigger purposes are shown. The location of the 30 LOPES radio antennas is also displayed. The right part zooms into the KASCADE array where the muon tracking and the central detector are located. The outer 12 clusters of the KASCADE array consists of $\mu$- and $e/\gamma$-detectors, the inner 4 clusters of $e/\gamma$-detectors, only.

### The Set-Up

The existing multi-detector experiment KASCADE [7] (located at 49.1°n, 8.4°e, 110 m a.s.l.), which takes data since 1996, was extended to KASCADE-Grande in 2003 by installing a large array of 37 stations consisting of 10 m$^2$ scintillation detectors each, with an average spacing of 137 m (Figure 1). The stations comprise 16 photomultipliers each providing a high dynamic range from 1/3 to 30000 charged particles per station for the reconstruction of particle densities and timing measurements. The signals are amplified and shaped inside the Grande stations, and after transmission to a central DAQ station digitized in peak sensitive ADCs. KASCADE-Grande provides an area of 0.5 km$^2$ and operates jointly with the existing KASCADE detectors. Grande is electronically subdivided in 18 trigger clusters (see Fig. 1) and read out and jointly analyzed with KASCADE for showers fulfilling at least one of these 7-fold coincidences. The joint measurements are ensured by an additional cluster (Piccolo) close to the center of KASCADE-Grande for trigger purposes. Piccolo consists of $8 \times 10$ m$^2$ stations equipped with plastic scintillators. While the Grande detectors are sensitive to charged particles, the KASCADE detectors measure the electromagnetic component and the muonic components separately. The 252 KASCADE stations covering an area of 200 × 200 m$^2$ consist of unshielded liquid scintillators on top of shielded plastic scintillators. The latter enables to reconstruct the lateral distributions of muons on an event-by-event basis. Further muon detector systems at a muon tracking detector (MTD) and at the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>Particles</th>
<th>sensitive area [m$^2$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grande</td>
<td>charged</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piccolo</td>
<td>charged</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASCADE array $e/\gamma$</td>
<td>electrons</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASCADE array $\mu$</td>
<td>muons ($E_{\text{thresh}}^{\mu} = 230$ MeV)</td>
<td>622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTD</td>
<td>muons ($E_{\text{thresh}}^{\mu} = 800$ MeV)</td>
<td>$3 \times 128$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWPCs/LSTs</td>
<td>muons ($E_{\text{thresh}}^{\mu} = 2.4$ GeV)</td>
<td>$3 \times 129$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOPES 30 antennas</td>
<td>radio emission</td>
<td>$&gt; 5 \cdot 10^5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Central Detector of KASCADE allow to investigate the muon component of EAS at three different threshold energies.

**Capabilities**

Basic shower observables like the core position, angle-of-incidence, or total number of charged particles are provided by the Grande stations. A core position resolution of $\approx 15$ m and a direction resolution of $\approx 0.5^\circ$ is reached. The estimation of energy and mass of the primary particles is based on a combined investigation of the charged particles [8, 9], electron and muon components measured by the detector arrays of Grande and KASCADE [10, 11]. In particular the possibility to reconstruct the total muon number for Grande measured showers is the salient feature of KASCADE-Grande compared to other experiments in this energy range. A common fit to the energy deposits with the relative muon to electron ratio as additional free parameter enables a resolution of electron and muon numbers in the order of 15% and 20%, respectively, for primary energies of 100 PeV. Additional sensitivity for composition estimates and interaction model tests is provided by muon density measurements and muon tracking at different muon energy thresholds [12]. The MTD measures the incidence angles of muons in EAS. These angles provide sensitivity to changes in the elemental composition [17].

Analyzing the arrival directions of the detected showers a preliminary result on limits of the large scale anisotropy in terms of the Rayleigh ampli-

---

**First Analyses**

In the following some examples are given for first analyses based on the present available data set of KASCADE-Grande.

Figure 2 presents the differential shower size spectra for various zenith angular ranges, where the shower size here describes the number of electrons, only, corrected for the muon content in the shower [15]. Full efficiency is reached for a shower size of approximately one million corresponding to a primary energy of $\approx 3 \cdot 10^{16}$ eV.

For each event also the total muon number is reconstructed and the muon size spectra can be determined. It was found [16], that this works for showers with inclination angles up to $70^\circ$ with sufficient accuracy. In particular, inclined showers allow a cross-check of the predictions of hadronic interaction models concerning the muon content in EAS.

Figure 3 compares for three zenith angular ranges the measured muon size spectra with the simulated ones (full simulations including detector response and reconstruction), where the simulations are normalized to the number of vertical showers. The increasing deviation with increasing zenith angle hints to a too less muon number predicted by the Monte Carlo simulations (QGSJET II) or an insufficient description of the muon energy spectrum in the simulations.

In addition to the total muon number KASCADE-Grande allows to reconstruct the muon density at a certain distance to the shower core, which gives a sensitivity to changes in the elemental composition [17].

Analyzing the arrival directions of the detected showers a preliminary result on limits of the large scale anisotropy in terms of the Rayleigh ampli-
Figure 3: Muon Shower size spectra for different zenith angular ranges. The data are compared with QGSJETII simulations (including detector response and reconstruction), which are normalized to the vertical shower sample.

Conclusions

At the KASCADE experiment, the two-dimensional distribution shower size - number of muons played the fundamental role in reconstruction of energy spectra of single mass groups. By the first analyses shown here we illustrate the capability of KASCADE-Grande to perform an unfolding procedure like in KASCADE. KASCADE-Grande is fully efficient at energies above $3 \times 10^{16}$ eV, thus providing a large overlap with the KASCADE energy range. Due to the fact that also for KASCADE-Grande a wealth of information on individual showers is available, tests of the hadronic interaction models and anisotropy studies will be possible in addition to the reconstruction of energy spectrum and composition.
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Abstract: The Grande array as main part of the KASCADE-Grande experiment consists of 37×10 m\(^2\) scintillation detectors spread over an area of 700×700 m\(^2\). Grande enables triggers and reconstruction of primary cosmic rays in the energy range of \(\sim 3 \cdot 10^{15}\) eV to \(10^{18}\) eV. The detectors and the shower size (i.e.: total number of charged particles) reconstruction accuracies are discussed. The KASCADE-Grande set-up allows, for a subsample of the registered showers, detailed comparisons of the data with measurements of the original KASCADE array on an event-by-event basis. The lateral distributions of charged particles and the resulting preliminary shower size spectrum for vertical showers are presented.

Introduction

The KASCADE-Grande experiment [1, 2] located at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, extends the energy range covered by KASCADE [3] up to \(10^{18}\) eV by means of the Grande array which increases the acceptance area up to 0.5 km\(^2\). Grande, obtained reassembling the EAS-TOP detectors [4], measures the lateral distribution of charged particles up to 700 m from the core and the KASCADE muon detectors allow to reconstruct the muon lateral distribution up to the same distances [5].

The Grande Array

The Grande array consists of 37 stations with an average spacing of 137 m over a 700 x 700 m\(^2\) area. Every detector station consists of 10 m\(^2\) of plastic scintillator (NE102A) organized in 16 units (80 x 80 x 4 cm\(^3\)). Each unit is equipped with a high gain (HG) photomultiplier (Philips XP3462B, \(\approx 1.6 pC/m.i.p.\)) and the 4 central units are additionally equipped with a low gain (LG) photomultiplier (\(\approx 0.08 pC/m.i.p.\)). The signals from the PMTs are added up through passive mixers, one for the HG and one for the LG PMTs. The out-
put signals are preamplified and shaped by Shaping Amplifier (8 \( \mu \)s rising time) into 3 analog signals, digitized by 3 Peak-ADCs (CAEN V785), covering the dynamic ranges 0.3 - 8, 2 - 80, 20 - 800 \( \text{particles/m}^2 \) respectively. The overlapping ranges between the scales are used for cross-calibration. Each detector is continuously monitored and calibrated by means of single muon spectra. The systematic uncertainty on the measured particle density by each detector is less than 15% and the statistical uncertainties are dominated by the poissonian fluctuations. The individual detector calibration is checked by comparing the 37 integral particle spectra and the spread (RMS) of the particle densities measured at fixed fluxes is 15%. For 3 Grande stations, co-located with the KASCADE array, the energy deposits in the Grande and in the 4 surrounding KASCADE detectors are compared on an event-by-event basis. The measured energy deposits are compared to full shower and detector simulations (fig. 1) and the result is that the difference between the mean energy deposits in the Grande detectors for data and simulations is less than 10% [6]. The array is divided in 18 trigger clusters of 7 modules each (6 modules in an hexagon and a central one). A whole cluster at the same time fired (7/7 modules) provides a trigger with a rate of 0.5 Hz and becomes fully efficient for all primaries at \( \approx 3 \times 10^{16}\text{eV} \) [7]. In the following analysis additional cuts have been applied: all 37 stations working, all 18 clusters active (290 days of data taking), more than 19 stations fired, shower age \((s)\) in the range 0.4-1.4 and shower size greater than \(10^6\).3.

**Reconstruction accuracies**

Beside the evaluation of the accuracies on the reconstructed EAS parameters by means of shower and detector simulations [7], it is possible to infer the Grande reconstruction accuracies by means of the comparison with the KASCADE reconstruction. The subsample is obtained accordingly to the following additional selection criteria: maximum in the central station of the hexagon overlapping with KASCADE, core position within a circle of 90 m radius from KASCADE center, zenith angle less than 42°. Using KASCADE reconstruction as reference the Grande accuracies result to be:

- core position (fig. 2): 6.4 m;
- shower size (fig. 3): systematic -5%, single event fluctuation 13%;
- arrival direction (fig. 4): 0.6°.
Comparing these results to the KASCADE accuracies [3] we can conclude that despite the 2 arrays are rather different (the KASCADE array is composed of 252 detectors over an area of $200 \times 200$ m$^2$ with a spacing of 13 m) the Grande shower reconstruction has a good accuracy with respect to KASCADE and adequate for its aims.

Mean lateral distributions

In fig. 5 the experimental mean lateral distributions for vertical showers ($0^\circ - 18^\circ$) and for different shower sizes in the range $6.3 < \log_{10}N_{ch} < 8.1$ are shown. The line represents a fit with a slightly modified NKG function, optimized by means of shower simulations [8]:

$$\rho_{ch} = N_{ch} \cdot C(s) \cdot \left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right)^{s-\alpha} \left( 1 + \frac{r}{r_0} \right)^{s-\beta}$$

(1)

with the normalization factor:

$$C(s) = \Gamma(\beta-s)/(2\pi r_0^2 \Gamma(s-\alpha+2) \Gamma(\alpha+\beta-2s-2))$$

The shower size $N_{ch}$, age parameter $s$ and $\alpha=1.5$, $\beta=3.6$ and $r_0=40$ m. The lateral distributions measured by the Grande array extend up to more than 700 m and the used lateral distribution function well represents data over the whole range. An effect due to the saturation of the detectors starts to be evident only very close to the core ($r < 75$ m) and for the highest energies. The "shower age (s)" has been studied as a function of the shower size ($N_{ch}$) for different angular bins of equal acceptance. Fig. 6 shows that the $s$ (age) value, as expected, increases with increasing zenith angle and decreases with increasing shower size.

The experimental lateral distributions are compared to simulated ones, obtained for proton and iron primaries in the energy range $10^{16} - 10^{18}$ eV with QGSjet-II interaction model (fig. 7). The measured particle densities by each detector are normalized to the total number of particles. The obtained lateral distributions are multiplied by the mean $N_{ch}$ of the bin in order to distinguish the different graphs (for the same reason only 4 $N_{ch}$ bins are plotted). Data, as expected, lie between iron and proton simulations and show the same shape. This result shows that the lateral distribution can be indeed an efficient composition estimator.
Shower size spectrum

A preliminary shower size spectrum, for vertical events (0° – 18°), selecting an internal area of 0.3 km$^2$ and 290 days of effective data taking is shown in fig. 8. Reconstruction accuracies are not deconvoluted. Fluxes are multiplied by $N_{ch}^3$. The spectrum extends from $\log_{10}(N_{ch}) = 6.3$ corresponding to efficiency $\approx 1$ up to $\log_{10}(N_{ch}) = 8$ where still few events are collected. The limited statistics considered in this analysis does not allow conclusions for sizes larger than $\log_{10}(N_{ch}) = 7$. Statistics can be increased using less restrictive selection criteria and mainly by means of the analysis of different zenith angles.

Conclusions

The KASCADE-Grande reconstruction accuracies have been discussed. The charged particle lateral distribution is measured up to 700 m from the core and is well reproduced by simulations. A preliminary shower size spectrum is shown in a range corresponding to energies $3 \cdot 10^{16} - 10^{18}$ eV.
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Abstract: KASCADE-Grande, located at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, is a multi-detector experiment for the measurement of extensive air showers induced by primary cosmic rays in the energy range of \(10^{14} \text{ – } 10^{18} \text{ eV}\). With its 0.5 km\(^2\) large field detector, in combination with the muon detectors of the KASCADE array, it allows the reconstruction of both the total electron and muon numbers, which are important observables for estimating the mass and the energy of the primary particles. In this work we will present the status of the electron size spectrum as well as the 2-dimensional \(N_e - N_\mu\) shower size spectrum after 626 days of effective data taking.

Introduction

The field array of the original KASCADE\textsuperscript{1} experiment consists of 252 detectors stations placed on a grid of 200 \(\times\) 200 m\(^2\). Due to the low flux of cosmic rays in the order of \(10^{-10} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1}\) for energies above \(10^{17}\) eV, the collective area of KASCADE is not sufficient for investigations in this energy range. Thus, the Grande array\textsuperscript{2}, with its 37 detector stations organised in 18 hexagonal trigger cells of 7 stations each, is the natural extension of KASCADE over an area of approximately 0.5 km\(^2\), suitable for detection of primary particles up to energies of \(10^{18}\) eV. Each station consists of 16 scintillation detectors \((80 \times 80 \times 4 \text{ cm}^3)\), arranged in a 4 \(\times\) 4 grid, with a total surface of 10 m\(^2\) sensitive to the charged particles of the shower. With the present set-up Grande measures densities up to 800 charged particles/m\(^2\), while the muon component of the shower is estimated from the 622 m\(^2\) muon detectors of the KASCADE array, with an energy threshold for muons of 230 MeV. Full efficiency for the coincident KASCADE-Grande array is reached with a 7 out of 7 stations coincidence (0.5 Hz) at \(\log(N_e) \approx 6.3\) (corresponding roughly to a primary energy of
few times $10^{16}$ eV) as shown in Fig. 1, where primary iron reach for a bit smaller electron number full efficiency. This is due to the fact that we trigger to charged particles, where also muons contribute, in particular for small showers.

KASCADE-Grande main goals are the investigation of the position of the expected iron knee and the nature of the second knee.

### Shower reconstruction

Analysis of Grande array data provides information on core position, arrival direction and the total number of charged particles ($N_{ch}$) in the shower [3]; the information on muon densities comes instead from the KASCADE array.

The lateral distribution of electrons has been studied through detailed CORSIKA [4] simulations and is described best in case of KASCADE-Grande by a modified NKG-function [5]:

$$\rho_e = N_e \cdot C(s) \cdot \left(\frac{r}{r_0}\right)^{s-\alpha} \cdot \left(1 + \frac{r}{r_0}\right)^{s-\beta}$$

where the normalisation factor $C(s)$ depends on the shower age $s$. From simulations, values of $\alpha = 1.5, \beta = 3.6$ and $r_0 = 40$ m were found as optimum for the radial distances relevant for Grande.

For the lateral distribution of muons, a modified Lagutin function [6]:

$$\rho_\mu = N_\mu \cdot \frac{0.28}{r_0} \left(\frac{r}{r_0}\right)^{p_1} \cdot \left(1 + \frac{r}{r_0}\right)^{p_2} \cdot \left[1 + \left(\frac{r}{r_0}\right)^{p_3}\right]$$

is used, with $r_0 = 320$ m and $p_1, p_2, p_3$ respectively -0.69, -2.39 and -1, also found by simulation.

The analysis procedure develops in several steps. First, the total muon number and total number of charged particles are separately obtained fitting the respective lateral distributions. In a second step the contribution of muons to the densities of charged particles measured by Grande is taken into account: a likelihood fit compares for each detector the measured number of particles with the expected number given by the sum of electrons and muons estimated from the corresponding lateral distribution functions. The combined fit of the muonic and electromagnetic components is delivering in the final step the shower size $N_e$, the age parameter $s$, the muon size $N_\mu$, the position of the shower core and the arrival direction of the shower. To test the reconstruction procedure and estimate the uncertainty, showers generated by CORSIKA, with the QGSJetII interaction model, have been used as input for a detailed GEANT [7] simulation of the apparatus. Approx. 260,000 proton and iron showers in the energy range of $10^{14} - 10^{18}$ eV, with zenith angles between 0° and 40°, have been analysed with the same procedure used for real data. In order to reduce effects of misreconstructed shower cores at the edges of the Grande array, a fiducial area of $\approx$ 190,000 m$^2$ centered in the middle of Grande has been chosen. The results for spatial resolution are shown as a function of the shower size in Fig. 2: above the threshold of $6.3 \times 10^6$ electrons the core resolution is better than 12 m and shows no significant dependence on the primary particle. The points mark the mean deviation from the true value in percent, while the error bars describe the spread of the distribution. Fig. 2: left part, displays the accuracy of the reconstructed electron number: the statistical uncertainty, expressed by the er-
Figure 2: Left: reconstruction accuracy of the reconstructed electron number as function of the true electron number. The errors bars indicate the spread of the distribution (statistical error). Right: reconstruction accuracy of the core position. Showers between $10^{14}$ and $10^{18}$ eV with zenith angles smaller than $40^\circ$ have been considered, corresponding to proton (circles) or iron (square symbol) primaries.

ror bars, is around 25% at threshold and decreases slightly with increasing shower size as expected, while the bias decreases from 0 to -15%. For details about the muon reconstruction see [8].

Comparison of measured events reconstructed independently by both Grande and KASCADE confirms the values we obtained [3].

Size spectra

We present in this work a preliminary version of the shower size spectrum measured by KASCADE-Grande. Fig. 3 shows the spectra for six different zenith angular ranges, each corresponding to a change of the slant depth of 50 g cm$^{-2}$, multiplied by $N_e^3$ in order to better appreciate possible features. The errors represent pure statistical uncertainty due to the number of events in each bin, there is no estimation of a systematic uncertainty yet, and no correction for the biases introduced by the reconstruction procedure is applied. Clearly, we are still missing statistics at the highest energies, i.e. at $N_e > 3 \cdot 10^7$, especially for inclined events, but the capability of the experiment can be determined.

The features appearing in the spectra at $\log(N_e) \geq 7.3$ are currently under investigation, in order to exclude possible effects of misreconstructed total muon number on the estimation of the shower size. The spectra are based on a data set of $1.9 \times 10^6$ well reconstructed events inside the fiducial area. The effective time of combined data taking with both KASCADE array and Grande is equivalent to 626 days. With the capability of reconstructing both, muon and electron numbers, it is possible to investigate the two-dimensional size spectrum like in KASCADE. In Fig. 4 the two-dimensional spectrum for zenith angles between $18^\circ$ and $25^\circ$ is shown. The dashed lines show an estimation of
the primary energy based on simulations with the interaction model QGSjet01 [5].

Conclusions

In this paper, it has been shown that it is possible with the current setup of the KASCADE-Grande experiment to measure cosmic ray showers up to \(10^{18}\) eV, although up to now only few events have been detected at these energies. Size spectra for different zenith angular ranges have been presented as well as an example of electron vs muon numbers distribution. At the moment the statistics are too small to make further concise statement of spectrum and mass composition for energies above \(10^{17}\) eV, moreover the reconstruction procedure needs still some minimal refinements. In future the two-dimensional spectrum will be the starting point for the application of an unfolding analysis that will lead to the determination of spectra for different mass groups (as done for KASCADE [9]).
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Abstract: Inclined air showers (i.e., showers with zenith angle above 40 degrees) are registered by the KASCADE-Grande experiment, which is designed to address fundamental questions about the origin, composition and acceleration mechanisms of primary cosmic rays between $10^{14}$ and $10^{18}$ eV. Despite the aggravate reconstruction due to the thin scintillation detectors used in KASCADE-Grande these inclined events are valuable since they offer a good opportunity to both, study the penetrating component of the air showers and cross-checks of hadronic interaction models. Working in this direction, a first analysis of the KASCADE-Grande data from inclined events has been performed. In particular, the muon spectra have been reconstructed for different zenith angle intervals and features of the resulting spectra have been studied and confronted with expectations from Monte Carlo simulations.

Introduction
The main objective of the KASCADE-Grande experiment is the search for a knee in the heavy component of the cosmic ray spectrum. The presence or not of this feature will shed light on the origin of the cosmic rays in the energy region of $10^{14} - 10^{18}$ eV. The experiment studies this region of the cosmic ray spectrum indirectly, by observing the extensive air showers produced by cosmic rays in the atmosphere. For this purpose, KASCADE-Grande makes use of an 0.5 km$^2$ array of $37 \times 10$ m$^2$ plastic scintillator detectors, which measures the arrival time and the density of charged particles in the shower front [1]. The advantage of the experiment is that it can directly measure the penetrating component of the air shower by using the array of $192 \times 3.2$ m$^2$ shielded scintillator detectors of the original KASCADE observatory [2]. KASCADE-Grande is sensitive to air showers up to 70° degrees of zenith angle, but only showers
below 40° have been used up to now in the general analyses. Before using the data on inclined showers (i.e., on events above $\theta = 40°$) a very good understanding of the precision of the employed reconstruction techniques in this zenith angle range is required. This task has recently begun, led by the different opportunities that the study of inclined showers offers, e.g.: 1) to increase the statistics of the experiment, 2) to understand in more detail the penetrating component of the shower, which is dominant in these kind of events, and 3) to cross-check hadronic interaction models, taking advantage of the close relation existing between the hadronic processes and the production of muons in the shower. In the following, the results of a first analysis of the penetrating component of inclined showers measured with the KASCADE-Grande experiment will be discussed.

Efficiency and systematics

To study the systematics and performance of the KASCADE-Grande detector at different zenith angles, both the air shower and the secondary particle interaction with the detector were carefully simulated. The air showers were generated with CORSIKA [3], employing the high-energy hadronic interaction model QGSJET II [4] for the range $\theta = 0° - 70°$, the energy interval $E = 10^{15} - 10^{18}$ eV and different primaries with equal abundances: H, He, C, Si and Fe. A power law cosmic ray flux with spectral index $\gamma = -2$ was used to generate the air showers. The cosmic ray events were isotropically distributed and their core homogeneously scattered over the entire Grande array. The same reconstruction procedure used for the experimental data was applied to the simulations.

The total muon number, $N_\mu$, in the air shower is estimated from a log-likelihood fit to the measured muon densities at the KASCADE muon detectors [5]. On the other hand, the arrival direction of the shower is obtained from a $\chi^2$ fit to the arrival times of the shower front to the KASCADE-Grande stations [6]. In this fit, sampling effects, fluctuations and the curvature of the shower front are properly modeled based on Monte Carlo simulations following [6], but with the difference that for inclined showers also muons are taken into account when parametrizing the shower front dependence on the zenith angle.

Several quality cuts were applied to the simulated data. A fiducial area of 0.4 km$^2$ with octagonal shape, centered at KASCADE-Grande, was chosen for the analysis to avoid showers with misconstructed cores. Additionally, only events that triggered more than 19 Grande stations and passed successfully the charged particle reconstruction were considered. Cuts on the electron number $N_e$ and the electron age parameter, $s$, were also introduced. For events with $\theta < 50°$, the cut $N_e > 10^5$ was imposed. The same cut can not be applied to showers with higher zenith angles, in other case
the Grande detector loses efficiency. Instead, the cut $N_e > 10^4$ was employed. A final condition $N_\mu > 10^{5.4}$ was applied overall. With these cuts, it is found that the energy threshold at which the KASCADE-Grande detector achieves its full efficiency increases from $E \approx 10^{7.3}$ GeV for vertical showers up to $10^{8.5}$ GeV for very inclined ones (see Fig. 1). Regarding the KASCADE-Grande pointing resolution, the analysis of the simulated data showed that it is better than $0.6^\circ$ inside the whole zenith angle interval $\theta = 0^\circ - 70^\circ$. For the systematic error in the reconstruction of the muon number, the result was $\Delta \log_{10}(N_\mu) \leq 0.1$ (with reference to Figs. 2 and 3), which was estimated as the difference between the true $\log_{10}(N_\mu)$ and the reconstructed one. The uncertainty in the shower core position, on the other hand, was found to be less than 40 m. The achieved accuracy in the reconstruction of $N_\mu$ and $\theta$ for inclined showers is good enough to perform a more detailed analysis of these events.

**Muon size spectra**

For the present work, 81593 events were subject to analysis. These events were selected from a vast set of experimental data collected by KASCADE-Grande, from which it resulted an effective time of observation of about 498 days. The selection was done by imposing the quality cuts described in the preceding section and discarding those experimental runs where one or more of the muon detector clusters of KASCADE were not active. Around 22% from the set of quality events were classified as inclined showers.

Before reconstructing the muon spectra, the muon number of each event was corrected for its systematic uncertainties through a correction function obtained from simulations. This function takes into account the dependence of the $N_\mu$ systematic uncertainty on the zenith angle (see Fig. 2), core position and $\log_{10}(N_\mu)$ (with reference to Fig. 3). The resulting muon number spectra from the KASCADE-Grande data analysis for different zenith angle ranges are shown in Fig. 4 multiplied by $N_\mu^3$. Clearly the threshold behavior for the different zenith angle ranges are seen. At this stage, the lack of statistics prevents us to perform a detailed analysis on the shape of the muon number spectra for $N_\mu \geq 10^{6.4}$.

**Comparison with simulations**

In Figure 5, the observed muon number spectra are confronted with expectations from simulations. In both cases, the same reconstruction techniques

![Figure 3: Systematic error in the estimation of the muon number shown as a function of the reconstructed $N_\mu$.](image1)

![Figure 4: Reconstructed muon number spectra from KASCADE-Grande data on vertical and inclined showers. The intersections between the dotted line and the spectra give the respective muon numbers at which the expected primary energy is $E \approx 10^{17}$ eV.](image2)
were applied. The simulated data set here employed was similar to the one described in section 2, but multiplied with an appropriate weight function, according to the energy of the event, in order to reproduce an energy power law spectrum with $\gamma = -3$. To compare the measured and simulated $N_\mu$ spectra, the latter ones had to be multiplied by a common normalization factor, which was chosen in such a way that for the range $\theta < 20^\circ$, the muon spectra obtained from the experimental and simulated data have the same magnitude. The analysis is restricted to the interval $\log_{10}(N_\mu) = 5.4 - 6.4$ in order to avoid statistical fluctuations, in particular, due to a low number of inclined events at high energies.

Small differences in magnitude between the measured and expected $N_\mu$ spectra for inclined showers are revealed in Fig. 5. The difference is also present for the range $\theta = 20^\circ - 40^\circ$ (not shown in Fig. 5 for clarity reasons), and grows from 12% at this zenith angle interval up to 20% for $\theta = 50^\circ - 70^\circ$. When iron nuclei or protons are used as primaries in the simulations, the above systematic trend is also observed, only the magnitude of the differences changes slightly. A lower muon number in the predictions from Monte Carlo simulations (CORSIKA/QGSJET II) for inclined showers than in the measurements or a reconstruction bias could be responsible for the observed differences. To find the reasons behind these discrepancies more analyses are needed.

Conclusions

It was shown that the KASCADE-Grande detector is sensitive to very high energy inclined air showers ($40^\circ \leq \theta < 70^\circ$), which can be well reconstructed. Besides that the angular resolution of the detector and the achieved accuracy reconstruction of $N_\mu$ are sufficient to allow detailed analyses with inclined air showers in KASCADE-Grande. From a first analysis of measured inclined showers the muon number spectra, corrected by the corresponding $N_\mu$ systematic uncertainties, were reconstructed. These fluxes were compared with expectations from simulations based on CORSIKA/QGSJET II. After normalizing the simulated $N_\mu$ spectra with a common factor, which allowed us to match the measured and simulated fluxes for $\theta < 20^\circ$, a systematic difference between the experimental and the simulated spectra was found, which increases with the zenith angle. The origin of this discrepancy has to be investigated.
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Abstract: For the experimental conditions of the KASCADE-Grande experiment, the density of charged particles of large air showers (EAS) at the distance of about 500 m from the shower core S(500) has been shown by detailed simulation studies to be an approximate energy estimator, being nearly independent of the mass of the primary particle. This report presents some first experimentally observed features of the S(500) observable of EAS registered with the KASCADE-Grande array installed at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany. The measured energy deposits of particles in the 37 scintillation detector stations have been used to reconstruct the lateral charged particle distributions which are described by a Linsley LDF. With adjusting the charged particle density distribution and applying various cuts, the S(500) distribution of the data has been evaluated. Among other features, the S(500) dependence from the EAS angle of incidence has been studied.

Introduction

It has been first shown by Hillas et al. [1] that the lateral charged particle density at a particular distance from the EAS core, dependent on the specific layout of the considered array, proves to be nearly independent of primary mass and maps only the primary energy. An estimate of the primary energy on this basis has been applied for various arrays [2]. KASCADE-Grande [3] consists as main component of an array of 37 detector stations of 10 m² scintillation counters, that covers a total area of ~0.5 km². Dedicated simulation studies [4] have shown for the particular case of the layout of the KASCADE-Grande array that the charged particle density at the distance of around 500 m from shower centre appears most appropriate for the energy estimate.
Reconstruction of S(500)

In context of the present studies, a software tool has been developed [5] and was used for analyzing the lateral particle density distributions event by event. The energy deposits of particles in detectors are converted into particle numbers [6] using appropriate lateral energy correction functions, dependent of the angle of incidence. Furthermore, the reconstructed particle numbers are converted into particle densities in the detectors. The next step of the analysis approximates the shape of the lateral particle density distribution by a Linsley LDF [7]. The Linsley LDF depends on three parameters, defining the total size and the lateral shape, which are determined by fitting the data. The results are used to deduce the value of the lateral particle density at 500 m from shower core, a quantity we refer as S(500). In order to explore the influence of the considered radial range of the data, the Linsley LDF has been adjusted in different radial ranges of the registered charged particle lateral distribution (0-1000 m, 40-700 m, 200-400 m, 300-700 m). The fit in different radial ranges shows that the LDF is pushed to the limits of a good reproduction of the data when trying to describe larger radial ranges, covering the very steep decrease close to shower core and the very shallow slope at large distances. This indicates that the Linsley LDF, though found quite appropriate in the simulation studies [3], is not perfect. As expected, the quality of the fit improves when fitting the lateral distribution in restricted radial ranges (inside which the slope of the distribution does not change strongly). For the observable S(500) investigated here, the best quality of the fits is achieved for the use of the 300 - 700 m radial range. The relation of S(500) to the primary energy, resulting from simulations is shown in Fig.1 (simulations use the QGSJET II model as high energy interaction model embeded in CORSIKA; in this case, S(500) is evaluated for each shower with the same reconstruction procedure as for the experimental data). We apply this energy estimator to the measured data in the primary energy range of about $10^{16}$ - $10^{18}$ eV. Fig. 2 shows a preliminary plot of the electron shower size ($N_e$) dependence with the S(500) for the given shower sample. The electron shower size is obtained using the standard reconstruction technique [8], while the S(500) is obtained with the described technique. The origin of the visible fluctuations is

Figure 1: The relation of the mean values of S(500) to the primary energy E resulting from simulation studies for proton (squares) and Fe(dots) induced EAS: log S(500) vs. log E. In addition to the error of the mean (in many cases smaller than the dot size) the dispersion (standard deviation) is indicated by the error boxes.

Figure 2: The dependence between electron shower size ($N_e$) and the S(500) for the given shower sample - a minimum of 20 triggered stations, showers inclined up to 45° degrees and shower cores reconstructed inside the array.
subject of further investigations. Fig. 3 shows for some S(500) ranges the measured charged particle distributions.

**Dependence of S(500) on the angle of EAS incidence**

A sample of the events detected by KASCADE-Grande has been studied in order to reconstruct the lateral distributions of charged particles and to determine S(500) distributions for EAS with different angles of incidence. In order to ensure a good quality of the shower sample, some restrictions have been applied with following requirements: (i) showers for which a minimum of 20 detector stations have been triggered, (ii) showers for which the reconstructed shower core falls inside the array and (iii) for which the Linsley LDF provided a good quality fit (as reported by MINUIT). Furthermore, only the showers for which the reconstructed zenith angle does not exceed 45° are considered. For values of $S(500) > 0.6 \text{ m}^{-2}$, the trigger threshold for all angular ranges is exceeded. Fig. 4 shows the distributions for all the showers and also specified for showers from different angles of EAS incidence in the full efficiency range of the KASCADE-Grande array. It is obvious from Fig. 4 that in the range of the full detection efficiency, the $S(500)$ distribution exhibits a power law behavior. This important feature maps the primary energy spectrum. In addition, the influence of attenuation in the Earth’s atmosphere (reducing the value of $S(500)$ for same number of events with in-
Figure 6: The $S(500)$ dependence of the angle of incidence for various pre-chosen intensities (number of events). For a given angle of incidence, the log$_{10}$ of $S(500)$ value on the vertical axis is the corresponding log$_{10}$ value in the integral spectrum for which we have an intensity equal to the one used for the constant intensity cut.

Increasing angle of EAS incidence, the spectra follow approximately the same slope for all angular intervals. This is a consequence of the isotropic incidence of the primary cosmic radiation. In Fig. 5 the integral $S(500)$ spectrum is shown as derived from the data. Fig. 6 shows the $S(500)$ dependence on the angle of EAS incidence for different pre-chosen constant intensities in the integral spectrum. The spectra have been approximated with power-laws. After choosing different values for the intensity, the corresponding $S(500)$ value has been calculated using the inverse function of the power-law. Since the $1/\cos(\theta)$ value shows the atmospheric depth, the constant intensity cut provides a method for observing the $S(500)$ attenuation with the atmospheric depth.

Conclusions

The value of particle density at 500 m from shower core was indicated by simulation studies to be a suitable energy estimator for EAS in the range of $10^{16} - 10^{18}$ eV. With this aspect, the experimental lateral density distribution of charged particles has been investigated for EAS events detected with the KASCADE-Grande array. The reconstructed experimental lateral density distributions have been approximated with a Linsley LDF and the values of particle density at 500 m distance from shower core $S(500)$ are derived. The distribution of $S(500)$, assumed to reflect the primary energy spectrum, and the dependence of $S(500)$ on the angle of EAS incidence have been shown.
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Search for anisotropy and point sources of cosmic rays with the KASCADE-Grande experiment


Abstract: The KASCADE-Grande experiment, located on site of the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in Germany, is a multi-detector setup for measuring extensive air showers of primary energies up to 1 EeV. The main component for measuring showers of the highest energies is the newly added Grande array, which consists of 37 scintillation detector stations, spanning an area of nearly 0.5 km². Based on the reconstruction of the arrival directions of individual showers, searches for both large scale anisotropies and point sources are performed. The present state of the ongoing analysis will be presented.

Introduction

Charged cosmic rays are deflected by galactic magnetic fields, causing an almost isotropic distribution of their arrival directions. Low energy charged cosmic rays from distant sources cannot be traced back to their origin, whereas at large energies this effect decreases substantially, so high energy particles from more remote sources can keep their directional information. Small scale anisotropies, thus clustering of arrival directions, could lead to the identification of point sources. Also neutrons, which are not affected by magnetic fields but have limited range due to decay, can reach further at higher energies. Therefore the search for point sources should be focussed on the highest available primary energies. On the other hand, the quantification of the large scale anisotropy can yield valuable results for the discussion of models of cosmic ray propagation in our galaxy.

The KASCADE-Grande experiment

The KASCADE-Grande experiment[1] is located on site of the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Ger-
many (49.1° north, 8.4° east, 110 m above sea level). It has primarily been designed for the observation of cosmic rays in the energy range around 100 PeV, where a drop of the flux of the heavy elements (the ‘iron knee’) is suggested by the findings of the KASCADE experiment[2]. Since then, the original KASCADE setup has been extended by the Grande array to form the KASCADE-Grande experiment. While KASCADE is already a multi-detector setup, including an array of 252 scintillator detectors placed in a regular squareshaped grid with an edge length of 200 m, the added Grande array consists of 37 scintillator detector stations, spanning a much bigger area of nearly 0.5 km². Thus the Grande array aims to raise the experiment’s energy range to up to $10^{18}$ eV. The full setup of KASCADE-Grande performs continuous and stable data taking since January 2004. Following the multi-detector approach, a common trigger signal induces joint data taking of all components.

In the analysis presented here, only data from the Grande array were used. The shower directions, which are of particular interest for the anisotropy search, are reconstructed by evaluating the arrival times of the first particles hitting each detector, as well as the energy deposits. The accuracy of the shower axis reconstruction typically amounts to values around 0.8°. Depending on shower size and inclination angle, it is worse for more inclined showers, reaching about 1.5° for a zenith distance of 42°. See figure 1. Showers even more inclined are cut from the data set, not only due to the less accurate reconstruction, but also because of low statistics in this zenith angle range.

Large scale anisotropy

The large scale anisotropy is investigated by means of a harmonic analysis of the right ascension distribution of the air shower arrival directions. The Rayleigh formalism produces an amplitude value $A$, as well as a phase $\Phi$, which corresponds to the right ascension of the direction of the excess. The procedure is sensitive to changes of the event rate during data taking, caused by metereological effects. To reduce these influences, a small fraction of events is discarded or counted double respectively, depending on measured air temperature and barometric pressure at the time of data taking. The resulting effective event rate is considerably less fluctuating. Much more hazardous are interruptions of data taking, which is why usually only periods of full sidereal days are taken into account for this kind of analysis. In the case of the present data set, this approach would lead to a reduction of the available statistics of 45%. Therefore, a modification of the Rayleigh formalism[3] has been developed, which takes right ascension dependent exposure times into account, allowing analysis of the full data set and thus increasing the available statistics almost by a factor of two.

Figure 3 shows the obtained upper limits at 95% confidence level for the Rayleigh amplitude versus estimated primary energy, in comparison to results of other experiments. An independent analysis of the KASCADE-Grande data with the east-west method[4] delivers an additional limit for $3 \cdot 10^{15}$ eV.

Autocorrelation analysis

An autocorrelation analysis can give evidence for clustering of air shower events and thus for the presence of point sources, while it cannot deliver any information on the number or location of such sources. For a given data set, the angular distance for each combination of two events is calculated. The distribution of these is compared with one cre-
ated from an artificial data set, which represents the hypothesis of an isotropic distribution and was created from the original data set using the shuffling technique[5]. Figure 4 shows the autocorrelation as proposed in [6]: $w_{LS} = (DD - 2DR + RR) / RR$, where $DD$, $DR$ and $RR$ denote the angular distance distributions of data-data, data-random (i.e. from the isotropic set) and random-random combinations of events. Since the number of angular distances to be computed increases quadratically with the number of events considered, this analysis was limited to the 1000 events of highest estimated primary energy.

Point sources would lead to an excess of small angular distances. As shown in figure 4, no such excess can be seen. No data points contradict with the assumption of an isotropic distribution, for which a two sigma confidence interval is indicated by the shaded area.

**Search for point sources**

The search for point sources is accomplished by comparing the measured arrival direction distribution in equatorial coordinates with an isotropic background distribution, obtained from the original data, using again the shuffling technique. The background distribution is made to contain 50 times as many events as the original data set. For each bin of the sky map, the significance of the excess of real data compared to the background is calculated according to Li and Ma[7]. The resulting significance map, with a bin width of $1^\circ$ is shown in figure 5. Figure 2 shows the distribution of significances from the sky map. The expected shape of this distribution is a gaussian function with a mean value of 0 and a spread of 1. The histogram obtained from the data is in good compliance with this. Point sources present in the data set would lead to a distortion of this distribution.

**Conclusions**

We present results of the KASCADE-Grande experiment on anisotropy of cosmic rays on both the small scale (i.e. point sources) and the large scale (i.e. dipole like). The Rayleigh analysis of the measured right ascension distribution sets significant upper limits over the whole energy range. It is shown that with the full KASCADE-Grande statistics improved anisotropy measurements will be obtained over a crucial energy region.

Data taken by KASCADE-Grande reveal no evidence for point sources of cosmic rays. Neither the angular correlation analysis, nor the direct search for significant excesses of certain arrival directions can contradict the assumption of isotropy. For advanced analyses, the data set will be restricted to either the highest energy events, or to muon-poor air showers, enriching the data set with possible candidates of photon induced air showers.
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Figure 3: Upper limits for the Rayleigh amplitude, as obtained by a harmonic analysis of the distribution of the right ascension of arrival directions, compared to the results of other experiments.

Figure 4: Autocorrelation of the arrival directions of the 1000 showers of highest estimated primary energy. The shaded area is the 2σ confidence region for isotropic distributions.

Figure 5: Significance map in equatorial coordinates. The exclusion of events more inclined than 42° results in the clear cut-off at declination 7°. The grid indicates galactic coordinates, with the thick curve representing the galactic plane.
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Abstract: KASCADE-Grande is a multi detector setup for the investigation of extensive air showers in the 10^{16} – 10^{18} eV energy range. With the Grande array it is possible to reconstruct the shower core direction and the total number of charged particles in the shower. The Grande array measures in coincidence with the original KASCADE muon array consisting of 622 m^2 shielded scintillators. The data of the combined measurements are used to extract information from the muonic and electromagnetic parts of the shower independently. In this paper, the muon density in a ring from 380 to 400 m distance from the shower axis is studied and compared to predictions of hadronic interaction models. We report first results of these muon measurements at KASCADE-Grande which indicates the primary composition evolution.

Introduction

The KASCADE-Grande experiment [1] has been set up to measure primary cosmic rays in the energy range from 10^{16} to 10^{18} eV. Its main goal is to study the expected knee of the iron component. These observations would confirm the hypothesis that explains the proton knee of the primary cosmic rays spectrum at a few PeV and determine the astrophysical mechanism which operates in this energy range.

The experiment is located at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany, where, beside the existing KASCADE [2] array, two new detector set ups (Grande and Piccolo) have been installed. The experiment is able to sample different components of extensive air showers (electromagnetic, muonic and hadronic) with high accuracy and covering a surface of 0.5 km^2. For an overview of the ac-
In this article we present studies of the muon component of the shower. The energy deposited by muons can be measured by the KASCADE stations separately from the electromagnetic component with a threshold of $E_\mu > 230$ MeV for vertical muons. Muons are the messengers of the hadronic interactions of the particles in the shower and therefore are a powerful tool to determine the primary particle mass and to study the hadronic interaction models.

Figure 1 shows the density of muons as a function of the distance from the shower axis for events with total number of electron ($N_e$) in the range $7.0 < \log_{10}(N_e) < 7.3$. The density of muons is calculated for each shower as the sum of the signal measured by all stations in rings of 20 m divided by the effective detection area of the stations. Similar plots were obtained for other $N_e$ ranges.

The density of muons is directly measured by the KASCADE scintillators. These detectors are shielded by 10 cm of lead and 4 cm of iron, corresponding to 20 radiation lengths and a threshold of 230 MeV for vertical muons. The error in the measurement of the energy deposit was experimentally determined to be smaller than 10% [2].

**Reconstruction Accuracy**

The main parameters used in this study are the density of muons and the total number of electrons in the shower for which the reconstruction accuracy is going to be discussed below. For the reconstruction accuracy of the shower geometry see ref. [7]. The density of muons is directly measured by the KASCADE scintillators. These detectors are shielded by 10 cm of lead and 4 cm of iron, corresponding to 20 radiation lengths and a threshold of 230 MeV for vertical muons. The error in the measurement of the energy deposit was experimentally determined to be smaller than 10% [2].
The total number of electrons in the shower is reconstructed in a combined way using KASCADE and KASCADE-Grande stations. A lateral distribution function (LDF) of the Lagutin type can be fitted to the density of muons measured by the KASCADE detector [6]. After that, using the fitted function, the number of muons at any distance from the shower axis can be estimated. The KASCADE-Grande stations measure the number of charged particles. The number of electrons at each KASCADE-Grande station is determined by subtracting from the measured number of charged particles the number of muons estimated with the LDF fitted to the KASCADE stations.

At this stage, the number of electrons at each KASCADE-Grande station is known. Latest, a modified NKG function is fitted to this data and the total number of electrons is determined in the fit. The accuracy of the reconstruction of $N_e$ can be seen in ref. [9].

Quality cuts have been applied to the events in this analysis procedure. We have required the zenith angle to be smaller than 40 degrees and the event should have more than 19 KASCADE-Grande stations with signal. The same quality cuts were applied to the simulated events used for reconstruction studies and to the data presented in the following section. After the quality cuts, the total number of electrons can be estimated with a systematic shift smaller than 10% and a statistical uncertainty smaller than 20% along the entire range considered in this paper [9].

**Data Analysis**

All showers measured by KASCADE-Grande which survived the quality cuts explained above have their muon density measured as a function of the distance from the shower axis. The distributions of the measured densities in a ring from 380 to 400 meters distance from the axis are shown in figure 3, 4 and 5 in comparison with simulation.

We show the distributions for three cuts in total electron number: $6.0 < \log_{10}(N_e) < 6.3$, $7.0 < \log_{10}(N_e) < 7.3$ and $7.7 < \log_{10}(N_e) < 8.0$ in figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

Figure 2 shows that the data could be better described by a proton dominant abundance at this $N_e$ selection. However, figures 3 and 4, with higher $N_e$ selections, show that the data could only be described if a mixed composition is considered. From the three figures it is clear that an enhancement of the heavy component occurs with increasing $N_e$. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the median muon density as a function of $N_e$. Two limits for the simulation are shown. The shaded area shows the limits determined by the median values of the proton (full blue line) and iron simulations (full red line). These limits can be used to visualize the evolution of the primary composition.

The dashed lines delimit the one sigma range of the proton and iron simulations. For that, it was taken the lower one sigma limit (16th quantile) of the proton (dashed blue line) distribution and the
upper one sigma limit (84th quantile) for the iron (dashed red line) distribution. These limits can be used to understand the fluctuations of the data when compared to the simulation. Note that a combined proton and iron composition shows about the same fluctuation of the data.

The change in slope seen in figure 6 for $\log_{10}(N_e) < 6.0$ corresponds to the threshold of the experiment and the fact that both data and simulation shows the same behavior illustrates the good level of understanding of our detectors. For the highest $N_e$ values the simulations run out of sufficient statistics.

Conclusions

The Grande array is in continuous and stable data taking since January 2004. In this article, we have briefly described the procedure used to measure the density of muons with the KASCADE array and studied its correlation with the total number of electrons in the shower.

The density of muons in the shower is measured directly by the KASCADE detectors. We have used this data to study the hadronic interaction model (QGSJetII) and the primary composition. The median and the fluctuation of the density of muons in a ring from 380 to 400 m distance from the shower axis lies within the limits of proton and iron simulations calculated by CORSIKA-QGSJetII in the range $6.0 < \log_{10}(N_e) < 8.0$. We have also shown that this parameter can be used for composition studies. A preliminary evolution from more light to a more heavy composition with increasing $N_e$ was observed.
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Abstract: KASCADE-Grande is a ground based multi-detector experiment measuring extensive air showers in order to study the primary cosmic ray energy spectrum in the energy range from $10^{18}$ eV to $10^{19}$ eV. A Flash-ADC based data acquisition system in KASCADE-Grande allows to study the temporal structure of extensive air showers. Muons in extensive air showers are thought to arrive on average earlier than the particles of the electromagnetic shower component. The separation of electrons and muons according to their arrival times poses an alternative to the measurement of the shower muon content with muon detectors. Approximately one year of KASCADE-Grande data have been analyzed to study the arrival times of the electromagnetic and the muonic shower components.

Introduction

The differences in the shower development of the electromagnetic and the muonic shower components suggest an arrival time difference between electrons and muons at the observation level. According to the model of the shower development, muons are on average produced higher in the atmosphere and move under the production angle with respect to the shower axis rectilinearly towards the observation point. The electromagnetic particles are on average produced deeper in the atmosphere and close to the shower axis. They reach the observation point by multiple scattering creating longer path lengths and thus longer times of flight. Furthermore, electromagnetic particles which are produced at the early stage of the shower development are absorbed in the atmosphere before they reach the observation level. Therefore, the bulk of electromagnetic particles, which are detected at sea level, are produced deeper in the atmosphere or at a later stage of the shower development. At
this point, the energy available for the production of secondaries has already decreased. Hence, the average kinetic energy of the electromagnetic particles is smaller than the kinetic energy of the muons. The resulting effect of the different development of the electromagnetic and the muonic shower components is that muons arrive earlier at the observation level than particles of the electromagnetic shower component. The difference in the arrival time increases with the radial distance from the shower core.

**Analysis**

In order to study particle arrival times with KASCADE-Grande, data from a Flash-ADC based data acquisition system have been analyzed. The FADC system comprises 16 FADC modules of 8 bit resolution and a sampling frequency of 1 GHz. The 16 FADC modules are installed in eight detector stations of the KASCADE detector array. The two modules per station are connected to the electromagnetic and the muonic detectors in order to measure the electromagnetic and the muonic shower components separately. The FADC modules digitize the full shape of the photomultiplier signal. In this way the arrival times of shower particles at the detectors are being stored since the detector signal corresponds to a convolution of the particle arrival time distribution with the single particle detector response. This means that an extraction of the particle arrival time distribution is possible by applying an unfolding algorithm if the single particle detector response is known.

The single particle detector response has been determined by averaging single particle events from usual air shower data. A single particle detector response has been determined for the $e/\gamma$- and the $\mu$-detector separately. The single particle detector response is used to construct the response matrix for the Gold unfolding algorithm. Figure 1 shows an example of an FADC pulse shape and the result of the unfolding.

The data used to study the arrival times of shower particles were recorded during approximately one year between January 2005 and February 2006. The minimum requirement for a data taking run to be analyzed was that at least the KASCADE array, the Grande array and the Flash-ADC system participated in the data taking. From these runs only showers were selected which had their shower core reconstructed within a fiducial area of $600 \text{ m} \times 600 \text{ m}$ around the center of the Grande array, and which triggered at least 20 Grande detector stations. To assure a high quality of the reconstructed shower observables only showers which had a zenith angle smaller than $30^\circ$ were used for the analysis. In total, approximately 290,000 extensive air showers measured by KASCADE-Grande entered the analysis. The used events belongs to primary energies of approximately $10^{16} \text{ eV} - 10^{18} \text{ eV}$. The signals in these selected air showers were only used for the analysis if no saturation occurred and the KASCADE array time measurement of the corresponding detector stations was available.

The signals which passed these quality requirements were unfolded as described above. The resulting arrival time distributions were filled into overall particle arrival time distributions. In order to study the temporal structure of the shower component in dependence on the distance from the shower center, the overall arrival time distributions were created for 13 intervals of the distance from the shower core. As an example, the arrival time distributions of electrons and muons are shown in figure 1. As the detectors for the electromagnetic shower component are located above the detectors for the muonic shower component, the arrival time distributions of electrons contain also the arrival times generated by muons passing the electromagnetic detector. This contribution had to be subtracted on a statistical basis by subtracting the muon arrival time distribution from the electron arrival time distribution after scaling down the muon arrival time distribution by the ratio of the electron detector area and muon detector area. As an example, the resulting particle arrival time distributions of electrons and muons are shown on the right hand side of figure 1 for the distance interval $R = (250 - 300) \text{ m}$.

**Results**

The arrival time distributions are used to generate the time profile of the electromagnetic and the
muonic shower fronts. The mean value of the distributions represents the most probable arrival time of the corresponding particle type. The shower front profile of the electromagnetic and the muonic component is shown in figure 2. The thicknesses of the shower disks of both components by means of the standard deviation of the corresponding arrival time distributions are depicted in figure 3. The time profile indicates that for $R > 200 \text{ m}$ muons start to arrive earlier at the observation level than electrons. The relative difference in the average arrival time increases with increasing core distance as expected. The difference in the average arrival time above $R = 200 \text{ m}$ allows the determination of an arrival time cut in order to separate electrons and muons. This time cut on the particle arrival time is defined as the average of the distributions’ mean values. As the muons represent the early shower component, particles with an arrival time smaller than the arrival time cut are considered muons whereas particles with a later arrival time are considered electrons. The particle arrival time cut as a function of the core distance is shown in figure 4. Due to the large spread of the particle arrival times the muon selection obtained by this definition is not 100%
clean, but will also contain misclassified early electrons. In order to determine the expected purity of the muon selection the arrival time cut was applied to the arrival time distributions and the muon purity was calculated as the ratio of the number of muons to the total number of particles before the arrival time cut. The purity of the muon selection is shown in figure 5. The error band in both pictures reflects the sum of statistical and systematic errors and is dominated by the systematic error. The systematic error is mainly caused by the uncertainty of the reconstructed arrival time of the shower core and the alignment of the unfolded particle arrival times relative to the shower core arrival time.
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**Figure 4:** Separation cut values calculated from the mean values of the particle arrival time distributions with the systematic uncertainties represented by the error bands. The dashed lines represent the core distance above which a separation of electrons and muons according to their arrival times becomes feasible.

**Discussion**

The analysis of particle arrival times of the electromagnetic and muonic shower component with data from the KASCADE-Grande experiment has shown that muons have on average an earlier arrival time at the observation level than electrons. This difference in the arrival time can be used for an alternative method to determine the muon content in extensive air showers. Experiments without dedicated muon detectors but with time resolving data acquisition electronics are able to separate muons from electrons according to their arrival time to a certain extent.

![Figure 5](image2.png)

**Figure 5:** Muon purities calculated from the mean values of the particle arrival time distributions with the systematic uncertainties represented by the error bands. The dashed lines represent the core distance above which a separation of electrons and muons according to their arrival times becomes feasible.
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Abstract: A large area (128m$^2$) Muon Tracking Detector (MTD), located within the KASCADE experiment, has been built with the aim to identify muons ($E_\mu >$0.8GeV) and their directions in extensive air showers by track measurements under more than 18 r.l. shielding. The orientation of the muon track with respect to the shower axis is expressed in terms of the radial- and tangential angles. By means of triangulation the muon production height $H_\mu$ is determined. By means of $H_\mu$, transition from light to heavy cosmic ray primary particle with increasing shower energy $E_o$ from 1-10 PeV is observed.

Introduction

Muons have never been used up to now to reconstruct the hadron longitudinal development of EAS with sufficient accuracy, due to the difficulty of building large area ground-based telescopes [1]. Muons are produced mainly by charged pions and kaons in a wide energy range. They must not always be produced directly on the shower axis. The multiple Coulomb scattering in the atmosphere and in the detector shielding also change the muon direction. It is evident that the reconstruction of the longitudinal development of the muon component by means of triangulation [2, 3] provides a powerful tool for primary mass measurement and for the study of high-energy hadron interactions with the atmospheric nuclei, giving the information similar to that obtained with the Fly’s Eye experiment, but in the energy range not accessible by the detection of fluorescent light. Muon tracking allows also the study of hadron interactions by means of the muon pseudorapidity [4]. Already in the past, analytical tools have been developed which describe the transformation between shower observables recorded on the observation level and observables which represent the longitudinal shower development [5]. Fig. 1 shows the experimental environment.
Muon Production Height over Electron and Muon Size

Usually, $X_{\text{max}}$ is the atmospheric depth at which the electrons and photons of the air shower reach their maximum numbers and is considered to be mass $A$ sensitive [6]. Concerning muons which stem dominantly from $\pi^\pm$ decays, the corresponding height where most muons are created may also provide a mass $A$ sensitive observable. For $X_{\text{max}}$, Matthews [7] in a phenomenological ansatz gives for the e.m. part the elongation rate of $85\text{gcm}^{-2}$ per decade ($\lg=\log_{10}$) which is in a good agreement with simulations. For the $X_{\text{max}}$ value for nuclei ref. [7] reports: $X_A^{\mu} = X_p^{\mu} - X_{\text{oln}}(A)$ ($X_o$ radiation length in air), therefore, $X_{\text{max}}$ from iron showers is $\sim 150\text{gcm}^{-2}$ higher than $X_{\text{max}}$ from proton showers at all energies. With the integral number of muons for a proton or nucleus $A$ induced shower:

$$N_\mu \sim E_0^\beta \quad \text{or} \quad N_A^{\mu} \sim A(E_A/A)^\beta \quad (1)$$

and

$$X_{\text{max}} \sim \lg(E_0) \quad (2)$$

we assume that $\langle H_\mu \rangle$ exhibits a similar $\lg(N_e)$ and $\lg(N_A^{\mu})$ dependence as $X_{\text{max}}$. Note however, $\langle H_\mu \rangle$, because of the long tails in the $H_\mu$ distribution towards small (gcm$^{-2}$) can be systematically higher than the muon production height, where most of the muons are created in a shower. Some energetic muons may stem from the first interaction and survive down to the MTD detector plane. The elongation rate $D_\mu$ becomes

$$D_\mu = \frac{\delta \langle H_\mu \rangle}{\delta \lg N_A^{\mu}} \quad (3)$$

The almost mass $A$ independent energy assignment in equation [4] was employed.

$$\lg E_0[\text{GeV}] = 0.19\lg(N_e) + 0.79\lg(N_A^{\mu}) + 2.33 \quad (4)$$

The shower development leads also to different fluctuations in those shower parameters. For the following analysis the elongation rate $D_\mu$ was given the value $70\text{gcm}^{-2}$ per decade in $\lg(N_A^{\mu})$. After subtracting from each track the 'energy' dependent penetration depth

$$H_A^{\mu} = H_\mu - 70\text{gcm}^{-2}\lg(N_A^{\mu}) + 20\text{gcm}^{-2}\lg(N_e) \quad (5)$$

the remaining depth $H_A^{\mu}$ should be giving the mass $A$ dependence.

The correction with the electron size $\lg(N_e)$ in equation [5] should be of opposite sign because of fluctuations to larger size for this variable ($X_{\text{max}}$ also fluctuates to larger values).

Investigating in a closer look the distribution of the parameters involved in the correction for $H_A^{\mu}$ for
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Figure 2: lg(Nμ) size spectra for lg(Nμ μ)μ=4.0-4.25 and three zenith angle ranges.

Figure 3: Hμ spectra for lg(Nμ μ)μ=4.0-4.25 and three zenith angle ranges.

the elongation rate, Fig. 2 shows how the electron size distributions for fixed muon number bin and three zenith angle bins vary with angle. In a similar way Fig. 3 shows muon production height distributions for the same shower parameters (below 12km were the errors are small). It is known from earlier studies, that the lg(Nμ) parameter exhibits fluctuations to large values in agreement with simulations while the lg(Nμ μ) parameter exhibits little fluctuations. In contrary, the Hμ parameter in Fig. 3 is fluctuating to smaller values (gcm^{-2}). Therefore, we may argue that the fluctuations in the corrections for Hμ for the elongation rate will cancel to some extent and, therefore, the resulting mass A dependent muon production height Hμ μ represents a stable mass A observable.

Fig. 4 shows the regions of different mass A dependent mean muon production height ⟨Hμ μ⟩ in the 2 parameter space lg(Nμ) − lg(Nμ μ). Hμ μ in Fig. 4 is the mean ⟨Hμ μ⟩ per shower and any muon track in the MTD. The picture shows regions of distinct ⟨Hμ μ⟩ in a color code with a 40gcm^{-2} step size. The borders between different regions are for some cases marked with lines which exhibit a slope in the lg(Nμ) − lg(Nμ μ) plane. While in the middle of the distribution the slope confirms the previously employed slope lg(Nμ μ) = 0.74(±0.01)lg(Nμ) for selecting light or heavy primary particles, modified slopes may be recognized for regions away from the middle of the ridge. The slope for the 600gcm^{-2} line comes close to the slope of the air-shower simulations employed in [8]. Note also that the number of tracks increase with energy and exhibit a specific mass A dependent rise, which is under study.

The lines obtain their slope from the muon number-energy relation in equation [1] combined with equation [4]. There, the exponent is according to ref. [7] connected to the amount of inelasticity κ (fraction of energy used up for π production) involved in the processes of the A-air collisions. A comparatively steeper slope β = (1 − 0.14κ) [7], corresponds to an increased inelasticity. The correction in equation [5] depending on lg(Nμ) and lg(Nμ μ) was found appropriate to get the slope of the Hμ μ profile in the 2 parameter lg(Nμ) − lg(Nμ μ) presentation (Fig. 4). Differences between 2 lines amount to 40gcm^{-2}. Differences between two different models in ref. [8] amount to about 20gcm^{-2} on the Hμ μ scale.

Sorting the lg(Nμ) − lg(Nμ μ) events by their range in Hμ μ and employing for the same event the mass A independent equation [4] for lg(E_0[GeV]), energy spectra are obtained and given in Fig. 5. So far no explicit mass range assignment is given as would be motivated by the equation X_{max} A = X_{max} a - X_{0} ln(A). The spectra in Fig. 5 together with their preliminary error estimations are almost model independent. The preliminary spectra reveal distinct features. While low mass spectra show a rapid drop with increasing shower energy, medium mass and heavy mass spectra seem to overtake at large primary energy. Systematic errors dominate the low and high energy bins and are a subject of further investigation. In the present analysis the
Figure 4: $\log(N_e) - \log(N_\mu)$ matrix with effective muon production height $H_\mu^A$ along the z-axis.

Figure 5: Energy spectra for different mass A groups which produce muons at different effective muon production height $H_\mu^A$.

detection threshold of the MTD may be effective and a fraction of tracks may be missing leading to a light particle mass interpretation.

Conclusions

Triangulation allows to investigate $H_\mu$. Future analysis of other shower angle bins and of larger and improved quality data sample will provide a more detailed information on the nature of high energy shower muons. Also muon multiplicities provide valuable parameters to derive the relative contributions of different primary cosmic ray particles. A natural extension towards even larger shower energies will be provided by KASCADE-Grande [9]. There is a common understanding that the high energy shower muons serve as sensitive probes to investigate [4] the high energy hadronic interactions in the EAS development. Very inclined muons which can be studied with tracks recorded by the wall modules of the MTD are currently of vital interest.
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Abstract: The Muon Tracking Detector in the KASCADE-Grande experiment allows the measurement of muon directions up to 700 m from the shower center. It means, that nearly all muons produced in a shower and surviving to the ground level are subject of investigation. It is important not only for studying mean muon production heights but also for investigations of EAS muon pseudorapidity distributions. These distributions are nearly identical to the pseudorapidity distributions of their parent mesons produced in hadronic interactions. Lateral distribution of muon pseudorapidity in extensive air showers (EAS) is a sensitive probe of hadronic interaction parameters embedded in the models. In this quantity lateral distribution of muon energy and lateral distribution of muon transverse momenta are hidden. Results of the analysis compared with the predictions of QGSJetII and FLUKA2002 models are discussed.

Introduction

The Muon Tracking Detector (MTD) [1] is one of the detector components in the KASCADE-Grande experiment [2] operated on site of the Research Center Karlsruhe in Germany by an international collaboration. The MTD with its detection acceptance of about 500 m² sr measures in EAS tracks of muons, which energy exceeds 0.8 GeV, with the excellent angular resolution of (≈ 0.35°). The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. Muons are very sensitive probe of the processes responsible for the development of an air shower in the atmosphere. They hardly interact and suffer only small deflection due to scattering in the air. Thus, in the directional information they conserve some of the kinematic parameters of their parent mesons - the most abundant products of hadronic interactions. Despite significant progress over the last decade, these interactions, at the en-
Muons and energies and kinematical regions relevant for the development of EAS, are still not well understood, mainly due to the lack of direct accelerator measurements. Therefore, tests of the models with the EAS data are the only accessible means to improve them.

**Muon tracking**

The muon tracking in KASCADE-Grande utilizes the concept of radial ($\rho$) and tangential ($\tau$) angles (Fig. 2). The radial angle is a basic quantity in the determination of muon production heights [3]. A combination of both angles, as shown in [4], allows to determine the pseudorapidities of muons in EAS. Namely, a certain combination of $\tau$ and $\rho$ is equal to the ratio of transversal to longitudinal momentum components of the muon with respect to the shower direction:

$$\zeta \equiv \sqrt{\tau^2 + \rho^2} = \frac{p_t}{p_{\parallel}}$$

Hence, the pseudorapidity $\eta$ of muons with energy $> 0.8$ GeV (MTD threshold) can be expressed as follows:

$$\eta = \ln \frac{2 \times p_{\parallel}}{p_t} \approx -\ln \frac{\zeta}{2}$$

**Results and discussion**

In KASCADE-Grande we have measured muon directions up to 600 m distance from the shower core. As simulations show, we track in this way nearly all muons surviving to the observation level [6]. A very good probe of the hadronic interactions is the lateral distribution of mean radial angle and, finally, of mean muon pseudorapidity. This
is because with the MTD we examine the longitudinal development of the muonic shower component. At every given distance to the shower core we register muons from a certain window of production heights. Thus, lateral distribution of any measured muon parameter is a result of sliding this window over the whole shower development. The content of such a window is a result of hadronic interactions together with the propagation-related processes like multiple scattering and decays (of mesons and muons). Therefore, measured lateral distributions can be used to check how these distributions are predicted by hadronic interaction models.

In the following we shall analyze vertical air showers ($\theta \leq 18^\circ$) efficiently triggered by the Grande Ar- ray, what means, having electron size $\lg(N_e) \geq 6$. The measured experimental values are compared with the predicted ones for proton and iron primaries by Monte Carlo CORSIKA [7] simulations using QGSJetII and FLUKA2002 [8] as high and low energy hadronic interaction models, respectively. In Fig. 3 the lateral distribution of mean radial angles of muons registered in such showers is shown. Limiting the value of $\rho$ to maximum $10^\circ$ removes from the analysis long tails of radial angle distributions produced by low energy muons created close above the detector.

Moving away from the shower core one observes a rise of the mean radial angle value, i.e. at large distances more muons are detected which are produced deeper in the atmosphere. The value of radial angle is dominated by the transversal momentum of a muon so, the distribution in Fig. 3 reflects the lateral distribution of mean transversal momentum of survived EAS muons, what is confirmed by CORSIKA simulations.

As it is seen from the figure in the range 100 - 400 m data points lay either above or very close to the points obtained for the proton initiated showers. At the distances below 200 m there seems to be a mismatch between simulations and the experiment. Investigations below 100 m done with KASCADE Array data confirm this situation. Above 400 m one observes a bend in the distribution causing the points fall close to the iron simulation results. Due to the large statistical errors and not fully identical conditions in the experiment and in simulations in this region one cannot make any quantitative conclusions here, noting only that the rise of the mean values of $\rho$ is maintained.

The lateral distribution of mean pseudorapidity of EAS muons which survived to the observation level is particularly well suited as a tool for testing interaction models. In this quantity such kinematical variables like muon energy and its transversal momentum are covered (pseudorapidity being proportional to the ratio of those two).

The results showing experimental data compared with the simulation results for proton and iron primaries are given in Fig. 4. As it is seen from equations (1) and (2) the value of $\eta$ is dominated by the radial angle. Therefore, one observes the same relations between measured and simulated results as in the previously discussed distribution. The slope of the distribution is smaller in the measured data than in the simulated ones resulting in a growing discrepancy while approaching the shower core. Previous analyses done with KASCADE data for distances 40 - 140 m are in agreement with the present one showing the continuation into the closer distances with the same slope [9]. Also the measured mean pseudorapidity values are below the simulated ones for proton showers in KASCADE distances, as it starts to be seen below 200 m in Fig. 4. The argumentation for the better agree-
ment above 400 m is the same as in case of $\rho$ distribution above.

There may be several reasons why simulations result in too high pseudorapidity value of measured muons. The model produces either muons with too high mean energy or too small mean transverse momentum. However, having in mind that the values are averaged for "survived" muons one can also assume, that slightly higher energy of muons at production would give them a chance not to decay and be registered, adding their relatively low pseudorapidities to the measured sample.

Similar results one would get enlarging the muon survival probability by producing them deeper in the atmosphere. Since the low energy (below 10 GeV) muons are dominating in the registered sample even slight increase in their number (number of survived ones - not necessarily one should increase the pion multiplicity in the interactions) would give the shift of the mean values towards agreement with the measurements.

Apart from the above indicated drawbacks of the data at distances over 400 m one should note, that they cannot fully account for generally better agreement between data and simulations in the remote region. As indicated in [6] at different distances to the shower core we are sensitive with the MTD to muons produced in different ranges of hadronic interaction energies. In the close-by distances (KASCADE range: 40 - 160 m) the majority of registered muons originate from mesons created at energies modelled by high-energy interaction model. With moving away from the shower core (KASCADE-Grande distances - up to 700 m) the input from the interactions governed in simulations by a low-energy model becomes more and more important.

Therefore, one can conclude that the largest discrepancies between measured and simulated results seen in Fig. 4 are likely to be due to the imperfections of high-energy hadronic interaction model, here QGSJetII.
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Reconstruction of primary mass group energy spectra with KASCADE


Abstract: The KASCADE-Grande experiment was designed for the measurement of extensive air showers induced by cosmic rays of the knee region, i.e. with energies between 0.5 PeV and 1 EeV. Main focus of the experiment is the precise determination of energy and composition of the primary cosmic rays, thus clarifying the nature of the knee. Data of the preceding KASCADE experiment have been used in a composition analysis[1], proposing the knee to be caused by a steepening in the light-element spectra. Furthermore, the analysis identified insufficiencies of the simulations and the interaction models used therein in describing the considered data. In the following, an update on the analysis will be presented.

Introduction

Even though the majority of recent air shower experiments aims at the highest energy (well above $10^{19}$ eV), the much lower PeV-range is still of considerably interest. Here, at an energy of approx. 4 PeV, a sudden steepening of the energy spectrum occurs, which is referred to as the so-called knee of cosmic rays. Hypotheses for its origin range from astrophysical scenarios, like changing acceleration mechanisms or escape from the Galaxy, to particle physics models. For restricting or even rejecting different models, detailed knowledge about the energy dependent chemical composition of cosmic rays is necessary.

At present, measurements in the knee region are only possible by the detection of extensive air showers (EAS) induced by primary cosmic-ray particles. While gaining statistical significance by this approach, any reconstructed properties of the primary particles have to rely on simulations and the description of high energy hadronic interactions used therein. By nature, these interaction models have to be phenomenological and differ in their predictions. In this sense any thorough anal-
ysis of EAS data offers the opportunity of testing and improving high energy interaction models. The KASCADE experiment[2], precursor and now part of the KASCADE-Grande experiment[3], aims at these questions. By analyzing the KASCADE key observables (electron and muon shower size) a strong dependence of the result for the elemental abundances on the used interaction model was demonstrated[1]. In addition, an insufficient description of the data by the considered simulations could be revealed.

In the following, an update on this composition analysis is given with special emphasis on the influence of the low energy interaction model. Furthermore, the analysis was repeated for data of different zenith angle intervals, thus testing for consistency of the procedure. A brief discussion of the properties of simulations using the new EPOS[4] model finally concludes this article.

**Outline of the analysis**

Starting point for the analysis is the number of measured EAS depending on electron number \( \lg N_e \) and muon number \( \lg N_{\mu}^{tr} \) (muons with core distances between 40 m and 200 m), the so-called two-dimensional shower size spectrum. For showers inside the KASCADE array and with inclination less than 18° this spectrum is also shown in Fig. 3. The content \( N_j \) of each histogram cell \( j \) is

\[
N_j = C \sum_{A=1}^{N_A} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{dJ_A}{d\lg E} p_A d\lg E. \tag{1}
\]

\( C \) is a normalizing constant (time, aperture). The sum is carried out over all primary particle types of mass \( A \). The functions \( p_A = p_A(\lg N_{e,j}, \lg N_{\mu,j}^{tr}, \lg E) \) give the probability for an EAS of primary energy \( E \) and mass \( A \) to be measured and reconstructed with shower sizes \( N_{e,j} \) and \( N_{\mu,j}^{tr} \). The probabilities \( p_A \) include shower fluctuations, efficiencies, and reconstruction systematics and resolution. For reasons of clarity integration over solid angle and cell area is omitted in Eqn. 1, but taken into account.

With this notation the two-dimensional size spectrum is interpreted as a set of coupled integral equations. This set can be solved for the primary energy spectra \( \frac{dJ_A}{d\lg E} \) by the application of unfolding algorithms. In the analysis the particles H, He, C, Si, and Fe were chosen as representatives for five mass groups of primary cosmic ray particles. The corresponding probabilities \( p_A \) were determined by Monte Carlo simulations using COSRICA[5] and a GEANT[6] based simulation of the experiment. Details of the procedure can be found in Ref.[1].

**Using FLUKA instead of GHEISHA**

In Ref.[1], the probabilities \( p_A \) were determined using the high energy interaction models QGSJet[7] (2001 version) and SIBYLL[8] 2.1 in the simulations. In both cases low energy interactions (\(< 80 \text{ GeV}\)) were modeled with the GHEISHA[9] code. For the present analysis, GHEISHA was replaced by the FLUKA[10] package, and only the QGSJet 01 model was used. Differences between these simulations are rather small, with nearly energy and primary independent differences of \( \Delta \lg N_e \approx 0.015 \) and \( \Delta \lg N_{\mu}^{tr} \approx 0.02 \) (more electrons and less muons with FLUKA).

Because of these small differences of the simulation predictions, it is not surprising, that the results of the complete unfolding analysis differ for the FLUKA case only little from those of the GHEISHA case. As an example, the results for the energy spectra of H, He, and C obtained with GHEISHA and FLUKA are compared with each other in Fig. 1. The differences between the two solution sets are small, especially in comparison with methodical uncertainties (shaded bands in the figure). In case of the heavy elements (Si, Fe) the influence is somewhat larger, but still of same or smaller order than methodical uncertainties. To summarize, the overall picture of the solution seems to be affected insignificantly by using FLUKA instead of GHEISHA.

**Analysing data of different zenith angle ranges**

In the presented analysis only EAS with zenith angles smaller than 18° were considered so far. Apart from increasing statistics, the analysis of more inclined shower data could serve as a consistency
check. Since the data could not be described satisfactorily by the simulations (see Ref.[1]), identical results compared to the vertical data set cannot be expected. Nevertheless, strong and large differences between the solution sets would indicate a severe problem in either the simulation code or the applied analysis technique. For this kind of cross-check the QGSJet/FLUKA analysis was repeated for two more data sets of EAS with higher inclination. In the first one considered zenith angles range from 18° to 25.9°, in the second from 25.9° to 32.3°.

The results for the all-particle spectrum coincide very well inside their statistical uncertainties, only for the underlying mass group spectra small differences can be detected. For lack of space, only the results for H and He are discussed in the following. The spectra for Helium derived from the three data sets coincide inside their statistical uncertainties, as can be seen in Fig. 2. In the same figure, obvious systematic differences can be observed for the proton spectra at energies above the proton knee. Here, the change of index decreases with increasing zenith angle, i.e. gets less pronounced.

The observed systematic deviations of the solution sets to each other are small and can be understood by the increasing shower fluctuations with increasing zenith angle and shifted energy threshold due to the fixed data range in \( \log N_e \) and \( \log N_{\mu}^{tr} \). Therefore, no strong or unexplainable differences are found, which would hint to severe problems in the simulation or the analysis. Thus, conclusions[1] drawn from the analysis of nearly vertical showers are not affected.

**New interaction model: EPOS**

The most recent release of CORSIKA made the new EPOS[4] model available for the simulation of high energy hadronic interactions in EAS. Using the combination EPOS/FLUKA in CORSIKA a set of EAS similar to the ones used in the presented analyses was generated. Of special interest is the energy dependence of the shower fluctuations \( s_A(\log N_e, \log N_{\mu}^{tr} | \log E) \), describing the probability for an EAS of primary mass \( A \) and energy \( \log E \) to exhibit electron size \( \log N_e \) and muon size \( \log N_{\mu}^{tr} \) at observation level. Figure 3 compares the positions of the maxima of these distributions for proton and iron induced EAS using EPOS, QGSJet 01, and SIBYLL 2.1. For orientation, the two-dimensional electron and muon size spectrum is also shown.

It can be seen from the figure, that for each model the lines, which correspond to the most probable
values of the shower sizes, belonging to different primary particle types are nearly parallel. Furthermore, the same holds for lines corresponding to QGSJet and SIBYLL simulations. A QGSJet line "could be shifted" into a SIBYLL line. For EPOS simulations, this is no longer the case. The most-probable-lines exhibit a different slope as compared to QGSJet and SIBYLL. It is interesting to note, that the iron-lines of EPOS and QGSJet lie on each other at small shower sizes ($\approx 1 \text{ PeV}$). With increasing shower sizes, EPOS predictions for iron induced EAS resemble EAS induced by ultra-heavy primaries in the QGSJet framework.

A closer inspection reveals, that for high energies (around $10^{18}$ eV) the EPOS most-probable-line for proton induced EAS seems to cross the SIBYLL line for iron induced showers. This could alter any composition analysis at higher energies drastically.

**Conclusions**

In parallel to measurements and analyses with KASCADE-Grande[11], composition analyses with KASCADE data are ongoing. Besides the cross-check of the conducted composition analysis with data from different zenith angle intervals, the influence of the low interaction model (replacing GHEISHA by FLUKA) has been investigated. It could been shown, that the influence of this replacement on the results of the analysis is small.

First simulations using the new hadronic interaction model EPOS have been carried out, indicating new and interesting properties of EAS predictions. Results of a complete unfolding analysis using EPOS will be published soon. Moreover, in the future this kind of analysis will give further information on the validity of hadronic interaction models and for their improvement.

**References**

Abstract: Different methods are applied to derive the attenuation lengths of hadrons in air showers with the KASCADE experiment. A data set of unaccompanied hadrons is used (where only a hadron is registered with a calorimeter) as well as full air showers, where also the number of electrons and muons is registered with a field array. The different attenuation lengths obtained are discussed.

Introduction

The measurement of the attenuation lengths of hadrons in air showers provides a suitable experimental access to the properties of high-energy hadronic interactions.

Main detector for the present analysis is the 16 x 20 m$^2$ hadron calorimeter of the KASCADE experiment [3]. An iron sampling calorimeter comprising of nine layers of liquid ionization chambers interspaced with absorbers of lead, iron, and concrete. It measures the energy, as well as point and angle of incidence for hadrons with energies $E_h > 50$ GeV. It has been calibrated at an accelerator beam [9]. In addition, for a part of the analyses discussed here the electromagnetic and muonic ($E_\mu > 0.23$ GeV) shower components are registered with a 200 x 200 m$^2$ scintillator array [1].

Different methods are discussed to derive attenuation lengths. The values obtained are not a priori comparable to each other since they are based on different definitions. The first part deals with unaccompanied hadrons, i.e. only one hadron is registered with the calorimeter, followed by an analysis of hadrons in air showers.

Unaccompanied Hadrons

For the following analyses the actual vertical thickness $X_0$ of the atmosphere above the KASCADE experiment is needed. The average ground pressure during the observation time...
The absorber thickness \( X \) obtained range from energy from \( \approx 10^4 \) g/cm\(^2\) to about 140 g/cm\(^2\). The values increase slightly as function of energy from \( \approx 110 \) g/cm\(^2\) to about 140 g/cm\(^2\). The first method relates the flux observed above the atmosphere to unaccompanied hadrons measured at ground level. Simulations show, that unaccompanied hadrons mostly originate from primary protons [2]. Therefore, the flux of primary protons \( \Phi_0 \) as measured above the atmosphere by satellite and balloon experiments [6] and the flux of unaccompanied hadrons \( \Phi_H \) as measured by KASCADE [2] are used and an attenuation length \( \lambda_0 \) is derived applying \( \Phi_H = \Phi_0 \exp(-X_0/\lambda_0) \). The values obtained range from \( \approx 250 \) g/cm\(^2\) at low energies to values around 100 g/cm\(^2\) and are presented in Fig. 1 as function of hadron energy.

The following methods use the change of the measured hadron rate caused by variations of the absorber thickness. One possibility is to investigate the hadron rate as function of the zenith angle \( \Theta \) of the hadrons, which implies a change in the absorber thickness \( X = X_0/\cos(\Theta) \). This yields an attenuation length \( \lambda_\Theta \) with \( \Phi_H(\Theta) \propto \exp(-X/\lambda_\Theta) \). Fits to the measured data for different energy intervals yield values for \( \lambda_\Theta \) as shown in Fig. 1. The values increase slightly as function of energy from \( \approx 110 \) g/cm\(^2\) to about 140 g/cm\(^2\).

The last method described uses a change in the absorber thickness caused by variations in the atmospheric ground pressure \( p \). In addition, the measured rate of unaccompanied hadrons depends on the temperature \( T_{200} \) of the atmosphere, measured 200 m above KASCADE. The temperature effect is caused by the fact that for a given pressure (or column density) a higher temperature yields a smaller air density and thus more pions decay. Approximating the atmosphere as ideal gas a temperature change relates to a change of the height of an atmospheric layer. Motivated by CORSIKA [5] air shower simulations it is assumed that most pions in air showers are generated at an atmospheric depth of about 150 g/cm\(^2\), corresponding to \( H_0 \approx 14 \) km. Applying the ideal gas law the production height is approximated as \( H(T_{200}) = H_0(1 + 3.4 \cdot 10^{-3}(T_{200} - T_0)) \) with \( T_0 = 15^\circ \text{C} \).

The pressure and temperature dependencies of the observed rates are described by the relations \( \Phi_H(p) \propto \exp(-p/\lambda_p) \) and \( \Phi_H(T_{200}) \propto \exp(-H/l_0) \), respectively. The values \( \lambda_p \) and \( l_0 \) are determined through an iterative procedure in which the rates are normalized to a standard temperature and pressure. The data have been analyzed in two zenith angle intervals of \( 0^\circ - 21^\circ \) and \( 21^\circ - 50^\circ \). The results for \( \lambda_p \) are depicted in Fig. 1 as function of energy. The values for the two zenith angle ranges agree well with each other, and show a decrease from values around 190 g/cm\(^2\) at low energies to about 100 g/cm\(^2\) at higher energies.
As a plausibility check, the temperature dependence has been used to estimate the charged pion life time. \( l_0 \) is taken as the decay length of pions, yielding for the life time \( \tau = l_0/c \). With the life time of pions in the rest system \( \tau_\pi = 2.2 \times 10^{-8} \) s the Lorentz factor of the registered hadrons can be estimated \( \gamma_\tau = \tau/\tau_\pi \). Since the energy of the hadrons/pions is measured independently with the calorimeter, a second Lorentz factor can be estimated \( \gamma_E = E_H/m_\pi \) with the rest mass of the pions \( m_\pi = 140 \) MeV. In an ideal case both values derived for \( \gamma \) should agree. However, a comparison of the values obtained for different energy bins, as shown in Fig. 2, exhibits that the quantities differ by a factor of about 4. On the other hand it is quite interesting to realize that such a simple approach delivers results within the expected order of magnitude.

The attenuation lengths obtained applying the different methods yield values between about 100 g/cm\(^2\) and \( \approx 250 \) g/cm\(^2\). It is obvious that the different methods yield different attenuation lengths. In particular, they are not expected to agree with the interaction lengths for pions and/or protons.

Nevertheless, to give a hint towards the expected magnitude of the attenuation lengths in Fig. 1 also expectations according to a hadronic interaction model are shown. The open symbols represent the proton-air \( \lambda_{p-air} \) and pion-air \( \lambda_{\pi-air} \) interaction lengths according to the model QGSJET 01 [8]. Over the three decades shown they decrease slightly with energy starting with \( \lambda_{p-air} \approx 90 \) and \( \lambda_{\pi-air} \approx 120 \) g/cm\(^2\) at 100 GeV. In the analyses presented, the measured hadrons are treated as surviving primary particles. However, in reality, the “unaccompanied hadrons” are mostly the debris of small air showers interacting in the upper atmosphere. Hadrons reaching ground level have undergone about two to five interactions. Thus, the measured attenuation lengths are larger as compared to the interaction lengths of the particles in the model.

**Hadrons in Air Showers**

The second part deals with hadrons in air showers. The primary energy \( E_0 \) of the shower inducing particle is roughly estimated based on the number of electrons \( N_e \) and muons \( N_\mu' \) registered with the KASCADE field array: \( \lg E_0 \approx 0.19 \lg N_e + 0.79 \lg N_\mu' + 2.33 \). The “surviving energy” in form of hadrons \( \Sigma E_H \) is measured with the hadron calorimeter. Thus, a fraction \( R = \Sigma E_H/E_0 \) of hadronic energy reaching ground level can be inferred as function of primary energy as shown in Fig. 3. In the energy range investigated about 0.1% to 0.35% of the primary energy reach the observation level in form of hadrons. With an average elasticity \( \epsilon \approx 0.25 \) [7] and \( R = \epsilon^N \) the average number of generations \( N \) in the shower can be estimated and it turns out that the registered hadrons have undergone about four to five interactions.
The two-dimensional distribution of the number of electrons and muons for the measured showers is depicted in Fig. 4. The asterisks represent the most probable values of the distribution. The dashed line, obtained by a fit to the most probable values is used to separate the registered data into a "light" and "heavy" sample. The energy fraction reaching observation level is shown in Fig. 3 as well for the light and heavy primaries. As expected from a simple superposition model, proton-like showers transport more energy to the observation level as compared to iron-like showers.

An attenuation length $\lambda_E$ has been derived from the measured energy fraction assuming $\Sigma E_H = E_0 \exp(-X_0/\lambda_E)$. The results are presented as function of the estimated primary energy in Fig. 5. Values for the complete data set as well as for the light and heavy selection are shown. The values are compared to results obtained from full air shower simulations for primary protons and iron nuclei using the CORSIKA program with the hadronic interaction generators FLUKA [4] and QGSJET 01. It can be seen in the figure that the results for the light and heavy selections agree well with the values for primary protons and iron nuclei, respectively.

Instead of the primary energy the results can also be calculated as function of the hadronic energy sum at observation level. The values thus obtained can be compared to the previous results shown in Fig. 1. However, it should be pointed out that $\lambda_E$ is yet another definition for an attenuation length. The results for all data, as well as for the light and heavy selection are presented in Fig. 6. Again, the measured attenuation lengths are compared to simulations for primary protons and iron nuclei and a reasonable agreement between measured and simulated values can be stated.
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Abstract: The antenna field of LOPES uses inverted V-shaped dipole antennas to measure radio signals originating from extensive air showers (EAS). The LOPES antennas are measuring in coincidence with the air shower experiment KASCADE-Grande. For roughly one year data in the frequency range from 40–80 MHz were taken, having 30 linearly polarized antennas oriented to East-West. In this data set the East-West polarization only was measured in order to investigate in detail the lateral extension of the radio emission. By using an external source all antennas have an absolute amplitude calibration, i.e. a frequency dependent correction factor allows to reconstruct the electric field strength of the radio emission. For first analyses, in particular air showers with a high signal-to-noise ratio, data are used to investigate the lateral distribution, which shows an exponential decrease.

Introduction

The LOPES experiment was set up at the site of KASCADE-Grande [1] to confirm the principle of radio detection of air showers [2] and the theory of geosynchrotron radiation [3] as dominant emission process in the frequency range below a few hundred Megahertz. The KASCADE-Grande experiment is measuring EAS in the energy range 1014–
10^{18} \text{ eV}. LOPES and KASCADE-Grande experiment are measuring in coincidence the radio emission of EAS, implemented by an external triggering for LOPES. The LOPES experiment uses inverted vee-shaped dipole antennas. For the detection of radio signals from 40 to 80 MHz was chosen in order to avoid most of the radio frequency interference (RFI) being present at the location.

In a first construction phase (LOPES10), 10 antennas were taking a sufficiently large data set for detailed investigations [2] of the relation between detected radio pulses and air shower reconstruction parameters, provided by KASCADE-Grande. In a next construction phase (LOPES30), the number of antennas and the baseline were increased. In addition an absolute amplitude calibration was performed to reconstruct the electric field strength at each individual antenna. For both phases only the East-West polarization direction was measured. Meanwhile in a third phase dual polarization measurements are performed.

**Calibration**

The amplitude calibration uses a reference source (VSQ) of known electric field strength at a certain distance. Each LOPES30 radio antenna is calibrated at its location inside the KASCADE-Array and therefore this calibration includes all environmental effects, like ground characteristics, temperature effects, or setup systematics. The power to be received from the radio antenna in calibration mode is compared with the power recorded in the LOPES electronics $P_M$. With the relation:

$$V(\nu) = \left( \frac{4\pi \nu}{c} \right)^2 \cdot \frac{P_M(\nu)}{G_r(GP)_{VSQ} \cos^2(\beta)}$$

(1)

The amplification factor $V(\nu)$ describes the frequency dependent behavior of each electronic channel for the signal transmission. The directivity pattern $G_r$ of the LOPES antenna is obtained by a simulation assuming realistic conditions. To quantify polarization losses during a misalignment of the linearly polarized VSQ and linearly polarized LOPES antenna the angle $\beta$ is introduced. For the VSQ only the product of gain and emitted power $(GP)_{VSQ}$ is known. In Figure 1 the determined amplification factors $V(\nu)$ for a vertical calibration for all 30 antennas are shown.

The earlier LOPES10 hardware can be distinguished (antennas 1–10) by their band pass range (43–76 MHz) from the other 20 antennas (42–74 MHz). The calibration results in a spread for the amplification factors of nearly one order of magnitude. This large spread illustrates the need for an absolute calibration and is corrected for in the analysis software. The uncertainty of the calibration method can be estimated from repeated measurement campaigns for a single antenna under all kinds of conditions, including the precision of achieving the same geometry in all measurements. It results in an uncertainty of approximately 25% for the power related amplification factor $V$, averaged over the effective frequency range.

**Radio pulse investigations**

LOPES30 in the described setup took data in the period from mid of November 2005 until beginning of December 2006, receiving 966,000 external triggers from KASCADE. The LOPES data acquisition system was able to process 860,000 of them, where the loss is mostly due to the dead-time of roughly 1.5 seconds.

The EAS observables, e.g. shower size, number of muons, arrival direction, and shower core position are reconstructed only with the KASCADE data and have to fulfill quality cuts, before further processing of the radio information. As the full data set consists mostly of low energetic showers the expected radio signal strength is relatively low.
Therefore, for a first radio pulse analysis a preselection of high energetic showers based on restrictions in the electron and muon number was done. Showers with shower size \( N_e > 5 \cdot 10^6 \) and truncated muon number \( N_{tr\mu} > 5 \cdot 10^4 \) where further investigated, giving 1200 candidate events.

The analysis of the candidate events performs a series of processing steps to determine the correlation quantity cc-beam pulse height. First the raw data is corrected for instrumental delays and afterwards a fast Fourier-transformation is applied. To suppress radio frequency interference a mitigation of narrow band emitters is applied. Then the reconstructed geometry of the EAS from KASCADE is taken to apply a phase shift to each antenna data, what can be translated as a shift in time. Further the amplitude calibration is considered and a correction due to small instrumental phase shifts. The data are transformed back into the time domain, according to the observables from the EAS reconstruction. All time series \( s_i(t) \) can now be superimposed interferometrically and with:

\[
CC(t) = \pm \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_{pairs} - 1} \sum_{i \neq j} s_i(t) \cdot s_j(t)}
\]  

(2)

the so called cross correlation beam \( CC(t) \) is calculated. With this kind of data processing the radio pulses recorded in the LOPES30 data can be identified. For a detailed description of the processing steps see [4].

Such cc-beam radio pulses are fitted with a Gaussian function to quantify the height, which is an averaged field strength for a mean distance to the shower axis of the selected radio antennas. As an estimation of the pulse height uncertainty the uncertainty of the Gaussian fit is used. For 849 candidates a radio pulse could be fitted (see Figure 2).

From Monte Carlo simulations an approximately linear dependence of primary energy \( E_0 \) with the electric field strength \( E \) is predicted. As the number of muons detected at ground scales roughly with the primary energy, in Figure 2 the radio pulse height is plotted against the truncated number of muons \( N_{tr\mu} \). The used error bars are derived from the fit uncertainty.

There can be seen no significant correlation between those two quantities. Due to the strong dependence of the radio signal on the shower direction [5] (geomagnetic angle, zenith angle, and azimuth angle) and on the distance to the shower core, the correlation with the muon number is spread out and an unfolding of the dependences is needed. In a first step for this unfolding the lateral dependence will be investigated in more detail and discussed here for two events explicitly.

### Lateral extension of radio signals

In the used data set there are two resembling showers, which can be used to directly compare the radio pulse height for certain distance ranges from the shower axis. The layout in Fig. 3 gives the shower core position in the KASCADE-Array and the originating direction indicated by an arrow. The reconstructed EAS observables are given in Table 1 in addition to the cc-beam of all antennas (\( CC_{all} \)) (see Fig. 4), we considered antennas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shower 1</th>
<th>Shower 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log ( N_e )</td>
<td>7.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log ( N_{tr\mu} )</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log ( E_{est} ) [eV]</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta ) [deg.]</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi ) [deg.]</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CC_{all} ) [( \mu V/m/MHz )]</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: EAS observables for two similar shower.
LATERAL DISTRIBUTION INVESTIGATIONS

Figure 3: The radial distance ranges are illustrated by rings around the shower core, indicated with an encircled X. Green-left: 3 distance ranges; Red-right: 4 distance ranges. Ranges are from 0–50 m, 50–100 m, 100–150 m, 150–200 m.

Figure 4: Combined cc-beam plot (solid lines, light and dark) with Gaussian fit (dashed lines) for complete antenna field.

within 0–50, 50–100, 100–150 m, and further out from the shower axis and the calculated cc-beams pulse heights are shown in Figure 5. The simulation and earlier data analyses predict an exponential decrease of the radio field strength \( E \) with increasing lateral distance \( R \). Following the relation: \( E \sim \exp(-R/R_0) \), the shown fit is performed for both events and radial distances larger than 50 m, resulting in a scaling parameter \( R_0 = 101 \pm 43 \text{ m} \). Due to increasing RFI from the surrounding detector stations close to the shower core, the cc-beam pulse height in the innermost ring can be systematically affected towards lower values, but both events have similar field strengths further out.

Conclusions

The investigations of the lateral distribution of the radio emission with LOPES30 data are performed with absolute amplitude calibrated antennas. The spread of one order of magnitude in the amplification factor is corrected for in the analysis software and a systematic uncertainty of \( \approx 13\% \) for measured field strengths remains.

Exemplarily two high energy events with high S/N ratio are investigated for there lateral distribution. The reconstruction of the cc-beam radio pulse height was done for distance ranges of round 50 m from the shower axis. The exponential decrease as predicted by the simulations is verified and a scaling parameter \( R_0 \) could be determined for the relation \( E \sim \exp(-R/R_0) \) to \( R_0 = 101 \pm 43 \text{ m} \). A full analysis of the LOPES30 data set in terms of lateral behavior of the radio signal is currently in preparation.
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Abstract: The LOPES-30 experiment, located at the site of the air shower experiment KASCADE-Grande at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany, is an array of 30 dipole antennas set-up to investigate the pulsed radio emission from cosmic ray air showers in the Earth’s atmosphere. After one year of measurements of the East-West polarization by all 30 antennas, recently, the LOPES-30 set-up was re-configured to perform dual-polarization measurements. Half of the antennas have been configured for measurements of the North-South polarization direction. By measuring at the same time both, the E-W and N-S polarization components of the radio emission, the geosynchrotron effect as the dominant emission mechanism in air showers can be verified. The status of the measurements, including the absolute calibration procedure of the antennas as well as a preliminary analysis of dual-polarized event examples are reported.

Introduction

The LOFAR (LOw Frequency ARray) PrototypE Station - LOPES experiment [1] is operating in the 40-80 MHz frequency range. The KASCADE-Grande [2] experiment (an extension of the KArlsruhe Shower Core and Array DEtector KASCADE) provides the trigger information and well-
reconstructed parameters of the air shower properties in the energy range from a few PeV to 1 EeV. The LOPES-30 configuration is an extension of the initially installed 10 LOPES antennas (LOPES-10) by the addition of 20 dipole antennas, which have an absolute amplitude calibration providing a larger sensitive area and a large baseline to the radio signal at a single event basis. This provides the possibility for a detailed investigation of the lateral extension of the pulsed radio signal. Moreover, the antenna number is high enough for a new configuration sensitive to both, the East-West and North-South polarization directions.

The LOPES-POL Configuration

Since end of 2006, LOPES is performing polarization measurements. Half of the 30 antennas are configured for the East-West and North-South polarization measurements respectively, while five of them are configured as dual-polarization antennas at the same place, measuring at the same time both, the N-S and E-W polarization directions. The actual configuration is depicted in Fig.4.

Since December 2006, the LOPES antennas are triggered by the original KASCADE and in addition by the KASCADE-Grande array. Within this new additional trigger source, the LOPES experiment can therefore benefit from the extended detection area making possible the analysis of large events at large distances with a much better accuracy.

Motivation for Performing Polarization Measurements

For the initial measurements, all 30 antennas of the LOPES experiment were equipped with dipoles in E-W direction, measuring the single polarization of the radio emission only. Recently, for recording the full radio signal, LOPES-30 has been reconfigured to perform dual-polarization measurements. The radio emission generated by the geosynchrotron mechanism is expected to be highly linearly polarized [3]. As predicted by the sophisticated Monte Carlo simulation for the radio emission, the signal is usually present in both polarization components which strengths strongly depends on the position of the observer relative to the incoming air shower. In addition, the polarization is directly related with the shower azimuth for a given zenith angle. Knowledge of these polarization characteristics of the radio emission are mandatory for the interpretation of experimental measurements, which can directly verify the geomagnetic origin of the radio emission from atmospheric air showers.

Fig.1 shows a simulated raw (unlimited-bandwidth) pulse arriving at a distance of 200 m to the N-W from the center of a $10^{17}$ eV vertical shower. The N-S and E-W polarization components are of similar strength and arrive mostly synchronously, as expected for a linearly polarized pulse. For inclined air showers, a vertical polarized component can occur as well.

Polarization Sensitivity

The array of 30 digital radio antennas have an absolute amplitude calibration in order to estimate the electric field strength of the short radio pulse generated in air showers [5]. To perform the calibration, a commercial calibrated radio source is used as emitter and LOPES antennas are measuring within an artificially triggered event. For a cal-

Figure 1: Raw simulated pulses in the individual linear polarization components of a $10^{17}$ eV vertical air shower. The solid line represent the E-W polarization component, dashed line N-S and dotted line the vertical component respectively.
**First Events**

As an example, (see Fig.5) we display an event detected by LOPES in the new polarization configuration in December 2006. The KASCADE shower reconstruction results in a primary energy of $E_0 \approx 10^{18}$ eV, a geomagnetic angle (the angle between the shower axis and the Earth magnetic field) of $83^\circ$, an azimuth angle of $51^\circ$ (i.e. coming from North-East), and a zenith angle of $66^\circ$. The shower shows clearly signals recorded in both polarization directions. The figure shows the value of the reconstructed CC-beam [6] which describes the average electric field strength for the mean distance from the shower axis.

As another example, (see Fig.6) we display an event detected in December 2006 with a primary energy of $E_0 \approx 3 \cdot 10^{17}$ eV, a geomagnetic angle of $77^\circ$, an azimuth angle of $333^\circ$ (i.e. coming from North, North-West), and a zenith angle of $54^\circ$. The shower shows clearly signal recorded only in the E-W polarization direction without a significant signal contribution in the other N-S polarization direction.

These two selected events clearly show the capabilities of the LOPES experiment in recording the radio emission in both, the E-W and N-S polarization components. The new antenna configuration allows a full detection of the pulsed radio signal generated by the cosmic ray air showers in the Earth’s atmosphere.

**Conclusions**

In its current configuration, the LOPES experiment is performing polarization measurements; measur-
Figure 4: The antenna layout at the KASCADE array. The all antenna setup is divided in 15 E-W and 15 N-S polarized channels. Five antennas are sensitive to both polarization directions at the same time.

In analyzing at the same time both, the E-W and N-S polarization components allows a much more detailed analysis of the radio events than with the East-West polarized measurements alone.

Providing calibrated data, the LOPES experiment allows a direct comparison with theoretical predictions for the first time. A direct verification of the geosynchrotron effect as the dominant emission mechanism in air showers is possible now.
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Figure 5: The Cross Correlation(CC)-beams for a dual-polarized event (E-W component: upper signal, N-S component: lower signal) of a primary energy of $10^{18}$ eV coming from North-East. The full lines indicate the CC-beams and the dotted lines the Gaussian fits respectively. One can clearly see very high radio signal recorded in both polarization directions.

Figure 6: The same Cross Correlation(CC)-beams (see Fig.5) for a dual-polarized event of a primary energy of $3 \cdot 10^{17}$ eV coming from North, North-West. One can clearly see very high signal recorded in the E-W polarization direction only.
Abstract: Inclined air showers are a particularly interesting target for observation with the radio technique. They are expected to be well detectable and allow analyses of angular correlations over a much broader range in geomagnetic angle than near-vertical events. We present an updated analysis of highly inclined ($>50^\circ$ zenith angle), high energy ($N_\mu > 10^5$) air showers measured with LOPES-10 in coincidence with KASCADE-Grande. Data from the Grande rather than the KASCADE array are used for the reconstruction of the air shower events, giving us access to a broader range of core distances for an independent cross-check with the earlier analysis.

Introduction

It is a known fact that air showers generate radio waves while propagating through the atmosphere. Since the 1960s various mechanisms have been proposed. The last of them, dating back only to 2003, explains the radio emission from air showers as a coherent geosynchrotron emission due to the deflection of charged particles, electrons and positrons, in the Earth’s magnetic field [1, 2]. In order to shed more light on the features of the radio emission and confirm dominant mechanisms responsible for the emission, we must investigate in detail correlations of the measured field strength...
with shower parameters. For this purpose we use the LOPES set-up, placed within the KASCADE-Grande array (KArlsruhe Shower Core and Array Detector and Grande array), which is a good tool to investigate shower radio emission in coincidence with shower parameters obtained from independent particle detectors in the energy range of $10^{16} - 10^{18}$ eV [3].

An air shower develops in the atmosphere and evolves due to multiple interactions. The electromagnetic component reaches a maximum high above the ground and afterwards decreases rapidly. Consequently, only a small number of electrons (comparing with the electron number at the shower maximum) reach the ground. But the number of electrons and positrons in the shower maximum is expected to be approximately proportional to the strength of the radio pulse detected by the antennas. Therefore, better knowledge of radio emission parameters may give extra information on shower development.

Also the radio detection technique is proposed as a tool for neutrino detection. High energy vertical neutrinos most likely pass through the Earth’s atmosphere without any interaction, but as the zenith angle increases the probability that a neutrino may generate an electromagnetic shower increases. Radio emission can be observed for vertical, slightly inclined as well as highly inclined air showers with no principle limitations from the radio detection point of view. The antenna sensitivity poses much smaller problems when zenith angle increases in comparison with flat particle detectors for which the reconstruction becomes unreliable for zenith angles larger than 60°.

Data analysis

For the present study we have analyzed data recorded in 2004 by LOPES-10 which consists of 10 East-West polarization antennas placed inside the KASCADE array. The LOPES-10 data sets have been submitted to several selections in order to investigate different aspects. For this work we have selected only inclined events, zenith angle $> 50°$, and high energy events, $N_\mu > 10^5$. By analyzing inclined events we are able to investigate angular correlations over a much broader geomagnetic angle than vertical or near-vertical events.

The geomagnetic angle is the angle between the shower axis and Earth’s magnetic field.

A previous work on inclined showers [5] has reported correlations between measured field strength and shower parameters considering data in coincidence with the KASCADE array which covers an area of 200x200 m$^2$. The LOPES-10 antennas are also situated inside the KASCADE array, therefore only close events were processed. Now we extend the study and investigate events in coincidence with Grande data, keeping the zenith angle and energy cuts. This gives us the opportunity to investigate distant events of up to 800 m from the LOPES antennas that have been detected by the Grande stations on an area of ~0.5 km$^2$. For large showers triggering KASCADE with at least 10/16 clusters fired, data readout of both the LOPES antennas and the Grande array is triggered. In total, for 139 out of 149 selected high energy inclined events ($N_\mu > 10^5$ and zenith angle $> 50°$) with Grande data, radio data was recorded with the LOPES array. The following analysis is performed with these 139 events.

Because we use KASCADE-Grande data as a starting point in the digital beam-forming of radio data
we have to establish which of the detected radio events have reliable reconstructed parameters (core coordinates, azimuth and zenith angles). Figure 1 shows the azimuth angle as a function of geomagnetic angle. Azimuth origin point (0°) is North. There are clear coherent events detected from North and South because the LOPES-10 antennas are more sensitive to the East-West polarization. For a shower coming from the East or West the emission is expected to be North-South polarized, therefore such a shower would not be detected with the LOPES-10 set-up. Also there are more events with azimuth angle corresponding to a northward direction than those coming from a southward direction. This effect is due to the fact that events coming from the North have larger geomagnetic angles, considering the orientation of the Northern Europe magnetic field.

Figure 2 shows the zenith angle as a function of geomagnetic angle for the same set of data as figure 1. Most detected events are in the range of 50° – 60°. Above this limit, radio detection is possible but the shower parameters reconstruction becomes uncertain.

Optimized beam forming

The optimized beam forming procedure consists of varying the direction and core coordinates reconstructed for each event in the error range of Grande, 1.5° for the angle reconstruction and 20 m for the core coordinates reconstruction in order to improve beam parameters. All the events marked with blue crosses in figures 1 and 2 were submitted to the optimized beam forming procedure. For each of these events sets of 50 randomly varied parameters were generated in the Grande error range. For events with visible strong coherent signal the optimization lead to an important increase in the cross-correlation beam amplitude. For other 15 event the optimization improved the parameters only slightly, and did not clear the radio signal.

Correlations

The dependence of the radio pulse height on different parameters can be separated into: a dependence on the geomagnetic angle, a dependence on the distance to the shower axis and a dependence on the primary energy (∼muon number) [4, 1, 2, 5]. To separate these parameters they are fitted separately in three iteration steps starting from the raw pulse height. In each fit the other dependencies are removed by dividing by the results of the fit from the previous iteration step. The correlations were made after optimized beam forming.
Figure 4: Dependence of the pulse height (normalized by muon number and distance) on the geomagnetic angle. Two linear fits were performed: red line - fit for all the clear radio events, blue dashed line without the event marked with the green dot. Parameters are shown in the plot.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the pulse height, obtained after two iterations, corrected for muon number and geomagnetic angle, on the mean distance from the shower axis to the antenna set-up. There is a clear decrease with distance.

As shown in figure 4, there is a clear correlation of the pulse height, corrected for muon number and distance, with the geomagnetic angle which suggests that the emission is caused by the interaction of the shower with the Earth’s magnetic field. The increase of the pulse height with geomagnetic angle supports the geosynchrotron theory. There is one event, marked with the green dot, which is still under investigation and therefore two fits were performed, one with the outlier and one without it.

Figure 5 shows a clear dependence of the pulse height, corrected for the geomagnetic angle and distance, on the muon number which is an approximate estimator of the primary particle energy. The dependence is fitted with a power law.

Conclusions

In this work we have extended previous studies of radio emission from inclined air showers to larger distances by analyzing LOPES-10 data in coincidence with data recorded by the Grande array of the KASCADE-Grande experiment. The predicted features, increase of the pulse height with the primary energy, decrease of the pulse height with distance and the geomagnetic influence are confirmed. In addition, the data proves that very inclined events can be detected in the radio domain at large distances showing the capabilities of the radio technique for measuring very inclined air showers.
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Abstract: The radio emission from cosmic ray air showers consists in large part of geosynchrotron radiation. Since the radiation mechanism is based on particle acceleration, atmospheric electric fields may play an important role. LOPES results show that electric fields under fair weather conditions do not alter the radio emission considerably, but during thunderstorms strongly amplified pulses are measured. We simulate the electric field influence on the shower development and radiated emission with CORSIKA and REAS2. We present results from LOPES data analysis and some first results from simulations.

Introduction

The secondary electrons and positrons of an extensive air shower (EAS) produce coherent radio emission in the atmosphere. Results from LOPES [1] show that the intensity of the radio emission is strongly correlated with the angle of the shower axis with the geomagnetic field, proving that the dominant part of the emission is driven by the geomagnetic field. This mechanism can be understood in terms of transverse current emission [2] or geosynchrotron emission [3]. The latter description allows for detailed Monte Carlo simulations in which shower electrons and positrons are treated individually, which is done in [4].
Atmospheric electric fields may influence the emission mechanism, especially when the electric field force is of the same order of magnitude (or higher) as the Lorentz force from the geomagnetic field. The uncertainty introduced by this effect is one of the reasons why efforts to detect radio emission from cosmic ray air showers in the 1970’s were abandoned [5]. In this work we discuss the mechanisms by which the electric field influences the emission. Results are shown from LOPES data analysis and Monte Carlo simulations with COR-SIKA and REAS2.

**Atmospheric electric fields**

In fair weather, i.e. atmospheric conditions in which electrified clouds are absent, there is a downward electric field present with a field strength of $\sim 100 \text{ Vm}^{-1}$ at ground level. The field strength decreases rapidly with altitude. Clouds can typically gain field strengths of a few hundred Vm$^{-1}$. Nimbostratus clouds, which have a typical thickness of more than 2000 m can have fields of the order of 10 kVm$^{-1}$. The largest electric fields are found inside thunderstorms and are typically 100 kVm$^{-1}$. In most clouds this field is directed vertically (either upwards or downwards, depending on the type of cloud), but thunderclouds contain complex charge distributions and can have local fields in any direction. Thunderclouds can have a vertical extent of $\sim 10 \text{ km}$ (values taken from [6]).

The atmospheric electric field acts on the radio emission from EAS in various ways. We distinguish two generations of electrons: the relativistic electrons from pair creation in the EAS (called shower electrons from here) and the non-relativistic electrons resulting from the ionization of air molecules by the EAS particles (called ionization electrons from here).

The electric force accelerates the shower electrons and positrons, producing radiation in more or less the same way as the magnetic field does. The total emitted power of a single electron or positron is proportional to the square of the Lorentz factor and the square of the applied perpendicular force: $P \propto \gamma^2 F^2 \perp$. The part of the electric force that is directed perpendicular on the particle orbit adds to the Lorentz force, increasing (or decreasing, depending on geometry) $F \perp$. The part of the electric force that is directed parallel to the particle orbit increases or decreases $\gamma$. Generally, the single particle pulses become stronger but narrower in time. Taking into account coherency effects, this does not automatically lead to amplification of the complete shower pulse. This effect (and the electric field emission mechanism in general) is discussed in detail in [7].

The ionization electrons are also accelerated in the electric field. A radio pulse will be emitted from the current that is produced in this way. When ionized electrons gain an energy of $\epsilon > \epsilon_c \approx 0.1 - 1 \text{ MeV}$ they can ionize new molecules. If the electric field is strong enough to accelerate ionization electrons to such energies a process called runaway breakdown [8] can occur. The critical field strength of $E_c \approx 100 - 150 \text{ kV/m}$, needed for this effect, is present only inside thunderclouds. The radiation pattern of the runaway breakdown is calculated in [9] for a vertical shower and resembles that of a current pulse. The pulse amplitude is calculated to be several orders of magnitude higher than the geosynchrotron emission from the EAS. Depending on the viewing geometry the pulses can have time widths of 100-300 ns. Both mechanisms can be responsible for an amplification of the radio pulse from EAS. There are several ways to distinguish between them, including direction of emission, pulse time width and polarization.

**LOPES data analysis**

In 2004, the LOPES array consisted of 10 east-west aligned dipole antennas, co-located with the KASCADE experiment which provides triggers for LOPES and reconstructs the content, energy and direction of the air shower. When the data used in this paper was taken, LOPES measured only the polarization in the east-west plane. Details about the experimental setup and the reduction of the data can be found in [11]. Three sets of data were selected from the 2004 database of LOPES:
Figure 1: Pulse height, normalized with truncated muon number is plotted against geomagnetic angle. The black line indicates the geomagnetic dependence of the radio emission found in [1]. Pulse heights are given in arbitrary units.

1. Fair weather events which took place during periods with 0% cloud coverage (9455 events spread over the period March-September).

2. Events which took place while the sky was covered by nimbostratus clouds for more than 90% (2659 events spread over the period January-March).

3. Events during thunderstorms, which were identified by looking at lightning strike maps and the dynamic spectra of LOPES, on which the radio emission of lightning strikes show up as bright lines (3510 events taken from 11 thunderstorms in the period May-August).

The weather information is provided by the Karlsruhe weather station. Weather conditions at the LOPES site and the weather station are expected to differ only slightly. Together, all these events form only a very small fraction of the total LOPES database, because the weather information is not complete and even if it was, most weather conditions do not match the criteria of one of these selections. The selections include events for which a radio signal was not detected, i.e. not larger than the background noise by 3 sigma.

In Falcke et al.[1] it was shown that the strength of the radio signal correlates with the geomagnetic angle as \((1 - \cos \alpha)\) when it is normalized with the truncated muon number. This dependence is indicated with a black line in Fig. 1. The events of our three selections that show a significant radio pulse are also plotted in Fig. 1. Events for which the geosynchrotron emission is dominant should be located near the black line. Events that lie a few sigma above this line have a radio signal that is amplified by an additional mechanism. Significant amplification is only observed for thunderstorm events [7].

**Monte Carlo simulations**

In order to simulate the radio pulse of an air shower in an electric field, two Monte Carlo codes are used, CORSIKA and REAS2. The CORSIKA [10] code, which tracks the evolution of an air shower, has been modified to include an acceleration due to the electric field. This will primarily affect the trajectories of the electrons and positrons. Since accelerated particles will emit bremsstrahlung photons with higher energies which will in turn create new electron-positron pairs this can affect the evolution of the electromagnetic part of the shower considerably.

To calculate the radio emission, particle data output on various levels in the atmosphere is needed. The shower is sampled in 50 layers for each of which four three-dimensional histograms are produced. One kind of histogram contains the particle energy, arrival time and lateral distance to the core and the other kind contains energy, and two angles describing the direction of the particle momentum. Both kinds are created for electrons and positrons.

As an example, Fig. 2 shows the shower evolution for two typical vertical showers of \(10^{17}\) eV, one without electric field and one in a field of 100 kV/m (corresponding to the highest values reached inside thunderstorms). For both cases 10 showers were simulated after which one with a typical shower evolution was selected. The field is directed downwards, meaning it accelerates the shower positrons. When the field is switched on, the number of electrons decreases, while the number of positrons increases. The charge excess switches sign in this case. A field strength of 100 kV/m for the whole sky is unrealistically large and can be regarded as an upper limit.
AIR SHOWERS IN ELECTRIC FIELDS

The radio emission is calculated with REAS2 [12], which uses analytical trajectories for which the initial conditions are taken from the histograms. A new routine has been included in the REAS2 code which calculates analytical trajectories for particles in locally homogeneous magnetic and electric fields, for given field strengths and directions. Since particles are tracked only along a small part of their trajectory inside REAS2 the linear acceleration is not expected to be important at this point. The perpendicular acceleration, on the other hand, will directly affect the amount of radio emission. Fig. 3 shows simulated radio pulses for various electric fields. In this particular case the large electric field results in pulse amplification. This result is not general for different shower parameters and observer positions.

Conclusions

From analysis of LOPES data we find that the relation between the radio pulse and the geomagnetic angle is conserved under all weather conditions but thunderstorms. This means that radio detection of cosmic rays can be used for a reliable shower energy measurement in all but the most severe weather conditions. Currently we are simulating the electric field effects with CORSIKA and REAS2. A detailed description of the implementation of electric field routines into these codes and an analysis of simulation results will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
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Abstract: In the framework of LOPES (LOFAR Prototype Station), a Self-Triggered Array of Radio detectors (STAR) is developed. The challenge of LOPES\textsuperscript{STAR} is to provide an independent self-trigger on radio emission of extensive air showers with primary energies above $5 \cdot 10^{17}$ eV. Measurements are done with an external trigger and self-trigger in radio loud and quiet areas. Based on these data the self-trigger is optimised and higher level triggers are developed, as well as algorithms for reconstruction of shower observables. The methods and first results from LOPES\textsuperscript{STAR} are described.

Introduction

On site of the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK) in a first step 10 and later additional 20 short dipole antennas with an inverted V-shape (LOPES30) with east/west polarisation were installed and triggered by KASCADE [1, 2]. To optimise these techniques and to provide an independent trigger system for radio emission of Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs) the LOPES\textsuperscript{STAR} detector was developed. Two antenna clusters, each with 4 logarithmically periodic dipole antennas (LPDAs) and two polarisation channels – east/west & north/south (8 channels),
Figure 1: Layout of the KASCADE-Grande and LOPES experiment on site of the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe.

were set up on the site of FZK within the area of the air-shower experiment KASCADE-Grande [3] (see fig. 1).

First self-triggered measurements have shown, that Radio Frequency Interferences (RFI) are dominating the trigger rate. To improve the self-trigger concept and to develop higher trigger levels an external trigger signal from KASCADE-Grande was provided. LOPES\textsuperscript{STAR} data are recorded whenever a coincidence configuration of seven KASCADE-Grande stations (blue squares in fig. 1) is registered. This corresponds to an energy threshold of \( \approx 10^{16} \) eV and a trigger rate of \( \approx 50 \) mHz.

**Signal Chain**

The pulsed, coherent radio emission of the cosmic ray shower can be observed by antennas when the UHECRs energy and the electric field strength are large enough [4]. The signal of each channel is raised by a low noise amplifier and transmitted to a 40 – 80 MHz bandpass filter. The Radio Frequency (RF) signal is then split. One part can be used as input signal for the self-trigger analogue electronics while the other is digitised by a 12 bit ADC with a sampling frequency of 80 MHz and stored in ring buffers [5, 6]. Additionally, a timestamp from a GPS clock is stored with the ADC data if an event is triggered.

The digitisation of a 40 – 80 MHz bandpass signal with a sampling rate of 80 MHz fulfils the extended Nyquist Theorem. The \( n \) sub-sampled data have to be up-sampled by a factor \( k \) to \( k \cdot n \) samples for analysis and reconstruction. For this purpose the signal is transformed to frequency domain, where also the suppression of mono frequent RFI (RFI suppression) is done (see fig. 2). By putting in \( (k - 1) \cdot \frac{n}{2} \) zeros in the frequency space we achieve the factor \( k \) up-sampled spectra in the time domain [6, 7].

**Basic Concept**

The position of each antenna in the illustrated cluster in fig. 1 is part of a vertex of an equilateral triangle with a base length \( b = 60 \) m. This geometrical configuration of three LPDAs provides the coincidence constraint for the self-trigger. Most RFI sources are located at low elevations. The signals propagate dominantly in parallel to the earth’s surface. For this RFI background the typical time difference \( t_{\text{max}} \) of two antennas is \( \frac{h}{c} < t_{\text{max}} < \frac{b}{c} \), where \( h \) is the height of the triangle and \( c \) the speed of light.
Figure 3: Signal to noise ratio versus the detected number of pulses with eight entries per event. The dashed lines indicate the Quality Cut.

of light. For zenith angles $\theta \leq 60^\circ$ most of the cosmic ray events are detected. The adjusted coincidence time $0 \leq t_c < t_{\text{max}}$ is used to suppress horizontal background.

New Approach

In a first step, a simple approach for the self-trigger analogue electronics was chosen. The sum of envelope signals of two polarisations of one antenna is compared with a fixed, but adjustable, threshold for all antennas. If this constraint per antenna is fulfilled within a given coincidence time $t_c$, a trigger is generated and the data are stored.

The used fixed threshold, but also the addition of the envelope signals of one antenna were not effective to get a threshold equivalent to $10^{18}$ eV to obtain sufficient background suppression in triple coincidences. Therefore we developed a classification system to reject background and a new strategy to accept shower events.

Classification

The analysis is based on a 27d dataset triggered externally by KASCADE-Grande (2006-12-12 to 2007-01-07) in a four antenna array in the lower middle of KASCADE-Grande. More than 102,000 events are recorded with a primary energy $E > 10^{16}$ eV.

Events including one RF channel with a signal larger than the range of the ADC are rejected for this analysis. RFI suppression is applied to all remaining RF channels. Four classification parameters are calculated: signal to noise ratio – The ratio of the peak value and noise in the squared 2048 point sub-sampled data. number of pulses – No. of pulses above a dynamically defined threshold counted on base of the sub-sampled data. length of pulse – The width of the peak of an envelope in the up-sampled data is calculated. position of pulse – The position of the peak in the time domain is calculated in the up-sampled data.

New Strategy

The distribution of the signal to noise ratio versus number of pulses is illustrated in fig. 3 and shows per event eight entries. As expected, the number of pulses is high if the signal to noise ratio is small. In this case the algorithm to count the pulses does not work efficiently, because the threshold is just above the noisy background. If the signal to noise ratio is $> 100$ the counted pulses are clearly visible pulses. On the other hand, the expected number of pulses are low, if more than five pulses are detected the broad band RFI is for this channel too high. The quality per RF channel is defined to be good by the cut signal to noise ratio $> 75$ AND number of pulses $< 5$.

The length of pulses versus position of pulse of the accepted RF channels are plotted in fig. 4. RFI
signals are distributed randomly over the recorded
time window. The maximum length of pulse
corresponds to the mean length of RFI pulses
\( t_{\text{mean,RFI}} = 475 \) ns at the antenna array. The decreasing mean length of pulses for low and high values of the recorded time are due to the used window function for Fourier transformation. Only 21,000 events (20%) of the given data sample are accepted for further analysis.

The Quality Cut acts like a monitor for each RF channel. The impact is directly visible in fig. 4. Each event which has at least one RF channel accepted by the Quality Cut is analysed by the following Level Zero (L0) trigger which verifies the coincidence of all RF channels. The envelope and a dynamic threshold of each polarisation per antenna (eight RF channels) are calculated. In the case of broad band RFI in several RF channels it is important to suppress these channels for the trigger decision.

The basic idea is to verify all possible coincidences of all RF channels of one triangle and to ensure that at least one RF channel per antenna is included. This also implies a comparison of different polarisations. The contribution of the signal strength in each polarisation is given by the geomagnetic angle (angle between shower axis and geomagnetic field) but is identical in both polarisations. 269 events (0.026%) of the given data sample are accepted by the L0 trigger. Due to the dynamic threshold per channel this mechanism is able to detect UHECR events in radio loud environments.

Applying the Quality Cut and L0 trigger on the data sample results to fig. 5. A suppression of RFI and random signals is visible. Due to the knowledge of the trigger delay and the expected time length of the observed radio signal the peak illustrated in fig. 5 corresponds to shower candidates. The black lines show a part of the final cuts to determine radio events. The cut is given by number of pulses = 1 AND detected channels > 2. Any event which includes one RF channel that fulfils this constraints is accepted and results to 12 out of 102,000 events. 5 of these events are in good agreement with the reconstructed shower direction by a plane fit compared with the reconstructed direction of KASCADE-Grande.

**Conclusion**

The detection of coherent radio emission of UHECR with an independent and self-triggered detector is the challenge of LOPES\(^{\text{STAR}}\). On site of the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe data are taken in coincidence with the air-shower experiment KASCADE-Grande. Based on this data sample a trigger strategy was developed. The data quality of each channel is monitored while a coincidence check is independent of the polarisation and noisy channels are suppressed. The introduced algorithm detected 12 shower candidates out of 102,000 triggered events. With the benefit of the KASCADE-Grande reconstruction 5 UHECR events with a reconstructed energy \( E > 7 \times 10^{17} \) eV are detected.
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Abstract: Simulations of geosynchrotron radio emission from extensive air showers performed with the Monte Carlo code REAS1 used analytical parameterisations to describe the spatial, temporal, energy and angular particle distributions in air showers. The successor REAS2 replaces these parameterisations with precise, multi-dimensional histograms derived from per-shower CORSIKA simulations. REAS2 allows an independent selection between parameterisation and histogram for each of the relevant particle distributions, enabling us to study the changes arising from using a more realistic air shower model in detail. We describe the new simulation strategy and illustrate the effects introduced by the improved air shower model.

Introduction

From results of the LOPES experiment [1], radio emission from cosmic ray air showers is known to be dominated by a geomagnetic emission mechanism that can be described with the “geosynchrotron model” [2]. In the geosynchrotron process, relativistic secondary shower electrons and positrons are deflected in the earth’s magnetic field, thereby giving rise to strongly pulsed, coherent radio emission in the frequency range from \( \sim 10 \) to 100 MHz. In the recent years, the geosynchrotron model had evolved from analytic frequency-domain calculations [4] to time-domain Monte Carlo simulations based on an analytical description of the underlying extensive air shower, as implemented in the REAS1 simulation code [5]. Many general properties of the radio emission have been predicted since using REAS1 [6]. The successor to this code, REAS2, now features an implementation of the geosynchrotron model no longer based on analytically parameterised air shower properties, but using realistic, per-shower CORSIKA [3] simulations to model the spatial, temporal, energy and angular distributions of the shower particles. In this article, we describe the changes arising from the much more realistic air shower model and illustrate the potential of the new simulation code for advanced studies of the radio pulse shape.

REAS2 air shower model

While the electromagnetic emission model has not changed between REAS1 and REAS2, REAS2 simulations are now based on very detailed particle information derived with CORSIKA on a per-shower basis. For each individual air shower, CORSIKA writes out separate information for electrons and positrons sampled in (usually) 50 layers between the point of first interaction and the observer position. Each layer encompasses:

- one three-dimensional histogram of
  1. particle arrival time relative to that of an imaginary primary particle propagating with the speed of light from the point of first interaction
  2. lateral distance of the particle from the shower core
  3. particle energy
- and one three-dimensional histogram of
  1. angle of the particle momentum to the shower axis
2. angle of the particle momentum to the (radial) outward direction
3. particle energy.

These histograms give REAS2 access to a true four-dimensional distribution of particles in atmospheric depth, arrival time, lateral distance and energy, and in addition describe the angular distribution of particle momenta as a function of particle energy and atmospheric depth. The chosen separation of the distributions into two histograms ensures that the necessary amounts of data can be handled on standard PCs while making approximations of only minor significance for the simulation of the radio signal. (The most important drawback of this scheme is the loss of information on azimuthal asymmetries in the air shower.) Naturally, effects associated with air showers induced by different types of primary particles can be analysed in detail with this simulation strategy. The longitudinal evolution of the air shower is sampled on an additional, finer grid (usually) spaced with $5 \text{ g cm}^{-2}$ distance.

REAS2 vs. REAS1 results

Incorporating the new CORSIKA-based air shower model and some additional enhancements, the REAS2 code provides a much more realistic determination of geosynchrotron radio emission than its predecessor REAS1. A particular merit of the chosen approach is that the transition from the REAS1 to the REAS2 air shower model can be performed in a gradual fashion, switching the different particle distributions (spatial, temporal, energy, and angular) from parameterised to histogrammed one at a time and analysing the changes arising in the radio signal. The corresponding effects and technical details have been discussed elsewhere [8]; here we only compare the end result of REAS2 simulations with those of REAS1 simulations for the typical reference case of a vertical $10^{17}$ eV proton-induced air shower. As presented in Fig. 1, the radio pulses calculated with REAS2 for an observer to the north of the shower core show only moderate changes in comparison with the REAS1-generated pulses. In particular, the pulses close to the core (75 m corresponds to the typical lateral distance in the LOPES experiment) get considerably narrower, caused by the narrower arrival time distributions provided by CORSIKA in comparison with the parameterisation used in REAS1. Consequently, the frequency spectrum of the emission close to the core gets much flatter for the REAS2-calculated pulses (Fig. 2). Further away from the core (525 m corresponds to the distance range of interest for larger scale radio antenna arrays), the amplitude drops by a factor of $\sim 2$, mainly as a consequence of the much broader angular distribution of particle momenta derived from CORSIKA. Interestingly, the overall field strength in the frequency band used by the LOPES experiment (40 to 80 MHz) does not change significantly between REAS1 and REAS2 (Fig. 2). A more significant change becomes visible when studying the changes to the radio pulses for an observer west of the shower core. The bipolar pulses present in the REAS1 simulations are no longer present.

![Figure 3: Comparison of REAS1 and REAS2-simulated radio pulses at 75 m and 525 m west of the shower core. The bipolar pulses present in the REAS1 simulations are no longer present.](image-url)
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Figure 1: Comparison of REAS1 and REAS2-simulated radio pulses at 75 m and 525 m north of the shower core.

Figure 2: Comparison of frequency spectra for the REAS1 (thin) and REAS2 (thick) simulated radio pulses.

Figure 4: Contour plots of REAS1 (upper) and REAS2 (lower) air shower emission at $\nu = 60$ MHz. The columns (from left to right) show the total field strength, the north-south polarisation component and the east-west polarisation component. The vertical polarisation component (not shown here) does not contain any significant flux. Contour levels are 0.25 $\mu$V m$^{-1}$ MHz$^{-1}$ apart in $E_\omega$, outermost contour corresponds to 0.25 $\mu$V m$^{-1}$ MHz$^{-1}$. White centre region has not been calculated.

Geosynchrotron radiation is its mostly linear polarisation. The comparison of the individual polarisation components depicted in Fig. 4 demonstrates that the polarisation characteristics are identical between REAS1 and REAS2. At the same time, the contour plots illustrate once more the newly arising east-west versus north-south asymmetry and confirm that the absolute field strengths in the centre of the LOPES band (60 MHz) do not change considerably.
### Pulse shape analyses

The highly detailed CORSIKA-based air shower model implemented in REAS2 allows advanced studies of the radio pulse shape. A particularly interesting question is how different phases in the longitudinal development of the air shower contribute to the radio pulses, as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Close to the shower core, signals from all over the longitudinal shower evolution arrive approximately simultaneously at the observer. The pulse shape close to the shower core thus gives a direct estimate of the overall particle arrival time distribution. (This could change once the refractive index profile of the atmosphere is taken into account.) At larger distances, geometrical time delays become important; the pulse shape thus provides direct information on the shower evolution profile. Another interesting result is that the emission is dominated by the shower maximum (here at 640 g cm$^{-2}$) and the stage shortly before. The information content of the radio pulses can be exploited to estimate the primary particle energy and type from radio measurements on a shower-to-shower basis [7]. Analyses how different particle energy ranges or radial distance ranges contribute to the radio signal have also been performed [8].

### Conclusions

With REAS2, a sophisticated Monte Carlo implementation of the geosynchrotron model based on a realistic, CORSIKA-based air shower model is now available. The transition from REAS1 to REAS2 has been carried out in a controlled way, and the changes arising are well-understood. In spite of the major model improvements, the changes are only moderate, in particular in the frequency range of current experiments. REAS2 can be used for in-depth studies of the information content of geosynchrotron radio pulses and as such is a powerful tool to unlock the full potential of the radio technique for cosmic ray measurements.
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Abstract: We analyse the sensitivity of geosynchrotron radio emission from inclined extensive air showers to the energy and mass of primary cosmic rays. We demonstrate that radio emission measurements at suitable lateral distances can infer both the number of electrons and positrons in the shower maximum and the atmospheric depth of the maximum on a shower-to-shower basis. Alternatively, measurements at a fixed lateral distance but in two different observing frequency bands yield comparable information. An RMS error of 5% in the determination of the number of electrons and positrons at shower maximum can be achieved. Through the determination of these quantities, geosynchrotron radiation provides access to the energy and mass of primary cosmic rays on a shower-to-shower basis.

Introduction

It is our current understanding that radio emission from extensive air showers is dominated by “geosynchrotron radiation” [3] emitted by secondary shower electrons and positrons being deflected in the earth’s magnetic field. The geosynchrotron model has by now been implemented in a sophisticated Monte Carlo code called REAS2 [5, 6], which itself relies on CORSIKA [1] for the simulation of the relevant extensive air shower (EAS) properties. In this article, we analyse the sensitivity of REAS2-simulated geosynchrotron radio emission on the primary cosmic ray energy and mass. The determination of these parameters on a shower-to-shower basis is one of the main goals of measuring radio emission from EAS, and we demonstrate that radio measurements of inclined showers indeed provide relatively direct access to these parameters.

Methodology

Results gathered so far point to inclined air showers with zenith angles above 45° as particularly promising targets for radio measurements of EAS [7]. Inclined air showers have a large radio “footprint” [4] and thus allow radio antennas to be spaced relatively far apart, an important prerequisite for the instrumentation of large effective areas at moderate cost. Concentrating on the energy range relevant to the Pierre Auger Observatory, we have thus performed an analysis of air showers with 60° and 45° zenith angles at primary particle energies of $10^{18}$ eV, $10^{19}$ eV and $10^{20}$ eV. For each of these zenith angles and energies, we have simulated 25 iron-induced and 25 proton-induced air showers. 25 gamma-induced air showers per zenith angle were simulated for $10^{18}$ eV and $10^{19}$ eV, but not for $10^{20}$ eV, where pre-showering in the geomagnetic field would have to be taken into account. The simulation chain consisted of a CORSIKA 6.502 run using the QGSJETII-03 and UrQMD1.3.1 interaction models, Argentinian magnetic field, fixed azimuth angle (showers coming from south), $10^{-6}$ optimised thinning, and an observer height 1400 m a.s.l. followed by a REAS2 simulation with antenna locations between 25 m and 925 m from the shower core (in ground-based coordinates); cf. also [5]. For each of the simulated radio events we then determined the peak amplitude of the electric field pulses filtered using idealised rectangle filters from 16 to 32 MHz, 32 to 64 MHz and 64 to 128 MHz, respectively. In the following, we discuss the 60° zenith angle case. The qualitative behaviour at 45° is completely analogue. Other shower azimuth angles do not change the qualitative behaviour either.
Signal information content

The lateral slope of the radio signal is known to exhibit a dependence on the depth of the shower maximum ($X_{\text{max}}$) and consequently, contains information on the primary particle energy and mass [4, 2]. To date, however, there had been no detailed investigation how this information content could be exploited in practice.

Figure 1: Peak radio field strengths of $10^{19}$ eV showers with 60° zenith angle as measured in the flat region 275 m north of the shower core.

Figure 2: Peak radio field strengths of $10^{19}$ eV showers with 60° zenith angle as measured in the steep region 725 m north of the shower core.

Signal scaling with $N_{\text{max}}$

When the measured radio field strength is divided by the number of electrons plus positrons in $X_{\text{max}}$, hereafter called $N_{\text{max}}$, it becomes clear that the radio signal scales linearly with $N_{\text{max}}$. The reason for this is that most of the radio emission stems from the particles close to the shower maximum [5]. (The intensity of optical fluorescence light, in contrast, scales with the calorimetric energy deposited in the atmosphere by the shower.) The clean linear scaling is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the results from all energies and particle species yield an approximately constant electric field strength per $N_{\text{max}}$ in the flat region. The electric field strength per $N_{\text{max}}$ in the steep region is also constant over the different particle types and energies for a given $X_{\text{max}}$.

Figure 3: The ratio of field strengths in the steep region vs. the flat region of $10^{19}$ eV showers with 60° zenith angle distinguishes between primary particle types.

The detailed analysis presented here reveals that for a given shower zenith angle, a suitable lateral distance exists where the radio signal is relatively independent of $X_{\text{max}}$ (hereafter called flat region), in analogy to the surface detector quantity $S(1000)$ of the Pierre Auger Observatory. This behaviour is illustrated for the 60° zenith angle case in Fig. 1: the electric field strength at 275 m north from the shower core is relatively constant regardless of primary particle type and shower $X_{\text{max}}$. In contrast, at a distance of 725 m north as shown in Fig. 2, there is a clear dependence of signal strength on $X_{\text{max}}$ (hereafter called steep region).

A combination of measurements in these two regions can therefore differentiate between different types of primaries (Fig. 3).
Figure 4: In the flat region at 275 m north, the radio pulse height per $N_{\text{max}}$ over all energies and particle types is approximately constant.

Figure 5: In the steep region at 725 m north, the radio pulse height per $N_{\text{max}}$ over all energies and particle types is constant for a given $X_{\text{max}}$.

Figure 6: A measurement in the flat region at 275 m north directly yields the shower $N_{\text{max}}$. The line denotes a linear functional dependence.

Figure 7: The ratio of peak field strengths in the flat region and steep region yields direct information on the shower $X_{\text{max}}$.

Optimum parameter determination

Histogramming the distribution of electric field strengths per $N_{\text{max}}$ over all particle species and energies yields an RMS of only 5% in the flat region (Fig. 8). In spite of shower to shower fluctuations, radio measurements could thus determine the $N_{\text{max}}$ of individual EAS to very high precision. The position of the flat region for a given zenith angle is determined by the observing frequency band. As illustrated in Fig. 9, for 60° zenith angle and 32 to 64 MHz observing frequency, $N_{\text{max}}$ can be determined to highest precision around 275 m distance to the north (or south). At 16 to 32 MHz, 5% precision in the $N_{\text{max}}$ determination can be reached anywhere between around 200 m and 500 m from the core. Low frequencies are thus particularly well suited for an energy determination of EAS primaries, if the technical difficulties involved with measurements at these frequencies can be overcome. In contrast, at 64 to 128 MHz the range for $N_{\text{max}}$ determination becomes much smaller and resides at smaller distances. (The peculiar steps in the 64 to 128 MHz RMS curve point to coherence effects starting to play a significant role at these high frequencies.) For the determination of $X_{\text{max}}$ using measurements in the steep region, a lateral distance should be chosen that shows a large RMS spread in electric field strength per $N_{\text{max}}$. For 32 to 64 MHz and 60° zenith angle, 725 m constitutes a suitable compromise between a good handle on the $X_{\text{max}}$ value and detectable absolute signal levels. (The absolute signal strength drops quickly with lateral distance, cf. [4]).
Conclusions

Simulations of geosynchrotron radio emission with the REAS2 Monte Carlo code reveal that information contained in the lateral profile of the radio signal can be exploited for a direct determination of $N_{\text{max}}$ and $X_{\text{max}}$ on a shower-to-shower basis. These quantities can in turn be related to the energy and mass of the primary cosmic ray particle.

For a given zenith angle and observing frequency band, distinct distance regimes denoted here as the flat region and the steep region can be identified. Measurements in the flat region directly yield the $N_{\text{max}}$ of the shower, with an RMS deviation of only 5%. A comparison of peak field strengths in the steep region and flat region for a given observing bandwidth provides a direct estimate of the shower $X_{\text{max}}$. Alternatively, measurements at a fixed distance but in two different observing frequency bands provide comparable information.

The position of the flat region in case of 60° zenith angles for the observing frequency band from 32 to 64 MHz lies at approximately 275 m and would thus require an antenna spacing of that order. (The given number is valid for antenna positions along the shower axis; in the perpendicular direction the scales are smaller due to azimuthal asymmetries of the radio footprint.) If technical problems arising in measurements at lower frequencies such as 16 to 32 MHz can be overcome, antenna spacings of up to 500 m will allow measurements in the flat region. The qualitative behaviour at 45° zenith angle is analogue, yet at lower lateral distances. At larger zenith angles, the scales will be larger, but consistent simulations require the implementation of curved atmospheres for zenith angles much larger than 60°, which is currently being prepared.
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Abstract: Results of the simulation of radio signals from $10^{17}$ eV extensive air showers are reported. The simulations are based on a track-by-track electric field calculation using the EGSnrc Monte Carlo shower code. The lateral distribution of the predicted radio emission is compatible with the recent LOPES-10 experimental data at distances < 300 m. Perspectives of extending EAS radio emission calculations to the ultra-high energy range (up to $10^{20}$ eV) are also discussed.

Introduction

Radio emission accompanying extensive air showers (EAS) is considered as a promising alternative to traditional methods of high energy cosmic ray detection. Recently, first measurements from a new generation of radio antenna arrays, LOPES [1], which is co-located with the KASCADE air shower array [2], and CODALEMA [3], were published. The experimentally found, good correlation of the signal with the shower energy has also renewed the interest in theoretical predictions [1].

In general, there are two approaches of calculating the radio signal of an air shower. The starting point of Askaryan’s predictions in 1961 was the model of the motion of effective charges in EAS [4]. In [4] both electron excess and charge separation in the Earth’s magnetic field were proposed as responsible for the EAS radio emission. In this picture a shower is considered as a continuous system of charges and currents. Evidently, the approach of calculating the radio emission for a system of charges and currents rather than individual particles has the potential of being numerically very efficient.

On the other hand, parametrizations of the overall charges and currents in EAS have not yet been developed. Therefore it is very useful to start with an approach that is based on following individual particle trajectories using the Monte Carlo (MC) technique. In such an approach, shower properties can be included in the most accurate and simple way, which, however, requires very large computing time at primary energies above $10^{15}$ eV.

Using the MC approach, EAS radio emission has been theoretically investigated most intensively within the framework of the “geosynchrotron emission” model [5] proposed by Falcke and Gorham in 2003 [6]. In this model, it is assumed that the overall radio signal of air showers is dominated by the radio emission due to the deflection of particle trajectories in the magnetic field of the Earth. In the geosynchrotron model, simulations are performed in the time domain, i.e. the electric field contributions produced by shower particles are summed as function of the detection time [5, 7]. The refractive index of air is taken as unity.

In this paper, we follow a more general approach that does not explicitly distinguish between the geosynchrotron or Cherenkov radio signal. We calculate the radio signal of each shower particle in Fourier space (frequency domain). Signal contributions due to start and end points of particle trajectories and localized momentum changes in Coulomb scattering and bremsstrahlung are included as well as the continuous deflection in the Earth’s magnetic field. The refractive index of air is naturally accounted for in the simulation.
**Electric field calculation**

In the EAS case, particle trajectories are mainly governed by elementary interactions with air and also the deflection of the particles in the Earth’s magnetic field. The problem then is to calculate the radiation from a charged particle having a trajectory which cannot be described by an analytic function. An important constraint is that the sum over all particles should result in an expression similar to that of the continuous charges and currents approach.

As MC simulation is a linear procedure employing a “straight-step-by-straight-step” particle transportation, it is natural to calculate the electric field from a charged particle by considering the trajectory as a sum of many leaps of the velocity \( \vec{\beta} = \vec{u} / c \):

\[
\vec{E}_\omega (\Sigma N) = \vec{E}_\omega (\vec{0} \rightarrow \vec{\beta}_1) + \ldots \\
+ \vec{E}_\omega (\vec{\beta}_s \rightarrow \vec{\beta}_{s+1}) + \ldots + \vec{E}_\omega (\vec{\beta}_N \rightarrow \vec{0}). \tag{1}
\]

Here \( N \) is the total number of adjoining individual trajectory segments at which the velocities \( \vec{\beta}_s \) are being constant vectors, Fig.1. Internal terms in the series (1) may describe both discrete interactions of charged particles in air (including multiple Coulomb scattering and secondary particle creation below the simulation threshold) and their “smooth” deflection in the Earth’s magnetic or electric fields.

In the case of discrete interactions, the electric field can be estimated within classical radiation theory rather than quantum theory due to \( \omega \Delta t \ll 1 \), where \( \omega \) is the observation frequency and \( \Delta t \) is the time of interaction.

In the framework of the Fraunhofer approximation, the Fourier-component \( \vec{E}_\omega \) of the electric field at a given frequency \( \omega = 2\pi v \) produced by a sudden leap \( \vec{\beta}_s \rightarrow \vec{\beta}_{s+1} \) of an electron velocity at the time moment \( t_0^{(s+1)} \) is given by

\[
\vec{E}_\omega (\vec{\beta}_s \rightarrow \vec{\beta}_{s+1}) = e^{i k_R} e^{i \omega (\vec{e}_R \cdot \vec{\beta}_s) / c} e^{i \omega (\vec{e}_R \cdot \vec{\beta}_{s+1}) / c} \times \\
\left( \frac{\epsilon_0}{1 - n \vec{e}_R \cdot \vec{\beta}_s} - \frac{\epsilon_0}{1 - n \vec{e}_R \cdot \vec{\beta}_{s+1}} \right). \tag{2}
\]

Here \( \epsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of vacuum, \( c \) is the light speed in vacuum, \( k = n \omega / c \) is the refractive index of air, \( R \) is the distance between electron location and the observation point, \( \vec{e}_R \) is the unit vector in the direction of observation, \( \vec{e}_0 \) is the radius-vector of electron at the time \( t_0 \) and \( \vec{\beta}_s \) is the transverse component of \( \vec{\beta} \) with respect to \( \vec{e}_R \).

In comparison, in the geosynchrotron model only the terms in the series (1) which are due to the particle deflections in the Earth’s magnetic field are taken into account.

**Modelling**

Calculations of the EAS radio emission are carried out in the “particle-by-particle” manner in a special program written for this purpose. A photon is used as primary particle and MC shower modelling is performed just for the electromagnetic part of the shower using the EGSnrc code [9]. The density and optical properties of the Earth’s atmosphere are taken to be uniform within slices of 9.5 g/cm^2. The strength and declination of the Earth’s magnetic field correspond to those for the LOPES experiment. The radiation field is calculated via (2) for all particle energies above the threshold 100 keV. The upper limit on step size of particle straight transport is equal to 1 m.

A straight-forward MC simulation of the full shower development is limited to energies up to
\( \simeq 10^{15} \) eV. The situation may be improved by applying the “thinning” method [10], which is characterized by the parameter \( \varepsilon_{th} = E_{th}/E_0 \), where \( E_{th} \) is the energy at which the thinning process is started, \( E_0 \) is the energy of the primary particle. The influence of thinning on the radio emission calculation quality has been studied in the \( 10^{12} - 10^{14} \) eV range. Unfortunately, the general conclusion is that thinning does not allow to increase the primary energy as much as would be needed to simulate showers at ultra-high energy. Namely, at the LOPES frequency range (40-80 MHz), the acceptable level \( \varepsilon_{th} \) reduces computing time by a factor of only 10-20 for a range of observation distances up to 200-300 m from a shower axis. The reason is that for radio emission the low energy particles (having energies much less than the critical energy of 81 MeV) are extremely important.

**Results**

In Fig.2 the longitudinal profile of one \( 10^{17} \) eV photon-initiated vertical shower is presented. The initial photon was injected at 30 km above the sea level. The simulated profile is similar to the average cascade curve at \( 10^{17} \) eV. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the given shower is representative for a comparison of the predicted radio emission with experimental data at energies of about \( 10^{17} \) eV that is averaged over many showers.

The comparison with LOPES-10 experimental data is plotted on Fig.3, where the simulated radio emission has been averaged over north, south, west and east directions. A correlation of radio signals with distance is found for the group of events selected out of 5 months of LOPES-10 measurements [8]. All selected showers have energies in the range \( E_0 \simeq 5 \cdot 10^{16} - 6 \cdot 10^{17} \) eV and zenith angles \(< 50^\circ\).

In the comparison, it has been taken into account that experimentally measured and theoretically calculated field strengths are not absolutely identical. In the simulation, the Fourier-component at a given frequency (2) is calculated, whereas in the experiment a field strength over the frequency range from 40 up to 80 MHz is measured. Such uncertainty introduces some fudge factor \( A \), that does not influence essentially on the functional form

---

**Figure 2:** Number of charged particles of a \( 10^{17} \) eV photon-initiated vertical shower as a function of atmospheric depth. Thinning level \( \varepsilon_{th} = 2 \cdot 10^{-7} \) or \( E_{th} = 20 \) GeV. The model results are compared to Greisen’s parameterization for a radiation length of 36.8 g/cm\(^2\) and an critical energy of 81 MeV.

**Figure 3:** Lateral distribution of EAS radio emission. Results of the present work (EGSnrc), LOPES-10 experimental data [8] and Haverah Park experimental data approximation, taken from the same report [8], are compared.
CALCULATION OF RADIO EMISSION

of the lateral dependence of radio emission. In fact, we obtain that in the observed bandwidth of the LOPES experiment the field strength does not change substantially at the distances less than 300 m. On Fig. 3 A = 1 has been adopted, but this value may have to be changed once the absolute calibration of the LOPES antennas is known.

It is seen that the calculated radio emission reproduces the experimentally found dependence on the lateral distance rather well. The deviation at larger lateral distances beyond 300 m is not unexpected. It is related to the detection threshold of the LOPES-10 array, since only showers with a detected radio signal were included in the LOPES data analysis. At large lateral distance, the detection probability falls below unity and showers without detected radio signal have to be included to allow a comparison with our calculation.

The parameterization of the data obtained with the old Haverah Park radio experiment [11] is also shown in the same figure. The presented approximation was fitted for the range $E_0 \approx 10^{17} - 10^{18}$ of EAS with zenith angles $< 35^\circ$ [11] (the curve has been taken from [8]). The Haverah Park approximation (fitted for 55 MHz) corresponds to the field calculated at the range 100-300 m. Results differ significantly only for $R < 100$ m, where the exponential fit $\sim \exp(-R/(110\, \text{m}))$ seems not to be valid. Note that there is considerable uncertainty regarding the absolute calibration of the pioneering radio measurements of the 60ies and 70ies.

Conclusions

Calculation of radio emission from an air shower with $E_0 = 10^{17}$ eV has been performed. The lateral distribution of simulated radio signals is compatible with the recent LOPES-10 experimental data [8] and the old Haverah Park data [11]. The presented calculation should be considered just as a demonstration since 1 month and 50 processors have been required for its realization. At present time the real limit of the straight-forward MC simulation of EAS radio emission is $10^{15} - 10^{16}$ eV.

Our present hopes of calculating EAS radio emission at ultra-high energy are based on some specific features of the radio emission. It has been mentioned that only two pure collective effects in the EAS development initiate their radio emission: an electron excess and a geomagnetic polarization. Thus, a full “particle-by-particle” shower modeling is something that is too detailed for efficient radio emission calculations.

The energy of the simulations could be considerably increased within the framework of the EAS macroscopic consideration, in which the shower is treated as a system of the electric moments and currents (due to an excess of electrons and systematic charge separating in the Earth’s magnetic field). Still MC simulations will be needed for calculating the overall shower properties and generating realistic shower-to-shower fluctuations.
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Abstract: We explore the sensitivity of a neutrino detector employing strongly directional high gain radio antennae to detect the conversion of neutrinos above $10^{16}$ eV in a mountain or the earth crust. The directionality of the antennae will allow both, the low threshold and the suppression of background. This technology would have the advantage that it does not require a suitable atmosphere as optical detectors do and could therefore be deployed at any promising place on the planet. In particular one could choose suitable topographies at latitudes that are matched to promising source candidates.

Introduction

Identifying the sources of the highest energy Cosmic Rays (CR) is a fundamental and unsolved problem in astroparticle physics. If they are accelerated in astrophysical objects, high energy neutrino emission should be associated with this acceleration [1]. Since these neutrinos would neither interact with intergalactic or interstellar media nor be deflected by magnetic fields, neutrino astronomy carries the hope of identifying these elusive sources of highest energy CRs.

Various detectors have been proposed for neutrino energies above $10^{16}$ eV, most of them relying on mountains to provide suitable target mass for $\nu_\tau$ with the ensuing $\tau$ lepton decay providing a detectable air shower (AS) after the $\tau$ leaves the target [2]. As high energy neutrinos get absorbed in the earth, geometries for such events are restricted to within a few degrees of horizontal [3]. At energies above $10^{19}$ eV the $\tau$ decay length in vacuum exceeds 500 km, increasingly putting these decays out of the reach of detectors.

Optical detectors exploiting the fluorescence emission of horizontal showers as well scintillator telescopes have been proposed to measure the promising $\nu_\tau$ signature [4]. Here we explore what could be a simpler and cheaper technology in the field: Strongly directional (high gain, low threshold) radio antennas. All they require is a rigid mechanical support structure and like all the other detectors some electronics. But no optical components have to be calibrated and maintained, and the detector could be made largely insensitive to the local climate at a promising detector site. The challenge for our detector will lie in isolating the signal.

Geosynchrotron radio signals

AS produce geosynchrotron radio emission due to the deflection of secondary shower electrons and positrons in the earth’s magnetic field [5]. In this study for the first time such radio signals are studied from horizontal showers. Using the REAS2 Monte Carlo code [6] we calculate the radio emission from $10^{15}$ eV and $10^{16}$ eV horizontal, $\pi^+$ induced AS propagating through a constant density atmosphere of $1.058 \times 10^{-3}$ g cm$^{-3}$, corresponding to approximately 1500 m above sea level. The magnetic field was set to a strength of 0.4 Gauss with an inclination of $60^\circ$, a conservative estimate for Central Europe and Northern America. The AS were simulated as propagating from north to south; the corresponding geomagnetic angle is thus $60^\circ$. This is the most conservative choice, as it effectively minimizes the field component perpendicular...
lar to the propagation direction of the AS. Atmospheric curvature can be neglected here, as the AS need only a few kilometers to develop in the lower atmosphere. The AS simulations were carried out using CORSIKA 6.502 [7], with shower-to-shower fluctuations taken out by simulating 25 air showers per parameter set and then selecting a shower with a typical longitudinal evolution profile for the radio simulations.

One important question is which observer distance is suited best for radio observations of these horizontal AS. Figure 1 illustrates how the lateral profile of the radio signal spreads out as the distance from the starting point of the AS increases. Despite strong relativistic beaming of geosynchrotron radiation, the lateral slope changes significantly with the distance of the observer from the \( \tau \) decay point. An observing distance of 20 km seems to constitute a good compromise: the signal in the center region is still strong while its lateral spread does not require too dense an array of antennae.

Also important is the selection of a suitable observation frequency band. This clearly depends on the actual noise situation at the selected observing site. In the absence of man-made radio interference, atmospheric and galactic noise set the limits. In Fig. 2 we show what signal-to-noise ratios (SNR, defined as peak power of the signal divided by power of the noise in the band of interest) can be expected for \( 10^{16} \) eV AS at 20 km observing distance and 225 m vertical observer offset from the shower axis, calculated for an isotropic radiator. \( 10^{15} \) eV values are lower by approximately a factor of 10.

SNR of order unity are too low for self-triggered measurements of geosynchrotron radiation. Using directional antennae pointing at the target mass will significantly improve the SNR. For the envisioned broad-band measurements, logarithmic-periodic dipole antennae (LPDAs) can achieve antenna gains of 10 dBi. If three such antennae are phase coupled, effective gains of up to 16 dBi can be reached. This boosts the SNR into a region where measurements seem feasible up to axis offsets of \( \sim 300 \) m, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

For the specific relative geometry of AS and magnetic field explored here the lateral distribution of the radio signal is very different along the horizontal and the vertical axis. As multiple measurements along the vertical also allow to place additional constraints on the zenith angle of the shower axis. The values are calculated for an isotropic radiator and a combination of day-time atmospheric noise and galactic noise based on measurements by the CCIR/ITU-R (International Telecommunication Union). As geosynchrotron emission has a steeply falling frequency spectrum, it is important to include low frequencies. As can be seen in Fig. 2 an observing bandwidth from 20 to 80 MHz would be desirable. Below 20 MHz, atmospheric noise gets very strong, and above 80 MHz FM radio transmitters could pose problems.

Figure 1: Lateral dependence of geosynchrotron radio emission field strengths of \( 10^{16} \) eV horizontal air showers for different observer distances from the \( \tau \) decay point. \( 10^{15} \) eV values are lower by approximately a factor of 10.

Figure 2: Expected SNR as a function of observing frequency band for \( 10^{16} \) eV showers initiated at 20 km distance and 225 m vertical observer offset from the shower axis, calculated for an isotropic radiator. \( 10^{15} \) eV values are lower by approximately a factor of 100.
observed shower and as the signal falls off more slowly along the vertical axis, more than one antenna should be used along the vertical direction. The SNR required for self-triggered operation of an antenna array depends on many factors such as the multiplicity of antennae used in coincidence and the required detection efficiencies. These issues would have to be addressed in a specific proposal for such a detector.

Neutrino event rates

A threshold close to $10^{16}$ eV for horizontal AS is well matched to the effective threshold beyond which $\tau$ leptons can escape from significant depth inside a rock mass: at $10^{15}$ eV the decay length of a $\tau$ (in vacuum) is only $\sim 50$ m. At $10^{17}$ eV this decay length will have grown to 5 km, which allows for $\tau$ from a reasonable amount of target mass to escape the rock before they decay, and on the other hand constrains the decay volume needed behind the rock to be reasonably small.

Using a modified ANIS [8] code we examine the probability that a $\nu_\tau$ interacts in rock with the ensuing $\tau$ decay initiating an AS outside of the rock. In ANIS we use the option of CTEQ5 deduced cross-sections. A smooth approximation for the energy loss of the $\tau$ leptons in rock and air is included in the calculation. Depending on the energy of the incoming $\nu_\tau$, an equilibrium is reached at some point inside the rock between $\nu_\tau$ interactions producing new $\tau$ leptons and the decay of $\tau$ leptons that were produced in neutrino interactions further upstream. Our simulations show that for standard rock this equilibrium is reached after 1 km at $10^{15}$ eV, 2 km at $10^{16}$ eV, and 10 km at $10^{17}$ eV.

25 M $\nu_\tau$ were injected at each of the energies mentioned above. From the above simulations of radio signals we infer an effective threshold of $8 \times 10^{15}$ eV for AS detection to estimate how many neutrinos we might detect. Fig. 4 shows the distributions of decay vertices above that energy from the $10^{15}$ eV and $10^{17}$ eV simulations.

Within the first 10 km after the mountain we see less than 200 decays for the lower $\nu_\tau$ energy and about 40,000 for the higher one. At higher energies efficiency will be affected by $\tau$ decaying behind the detector “volume”. The detection efficiency for $10^{17}$ eV $\nu_\tau$ is $\epsilon = 0.0016$. A detector element of two stations separated vertically by 200 m would allow to collect data over a vertical range of 400 m. Working with a 200m horizontal displacement between such detector elements one would hope to have a decent efficiency for threefold coincidences over an area of roughly 160,000 m$^2$ for two such elements, and each vertical expansion of the array by one additional element would add roughly 80,000 m$^2$. The exposure of an eight antenna array accumulated over one year would be $31,536,000 \times 320,000 \text{ m}^2 \approx 10^{17} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}$ for a pointlike source. As the LDPAs typically have
an opening angle of 65°, detectors situated 30 km from a 1.5 km high mountain range would cover a solid angle of $5.7 \times 10^{-2}$ sr.

A source would only be seen if it is behind a target mass at the local horizon of the detector. The time any given source spends near the horizon depends on its declination. Figure 5 summarizes the total observation times that can be expected if the source can be followed within $\pm 1.5^\circ$ of the horizon and gives the azimuthal coverage required to follow the source along that segment of its path. If a source were to just rise or set vertically through a $\pm 1.5^\circ$ detector aperture, it would be visible for less than 1% of the total time. If the location was chosen to accommodate the requisite azimuthal coverage shown in Fig. 5, then one would expect to “see” the source about 15% of total time for a latitude of 45°. The proposed antennae will cover the requisite $30^\circ$ in azimuth. Putting all this together, if we can measure $\nu_\tau$ between $10^{16}$ eV and $10^{17}$ eV, with the efficiencies estimated above and linearly interpolated between the two energies, it would take an array of a little more than 130k antennae to observe one event per year from Galactic sources [9].

To give an example of the sensitivity reach to the diffuse neutrino flux we consider, $\phi_{\nu_\tau} \simeq 10^{-3} \left( E_\nu / \text{GeV} \right)^{-2.54} \text{ GeV}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1}$, which is expected if extragalactic cosmic rays (from transparent sources) begin dominating the observed spectrum at energies as low as $\sim 10^{17.6}$ eV [10], as suggested by recent HiRes data [11]. For such a $\nu_\tau$-flux, the expected number of events (with $E_\nu > 10^{17}$ eV) per year per eight antennae is about 0.003.

**Conclusions**

The energy range at which the detector works is well matched to the problem of $\nu_\tau$ detection through $\tau$ decay in the atmosphere. 300 antennae is quite an undertaking for 1 event per year. Efforts are underway to better estimate the detector response around $10^{16}$ eV.
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Abstract: The LOFAR radio telescope, under construction in the Netherlands, is an excellent test case for the detection of extensive air showers through their radio signal. In order to fully understand the properties of these signals, we are building a library of CORSIKA simulations over a wide range of energies on the LOFAR BlueGene supercomputer. This library contains particle data throughout the atmosphere, as opposed to the lowest detection level only. The REAS2 code is used to calculate geosynchrotron radio emission from these simulations. We present parametrisations of various characteristics of the particles from showers in this library.

Introduction

Recently, the development of digital radio telescopes such as LOFAR [2] has initiated a wave of renewed interest in the coherent radio emission from cosmic ray air showers [1]. In order to better understand the radiation mechanism and its implications, a series of air shower simulations is being carried out, which produce histogrammed particle data suitable for simulations using the REAS2 code. The CORSIKA [5] based radio emission simulations employ a realistic description of the air shower properties on a shower to shower basis [7] and we intend to pursue this approach further by using a shower simulation library in support of the high energy cosmic ray programme with the LOFAR telescope.

Unfortunately, using existing air shower libraries is not an option: these commonly only consist of distributions of particles on the lowest observation level – usually the Earth’s surface. Such libraries are not suited for radio emission simulations, however, since according to our current understanding this radiation is caused by geomagnetic deflection of secondary shower electrons and positrons [6]. Here, we summarise our efforts building our air shower front evolution library, and present first results obtained from this library.

Setup

The calculation of synchrotron emission from air showers is not built into CORSIKA: an additional code, REAS2 [7] needs to be run on the particle distributions, which determines the radio footprint on the ground. To this end we use the same interface code as in [7], which outputs two three-dimensional histograms for electrons and positrons for 50 observation levels at equidistant atmospheric slant depths. For each level, these histograms contain 1) particle energy vs. particle arrival time vs. lateral particle distance from the shower core; and 2) particle energy vs. angle of momentum to the shower axis vs. angle of momentum to the (radial) outward direction.

An overview of the simulations we are carrying out is given in table 1. We use photons, protons and iron as primaries, with energies ranging from $10^{16}$ to $10^{20.5}$ eV (set by an optimistic estimate of the LOFAR detection limits) for six zenith angles $\cos \theta = 1, 0.9, \ldots, 0.5$. The azimuthal angle is constant, as the effect on the particle dis-
Table 1: The number of shower simulations per primary particle energy. Every run is repeated six times, for zenith angles of \( \cos \theta = 1.0, 0.9, \ldots, 0.5 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \log E/\text{eV} )</th>
<th>Number of runs</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total per ( \theta )</td>
<td>2087</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12522</td>
<td>11400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tributions is assumed to be of minor importance because of the azimuthal symmetry of the created histograms; the angle can be set to different values in the radio code, without the need to rerun a shower simulation. We use \( 10^{-6} \) level thinning width adaptive weight limitation [8] to obtain a sufficiently high resolution in the particle distributions. The interaction models used are QGSJetII 03 and UrQMD 1.3.1 for high and low energy interactions, respectively.

In order to finish these \( \sim 26000 \) simulations within a reasonable time, we use a parallel supercomputer, Stella (Supercomputer Technology for Linked LOFAR Applications). This BlueGene/L machine consists of roughly 12,000 nodes. Some of the code had to be rewritten in order to run CORSIKA on this parallel architecture. To test the validity and reliability of the results obtained with this modified code, we ran a test batch of 1000 showers of \( 10^{16} \) eV protons with vertical incidence, both using the parallel version and standard CORSIKA on two different architectures: adding a third, independent architecture allowed us to get an unbiased idea of the differences to be expected. We then performed some statistical tests on the results to check validity.

One such test considered the longitudinal development of the showers. The sum of electrons and positrons in the evolution of the shower \( N \) as a function of atmospheric depth \( X \) was averaged for all 1000 showers for each architecture’s sample. The averaged longitudinal shower evolutions obtained in this manner are shown in the top panel in figure 1. The bottom panel of this figure shows the deviation of each distribution from the other two. The relatively large deviations for very low depths can be attributed to low number statistics, as the number of particles in the shower at these depths is no more than a few hundred. This is also reflected in the colored areas in the figure, which indicate \( 1\sigma \) statistical error levels from 1000 runs. It is clear that the deviations between architectures lie well within this area. Comparisons of other quantities, such as lateral and energy distributions, were also carried out. In none of these we could find any significant difference in the quantities involved or the statistical spread in them. We therefore conclude that our parallel code produces valid air shower simulations.
Results

The test sample of $3 \times 1000$ showers we obtained for validating our output can be used for an analysis of vertical air showers from protons at $10^{16}$ eV, given the large number of simulations we carried out for one single configuration. One of the air shower properties we investigated is the longitudinal profile $N(X)$.

A popular parametrisations to describe the longitudinal evolution of air showers was suggested by Greisen [4] and Gaisser & Hillas [3]. We can generalise both, however, to read

$$N_L(X) = N_{\text{max}} \exp \left[ \frac{\lambda}{X_{\text{max}}} \left( \ln \frac{X}{X_{\text{max}}} \right) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \epsilon_i \left( 1 - \frac{X}{X_{\text{max}}} \right)^i \right],$$

(1)

where, in the case of $10^{16}$ eV proton showers, $\lambda \approx 45 \pm 7$ g/cm$^2$ is a characteristic length parameter, $X_{\text{max}} \approx 6.4 \pm 0.8 \cdot 10^2$ g/cm$^2$ is the atmospheric depth at which the number of electrons and positrons $N(X)$ peaks, and $N_{\text{max}} \approx 6.5 \pm 0.5 \cdot 10^9$ is the number of particles at this depth. We determined optimal values for $\epsilon_i$ from the average of $N(X)$ in our sample of simulations, setting $i \leq 6$: using terms of even higher order does not decrease the variance reduction significantly anymore. The values we obtained are

$$\epsilon_i = [1.000, -0.013, 0.005, 0.053, 0.181, 0.207],$$

(2)

which is very close to the Gaisser–Hillas parameterisation, $\epsilon_i = [1, 0, 0, \ldots]$. Using this parametrisation, $N(X)$ fits slightly better, even for individual showers, than either the Greisen or Gaisser–Hillas parametrisations. Note that this analysis was based on averaging in $X$: averaging of the shower age $s$ might change these results.

Since the showers in our library contain histograms of particle distributions over the entire evolution of the shower, we can produce multidimensional representations of particle densities. As an example of such a representation, figure 2 shows the particle density $n = dN/dr^2$ as a function of $X$ and the distance from the shower axis $r$. As expected, most of the particles in a $10^{16}$ eV shower exist in a narrow cylinder around the shower axis with a radius of a few meters. It is interesting to note that the maximum particle density is reached at different depths for different distances; also note that the reduction rate of the density with $X$ varies with $r$.

A quantity that may influence the radio footprint of an air shower is the net charge of the shower. Air showers tend to develop a net negative charge as they evolve, through positrons interacting with atmospheric electrons. As this charge excess moves through the atmosphere at superluminal velocity, it gives rise to Čerenkov radiation in the radio domain. Currently, the relative role of this effect is uncertain. Looking into the charge excess may allow us to determine the relative importance of the effects compared to that of coherent synchrotron emission, which is thought to be dominant.

The charge excess $q$ of electrons over photons as a function of shower depth $X$ is defined as the ratio:

$$q(X) = \frac{n_e-(X) - n_e+(X)}{n_e-(X) + n_e+(X)}$$

(3)

Figure 3 shows the relative average charge excess $q$ as a function of $X$ and $r$. Note the feature in the top right of this figure; its origin is unclear, but it is probably strongly correlated with the cutoff energy used (400 keV in these simulations): further study is required here. Contrary to the relative excess, the
absolute charge excess has much the same structure as the overall spatial structure of the air shower from figure 2, so that the largest absolute charge excess values are found near the shower core. Furthermore it should be noted that, because the particle distributions are folded over the azimuthal angle, any local excess due to charge separation from deflection in the Earth’s magnetic field is cancelled out. At this moment, the question whether the local charge excess due to this separation effect plays a larger role than the overall excess charge in the air shower is still open, as the average separation of positron-electron pairs is expected to be of the order of the radiation produced.

Conclusions & future work

Using a tailor-made CORSIKA version, we are running air shower simulations on a supercomputer. The library we are building with this CORSIKA version consists of over 26 000 air shower events, each containing particle histograms of the entire evolution of the air shower front instead of the particle flux on the ground only. On top of this output, we will run REAS2 to obtain the radio emission profile resulting from the geosynchrotron effect. We will use this library in support of the LOFAR project, which can detect radio signatures from extensive air showers.

Though we have not started running REAS2 on the particle histograms we have produced so far, we have already done some analysis of a test sample of 3000 showers at $10^{16}$ eV. At this point, these results serve to prove that, even though we have not started analysis of the library itself, the amount of computation time available combined with full evolution data, will yield some interesting science.

Currently, nearly three quarters of the scheduled simulations have been finished on the Stella supercomputer. Once finished, the library will be made publicly available.

In the future, we hope to be able to summarise our analysis of the library, both in terms of particle distributions of the extensive air showers and the radio signals that arise from these showers, in a parametrisation of the radio pulses produced by the showers, as a function of all parameters involved.
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\textbf{Abstract:} At the southern site of the Pierre Auger Observatory, which is close to completion, an exposure that significantly exceeds the largest forerunner experiments has already been accumulated. We report a measurement of the cosmic ray energy spectrum based on the high statistics collected by the surface detector. The methods developed to determine the spectrum from reconstructed observables are described. The energy calibration of the observables, which exploits the correlation of surface detector data with fluorescence measurements in hybrid events, is presented in detail. The methods are simple and robust, exploiting the combination of fluorescence detector (FD) and surface detector (SD) and do not rely on detailed numerical simulation or any assumption about the chemical composition. Besides presenting statistical uncertainties, we address the impact of systematic uncertainties.

\section*{Introduction}

The Pierre Auger Observatory [1] is designed to measure the extensive air showers produced by the highest energy cosmic rays ($E > 10^{18.5}$ eV) with the goal of discovering their origins and composition. Two different techniques are used to detect air showers. Firstly, a collection of telescopes is used to sense the fluorescence light produced by excitation of nitrogen induced by the cascade of particles in the atmosphere. The FD provides a nearly calorimetric, model-independent energy measurement, because the fluorescence light is produced in proportion to energy dissipation by a shower in the atmosphere [2, 3]. This method can be used only when the sky is moonless and dark, and thus has roughly a 10\% duty cycle [4]. The second method uses an array of detectors on the ground to sample particle densities as the air shower arrives at the Earth's surface. The surface detector has a 100\% duty cycle [5]. A subsample of air showers detected by both instruments, dubbed hybrid events, are very precisely measured [6] and provide an invaluable energy calibration tool. Hybrid events make it possible to relate the shower energy (FD) to the ground parameter $S(1000)$.

\section*{Analysis procedure}

The parameter $S(1000)$ characterises the energy of a cosmic ray shower detected by the SD array and is the signal in units of VEM that would be produced in a tank at a distance of 1000 m from the shower axis. One VEM is the signal produced by a single relativistic muon passing vertically through the centre of a water tank. A likelihood method is applied to obtain the lateral distribution function, where the shower axis, $S(1000)$ and the curvature of the shower front are determined [7]. The selection criteria are such to ensure the rejection of accidental triggers (physics trigger) and the events are well contained in the SD array (quality trigger), i.e. we require that all six nearest neighbours of the station with the highest signal be active. In this way we guarantee that the core of the shower is contained inside the array and enough of the shower is sampled to make an $S(1000)$ measurement. The present data set is taken from 1 January, 2004 through 28 February, 2007 while the array has been growing in size. To ensure an excellent data quality we remove periods with problems due to failures in data acquisition, due to lightning and hardware difficulties. We select events only if the
zenith angle is less than 60° and the reconstructed energy is above 3 EeV. For this analysis, the array is fully efficient for detecting such showers, so the acceptance at any time is solely determined by the geometric aperture of the array [8]. The integrated exposure mounts up to about 5165 km² sr yr, which is a factor of more than 3 larger than the exposure obtained by the largest forerunner experiment AGASA [9]. Moreover the present acceptance exceeds the one given in [10] by a factor of more than 3. For a given energy the value of $S(1000)$ decreases with zenith angle, $\theta$, due to attenuation of the shower particles and geometrical effects. Assuming an isotropic flux for the whole energy range considered, i.e. the intensity distribution is uniform when binned in $\cos^2 \theta$, we extract the shape of the attenuation curve from the data. In Figure 1 several intensities, $I_i = I(> S_i(1000))$, above a given value of $\lg S_i(1000)$ are shown as a function of $\cos^2 \theta$. The choice of the threshold $\lg S(1000)$ is not critical since the shape is nearly the same within the statistical limit. The fitted attenuation curve, $CIC(\theta) = 1 + a \ x + b \ x^2$, is a quadratic function of $x = \cos^2 \theta - \cos^2 38^\circ$ as displayed in Figure 2 for a particular constant intensity cut, $I_0 = 128$ events, with $a = 0.94 \pm 0.06$ and $b = -1.21 \pm 0.27$. The cut corresponds to a shower size of about $S_{38^\circ} = 47$ VEM and equivalently to an energy of about 9 EeV. Since the average angle is $\langle \theta \rangle \simeq 38^\circ$ we take this angle as reference and convert $S(1000)$ into $S_{38^\circ}$ by $S_{38^\circ} = S(1000)/CIC(\theta)$. It may be regarded as the signal $S(1000)$ the shower would have produced had it arrived at $\theta = 38^\circ$. The reconstruction accuracy of the parameter $S(1000)$, $\sigma_{S(1000)}$, comprises 3 contributions and these are taken into account in inferring $S_{38^\circ}$ and its uncertainty $\sigma_{S_{38^\circ}}$: a statistical uncertainty due to the finite size of the detector and the limited dynamic range of the signal detection, a systematic uncertainty due to the assumptions of the shape of the lateral distribution and finally due to the shower-to-shower fluctuations [11]. To infer the energy we have to establish the relation between $S_{38^\circ}$ and the calorimetric energy measurement, $E_{FD}$. A set of hybrid events of high quality is selected based on the criteria reported in [6] without applying the cut on the field of view, which appears to have a negligible effect for the topic addressed here. A small correction to account for the energy carried away by high energy muons and neutrinos, the so-called invisible energy, depends slightly on mass and hadronic model. The applied correction is based on the average for proton and iron showers simulated with the QGSJet model and sums up to about 10% and its systematic uncertainty contributes 4% to the total uncertainty in FD energy [3]. Moreover the SD quality cuts described above are applied. The criteria include a measurement of the vertical aerosol optical depth profile (VAOD(h)) [12] using laser shots generated by the central laser facility (CLF) [13] and observed by the FD in the same hour of each selected hybrid event. The selected hybrid events were used to calibrate the SD energy. The following procedure was adopted. For each hybrid event, with measured FD energy $E_{FD}$, the SD energy estimator $S_{38^\circ}$ was determined from the
measured $S(1000)$ by using the constant intensity method described above. For each event the uncertainty in $S_{38^\circ}$ is estimated by summing in quadrature three contributions: the uncertainty in the constant intensity parametrization, $\sigma_{S_{38^\circ}} (CIC)$, the angular accuracy of the event, $\sigma_{\cos \theta}$, and the uncertainty in the measured $S(1000)$, $\sigma_{S(1000)}$. The fluorescence yield used to estimate the energy $E_{FD}$ is taken from [14]. An uncertainty in the FD energy, $\sigma_{E_{FD}}$, was also assigned to each event. Several sources were considered. The uncertainty in the hybrid shower geometry, the statistical uncertainty in the Gaisser-Hillas fit to the profile of the energy deposits and the statistical uncertainty in the invisible energy correction were fully propagated. The uncertainty in the VAOD measurement was also propagated to the FD energy on an event-by-event basis, by evaluating the FD energy shift obtained when changing the VAOD profile by its uncertainty. These individual contributions were considered to be uncorrelated, and were thus combined in quadrature to obtain $\sigma_{E_{FD}}$. The data appear to be well described by a linear relation $\log E_{FD} = A + B \cdot \log S_{38^\circ}$ (see Figure 3). A linear least square fit of the data was performed. To avoid possible biases, low energy events, below the dashed line, which is orthogonal to the best fit line and intersects it at $\log (S_{38^\circ} = 15 \text{ VEM})$, were not included in the fit.

An iterative procedure was used to determine the dashed line, and it was checked that the results of the fit were stable. The best fit yields $A = 17.08 \pm 0.03$ and $B = 1.13 \pm 0.02$ with a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.3 for $\log E_{SD} = A + B \cdot \log S_{38^\circ}$ in [eV]. The relative statistical uncertainty in the derived SD energy, $\sigma_{S_{38^\circ}} / E_{SD}$, is rather small, e.g. of the order of 5% at $10^{20}$ eV. The energy spectrum $J$ is displayed in Figure 5 together with its statistical uncertainty. The individual systematic uncertainties in determining $E_{SD}$ coming from the FD sum up to 22%. For illustrative purposes we show in Figure 6 the difference of the flux with respect to an assumed flux $\propto E^{-2.6}$. The largest uncertainties are given by the absolute fluorescence yield (14%), the absolute calibration of the FD (9.5%) and the reconstruction method (10%). The uncertainty due to the dependence of the fluorescence spectrum on pressure (1%), humidity (5%) and temperature (5%) are taken into account as well as the wavelength dependent response of the FD, the aerosol phase function, invisible energy and others, which are well below 4% (see [4] for details).

**Discussion and outlook**

When inferring the energy spectrum from SD data we utilise the constant intensity method to calibrate the SD data. The systematic uncertainties
have been scrutinised and the resulting spectrum is given. Several activities are on-going to reduce the systematic uncertainties of the energy estimate, e.g. the detector calibration uncertainty and the uncertainty of the fluorescence yield. Reducing these uncertainties will make it desirable to deconvolve the energy spectrum using the estimate of the energy resolution. The presented spectrum is compared with a spectrum derived on basis of hybrid data only in T. Yamamoto et al. [15]. Astrophysical implications are also discussed there.
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Abstract: The Pierre Auger Observatory has been collecting data in a stable manner since January 2004. We present here a study of the cosmic ray composition using events recorded in hybrid mode during the first years of data taking. These are air showers observed by the fluorescence detector as well as the surface detector, so the depth of shower maximum, \(X_{\text{max}}\), is measured directly. The cosmic ray composition is studied in different energy ranges by comparing the observed average \(X_{\text{max}}\) with predictions from air shower simulations for different nuclei. The change of \(\langle X_{\text{max}} \rangle\) with energy (elongation rate) is used to derive estimates of the change in primary composition.

Introduction

Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays are presumed to be of extragalactic origin. With increasing energies, and thus Larmor radii, the galactic charged particles cannot be confined in our Galaxy and the galactic cosmic ray accelerator candidates are expected to reach their maximum energy well below \(10^{18}\) eV. Moreover, there are no experimental signs of an anisotropy of the cosmic ray arrival direction at these energies.

The transition between galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays is therefore believed to happen between \(10^{18}\) and \(10^{19}\) eV where a spectral break in the cosmic ray flux known as the 'ankle' or 'dip' is observed. The exact position and nature of the transition is still disputed and it seems clear that a combined precise measurement of the particle flux and composition in this energy range is needed to be able to distinguish between different models of the extragalactic cosmic ray component (see [1] for recent discussions on this subject).

For fluorescence detectors (FDs), the observable most sensitive to the composition is the slant depth position \(X_{\text{max}}\) at which the maximum of the longitudinal shower profile occurs. Its average value \(\langle X_{\text{max}} \rangle\) at a certain energy \(E\) is related to the mean logarithmic mass \(\langle \ln A \rangle\) via

\[
\langle X_{\text{max}} \rangle = D_p \ln (E/E_0) - \langle \ln A \rangle + c_p,
\]

where \(D_p\) denotes the 'elongation rate' [2] of a proton, and \(c_p\) is the average depth of a proton with reference energy \(E_0\). Both, \(D_p\) and \(c_p\), depend on the nature of hadronic interactions. The width of the \(X_{\text{max}}\) distribution is another composition sensitive parameter, since heavy nuclei are expected to produce smaller shower-to-shower fluctuations than protons.

Data Analysis

In this analysis we use hybrid events collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory between the 1st of December 2004 and the 30th of April 2007. These are showers observed by at least one FD and with at least one triggered tank recorded by the surface detector.

In order to ensure a good \(X_{\text{max}}\) resolution at the 20 g cm\(^{-2}\) level [3], the following quality cuts were applied to the data: The reconstructed \(X_{\text{max}}\) should lie within the observed
shower profile and the reduced $\chi^2$ of a fit with a Gaisser-Hillas function [4] should not exceed 2.5. Moreover, insignificant shower maxima are rejected by requiring that the $\chi^2$ of a linear fit to the longitudinal profile exceeds the Gaisser-Hillas fit $\chi^2$ by at least four. Finally, the estimated uncertainties of the shower maximum and total energy must be smaller than 40 g cm$^{-2}$ and 20%, respectively.

In addition, a set of fiducial volume cuts is applied to allow for an unbiased measurement of the $X_{\text{max}}$-distribution: Energy dependent cuts on the zenith angle and the maximum tank-core distance ensure a single-tank trigger probability near one for protons and iron at all energies. In order to minimise systematic uncertainties from the relative timing between the fluorescence and surface detectors, the minimum viewing angle under which a shower was observed is required to be larger than 20°. This cut also removes events with a large fraction of direct Cherenkov light.

Moreover, a minimisation of the effect of the field of view boundaries of the FDs is of utmost importance: The current fluorescence detectors cover an elevation range from $\Omega_1 = 1.5^\circ$ to $\Omega_2 = 30^\circ$ and therefore the observable heights for vertical tracks are between $R \tan \Omega_1 < h_v < R \tan \Omega_2$, where $R$ denotes the distance of the shower core to the fluorescence detector. That is, the farther away from a fluorescence detector a track is detected, the smaller becomes the observable upper slant depth boundary $X_{\text{up}}$. Similarly the lower slant depth boundary $X_{\text{low}}$ becomes larger for near showers. Since in the quality selection it is required that the $X_{\text{max}}$ is detected within the field of view, these slant depth boundaries can severely bias the selected $X_{\text{max}}$-distributions, as it is sketched in Fig. 1. This bias can be avoided by selecting only tracks with geometries corresponding to an $X_{\text{up}}$-$X_{\text{low}}$ range, which is large enough to contain most of the parent $X_{\text{max}}$-distribution. Therefore, we investigate the dependence of $\langle X_{\text{max}} \rangle$ on the field of view boundaries and place fiducial volume cuts at the $X_{\text{up}}$ and $X_{\text{low}}$ values, where the $\langle X_{\text{max}} \rangle$ starts to be constant. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 2.

### Systematic Uncertainties

The effect of atmospheric uncertainties on the measurement of the shower maximum is discussed in detail in [5]. The dominating contribution is the long-term validity of the monthly average molecular profiles...
The dashed line denotes a fit with two constant elongation rates and a break-point. Event numbers are indicated below each data point.

Re-reconstructing showers with the geometry determined from the surface detector data alone yields an upper bound on the geometrical uncertainty of $\leq 6\, \text{g cm}^{-2}$. The geometrical bias due to the camera alignment uncertainty is below 3 g cm$^{-2}$ and the residual acceptance difference [8] between proton and iron showers contributes around 10 g cm$^{-2}$ at lowest energies vanishing rapidly to zero above $10^{18}$ eV. The total uncertainty is thus around $\leq 15\, \text{g cm}^{-2}$ at low energies and $\leq 11\, \text{g cm}^{-2}$ above $10^{18}$ eV. Note that in addition the current uncertainty of the FD energy scale of 22% [3] needs to be taken into account.

Results

After all cuts are applied, 4329 events remain for the composition analysis. In Fig. 3 the mean $X_{\text{max}}$ as a function of energy is shown along with predictions from air shower simulations [10,11]. As can be seen, our measurement favours a mixed composition at all energies. A simple linear fit, $\langle X_{\text{max}} \rangle = D_{10} \cdot \lg (E/\text{eV}) + c$, yields an elongation rate of $54\pm2$ (stat.) g cm$^{-2}$/decade, but does not describe our data very well ($\chi^2/\text{Ndf} = 24/13$, P<3%). Allowing for a break in the elongation rate at an energy $E_b$ leads to a satisfactory fit with $\chi^2/\text{Ndf} = 9/11$, P=63% and $D_{10} = 71 \pm 5$ (stat.) g cm$^{-2}$/decade below $E_b = 10^{18.35}$ eV and $D_{10} = 40 \pm 4$ (stat.) g cm$^{-2}$/decade above this energy. This fit is indicated as a dashed gray line in Fig. 3.
Due to the uncertainties of hadronic interaction at highest energies, the interpretation of these elongation rates is, however, ambiguous (cf. Fig. 4). Using the QGSJETII elongation rates the data suggests a moderate lightening of the primary cosmic at low energies and an almost constant composition at high energies, whereas the EPOS elongation rate is clearly larger than the measured one at high energies, which would indicate a transition from light to heavy elements. These ambiguities will be partially resolved by the analysis of the $X_{\text{max}}$ fluctuations as an additional mass sensitive parameter.

A comparison with previous measurements [9] is presented in Fig. 5. The results of all three experiments are compatible within their systematic uncertainties. It is worthwhile noting that although the data presented here have been collected during the construction of the Pierre Auger Observatory, their statistical precision already exceed that of preceeding experiments.
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Abstract: The Pierre Auger Observatory allows the measurement of both longitudinal profiles and lateral particle distributions of high-energy showers. The former trace the overall shower development, mainly of the electromagnetic component close to the core where the latter reflect the particle densities in the tail of the shower far away from the core and are sensitive to both the muonic and electromagnetic components. Combining the two complementary measurements, predictions of air shower simulations are tested. In particular the muon component of the tank signals, which is sensitive to hadronic interactions at high energy, is studied with several independent methods. Implications for the simulation of hadronic interactions at ultra-high energy are discussed.

Introduction

During the last decade, air shower simulation codes have reached such a high quality that there is good overall agreement between the predicted and experimentally observed shower characteristics. The largest remaining source of uncertainty of shower predictions stems from our limited knowledge of hadronic interactions at high energy. Hadronic multiparticle production has to be simulated at energies exceeding by far those accessible at man-made accelerators and in phase space regions not covered in collider experiments. Therefore it is not surprising that predictions for the number of muons or other observables, which are directly related to hadron production in showers, depend strongly on the adopted hadronic interaction models [1].

In this work we will employ universality features of the longitudinal profile of the electromagnetic shower component to combine fluorescence detector and surface array measurements of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Using the measured shower depth of maximum, \( X_{\text{max}} \), the muon density at ground is inferred without assumptions on the primary cosmic ray composition. This allows a direct test of the predictions of hadronic interaction models.

Parameterisation of surface detector signal using universality

Universality features of the longitudinal profile of showers have been studied by several authors [2]. Here we exploit shower universality features to predict the surface detector signal expected for Auger Cherenkov tanks due to the electromagnetic and muonic shower components at 1000 m from the shower core. In the following only a brief introduction to the method of parameterising the muonic and electromagnetic tank signals is given. A detailed description is given in [3].

A library of proton and iron showers covering the energy range from \( 10^{17} \) to \( 10^{20} \) eV and zenith angles between 0° and 70° was generated with CORSIKA 6.5 [4] and the hadronic interaction models QGSJET II.03 [5] and FLUKA [6]. For comparison, a smaller set of showers was simulated with the combinations QGSJET II.03/GHEISHA [7] and SIBYLL 2.1/FLUKA [8, 9]. Seasonal models of the Malargüe molecular atmosphere were used [10]. The detector response is calculated using look-up tables derived from a detailed GEANT4 simulation [11].

Within the library of showers, the predicted surface detector signal for the electromagnetic component of a shower at the lateral distance of 1000 m
is found to depend mainly on the energy and the distance between the shower maximum and the ground (distance to ground, \( DG = X_{\text{ground}} - X_{\text{max}} \)). Here the signal of electromagnetic shower component is defined as that of all shower particles except muons and decay products of muons. The signal at 1000 m depends only slightly on the mass of the primary particle (13% difference between proton and iron primaries) and the applied interaction model (\( \sim 5\% \)). The functional form, however, is universal. The situation is similar for the expected tank signal due to muons and their decay products. In this case the shower-to-shower fluctuations are larger and the difference between proton and iron showers amounts to 40%.

\[
\frac{dN_{\text{mu}}}{d\sin^2 \theta} \left| \frac{S(1000) > S_{\text{MC}}(E, \theta, X_{\text{max}}, N_{\text{rel}})}{S_{\text{det}}(E, \theta, X_{\text{max}}, N_{\text{rel}})} = \text{const.} \right.
\]

Using the independently measured mean depth of shower maximum \( \langle X_{\text{max}} \rangle \) [12] the only remaining free parameter in Eq. (2) is the relative number of muons \( N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}} \). For a given energy \( E \), \( N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}} \) is adjusted to obtain a flat distribution of events in \( \sin^2 \theta \).

The sensitivity of this method to the muon number parameter in Eq. (1) is illustrated in Fig. 2. The best description of the data above \( 10^{19} \) eV requires \( N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}} = 1.63 \). However, this result was obtained by using the measured mean depth of shower maximum [12] in Eq. (1). Shower-to-shower fluctuations in \( X_{\text{max}} \) and the reconstruction resolution cannot be neglected and have been estimated with a Monte Carlo simulation. Accounting for

\[
\Delta Q_{\text{GSI}} \mu \text{ is the muon signal predicted by QGSJET II for proton primaries. The relative importance of the electromagnetic and muonic detector signal contributions at different angles is shown in Fig. 1.}
\]

**Constant-intensity-cut method**

Within the current statistics, the arrival direction distribution of high-energy cosmic rays is found to be isotropic, allowing us to apply the constant intensity cut method to determine the muon signal contribution. Dividing the surface detector data into equal exposure bins, the number of showers with \( S(1000) > S_{\text{MC}}(E, \theta, X_{\text{max}}, N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}}) \) greater than than a given threshold should be the same for each bin

\[
S_{\text{MC}}(E, \theta, X_{\text{max}}, N_{\text{rel}}) = S_{\text{em}}(E, \theta, DG) + N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}} \Delta Q_{\text{GSI}} \mu (10^{19} \text{ eV, } \theta, DG), \tag{1}
\]

where \( N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}} \) is the number of muons relative to that of QGSJET proton showers at \( 10^{19} \) eV and

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}}} Q_{\text{GSI}} \mu (10^{19} \text{ eV, } \theta, DG), \tag{2}
\]

The expected detector signal at 1000 m can then be written as

\[
S_{\text{det}}(E, \theta, X_{\text{max}}, N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}}} Q_{\text{GSI}} \mu (10^{19} \text{ eV, } \theta, DG), \tag{1}
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}}} Q_{\text{GSI}} \mu (10^{19} \text{ eV, } \theta, DG), \tag{2}
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}}} Q_{\text{GSI}} \mu (10^{19} \text{ eV, } \theta, DG), \tag{1}
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\mu}^{\text{rel}}} Q_{\text{GSI}} \mu (10^{19} \text{ eV, } \theta, DG), \tag{2}
\]
fluctuations and reconstruction effects, the relative number of muons at $10^{19}$ eV is found to be $1.45 \pm 0.11 \text{ (stat)} ^{+0.11}_{-0.09} \text{ (sys)}$.

Knowing the muon number and the measured mean depth of shower maximum, the signal size at $\theta = 38^\circ$ can be calculated

$$S_{38}(10^{19} \text{ eV}) = 37.5 \pm 1.7 \text{ (stat)} ^{+2.1}_{-2.3} \text{ (sys)} \text{ VEM}.$$  

(3)

This value of $S_{38}$ is a measure of the energy scale of the surface detector which is independent of the fluorescence detector. It is within the systematic uncertainties of the energy determination from fluorescence detector measurements, including the uncertainty of the fluorescence yield [13]. It corresponds to assigning showers a ~ 30% higher energy than done in the fluorescence detector-based Auger shower reconstruction ($E = 1.3E_{\text{FD}}$).

**Hybrid event and inclined shower analysis**

Hybrid events that trigger the surface detector array and the fluorescence telescopes separately are ideally suited to study the correlation between the depth of shower maximum and the muon density at 1000 m. However, the number of events collected so far is much smaller. For each individual event the reconstructed fluorescence energy and depth of maximum are available and the expected $S(1000)$ due to the electromagnetic component can be calculated directly. The difference in the observed signal is attributed to the muon shower component and compared to the predicted muon signal.

For this study, high-quality hybrid events were selected for which the shower maximum was in the field of view of a telescope, $\theta < 60^\circ$, and the Mie scattering length was measured. Furthermore the distance between the telescope and the shower axis was required to be larger than 10 km and the Cherenkov light fraction was limited to less than 50%. The surface detector event had to satisfy the T5 selection cuts which are also applied in [13].

In Fig. 3, we show the muon signal derived from these hybrid events as function of distance to ground. The relative number of muons is found to be

$$N^\text{rel} |_{E=1.3E_{\text{FD}}} = 1.53 \pm 0.05$$

(4)

consistent with the analysis above.

A similar study has been performed for inclined hybrid events ($60^\circ < \theta < 70^\circ$). Within the limited statistics, good agreement between muon numbers of the inclined and the vertical data sets is found, see Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4 we compare the results of the different methods applied for inferring the muon density at 1000 m from the shower core. The relative number of muons is shown as function of the adopted energy scale with respect to the Auger fluorescence detector energy reconstruction. Only the constant-intensity-cut method is independent of the energy scale of the fluorescence detector. Very good agreement between the presented methods is found.

**Discussion**

Assuming universality of the electromagnetic shower component at depths larger than $X_{\text{max}}$, we have determined the muon density and the energy scale with which the data of the Auger Observatory can be described self-consistently. The number of muons measured in data is about 1.5 times bigger.
than that predicted by QGSJET II for proton showers. Consistent results were obtained with several analysis methods.

The QGSJET II and SIBYLL 2.1 predictions for iron showers correspond to relative muon numbers of 1.39 and 1.27, respectively. Therefore, interpreted in terms of QGSJET II or SIBYLL 2.1, the derived muon density would correspond to a primary cosmic ray composition heavier than iron, which is clearly at variance with the measured $X_{\text{max}}$ values. The discrepancy between air shower data and simulations reported here is qualitatively similar to the inconsistencies found in composition analyses of previous detectors, see, for example, [14, 15, 16].

Finally it should be mentioned that the results of this study depend not only on the predictions of the hadronic interaction models but also on the reliability of the model used for calculating the electromagnetic interactions (EGS4 in this study [17]).
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Abstract: The southern part of the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) is nearing completion in the province of Mendoza, Argentina. Since 2004 the instrument is used to take air shower data at the highest energies [1]. The energy threshold of the 3000 km² surface array of 1600 particle detectors for high quality air shower reconstruction is about $3 \times 10^{18}$ eV. The 24 Auger fluorescence telescopes (FD), located in four “eye” stations at the edge of the detector array, enable precise air shower measurements even at primary energies below $10^{18}$ eV. The Auger Collaboration has decided to further expand its energy range down to $10^{17}$ eV after completion of the southern observatory around the end of 2007 by three additional fluorescence telescopes with an elevated field of view from 30° to 60° above the horizon. It is foreseen to use these High Elevation Auger Telescopes (HEAT) in combination with the existing telescopes at one of the four existing FD sites (Coihueco) as well as in hybrid mode using the shower particle data from a new infill detector area of about 25 km² with fourfold sampling density – close to HEAT and in the field of view of the new telescopes. This SD infill array (AMIGA) will also be equipped with large area muon detectors [2]. In addition, it will be a perfectly suited test area for the development of novel detection techniques for air showers at ultrahigh energies [3].

Introduction

Cosmic rays with energies in the range between $10^{17}$ eV and $5 \times 10^{18}$ eV are of special interest for the determination of the details of the transition from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays. The precise shape of the energy spectrum and the possible changes in primary composition must be well known to enable stringent tests of models for the acceleration and transport of both, galactic and extragalactic, cosmic rays. More elaborated arguments can be found in a separate contribution to this conference [4].

The fluorescence technique for the detection of air showers encounters difficulties at energies below $10^{18}$ eV. The signal strength in fluorescence photons per unit path length is (at air shower maximum) roughly proportional to the primary energy. Therefore, the effective distance range of air shower detection gets smaller at lower energies. Only relatively close-by showers will trigger the DAQ. At these small distances the height of observation by the FD telescopes is limited. In addition, lower energy air showers reach their maximum of development at higher altitudes.

This height cutoff effect naturally gets even worse for air showers incident at larger zenith angles. The maximum of shower development will thus quite often fall outside the field of view of the existing FD telescopes of the Auger Observatory, which is limited to about 30° above the horizon. For an unambiguous reconstruction of the shower profiles this leads to severe cuts in the triggered data, which may be dependent on primary mass. The telescope detection efficiency for showers, which hit the ground at a certain distance from the “eye”, also depends on the shower-detector geometry. Showers approaching the telescopes will have a higher trigger probability due to the angular dependence of the scattered Cherenkov light. Also, the efficiency for successful reconstruction of the shower profile and $X_{\text{max}}$ will be increased as is illustrated in figure 1. Therefore, it is clear that for lower energies the fluorescence telescopes benefit from a larger elevation range.

The Auger Collaboration will combine several of their existing telescopes with three additional telescopes tilted by about 30°, therefore covering elevation angles up to 60° above horizon, but else these will be very similar to the existing systems.
Auger FD and the HEAT Telescopes

The Auger Collaboration has installed 24 fluorescence telescopes at the southern observatory site in Argentina. The telescopes are taking data in four FD buildings (45 km apart from each other at the edges of the array) overlooking the 3000 km² array of 1600 particle detector tanks. Each telescope has a field of view of 30° x 30°. The Schmidt optics of the telescopes has an effective aperture of about 3 m². The signal/noise ratio is improved by the use of UV transmitting filter glass (M-UG6) for the entrance windows. The high sensitivity of the Auger telescopes enables the detection of showers with $E > 10^{19}$ eV up to distances of more than 40 km. Therefore, most of the highest energy events are detected in stereo mode by at least two telescopes simultaneously.

The strength of the Auger experiment is the operation in Hybrid mode. More than 10% of all events are detected by the surface detector system (SD) and at least one (FD) telescope. These events are especially valuable in two different ways. The FD information allows the independent energy calibration of well measured SD events at higher energies. On the other hand, the FD traces for low energy events can be reconstructed much better, if at least one of the SD detector tanks has triggered and its timing information can be used for the event reconstruction. In this “brass hybrid mode” the energy threshold of reconstruction is much lower than for the surface detector alone, where at least five tanks must trigger for good reconstruction quality of all shower parameters. Therefore, the energy range below $10^{18.5}$ eV is the domain of the Auger FD telescopes. The three new HEAT telescopes will show their full strength also in the hybrid mode.

An SD infill area of 25 km² with fourfold surface detector density close to the HEAT telescopes will raise the hybrid trigger rate considerably and lower the combined threshold for high quality data. The additional large area muon detectors in this area (AMIGA) will further enhance the high capabilities of the PAO South experiment for the determination of the mass distribution of the primary cosmic ray particles.

The installation and commissioning of these two enhancement systems will fit perfectly in the time span between the end of detector commissioning in Argentina and the start of installations for the PAO North experiment in Colorado.

Properties of the HEAT Telescopes

In the context of design studies for the Auger North experiment planned for a Colorado site it became obvious to the FD study group that the quality of the fluorescence telescopes operating in Argentina is very satisfying. Apparently there is no need for major design changes. Therefore, it was decided to keep the main design parameters like the structure of the PMT cameras and the layout for the telescope optics unchanged.

These decisions lead to new requirements for the mechanics of the HEAT telescopes. The existing 24 telescopes are operated in four solid concrete FD buildings. The new systems will be installed in moveable individual enclosures. As several obsolete electronic circuits will have to be replaced anyhow, new designed readout electronics will be used for HEAT, also as baseline design and prototypes for the PAO North FD telescopes. The three telescope shelters are made from steel structures with lightweight insulating walls. They are design to withstand large wind and snow loads according to the local conditions and legal regulations. Each shelter is built on a heavy platform, a strong steel frame filled with concrete. These platforms can be tilted by 30° using commercial hydraulic drives and heavy duty bearings. The large weight of the ground plates is necessary to reduce wind induced vibrations of the shelters. All critical installations are connected to these solid ground plates only, not to the shelter walls.
Additional fixing bolts and improvements of the mechanical support structures are foreseen in order to ensure the stability of the alignment of the optical system, which is critical both for the telescope pointing and for the optical resolution.

HEAT “Downward” Operation

In the horizontal (“down”) position, installation, commissioning, and maintenance of the hardware are performed. These operations for HEAT are very similar as for the existing telescopes. Also the absolute calibration of the telescopes will be performed only in the horizontal position of the shelters. Possible changes in telescope properties due to the tilting of the whole system will be monitored by a high accuracy relative calibration system based on pulsed LEDs with measurements in both orientations and careful tracing of any gain variations due to e.g. the change of the orientation of the PMTs in the earth’s magnetic field. Data taking on cosmic ray air showers or laser shots will be possible both in the “up” and in the “down” position. In the “down” orientation the telescopes will cover the same field of view as some of the existing telescopes at the Coihueco building, which is located at a distance of less than 200 m from the HEAT area. A comparison of the reconstruction results for air shower data (or laser scattering events) taken simultaneously by the old and the new telescopes enables a direct determination of the Auger telescope resolution e.g. in energy and X_{max} as is demonstrated by a set of simulated events in figure 2.

HEAT Tilting Operation

The whole system of ground plate, enclosure and telescope will be tilted by 30° using a hydraulic drive and two heavy bearings. The stability of the mechanics and optics during the tilting will be monitored precisely by multiple sensors for the tilt angle of some of the elements like mirrors, PMT cameras, corrector ring lenses, etc. as well as by vibration sensors to detect wind induced effects and by several other measuring devices for the control of distances between mirrors and the PMT camera, or the corrector ring, respectively. All mechanical monitoring data will be readout and stored by the Slow Control System of HEAT, which else is similar to the system operating in the already existing four FD buildings.

![Figure 2: Telescope resolution study simulating a “double-downward” measurement campaign for the energy range above 10^{18} eV.](image)

HEAT “Standard” Operation

With the HEAT enclosures in the “up” position, the combined telescopes cover an elevation range from the horizon to about 60°. As can be seen in the example of a simulated close-by shower event in figure 3 the extended field of view will enable the reconstruction of low energy showers and resolve ambiguities in the X_{max} determination. HEAT will act as an independent fifth “eye” of the PAO South experiment. The combined shower data of the FD and the HEAT telescopes will lead to better resolutions for the determination of air shower energy and X_{max}. This effect is present at all energies, but especially in the energy range below 10^{18} eV. The results of the corresponding Monte Carlo simulations are shown in figure 4.
Figure 3: “Data” and reconstruction for a simulated shower with $E = 10^{17.25}$ eV at $R = 1.2$ km. The data measured by the HEAT telescopes (left of the red arrow) would enable the reconstruction.

By using the additional information of the “brass hybrid triggers”, the combination of the HEAT telescopes with the denser infill array of AMIGA will enable “bias-free” measurements of the air shower elongation rate down to about $10^{17}$ eV.

The fourfold SD detector density will effectively remove the dependence of the single tank trigger efficiency on the primary CR mass at this energy. The improved quality at low energies can also be seen in the increased trigger and reconstruction efficiencies for nearby showers. The hybrid count rates of the combined HEAT and infill SD array will be sufficient to measure the important parameters for the cosmic ray spectrum and composition above $10^{17}$ eV with good statistical quality within three years of operation.

Figure 4: Enhanced reconstruction quality of the Auger FD system by the HEAT telescopes (MC).

Figure 5: FD trigger probability (dots) and reconstruction efficiency (solid lines) for near showers. Top: at $10^{17.5}$ eV and bottom: at $10^{17.0}$ eV. Black: old FD telescopes, pink: FD + HEAT telescopes.
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Abstract: Traditionally, longitudinal shower profiles are reconstructed in fluorescence light experiments by treating the Cherenkov light contribution as background. Here we will argue that, due to universality of the energy spectra of electrons and positrons, both fluorescence and Cherenkov light can be used simultaneously as signal to infer the longitudinal shower development. We present a new profile reconstruction method that is based on the analytic least-square solution for the estimation of the shower profile from the observed light signal and discuss the extrapolation of the profile with a Gaisser-Hillas function.

Introduction

During its passage through the atmosphere of the earth an extensive air shower excites nitrogen molecules of the air, which subsequently radiate isotropically ultraviolet fluorescence light. Since the amount of emitted light is proportional to the energy deposited, the longitudinal shower development can be observed by appropriate optical detectors such as HiRes [1], Auger [2] or TA [3]. As part of the charged shower particles travel faster than the speed of light in air, Cherenkov light is emitted in addition. Therefore, in general a mixture of the two light sources reaches the aperture of the detector.

In the traditional method [4] for the reconstruction of the longitudinal shower development the Cherenkov light is iteratively subtracted from the measured total light. The drawbacks of this ansatz are the lack of convergence for events with a large amount of Cherenkov light and the difficulty of propagating the uncertainty of the subtracted signal to the reconstructed shower profile.

It has already been noted in [5] that, due to the universality of the energy spectra of the secondary electrons and positrons within an air shower, there exists a non-iterative solution for the reconstruction of a longitudinal shower profile from light detected by fluorescence telescopes.

Here we will present the analytic least-square solution for the estimation of the shower profile from the observed light signal in which both, fluorescence and Cherenkov light, are treated as signal.

Scattered and Direct Light

The non-scattered, i.e. direct fluorescence light emitted at a certain slant depth $X_i$ is measured at the detector at a time $t_i$. Given the fluorescence yield $Y_i^f$ [6, 7] at this point of the atmosphere, the number of photons produced at the shower in a slant depth interval $\Delta X_i$ is

$$N_i^f(X_i) = Y_i^f w_i \Delta X_i,$$

where $w_i$ denotes the energy deposited at slant depth $X_i$ (cf. Fig. 1). These photons are distributed over a sphere with surface $4 \pi r_i^2$, where $r_i$ denotes the distance of the detector. Due to atmospheric attenuation only a fraction $T_i$ of them can be detected. Given a light detection efficiency of $\varepsilon$, the measured fluorescence light flux $y_i^f$ can be written as

$$y_i^f = d_i Y_i^f w_i \Delta X_i,$$

(1)
where the abbreviation \( d_i = \frac{eZ}{4\pi T_i} \) was used.

For the sake of clarity the wave length dependence of \( Y \), \( T \) and \( \varepsilon \) will be disregarded in the following but be discussed later.

The number of Cherenkov photons emitted at the shower is proportional to the number of charged particles above the Cherenkov threshold energy. Since the electromagnetic component dominates the shower development, the emitted Cherenkov light, \( N_C^\gamma \), can e calculated from

\[
N_C^\gamma(X_i) = Y_C^\gamma N_C^\gamma \Delta X_i,
\]

where \( N_C^\gamma \) denotes the number of electrons and positrons above a certain energy cutoff, which is constant over the full shower track and not to be confused with the Cherenkov emission energy threshold. Details of the Cherenkov light production like these thresholds are included in the Cherenkov yield factor \( Y_C^\gamma \) \( [5, 8, 9, 10] \).

Although the Cherenkov photons are emitted in a narrow cone along the particle direction, they cover a considerable angular range with respect to the shower axis, because the charged particles are deflected from the primary particle direction due to multiple scattering. Given the fraction \( f_C(\beta_i) \) of Cherenkov photons emitted at an angle \( \beta_i \) with respect to the shower axis \( [8, 10] \), the light flux at the detector aperture originating from direct Cherenkov light is

\[
y_C^\text{dir}(t_i) = d_i f_C(\beta_i) Y_C^\gamma \Delta X_i N_C^\gamma.
\]  

Due to the forward peaked nature of Cherenkov light production, an intense Cherenkov light beam can build up along the shower as it traverses the atmosphere (cf. Fig. 1). If a fraction \( f_s(\beta_i) \) of the beam is scattered towards the detector it can contribute significantly to the total light received. In a simple one-dimensional model the number of photons in the beam at depth \( X_i \) is just the sum of Cherenkov light produced at all previous depths \( X_j \) attenuated on the way from \( X_j \) to \( X_i \) by \( T_{ji} \):

\[
N_{\gamma\text{beam}}(X_i) = \sum_{j=0}^{i} T_{ji} Y_C^\gamma \Delta X_j N_C^\gamma.
\]

Similar to the direct contributions, the scattered Cherenkov light received at the detector is then

\[
y_C^\text{sc}(t_i) = d_i f_s(\beta_i) \sum_{j=0}^{i} T_{ji} Y_C^\gamma \Delta X_j N_C^\gamma.
\]

Finally, the total light received at the detector at the time \( t_i \) is obtained by adding the scattered and direct light contributions.

**Shower Profile Reconstruction**

The aim of the profile reconstruction is to estimate the energy deposit and/or electron profile from the light flux observed at the detector. At first glance this seems to be hopeless, since at each depth there are the two unknown variables \( w_i \) and \( N_C^\gamma \), and only one measured quantity, namely \( y_i \). Since the total energy deposit
is just the sum of the energy loss of electrons, $w_i$ and $N^0_i$ are related via

$$ w_i = N^0_i \int_0^\infty f_e(E, X_i) w_e(E) \, dE, \quad (4) $$

where $f_e(E, X_i)$ denotes the normalized electron energy distribution and $w_e(E, X_i)$ is the energy loss of a single electron with energy $E$. As it is shown in [9, 5, 10], the electron energy spectrum $f_e(E, X_i)$ is universal in shower age $s_i = 3/(1 + 2X_{\text{max}}/X_i)$, i.e. it does not depend on the primary mass or energy, but only on the relative distance to the shower maximum, $X_{\text{max}}$. Eq. (4) can thus be simplified to

$$ w_i = N^0_i \alpha_i, $$

where $\alpha_i$ is the average energy deposit per electron at shower age $s_i$. With this one-to-one relation between the energy deposit and the number of electrons, the shower profile is readily calculable from the equations given in the last section. For the solution of the problem, it is convenient to rewrite the relation between energy deposit and light at the detector in matrix notation: Let $y = (y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n)^T$ be the $n$-component vector (histogram) of the measured photon flux at the aperture and $w = (w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n)^T$ the energy deposit vector at the shower track. Using the ansatz

$$ y = C \cdot w \quad (5) $$

the elements of the Cherenkov-fluorescence matrix $C$ can be found by a comparison with the coefficients in equations (1), (2) and (3):

$$ C_{ij} = \begin{cases} 0, & i < j \\ c^d_{ij}, & i = j \\ c^s_{ij}, & i > j, \end{cases} \quad (6) $$

where

$$ c^d_{ij} = d_i \left( Y_i^t + f_C(\beta_i) Y_i^{C} / \alpha_i \right) \Delta X_i $$

and

$$ c^s_{ij} = d_i f_s(\beta_i) T_{ij} Y_j^{C} / \alpha_j \Delta X_j. $$

The solution of Eq. (5) can be obtained by inversion, leading to the energy deposit estimator $\hat{w}$:

$$ \hat{w} = C^{-1} \cdot y. $$

Due to the triangular structure of the Cherenkov-fluorescence matrix the inverse can be calculated fast even for matrices with large dimension. As the matrix elements in (6) are always $\geq 0$, $C$ is never singular.

The statistical uncertainties of $\hat{w}$ are obtained by error propagation:

$$ V_w = C^{-1} V_y (C^T)^{-1}. $$

It is interesting to note that even if the measurements $y_i$ are uncorrelated, i.e. their covariance matrix $V_y$ is diagonal, the calculated energy loss values $\hat{w}_i$ are not. This is, because the light observed during time interval $i$ does not solely originate from $w_i$, but also receives a contribution from earlier shower parts $w_j$, $j < i$, via the 'Cherenkov beam'.

### Wavelength Dependence

Until now it has been assumed that the shower induces light emission at a single wavelength $\lambda$. In reality, the fluorescence yield shows distinct emission peaks and the number of Cherenkov photons is proportional to $\frac{d}{r^2}$. In that case, also the wavelength dependence of the detector efficiency and the light transmission need to be taken into account. Assuming that a binned wavelength distribution of the yields is available ($Y_{ik} = \int_{\lambda_k-\Delta\lambda}^{\lambda_k+\Delta\lambda} Y_i(\lambda) \, d\lambda$), the above considerations still hold when replacing $c^d_{ik}$ and $c^s_{ij}$ in Eq. (6) by

$$ \tilde{c}^d_{ik} = \Delta X_i \sum_k d_{ik} \left( Y_{ik}^t + f_C(\beta_i) Y_{ik}^{C} / \alpha_i \right) $$

and

$$ \tilde{c}^s_{ij} = \Delta X_j \sum_k d_{ik} f_s(\beta_i) T_{ijk} Y_{jk}^{C} / \alpha_j, $$

where

$$ d_{ik} = \frac{\varepsilon_k T_{ik}}{4 \pi r^2_i}. $$

The detector efficiency $\varepsilon_k$ and transmission coefficients $T_{ik}$ and $T_{ijk}$ are evaluated at the wavelength $\lambda_k$. 
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Due to the age dependence of the electron spectra \( f_s(E, s) \), the Cherenkov yield factors \( Y_i \) depend on the shower maximum, which is not known before the profile has been reconstructed. Fortunately, these dependencies are small: In the age range of importance for the shower profile reconstruction \( (s \in [0.8, 1.2]) \) \( \alpha \) varies only within a few percent [10] and \( Y^C \) by less than 15% [5]. Therefore, a good estimate of \( \alpha \) and \( Y^C \) can be obtained by setting \( s = 1 \). After the shower profile has been calculated with these estimates, \( X_{\text{max}} \) can be determined and the profiles can be re-calculated with an updated Cherenkov-fluorescence matrix.

Gaisser-Hillas Fit

The knowledge of the complete profile is required for the calculation of the Cherenkov beam and the shower energy. If due to the limited field of view of the detector only a part of the profile is observed, an appropriate function for the extrapolation to unobserved depths is needed. A possible choice is the Gaisser-Hillas function [11] which was found to give a good description of measured longitudinal profiles [12]. It has only four free parameters: \( X_{\text{max}} \), the depth where the shower reaches its maximum energy deposit \( w_{\text{max}} \) and two shape parameters \( X_0 \) and \( \lambda \). The best set of Gaisser-Hillas parameters \( \mathbf{p} \) can be obtained by minimizing the error weighted squared difference between the vector of function values \( \mathbf{f}_{\text{GH}} \) and \( \tilde{\mathbf{x}} \), which is

\[
\chi^2_{\text{GH}} = [\tilde{\mathbf{w}} - \mathbf{f}(\mathbf{p})]^T \mathbf{V}_w^{-1} [\tilde{\mathbf{w}} - \mathbf{f}(\mathbf{p})]
\]

This minimization works well if a large fraction of the shower has been observed below and above the shower maximum. If this is not the case, or even worse, if the shower maximum is outside the field of view, the problem is under-determined, i.e. the experimental information is not sufficient to reconstruct all four Gaisser-Hillas parameters. This complication can be overcome by weakly constraining \( X_0 \) and \( \lambda \) to their average values \( \langle X_0 \rangle \) and \( \langle \lambda \rangle \). The new minimization function is then the modified \( \chi^2 \)

\[
\chi^2 = \chi^2_{\text{GH}} + \frac{(X_0 - \langle X_0 \rangle)^2}{V_{X_0}} + \frac{(\lambda - \langle \lambda \rangle)^2}{V_{\lambda}},
\]

where the variance of \( X_0 \) and \( \lambda \) around their mean values are in the denominators.

In this way, even if \( \chi^2_{\text{GH}} \) is not sensitive to \( X_0 \) and \( \lambda \), the minimization will still converge. On the other hand, if the measurements have small statistical uncertainties and/or cover a wide range in depth, the minimization function is flexible enough to allow for shape parameters differing from their mean values. These mean values can be determined from air shower simulations or, preferably, from high quality data profiles which can be reconstructed without constraints.
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Abstract: Due to geomagnetic cascading, the properties of air showers initiated by photons above $10^{19}$ eV depend strongly on the arrival direction and on the geographical location of the experimental site. This offers the possibility of a complementary search for such ultra-high energy photons with observatories located at sites with significantly different local geomagnetic field. In this paper we compare the characteristics of photon showers at the southern and northern sites of the Pierre Auger Observatory. The complementarity of the shower features seen by the two sites is demonstrated. We study how this complementarity can be used to search for ultra-high energy photons.

Introduction

Substantial fluxes of cosmic-ray photons at ultra-high energy (UHE), above $10^{19}$ eV, are predicted by non-acceleration (top-down) models of cosmic-ray origin (for example, see [2]). At a smaller level, UHE photons are also expected to be produced in acceleration (bottom-up) models [4]. So far, upper limits on the photon flux were set (see [15] and references therein). The large exposure expected to be collected during the next years, in particular by the Pierre Auger Observatory [12], will enormously increase the sensitivity for detecting UHE photons [13].

Contrary to the case of hadron primaries, UHE photons around $10^{20}$ eV can interact with the geomagnetic field before entering the atmosphere [10] producing a bunch of lower energy particles. This process is commonly called geomagnetic cascading or preshower and leads to a dramatic change of the air shower development for primary photons (see [7] and references therein). The probability of magnetic $e^+e^-$ pair production (“photon conversion”) and, in case of conversion, the synchrotron emission by the produced electrons depend on the particle energy and on the transverse component of the local magnetic field [3, 6]. This implies the dependence of the expected properties of the photon-induced shower on the primary arrival direction within the local coordinate system and on the geographic location of the experiment [10].

In this work we study how the preshower characteristics affects the properties of air showers for the conditions of the southern part of the Auger Observatory (“Auger South”) situated in Malargue (Argentina) at 69.2° W, 35.2° S and its northern part (“Auger North”) planned in Colorado (USA) at 102.7° W, 37.7° N. The geomagnetic field vector differs significantly between these two sites: at Auger South, the magnetic field of $\sim 24.6$ μT points upward to $\theta \sim 55°$, $\phi \sim 8°$ while at Auger North, the magnetic field of $\sim 52.5$ μT points downward from $\theta \sim 25°$, $\phi \sim 262°$.1 It is also considered how the different properties of photon-showers at the two sites can be used to perform a complementary search for UHE photons.

While the study is performed for the specific case of the two Auger sites, the general findings hold for any two sites with sufficiently different local magnetic field conditions.

1. Azimuth is defined in this work counterclockwise from geographic East. For instance, $\phi = 0°$ means East, $\phi = 90°$ North etc.
Conversion of an UHE energy photon at Auger South and North

A key parameter to characterize the fate of an UHE photon in the Earth’s magnetic field is the conversion probability $P_{\text{conv}}$. Given the local differential probability of a photon to convert into an electron pair, $P_{\text{conv}}$ results from an integration along the particle trajectory. Small values of $P_{\text{conv}}$ indicate a large probability of the UHE photon to enter the atmosphere without conversion and to keep its original identity. In turn, UHE photons would almost surely undergo geomagnetic cascading for values of $P_{\text{conv}}$ close to unity.

$P_{\text{conv}}$ depends on the experimental site, the photon energy, and the direction of the particle trajectory in the local coordinate system of zenith $\theta$ and azimuth $\phi$, $P_{\text{conv}} = f(\text{site}, E, \theta, \phi)$. Thus, for a chosen site and a fixed primary photon energy, sky maps within the local coordinate system $P_{\text{conv}} = f(\theta, \phi)$ can be produced to study the pattern of UHE photon conversion. As an example, in Figure 1 two such sky maps are shown for two different geographical locations, Auger South and Auger North, and for one primary energy of 100 EeV. One can see significant differences in $P_{\text{conv}}$ between the two sites for a given direction in terms of local coordinates. As expected, small conversion probabilities are found for sky regions around the pointing direction of the local magnetic field vector.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that cuts on the local shower arrival direction can be introduced to select regions of the sky where $P_{\text{conv}}$ is larger (or smaller) at one site compared to the other site. A possible photon signal could then show up with different signatures at the two sites for the same selection cuts.

Air showers initiated by converted and unconverted photons

It is well known that unconverted photon showers, contrary to converted, have a considerably delayed development due to the LPM effect [9, 11]. Additionally, event-by-event fluctuations can be extraordinarily large due to a positive correlation of the suppression of the cross-section with air density. To demonstrate how this effect can be seen at two different locations, detailed simulations were carried out with CONEX [14, 1], which reproduces well CORSIKA [5] results. All the primaries were simulated at energies of $10^{20}$ eV with two different local arrival directions and two different observation sites: Auger North and South. 1000 photon events per each combination of site and arrival direction were simulated, and hadron showers (simulated with QGSJET 01 model [8]) were added for comparison. The resulting distributions of depth of shower maximum $X_{\text{max}}$ are shown in Figure 2. In the upper panel all the primaries arrived from geographic North at 45° zenith. For this particular direction the photon conversion probability is large at Auger North (> 99.9%) and small
Figure 2: Upper panel: $X_{\text{max}}$ distributions of different primaries arriving from local geographic North. Lower panel: same as in upper panel, but the photon simulations were performed with the azimuth changed by 180° (photons arriving from local geographic South). If indicated, distributions were scaled.

At Auger South (0.4%). Consequently, most of the photons at Auger North convert and have a depth of shower maximum $200 - 300 \text{ g cm}^{-2}$ smaller than the (mostly unconverted) photon showers at Auger South. As expected, also fluctuations are much smaller at Auger North in this example. The opposite behavior can be seen for the arrival direction with the azimuth changed by 180° (lower panel of Fig. 2). As expected from Figure 1, the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution of photons at Auger South is now peaked at smaller values, while the distribution at Auger North is dominated by the large $X_{\text{max}}$ values from unconverted events.

From the above example it is clear that for the same local directions, the expected features of photon showers can be very different at two different sites.

There are other shower observables, especially from ground arrays, that were shown (or are expected) to differ between converted and unconverted photons. However, as discussed in Ref. [7], a study of $X_{\text{max}}$ distributions provides us with most relevant information for investigating possible complementary features of both sites.

**UHE photon scenarios and their observation at Auger South and North**

The complementarity between the preshower characteristics at Auger North and South can be taken as an advantage when searching for the presence of the photon component in the cosmic-ray flux at highest energies. Photons can manifest themselves at Earth within different scenarios. One of such scenarios, a diffuse photon signal, is considered below as an example. The other possibilities, e.g. a signal from a source region or the absence of photons are discussed in Ref. [7].

An isotropic primary flux with the all-particle energy power low spectrum with index -2.84 is assumed. Such a spectrum is consistent with the first estimate from the Auger South Observatory [16]. We assume protons and photons as primaries and the input fraction of photons as a function of primary energy follows the results from a topological defect model in [4]. For each Auger site, we simulated $\sim 1000$ events above $\log(E/\text{eV}) = 19.6$ with zenith angles between $30 - 75^\circ$ and random azimuth. We accounted for a detector resolution of $2.5 \text{ gc m}^{-2}$ in $X_{\text{max}}$ and 10% in primary energy.

In Figure 3 we show average $X_{\text{max}}$ as a function of energy. We restricted the azimuth range in this plot to the local northern sky by requiring an azimuth between $30 - 150^\circ$. In this region of the sky, photon conversion starts at Auger North at smaller energies than at Auger South.

As expected, there are considerably fewer events with large $X_{\text{max}}$ (e.g. exceeding $1000 \text{ g cm}^{-2}$) at Auger North, for the same overall cuts applied to the data at both sites. Additionally, the larger average $X_{\text{max}}$ at Auger South is accompanied by sig-
Comparison of preshower characteristics

Figure 3: Average $X_{\text{max}}$ vs. energy for the local northern sky (for definition see the text) at Auger North and at Auger South. For comparison, values corresponding to a pure proton flux are also shown using the model QGSJET 01 (dotted blue line).

Significantly increased shower fluctuations (for a reference plot see Ref. [7]). An observation of such different characteristics at Auger North and South would be an unambiguous confirmation of a photon signal detection.

The above conclusions are not changed for the cosmic ray spectrum with the GZK cut-off. For a discussion and a quantitative example of applying a simple cut-off to the power law energy spectrum the reader is referred to Ref. [7].

Conclusion

The difference of conversion probabilities is a convenient and effective parameter to estimate the complementarity between two sites for searching for UHE photons. Regarding the two sites of the Pierre Auger Observatory, Auger North and Auger South, significant differences in the preshower features of UHE photons exist. These differences in the preshower characteristics result in different rates of (un-)converted photons from the same (both in local and astronomical coordinates) regions of the sky. Air showers initiated by converted and unconverted photons can be well distinguished by current experiments. The main difference is related to the position of depth of shower maximum $X_{\text{max}}$, which is typically $\sim 200 - 300 \text{ g cm}^{-2}$ smaller for converted photons.

For a variety of UHE photon flux scenarios (diffuse photon flux; photons from source regions; absence of photons), the different preshower characteristics at the experimental sites can be used for a complementary search for UHE photons. Most important, a possible detection of UHE photons at Auger South may be confirmed in an unambiguous way at Auger North by observing the well predictable change in the signal from UHE photon showers.
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Abstract: The vertical profile of air density at a given site varies considerably with time. Well understood seasonal differences are present, but sizeable effects on shorter time scales, like day-to-day or day-to-night variations, are also present. In consequence, the Molière radius changes, influencing the lateral distribution of particles in air showers and therefore may influence shower detection in surface detector arrays. In air shower reconstruction, usually seasonal average profiles of the atmosphere are used, because local daily measurements of the profile are rarely available. Therefore, the daily fluctuations of the atmosphere are not accounted for. This simplification increases the inaccuracies of shower reconstruction. We show that a universal correlation exists between the ground temperature and the shape of the atmospheric density profile, up to altitudes of several kilometers, hence providing a method to reduce inaccuracies in shower reconstruction due to weather variation.

Introduction

In experimental studies of highest energy cosmic rays, the atmosphere serves both as the target in which primary cosmic rays interact and the medium in which extensive air showers develop. Therefore, as precise as possible knowledge of properties of the atmosphere is very important. In particular, the vertical profile of air density is of primary importance.

It was shown in [3, 4, 5] that the time variability of the vertical profile of air density (and consequently, atmospheric depth) is very important. Systematic, site-specific seasonal variation of the atmospheric profile is observed. In addition, irregular variation is observed on shorter time scales like day-to-day or day-to-night. Variation of the atmospheric density implies a variation of the Molière radius and in consequence, the lateral spread of air shower particles varies accordingly. Therefore, uncertainties of the profile of air density influence air shower detection in surface detector arrays. A trigger bias may result from inaccurate accounting for lateral spread of shower particles. Thus it is important to account for atmospheric variation as accurately as possible to avoid errors in shower reconstruction.

In this paper we use UK Met Office data [1] to study the vertical profile of air density. These data contain temperature and pressure profiles measured by radiosondes at a worldwide network of balloon launching stations. In the following we present an analysis of data collected in years 2002–2004 at the station in Salt Lake City (USA) and at the station in Mendoza (Argentina), located near the site of the southern Pierre Auger Observatory.

Lateral particle distribution

The lateral particle distribution in a shower is determined by the Molière radius, which is inversely proportional to air density. This distribution observed at the ground level is shaped mainly in a lowest layer of the atmosphere, about two cascade units thick, above the ground.

The vertical distribution of air density, and consequently the Molière radius, varies a lot from the model distribution usually assumed in air shower studies. It was shown in [5] that this variation is
especially large in winter. As an example, January atmospheric profiles at Salt Lake City were used to simulate shower development. Showers simulated using different atmospheric profiles differ considerably in lateral particle distribution. Lateral distributions of a $10^{19}$ eV proton shower were simulated with CORSIKA [2] using atmosphere profiles of extremely warm and cold days in January. The relative difference of the lateral particle density is shown in Figure 1. This difference can be as large as 15% at large distances from the shower axis. Although it may be treated as an upper limit rather than a typical value, one should note that the 15% variation in particle density due to weather effects alone is a very large difference. This example demonstrates the need for a profile of atmospheric density as accurate as possible.

Local daily soundings of the atmosphere are rarely available at air shower detector sites, so that one has to use some average profiles of air density in everyday shower reconstruction. Neglecting the daily variation of the atmosphere introduces inaccuracies in shower reconstruction. Therefore, an important question is whether one can approximate the true atmospheric profile based on some easily available data, like temperature and pressure at ground level, when the radiosounding is not available. This is the subject of the current study.

Figure 1: Relative difference in lateral distribution of particle density in a vertical $10^{19}$ eV proton shower simulated using atmospheric profiles in two extreme January days at Salt Lake City.

Figure 2: Example of correlation of air density at two different altitudes above ground, with temperature at the ground level. The circles mark the extremely warm and cold days used to prepare Fig. 1.

Figure 3: Slope of the correlation shown in Fig. 2 as a function of altitude, at different times of day in summer and winter at Salt Lake City.
Air density correlation with ground temperature

A correlation exists between air temperature at the ground level and air density at altitudes above ground, as shown in Fig.2. This correlation can be well approximated by a linear relation. The spread of the data points reflects the influence of atmospheric pressure variation on air density. Thus the variation of temperature appears to be more important.

The slope of the linear correlation of Fig.2 is shown in Fig.3 as a function of altitude above ground. The correlation appears to be quite independent of seasons or time of day. It is strongest at the ground level and fades away with increasing altitude. A similar pattern of air density correlation with the ground temperature is observed in Mendoza. Dependences of the correlation slope on altitude at Salt Lake City and at Mendoza are compared in Fig.4.

The slope of the correlation presented in Fig.4 can be well parameterized by an exponential function

\[ \alpha(h) = A \exp(-h/B) \]  

where \( h \) is the altitude above ground. The fitted values of the parameters for Salt Lake City are: \( A = -0.0040 \pm 0.0002 \) kg/m\(^3\)/°C, \( B = 2.15 \pm 0.25 \) km and for Mendoza: \( A = -0.0040 \pm 0.0002 \) kg/m\(^3\)/°C, \( B = 2.21 \pm 0.23 \) km. These fits are shown in Fig.4 by the dotted lines (the two lines overlap). Therefore one can conclude that the correlation of air density at a given altitude above ground with temperature at the ground level is universal, with very little dependence on site location, season or time of day. If so, this correlation may be used to refine extensive air shower studies.

Correction to the profile of air density

Results of the previous section indicate that the actual profile of air density \( \rho(h) \) can be approximated using an average (e.g. monthly) profile \( \rho_{\text{avg}}(h) \), with a correction depending on a deviation of the ground temperature \( T_G \) from the average \( T_{\text{avg}}^G \):

\[ \rho_{\text{corr}}(h) = \rho_{\text{avg}}(h) + \alpha(h)(T_G - T_{\text{avg}}^G) \]  

where \( \alpha(h) \) is the slope of the linear correlation of air density with ground temperature given by Eq.1. The actual daily profiles of air density over Salt Lake City are compared with the average monthly
Figure 6: (A) Standard deviation and (B) mean of ratios shown in Fig.5 as a function of altitude. The filled symbols pertain to uncorrected density profiles of Fig.5A, while the open symbols concern the corrected profiles of Fig.5B.

Conclusion

The observed correlation of ground temperature with air density at altitudes up to several kilometers above ground provides a method to approximate the true profile of atmospheric density. For shower reconstruction it is always best to use the local daily measurement of the atmospheric profile. However, when the actual measurement of the profile is not available for a given day, an approximation of the daily profile can be derived from an average (e.g. monthly) profile, adjusted with a correction depending only on temperature at the ground. Since the temperature reading at ground is always available, this correction helps to reduce inaccuracies in shower reconstruction, especially in surface arrays of detectors.
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Abstract: The identification of the primary particle type can provide important clues about the origin of ultra-high energy (UHE) cosmic rays above $10^{18}$ eV. The depth of shower maximum of the air shower profile offers a good discrimination between different primaries. This observable is usually extracted from a fit to the longitudinal shower profile. Recently it has been used to obtain a limit to photons from data taken by the Pierre Auger Observatory. In this paper we study the fit quality that is obtained with different functional forms for simulated shower profiles of nuclear and photon primaries. The impact of the functional form on the extrapolation to non-observed parts of the profile is commented on. We also investigate to what extent additional profile parameters such as the width of the profile or a reconstructed “first interaction” of the cascade can be exploited to improve the discrimination between the primaries.

Introduction

Determining the composition of the UHE cosmic rays above the knee region is one of the challenges in cosmic rays detection. In particular the Fluorescence Detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory is observing directly the longitudinal shower development in the atmosphere. The detected light intensity, including the Fluorescence and Cherenkov direct and scattered contributions, and taking into account the atmospheric effects, is proportional to the energy deposited at each depth. The so called longitudinal shower profile, in shower size or energy deposit, as a function of atmospheric slant depth can be reconstructed with good accuracy and then extrapolated. As a matter of fact the shower profile can be well described by a trial function (GH) originally proposed by Gaisser and Hillas [1]:

\begin{equation}
GH(X) = \frac{dE}{dX}_{X_{\max}} \left( \frac{X - X_0}{X_{\max} - X_0} \right)^{(\frac{X_{\max} - X_0}{X_{\max} - X_0})} \exp \left( \frac{X_{\max} - X}{\lambda} \right)
\end{equation}

where $X_{\max}$ is the position of shower maximum in slant depth, $\frac{dE}{dX}_{X_{\max}}$ is the energy deposit at shower maximum, $X_0$ and $\lambda$ are strongly correlated and connected with the starting point and width of the curve, but cannot directly be interpreted as the first interaction point and interaction length, as already pointed out in [2].

The observable $X_{\max}$ has good discriminating power between the different primaries inducing the cascade. The average value of the simulated distribution for photons differs from that of hadrons by about 200 gcm\(^{-2}\) at 10 EeV. This evidence was used to set a limit to the the photon fraction of the total flux [3] and for a recent update see [4].

Composition sensitivity of profile shape

The basic idea of this study is the search of further sensitive observables to enhance the discrimination power between different primaries. Photon selection could be contaminated by late developing hadron cascades, in particular from deeply fluctuating protons.

In Fig. 1 the energy deposit as a function of slant depth for some example profiles is plotted (dashed blue line for photons, thick red line for protons). The protons have been chosen to have a deep value of the shower maximum, compatible with the photon average distribution.
A dedicated study has been performed on a set of simulated CORSIKA [5] showers induced by different primary particles. The sample consists of 750 protons, 500 iron nuclei, and 800 photons at an energy of 10 EeV (FLUKA [6] and QGSJET I [7] as low and high-energy hadronic interaction models). The possibility to exploit the information of the profile shape, like for instance the width, has been investigated. Other proposed trial functions, like a gaussian [8, 9] and double gaussian [10] in shower age, have been included in the fitting routine and tested on the same set of simulated events. Finally, a detailed study on the parameters correlations and the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) have been performed. Results are presented in the following sections.

CORSIKA profile and Gaisser-Hillas fit

The longitudinal profile of each event is recorded in the CORSIKA output file, together with the result of a 6-parameter Gaisser-Hillas fit. The definition of $\lambda$, see Eq. 1, is replaced here by a quadratic function of the atmospheric depth.

This fit is found to be robust for deriving $X_{\text{max}}$ but less efficient in adapting the shape of the GH curve to the data points. This may be connected with the limited number of profile points, especially in the falling side of the shower development.

A more effective 4-parameters constrained fit with the GH function has been implemented as in [11]. The $X_{\text{max}}$ value agrees to CORSIKA better than 1 g cm$^{-2}$. In Tab. 1 the average slant $X_{\text{max}}$ and the RMS values of the distribution for iron, proton and photon showers are summarised. The average $X_{\text{max}}$ value for photons differs from that of hadrons by $\sim 200$ g cm$^{-2}$.

Table 1: Average and RMS of the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution for the simulated primaries at 10 EeV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Average $X_{\text{max}}$ [g cm$^{-2}$]</th>
<th>RMS [g cm$^{-2}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other trial functions and PCA analysis

The longitudinal profile can be translated into shower age $s$ by means of the following transformation:

$$s(X) = \frac{3X}{X + 2X_{\text{max}}}$$ (2)

that aligns the profiles at $s(X_{\text{max}}) = 1$ and is scale-free. The shower starting point is in this case set to 0, but could be re-introduced as the fourth fit parameter substituting $X$ with $(X-X_1)$. The normalised profile can be then fitted by the following gaussian function in age ($AG$):

$$AG(s) = \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2\sigma^2}(s-1)^2\right)$$ (3)

where the free parameters are $\sigma$ and $X_{\text{max}}$, together with $dE/dX_{\text{max}}$.

Following [10] we can employ a double gaussian (2G) with two different widths corresponding to the shower development before and after the shower maximum. The free parameters are in this case again four.
In Fig. 2 the average relative residuals, as a function of shower age, obtained with the tested analytical fit functions are plotted for the proton sample. In Tab. 2 the mean and RMS values of the $\sigma$ of the gaussian for the simulated iron, proton and photon showers are summarised. The correlation between the width of the gaussian AG and the depth of shower maximum is shown in Fig. 3. A later development of the cascade is associated with a narrower profile width. Similar average values and the same correlation are found between the rising edge $\sigma$ and the $X_{\text{max}}$ for the 2G fit, in agreement with the previously cited works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Mean $\sigma$ [g cm$^{-2}$]</th>
<th>RMS $\sigma$ [g cm$^{-2}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using $X_1$ as a free parameter in the fitting process we observe a correlation with $\sigma$ that can be represented, both for hadrons and photons, by a straight line. This correlation is shown in Fig. 4 for the simulated sets of iron, proton and photon primaries, respectively marked as grey stars, red crosses and blue $\times$.

The possibility to exploit the information carried by the $\sigma$ has been quantified applying the Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Conclusions

We have verified that the depth of shower maximum, $X_{\text{max}}$, has a very good discriminating power between cosmic rays primary particles. The quality of the different fitting functions and the correlation between the fit free parameters have been checked.

The possibility to exploit further information, as for instance the width of the shower profile or the shower starting point, has been investigated. The hadron-photon separation power of a simple $X_{\text{max}}$ cut has been quantified and compared to the one achievable combining other sensitive observables. The PCA analysis shows that the best cut is the one that combines $X_{\text{max}}$ with the single gaussian $\sigma$. An enhancement of the hadron-photon separation power is found, both for AG and 2G fits.

Other PCA tests, e.g. adding another variable from the GH or gaussian fits, gave less evident results. Further tests on those observable are planned especially for the Pierre Auger Fluorescence Detector including its full detector simulation.
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Abstract: The light emitted by an extensive air shower undergoes scattering on molecules and aerosols in the atmosphere. The scattering effect not only attenuates the light, but also contributes to the signal recorded by a detector. Hence, this effect directly influences the determination of shower energy. In routine analyses so far only contributions from direct and singly-scattered Cherenkov photons have been accounted for. Monte Carlo simulations were used in this work to study single and multiple scattering of fluorescence photons as well as multiple scattering of Cherenkov photons, for various shower geometries and varying distributions of aerosols in the air. The resulting contribution of scattered photons to the signal recorded in a fluorescence detector was obtained. A parameterization of this additional contribution is provided that can be used in shower reconstruction in the fluorescence technique of cosmic ray detection.

Introduction

The effect of scattering of light in the air results in attenuation of light emitted by an air shower before it arrives to a detector. However, it may also contribute to the signal received by the detector when light scatters several times before finally getting to the detector. Since the intensity of the scattered light does not relate directly to current number of particles in a shower, the scattered light is a background for a "useful" unscattered fluorescence light.

In routine air shower analyses so far, only the background due to direct and singly scattered Cherenkov light is subtracted from the signal recorded by a fluorescence detector. A contribution to the signal coming neither from multiply scattered Cherenkov photons, nor from scattered (singly and multiply) fluorescence light, is subtracted. Failure to account for this additional background signal results in overestimation of shower energy in the fluorescence method of shower detection.

The aim of this work is to quantify the contribution from scattered fluorescence and multiply scattered Cherenkov photons to the shower signal recorded by a fluorescence detector and to provide means to amend the existing shower reconstruction procedure so that a correction for the multiple scattering contribution can be applied.

Simulation set

Simulations of scattering, and tracing of scattered photons were done using the Hybrid_fadc program [2]. The original program was modified [6], so that multiple scattering of both fluorescence and Cherenkov photons can be simulated separately. Wavelength-dependent Rayleigh scattering on molecules and Mie scattering on aerosols are simulated.

An extensive set of simulations was made. Simulation runs were performed for various shower energies, different shower-detector distances and different shower inclinations. Also, a variable distribution of aerosols in the atmosphere, with different aerosol concentration at the ground and different scale height of the distribution were tested. In addition, a possible dependence of the scattering effect on the molecular atmosphere distribution (i.e.
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Figure 1: Contribution of scattered light to shower signal versus altitude above ground for selected shower-detector distances. The solid lines are fits of Eq.1. The dashed lines show limits of a detector field of view (elevation 2°–30°).

Figure 2: Dependence of the A and B parameters on the total horizontal attenuation length (see the text for details).

It is important to note that pixellization of the field of view of a fluorescence detector must be taken into account. The angular size of the image spot depends on the shower-detector distance and for distant showers has a radius of about half of a degree. On the other hand, the radius of a detector pixel size is usually larger than 0.5°. Since the angular distribution of the scattered light is much wider than that of the direct fluorescence [6], the relative contribution of the scattered component depends on the solid angle, from which signal is collected in the detector. For example, in fluorescence telescopes of the Pierre Auger Observatory the signal is collected from a solid angle with a radius larger than 1° [3]. Therefore, for distant showers this solid angle is larger than the image spot of the shower, and in consequence the contribution from multiple scattering is increased.

The scattering contribution to shower signal can be well parameterized by

\[ M = A \zeta d \exp(-h/B) \]  

(1)

where \( \zeta \) is the radius of the signal collection angle in the detector, \( d \) – the shower-detector distance, \( h \) is the altitude of the shower front above the ground; \( A \) and \( B \) are parameters of the fit. As shown in Fig.1, Eq.1 very well describes the contribution from scattering. For low altitudes this contribution can exceed 20% for distant showers. If the detector field of view is limited at low elevations, the distant showers are not observed at very low altitudes. For example, only the region to the right...
from "elevation=2°" dashed line in Fig.1 can be observed in the Auger fluorescence detectors.

The $A$ and $B$ parameters of Eq.1 depend on distribution of aerosols. We show this dependence as a function of the total horizontal attenuation length $\Lambda_T$ (for the wavelength of 361 nm) which can be easily measured experimentally. Fig.2 shows the dependence of $A$ and $B$ on $\Lambda_T$:

$$A = a_1 \exp(-\Lambda_T/a_2) + a_3, \quad a_1 = 1.77 \pm 0.03\%,$$
$$a_2 = 4.37 \pm 0.06\text{km}, \quad a_3 = 0.14 \pm 0.01\%;$$
$$B = b_1 \Lambda_T + b_2, \quad b_1 = 0.198 \pm 0.004, \quad b_2 = 1.40 \pm 0.03\text{km}.$$  

Alternatively, the scattering contribution can be expressed as a function of the optical depth $\tau$ of the shower-detector line of sight:

$$M = F \tau \exp(-h/G)$$

with $F = 3.32 \pm 0.01\%$, $G = 5.43 \pm 0.03\text{km}.$

The contribution of the multiple scattering to the shower signal was found to be rather insensitive to details of vertical air mass distribution. Simulations were performed using the US Standard Atmosphere Model, as well as seasonal atmospheric profiles for the southern site of the Auger Observatory. The differences between them are important for determination of depth of shower maximum. However, local differences of air density among these models appear to be rather insignificant for the scattering effect. Similarly, variation of the detector altitude above sea level by a few hundred meters does not affect the scattering contribution. We note that the air density depends on altitude above sea level, while the distribution of aerosols – on altitude above ground, so that the Rayleigh and Mie scattering effects might contribute differently. Nevertheless, the total scattering contribution to shower signal does not appear to be noticeably sensitive to the detector altitude.

Similarly, different distributions of Cherenkov emission from the shower, proposed in [1, 5] result in similar scattering contributions to the shower signal.

**Comparison with other results**

Some studies of the scattering contribution can be found in the literature. In Ref.[7] scattering of light.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Rayleigh scattering of fluorescence light with results of [4]. The data points are results of this work, the line represents the fit given in [4].

orscence light was studied assuming a uniform fluorescence light intensity along the shower track. To make the comparison, scattering of fluorescence light only was extracted from our simulations. The comparison shown in Fig.4 demonstrates a reasonable agreement in the range of small scattering contributions.

Another study was made in Ref.[4] of Rayleigh scattering only of fluorescence photons in a constant-density atmosphere. Since the air density in a real atmosphere falls approximately exponentially with altitude, positions of shower front low above the horizon were selected from our simulations, to study light propagation in a near-constant air density. A comparison of the Rayleigh scattering only of fluorescence light with the results of [4] is shown in Fig.5. One can conclude therefore that a comparison of results of [7] and [4] with corresponding subsets of our results shows a satisfactory agreement.

Conclusion

A comprehensive study of multiple scattering contribution to shower signal as recorded by a fluorescence detector was made. This contribution is parameterized as a function of the signal collection angle $\zeta$, optical depth and altitude (Eq.1). The scattering contribution varies along the shower track, and may exceed 10% for distant showers low above the horizon. Failure to account for the multiple scattering effect may result in a systematic overestimation of the shower energy by a few percent.

Since the contribution to the signal received by a detector varies along the shower track, it may change the shape of the shower longitudinal profile, and in consequence, the reconstructed depth of shower maximum is affected. This change, however, is generally small, a few g/cm$^2$.

The parameterization of the scattering contribution presented in this paper can be readily implemented into existing algorithms of shower reconstruction in the fluorescence detection technique.
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Abstract: The determination of the mass composition of the ultra high energy cosmic rays is essential to many open questions in astroparticle physics. However the identification of the cosmic ray primary particle is a complex task due to several difficulties such as the large fluctuations in the shower development and the low number of experimental measurable. We present a proposal for composition studies applying multivariate analysis to make use of all the possible parameters to improve primary particle identification. Several measurable features of the CR shower longitudinal profile such as the $N_{max}$, $X_{max}$, asymmetry, kurtosis, and skewness were combined using linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Studies were done using cosmic ray showers simulated by the CONEX code considering gamma, proton, helium, carbon and iron as primary particles.

Introduction

The mass composition of ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) plays a fundamental role in the understanding of their origin, acceleration and propagation mechanisms. In the energy region of cosmic ray spectra around $10^{15}$, known as the spectra knee, the most probable source for these particles are the galactic supernovae. However, for higher energies there are no known sources inside our galaxy that could be capable of accelerating particles to such energies. Thus, the natural conclusion is that they must be of extragalactic origin. Within this scenario, the exact energy point where transition from the galactic to extragalactic component occurs varies with different models that predict different chemical composition for the CR in this high energy region. For example, in a model that considers that the transition occurs at the ankle energies around $10^{18}$ eV [4], the chemical composition of the spectra will be mostly populated by heavy nuclei such as iron. On the other hand, models that considers a dip scenario the transition occurs around $10^{17}$ eV and the extragalactic component is composed basically by protons (it admits a small fraction of helium nuclei) [3]. Thus, the determination of the chemical composition of cosmic rays above $10^{17}$ eV is essential to solve this problem.

At lower energies, the composition of the cosmic ray spectra is achieved by studying, on a statistical basis, the variation of some experimental observable and considering that different primary particles will develop different shower parameters. For example, in the case of fluorescence detector, the position in the atmosphere where the shower is maximum ($X_{max}$) is different for proton initiated or iron initiated showers, thus it is used as a composition estimator. With ground array detectors, composition studies are done comparing the ratio between the hadronic and electromagnetic component of the shower. However, in the energy range above $10^{17}$ eV, the shower development and the process of detection are constrained by large fluctuations that makes the the primary particle identification more difficult. In this region of the CR spectra, composition measurements are still inconclusive [8]. While the HiRes Collaboration [1] measured an unchanging light composition above $10^{15}$ eV and a change from heavy to light composition in the range $10^{17} - 10^{18}$ eV, the AGASA experiment [9] measured an upper limit of the iron fraction of 35% in the range $10^{19} - 10^{19.5}$ eV and 76% in the range $10^{19.5} - 10^{20}$ eV.
In a previous paper [6] we have presented a method for chemical composition studies based on the application of a statistical method known as Linear Discriminant Analysis to enhance the separation between proton and iron primary particle cosmic ray showers. We made use of several features of the longitudinal development of the CR shower such as the $N_{\text{max}}$, $X_{\text{max}}$, asymmetry, kurtosis, and skewness rather than using only the depth of the shower maximum ($X_{\text{max}}$), to improve primary particle identification. The method was tested using simulated showers of proton, iron and photons generated by the Monte Carlo CORSIKA CR shower simulation code. In this paper, we extend our studies testing the same method to simulated showers generated by the CONEX code, and verify how the method improves the separation for other primary particles, comparing proton, helium, carbon and iron nuclei.

**Shower Longitudinal Profile**

We simulated showers of photon, proton, helium, carbon and iron primaries with energy of $10^{18}$ eV using the CONEX program [7]. CONEX is a hybrid Monte Carlo (MC) program that combines a MC treatment together with the solution of cascade equations. The hadronic interaction model used was QGSJETII [11] and the shower longitudinal development was sampled in vertical steps of 5 g/cm$^2$. The gamma showers have been simulated with the pre-shower effect. For each primary particle species we have simulated and analyzed 2000 showers.

Figure shows the distribution of shower maximum depth $X_{\text{max}}$ for the different primary particles. From left to right, we have the distributions of iron, carbon, proton and gamma sequentially. It is clear that the $X_{\text{max}}$ parameter shows some discrimination capability, specially between hadrons and gamma initiated showers. However it does poorly between the different hadrons with small shifts in the mean of the distribution and large overlaps. We have included in our studies, CR showers initiated by helium nuclei, but they are not included in the plots due to the fact that we observed no separation between proton and helium showers distributions. To quantify the separation capability between two distributions, hence the discrimination between the different primary particles, we have chosen to use the merit factor (MF) statistical parameter that is defined as:

$$MF = \frac{\bar{A} - \bar{B}}{\sqrt{\sigma_A^2 + \sigma_B^2}},$$

where $\bar{A}$ and $\bar{B}$ are the distributions averages, and $\sigma_A$ and $\sigma_B$ the respective standard deviations. The distributions shown in figure yields a separation merit factor of 1.4 between proton and gamma initiated showers, 0.7 between proton and carbon initiated showers and 1.3 between proton and iron initiated showers. These values are similar to the values obtained in [6], where we have used showers simulated by the CORSIKA code. Also, in the same work, we have presented a study that shows the dependence of the merit factor with the number of events in the distributions and with the relative number of events between the distributions. For a distribution of 2000 events we have shown that the error in the merit factor is below 5%. We have also evaluated the separation capability of other shower parameters such as the $N_{\text{max}}$, the number of particles in the shower maximum, sigma, a measure of the width of the shower, asymmetry (a direct measure of the difference between the parts of the shower below and above $X_{\text{max}}$),

![Figure 1: Distribution of the shower maximum depth $X_{\text{max}}$ for simulated showers initiated by gamma, proton, carbon and iron showers](image)
skewness and kurtosis, that correspond to the third and fourth momentum of the distribution. Figure shows the distribution of the asymmetry of the different shower profiles. With this parameter, we achieve a separation merit factor of 2.1 between proton and iron showers and 2.0 between proton and photon showers, which is a better separation then the $X_{max}$ parameter. However, this should not be true in the case of real data where the limited field of view of the fluorescence detector and the smaller sampling of the longitudinal profile should affect more the variance of parameters such as asymmetry, skewness and kurtosis.

**Linear discriminant analysis**

We have studied the separation capability of all the different shower profile parameters mentioned above, and have combined them using a statistical method for event discrimination known as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [10]. LDA is a statistical discrimination method used to find a function of linear combinations of variables that maximizes the separation between two or more classes of objects or events. It accomplishes that by considering a Gaussian probability density function for each population and maximizing the difference between the mean of the distribution of the two groups normalized by the effective variance of both distributions. The ratio of the variability between different groups is determined through the covariance matrix of the pooled (overall) events. In this analysis, we have used all six parameters of the shower longitudinal profile to obtain a discriminant coefficient calculated using the proton and the iron populations. The same linear coefficients were used to calculate the discrimination parameters for all the showers including the ones initiated by carbon and gamma.

Training datasets with 500 simulated showers for proton and iron showers were used to determine a set of discriminant coefficients. To discriminate the primaries of the simulated events, two linear discriminants $f_1$ and $f_2$ for each dataset points were calculated using the coefficient previously obtained. The discriminant of larger values indicates which population the new data point should be classified. We used the difference between the two LDA discriminants ($f_1 - f_2$) to obtain the best separation between the two populations. The same discriminant coefficients, calculated using the proton and iron showers were then applied to helium and carbon initiated showers. The final distribution of $f_1 - f_2$ parameters for all 4 different shower types are shown in figure .

We have calculated the separation merit factor between the different distributions. For proton and
iron showers, the distributions in figure 3 yields a separation merit factor of 3.7, while the separation between proton and gamma initiated showers provides a merit factor of 5.3, and proton and carbon yields a merit factor of 1.8.

Conclusions

It is clear that the chemical composition of the cosmic ray spectra at the high energy region is essential for understanding the origin and propagation of particles at such high energies. With the increase of data available in this region of the CR spectra, from experiments such as the Pierre Auger Observatory [2] and future experiments such as EUSO [5], it is important to develop new methods and techniques to improve chemical composition determination. We studied different features of the cosmic ray shower longitudinal profile to determine a better set of parameters that can be used to improve chemical composition of the high energy cosmic ray spectra. To combine the separation capability of all the parameters the statistical method linear discrimination analysis was applied resulting in a new parameter that provided better separation efficiency between the different shower types. To quantify the separation between the different shower distributions, we have defined a merit factor parameter. For shower initiated by proton and iron, with energy of $10^{18}$ eV, we have achieved a separation merit factor of 3.7, that can be compared to the separation merit factor of 1.3 obtained by using only the shower $X_{\text{max}}$ parameter. This result is different and better than the result we have obtained using the showers simulated by the CORSIKA code, in which we had obtained a separation of 2.6 between the proton and the iron. For proton and gamma initiated showers, we have achieved a separation merit factor of 5.7, that can be compared to the separation obtained using only the $X_{\text{max}}$ parameter of 1.4. The studies were performed on complete showers simulated using the CONEX code. Results are very similar to the results obtained by simulated showers using the CORSIKA code, with a slightly better separation efficiency between the different CR shower types. Further studies, including truncated shower profiles simulating the limited range of view of real fluorescence detectors show that the separation capability reduces, but still yields a better separation when compared to using only the $X_{\text{max}}$ parameter.
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Abstract: In this paper we present a study about the possibility to detect neutrino induced extensive air showers at the Pierre Auger Observatory. The Monte Carlo simulations performed take into account the details of the neutrino propagation inside the Earth, the air as well as the surrounding mountains, which are modelled by a digital elevation map. Details on the sensitivity with respect to the incoming direction as well as the aperture, the acceptance and the total observable event rates, on the basis of various assumptions of the incoming neutrino flux, and an upper limit for ultra high energy neutrinos, above 0.1 EeV, are given.

Introduction and method

The Pierre Auger Observatory has the capability to detect neutrino induced showers. Especially, if a $\nu_\tau$ interacts close to the Earth’s surface, the so-called Earth skimming neutrinos, it can produce a tau lepton which can emerge from the Earth, decay and produce extended air showers. If the decay vertex of a tau lepton is close enough to the surface array, it can be detected and distinguished from very inclined showers induced by a proton or nuclei due to the presence of the electromagnetic component. As shown in Fig. 1A, the Southern site (SO) is surrounded by a large amount of rock (the Andes mountains). This is the natural target for Earth skimming neutrinos which leads to a significant enhancement of the tau lepton flux with respect to calculations done with the simple spherical model of the Earth. In case of the Northern site (NO) the mountains which might enhance the tau lepton flux are far away, Fig. 1B, so that the influence of the mountains is not very pronounced. However due to a larger area of the detector (the planned area is about 3.5 times larger than SO) the rate is supposed to be about three times larger than the one for the Southern site. In order to simulate the neutrino propagation through the Earth and the $\tau$ lepton decay, an extended version of the ANIS code was used [1]. First, for a fixed energy of the tau neutrinos, 200,000 events were generated with a zenith angle in the range between 90° – 95° and azimuth between 0° – 360° at the top of the atmosphere. Then tau neutrinos are propagated to the detector in small steps. At each step of propagation the probability of a $\nu_\tau$ nucleon interaction is calculated according to the parameterization of the cross section based on the CTEQ5 [2] parton distribution function. The propagation of tau leptons through the Earth was simulated with the energy loss model (continuous energy loss approach) given by Dutta et al. in Ref. [4]:

$$\beta(E_\tau) = 1.2 \times 10^{-6} + 0.16 \times 10^{-6} \ln(E_\tau/10^{10}) \text{ cm}^2 \text{g}^{-1}.$$  

The factor $\beta$ parameterizes the $\tau$ lepton energy loss through bremsstrahlung, pair production, and photonnuclear interactions. The computations were done by using digital elevation maps (DEM) [5] and then they were repeated by using the spherical model of the Earth (SP), with its radius set to 6371 km (sea level). As a result, the flux of the emerging $\tau$ leptons, i.e. the
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Figure 1: (A) Topography of the Southern site according to CGIAR-CSI data [5]. The center of the map corresponds to the center of the Auger array (latitude $\phi_{SO} = 35.25^\circ$ S, longitude $\lambda_{NO} = 69.25^\circ$ W); (B) Topography of the Northern site where the center of the map corresponds to $\phi_{NO} = 37.75^\circ$ N, $\lambda_{NO} = 102.75^\circ$ W. The Southern and Northern site positions are marked by a circle.

energy and the decay vertex position, was calculated inside a given detector volume. For the Southern site the geometrical size of the detector was set to $50 \times 60 \times 10$ km$^3$ and the detector was positioned at 1430 m above sea level. For the Northern site the geometrical size of the detector was set to $100 \times 100 \times 10$ km$^3$ at 1300 m above sea level. A DEM with resolution of 500(5000) m was used for the NO(SO). In case of the computations with the simple spherical model of the Earth, the same size of the detector was assumed, but with the position of the detector set to 10 m above sea level. In order to calculate the acceptance, the trigger efficiency $T_{eff}(E_\tau, h_{10})$ shown in Fig. 2B according to the results obtained in Ref. [3], was used. The parameter, $h_{10}$, corresponds to the height of the shower at 10 km from the tau decay point. In this work the acceptance for a given initial neutrino energy $E_\nu$ is given by

$$A(E_\nu) = N_{gen}^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N_\tau} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{\nu,0}} P_{ij}(E_\nu, E_\tau, \theta) \times T_{eff}(E_\tau, h_{10}) \times A_j(\theta) \times \Delta \Omega,$$

where $N_{gen}$ is the number of generated neutrino events, $N_\tau$ is the number of emerging $\tau$ leptons from the Earth with energy $E_\tau$ larger than threshold energy of the detector ($E_{th}$) for which the decay vertex position is above ground and inside the detector volume, $N_{\nu,0}$ is the number of tau leptons coming from a given direction inside the detector volume, and $P(E_\nu, E_\tau, \theta)$ is the probability that a neutrino with energy $E_\nu$ crossing the distance $\Delta L$ would produce a $\tau$ lepton with an energy $E_\tau$ (this probability was used as “weight” of the event), $\Delta \Omega$ is the space angle. In case of aperture calculations the Eq. (1) was used, but the $T_{eff}(E_\tau, h_{10})$ was set to 1. Finally the total observable rates (number of expected events) on basis of three neutrino fluxes, shown in Fig. 2D, are calculated according to $N = \Delta t \times \int_{E_{min}}^{E_{max}} A(E_\nu) \times \Phi(E_\nu) \times dE$ where $\Phi(E_\nu)$ is the isotropic neutrino flux and $\Delta t$ the observation time.

Results

In Fig. 2A the calculated aperture and acceptance are shown for a threshold energy of the detector of $E_\tau > 0.1$ EeV. In case of the Southern site the two computations with the DEM and SP show clear differences: for example, at the energy of 0.3 EeV, the DEM calculations lead to an aperture of about 10% larger than the one obtained with the SP calculation, and to an aperture about 2 times larger at the energy of 10 EeV. In other words the effect on the aperture is energy dependent and it increases by increasing the energy of the initial neutrino. The observed differences are due to the increase of the neutrino cross section with energy. The initial neutrino interacts with the mountains surrounding the Auger site and pro-
Figure 2: (A) The effective aperture for the Pierre Auger Observatory. Here the computations including the topography of the Auger site (DEM) and with the simple spherical model of the Earth (SP), are shown; (B) The trigger efficiency (including the muon decay channel) as a function of the height $h_{10}$, see Ref. [3] for more details; (C) The effective acceptance for the Pierre Auger Observatory; (D) Tau neutrino and anti-neutrino fluxes from different theoretical models. In addition the flux limit at 90% C.L. (thick black line) for $E^{-2}$ flux of tau neutrino is shown for one year of operation.

induces a $\tau$ lepton. For higher energies of the initial neutrino, the produced lepton in the mountains can reach the detector from larger distances. In case of the Northern site the calculated aperture with the DEM is almost the same as the aperture with the SP computations. Only for initial neutrino energies larger than a few EeV we can observe that the DEM computations give larger values for the aperture, within 10%, than the SP computations. In case of the acceptance calculations, Fig. 2C, the observed differences between DEM and SP computation are smaller. This is due to the fact that the energy and the zenith angle distribution of the emerging $\tau$ leptons are different in case of the DEM and SP calculations. Thus, even if we use the same trigger probability presented in Fig. 2B, the capability to detect neutrino induced showers is not the same in the case of DEM and SP calculations and this effect levels out the differences seen in the aperture. Indeed we have to notice that the acceptance for the Northern site is biased by the assumption of the same trigger efficiency as the one for the Southern site. In case of the Northern site the larger spacing of surfaces detectors as compared to the Southern site is planned. Since the area of the Northern site is not flat, there are many small hills, which can "shadow" tanks, so that the expected efficiency will be rather smaller than the one for the Southern site.

In Tab. 1 the rate (number of events per year) for the different injected neutrino fluxes, and based on our acceptance and aperture calculation, are listed. The WB rate is obtained for the Waxman-Bahcall bound [6], $\Phi(E_{\nu, +\nu}) = 1 \times 10^{-8} E^{-2}$ (GeV s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$). Other
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Table 1: Expected event rate in (yr$^{-1}$) for the Southern (SO) and the Northern (NO) site based on aperture ($N_{Aper}$) and acceptance calculations ($N_{Acc}$). The precision on the listed values is about 4%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WB</th>
<th>GZK</th>
<th>TD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N_{DEM}$</td>
<td>$N_{SP}$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{Aper}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>7.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{Acc}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to conclude, in this work we show a study about the possibility to detect neutrino induced extensive air showers at the Pierre Auger Observatory taking into account the actual topography of the Auger Observatory. We find an enhancement (about 20% wrt a spherical Earth) on the neutrino rate for skimming tau neutrinos for the Southern site. In addition our calculated limit, proves the sensitivity of the Auger Observatory to GZK neutrinos.
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Abstract: A possible signature of a neutrino-induced air shower is a near-horizontal event developing very deeply in the atmosphere at depths exceeding a few thousand g/cm$^2$. Making use of high-statistics shower libraries we study the background to such events from high-energy muons produced in primary proton events, which may propagate deeply into the atmosphere before initiating a subcascade. The rates of background events are compared with various flux models of ultra-high energy neutrino production.

Introduction

The Pierre Auger Observatory is one of the detectors able to detect neutrino showers and, in the relevant energy range, Auger is equivalent to tens of km$^3$ of water. The detection of neutrinos is not the main aim of the Auger Observatory, but it can be considered as a very rich by-product for many reasons. We are investigating if we can extract a $\nu$ signal above the hadronic background. If no signal is observed, this will put severe constraints on models which predict high-energy neutrino production.

Why are we interested in neutrinos? Mainly because: 1) Neither the GZK cutoff nor magnetic fields operate on $\nu$. Therefore the reconstructed directions should point directly to the source, with the intrinsic angular precision of the detector. 2) The existence of detectable fluxes of neutrinos with energies in excess of $10^{18}$ eV is in principle one of the signatures of Topological Defect theories. 3) At around $10^{17}$ eV we are close to the highest energies accessible to the large future neutrino telescope projects and give some indications, several years before such detectors become operational, on the validity of the models used in the design of such projects (detecting mainly predicted neutrinos produced in AGNs).

Above $10^{15}$ eV the Earth becomes opaque to $\nu$ and only down-going or Earth-skimming EeV neutrinos can be detected. The challenge lies in the identification of these showers in the background of down-going cosmic rays and atmospheric muons. Inclined showers in the atmosphere are expected to play a crucial role for the detection of EeV neutrinos. The background for the detection of inclined showers produced by neutrinos is mainly due to showers induced by protons and nuclei. The first ones are expected to develop high in the atmosphere so that when the shower front reaches ground level it has very different properties from ‘ordinary’ showers that are observed in the vertical direction. They are called “old showers”. Deep-inclined showers induced by neutrinos can develop close to ground level so that their shower front looks like a typical vertical proton cosmic ray shower. Another type of background to inclined showers induced by $\nu$ is given by deep showers induced otherwise.

The electromagnetic part of cosmic ray showers gets practically absorbed in the first 2000 g/cm$^2$. 

Figure 1: "Old" and "young" cosmic rays showers.
and, to a very good approximation, only muons generated in highly inclined showers reach the ground. The lower energy muons actually decay in flight and can contribute a small electromagnetic component that follows closely that of the muons.

As a result, the average energy of the muons reaching ground increases rapidly as the zenith angle increases. The shower front that reaches ground level for inclined showers is very different from vertical showers. Most of the inclined shower fronts practically only contain energetic muons and their density patterns have lost the cylindrical symmetry because of the Earth’s magnetic field which is separating the negative muons from the positive ones, in inverse proportion to their energy.

Figure 2: Example of light curves for individual muons which maybe produced in a proton induced shower at $10^{19}$ eV and $\theta = 87^\circ$.

Different muon’s behavior in a shower

For a better understanding of the muon behavior, individual muon induced showers were generated with the CORSIKA code and made available in a library in Wuppertal University. The shower particle profiles and the energy deposits were investigated in order to check if there are events which exceed the threshold given by the fluorescence detector (FD). Such cases would be considered background events.

The source of this potential neutrino background changes with the energy, in function of the critical energy $\epsilon_c$ of the parent particle. The critical energy delimits the competition between decay and interaction length of the particle and is calculated in terms of the particle rest energy $mc^2$, the mean life $\tau$ and, by adopting the isothermal atmosphere approximation, a scale constant $h_o$, so we obtain:

$$\epsilon_c = \frac{m^2}{c^2} h_o.$$  

Comparing the critical energies we find that above 1-10 TeV, the semileptonic decay of very short lived charmed particles (mainly D-mesons and $\Lambda_c$-hyperons) is the dominant source. These constitute the so called "prompt" flux, while the low energy products (from pions and kaons) are giving the "conventional" flux. The main contribution for the prompt flux comes from $D^- > K + \mu + \nu$ and $\Lambda_c^- > \Lambda_0 + \mu + \nu$.

Estimation of event rates

Several groups were investigating the prompt flux, and the debate over the years provided us several models. We are taking into account three of these, including the extremes. The flux estimations vary by several orders of magnitude due to different models used to calculate the charm cross section and energy spectra. This huge model dependence is due to the need to extrapolate charm production data obtained at accelerator energies, which are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Struc.</th>
<th>$c\tau$ (μm)</th>
<th>$\epsilon_c$ (GeV)</th>
<th>$(%)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D^-, D^-$</td>
<td>$e\bar{d}$, $\bar{e}d$</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>$3.8 \cdot 10^7$</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^0$, $D^0$</td>
<td>$\bar{c}\bar{u}$, $c\bar{u}$</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>$9.6 \cdot 10^7$</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^+$, $D^-$</td>
<td>$c\bar{s}$, $\bar{c}s$</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>$8.5 \cdot 10^7$</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda_c^+$</td>
<td>$udc$</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>$2.4 \cdot 10^8$</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The "prompt" and "conventional" muon flux generated in air showers.
several orders of magnitude below the relevant cosmic rays collisions. The most conservative model was studied in several papers based on Thunman et al. [7](TIG), using state-of-the-art models to simulate charm particle production through perturbative QCD processes in high energy hadron-hadron interactions, and investigations of a possible non-perturbative mechanism for the case of an intrinsic charm quark component in the nucleon. The next model considered is Gondolo et al. [2](GGV) and it is considered an improvement of the TIG values, being compatible with the results from Pasquali et al. [6] which used a complementary analysis. They used higher K factors for the parton distribution functions (PDF’s) as function of energy, making a full simulation of the cascades, while PRS used approximate analytic solution to the cascade equations in the air. The most exotic model we took into account is the one presented by Zas et al. [8] (ZHV), which pushes the charm production to 10%, thus obtaining a very high charm flux. Each paper cited here used several parameters and methods, obtaining results which may differ by 2 orders of magnitude. However, in our interval of interest, we chose, for a simple estimate, the following values of the $E^3$-weighted-flux of the muons $F_\mu$, for TIG, $10^{-5}$, for GGV, $10^{-3}$ and for ZHV, $10^{-1}$ GeV$^3$/cm$^2$s sr $s$.  

All the prompt fluxes presented here are vertical fluxes. At the energies $< 10^{16}$ eV, the horizontal flux has a slower cutoff than the vertical one, and, in our interval, we assume that the horizontal flux is 10 times higher than the vertical one, using the estimations given by Martin et al in [4].

The estimate of the rate of the potential backgrounds for the neutrino showers detected by Auger is given by $dN_\mu/dt$ in the following form:

$$D \int d\Omega \int d\epsilon \frac{dN_\mu}{d\Omega d\epsilon d\mu} \int dV * P_{non-int} * P_{int}$$

(1)

The background light introduces a duty cycle which limits its acceptance both for cosmic ray and neutrino detection. In this equation we take into account the duty cycle $D$ for the fluorescence detector in Auger which is considered 10%. The solid angle in which the considered showers may arrive is $\int_{0}^{\pi/2} d\theta \int_{0}^{2\pi} \sin(\theta) d\theta d\phi$.

We consider events only with the interaction in the sensitive volume. The probability for this is given by $P_{int} = 1 - e^{-\frac{x_{int}}{\lambda_{int}}}$ while the one to enter the volume without interaction is $P_{non-int} = e^{-\frac{x_{int}}{\lambda_{int}}}$, with $x_1$, $x_0$ and $x_2$ as in the figure, where a symbolic Auger volume is shown, for a 10 km height.

The integral prompt muon flux in our energy range (in GeV) $\int d\epsilon \mu$ is $\int_{10^3}^{10^5} F_\mu dE_\mu$. We denote

$$D \int d\Omega \int d\epsilon \frac{dN_\mu}{d\Omega d\epsilon d\mu} = C$$

(2)

and $dN_\mu/dt$ becomes:

$$C \cdot dA \cdot P_{non-int} \int_{x0}^{x2} \frac{dP_{int}(x_{int})}{dx_{int}} \rho(x_{int}) dl$$

(3)

where $\rho(x_{int}) dl = dx_{int}$ and $A_{\perp}$ is the transversal area for the line elements of the trajectories inside the considered volume.

For the case $x_{int} = x_1 << \lambda_{int}$ we can approximate $e^{-\frac{x_{int}}{\lambda_{int}}} \approx 1$ and, for the moment, we do not include the energy loss. We consider

$$\rho = - \frac{dN_\mu}{dA}; X_0; X_0 e^{-\frac{x}{\lambda}}; \int \rho dl = x$$

and we get

$$dN_\mu = C \int dA \frac{1}{\lambda_{int}} \int_{x0}^{x2} dX_v$$

(4)

with $h_0 = 8.4$ km and $X_0 = 1030$ g/cm$^2$ and $A$, the fiducial surface of Auger South.

$M_{Auger} = \int dA \int_{x0}^{x2} dX_v = 1.64 \cdot 10^{10}$ tons is the mass of the air above the Auger South sur-
face, in a layer of 10 km thickness. The interaction length \( \lambda_{\text{int}} = \frac{m_{\mu}}{N_a \sigma_{\mu-\text{air}}} \) is calculated using \( m_{\text{air}} = 14.54 \text{ g/mol} \), \( N_a = 6.023 \cdot 10^{23} \text{ mol}^{-1} \) and the cross section \( \sigma_{\mu-\text{air}} \), taken from the CORSIKA simulations.

Results

Table 2 summarises the results of the calculated event rates according to previous section. The estimated muon-induced event rates are upper limits. For the most exotic perspective, ZHV [8], the background rates almost rule out the \( \nu \) detection, but, in turn, one could think about an interesting capability to detect charm, once the appropriate tools to recognize the charm signature are there. However, this is possible due to the assumption of a 10% charm production, which is not supported by the Akeno data [8]. For the other two considered models, the predicted background rates are sufficiently low, opening an interesting window to study high energy neutrinos with Auger.

While the present estimate was performed for the FD, further sensitivity to \( \nu' \)’s is provided by the surface array of Auger Observatory.

Another possible background source would be photon induced showers which due to the LPM effect develop very deep in the atmosphere. Related investigations are ongoing.
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Table 2: Possible FD background from HE muon-induced showers (events/year).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80° – 90°</td>
<td>1.4 ( \cdot ) 10^{-5}</td>
<td>1.4 ( \cdot ) 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60° – 90°</td>
<td>4 ( \cdot ) 10^{-5}</td>
<td>4 ( \cdot ) 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: FD hadronic background to \( \nu \) FD signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.043 / GZK-WB</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.67 / NH</td>
<td>0.006%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>60 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) According to [5] for 60° – 90°

Conclusions

High energy muons from heavy flavor decay can induce young horizontal showers similar to the \( \nu \) signatures. The theoretical uncertainties are huge, so the predicted possible background values spread over several orders of magnitude.Muon energy loss is neglected is rather important. This calculation neglected the energy loss, therefore, the background values are computed also for \( \theta = 60° – 90° \) in order to compare them with the neutrino signal predicted by Miele et al. [5], including here the conservative value obtained assuming the GZK flux for Waxman-Bahcall scenario for cosmogenic neutrinos (GZK-WB) and the extreme one given by the exotic model for generating UHECR with large associated neutrino fluxes, named New Hadrons (NH).
The UHECR spectrum measured at the Pierre Auger Observatory and its astrophysical implications

T. Yamamoto\(^1\) for the Pierre Auger Collaboration\(^2\)
\(^1\) KICP, Enrico Fermi Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago IL USA
\(^2\) Pierre Auger Observatory, Av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
yamamoto@oddjob.uchicago.edu

Abstract: The Southern part of the Pierre Auger Observatory is nearing completion, and has been in stable operation since January 2004 while it has grown in size. The large sample of data collected so far has led to a significant improvement in the measurement of the energy spectrum of UHE cosmic rays over that previously reported by the Pierre Auger Observatory, both in statistics and in systematic uncertainties. We summarize two measurements of the energy spectrum, one based on the high-statistics surface detector data, and the other of the hybrid data, where the precision of the fluorescence measurements is enhanced by additional information from the surface array. The complementarity of the two approaches is emphasized and results are compared. Possible astrophysical implications of our measurements, and in particular the presence of spectral features, are discussed.

Measurement of the UHECR energy spectrum from hybrid data of the Pierre Auger Observatory

Lorenzo Perrone\(^1\), for the Pierre Auger Collaboration\(^2\)
\(^1\) Università del Salento and INFN Lecce, I-73100 Lecce, Italy
\(^2\) Observatorio Pierre Auger, Av. San Martín Norte 304, Malargüe, (5613) Mendoza, Argentina
lorenzo.perrone@le.infn.it

Abstract: More than two years of fluorescence detector data collected in coincidence with at least one station of the surface detector array ("hybrid data") are used to measure the flux and energy spectrum of cosmic rays above about $10^{18}$ eV. The hybrid measurement extends towards lower energies the spectrum measured with the surface detector data only, and provides a cross-check with an independent data set. The determination of the fluorescence detector aperture and of its live-time, which is the major aspect of this measurement, is illustrated in detail. Our current estimate of the corresponding systematic uncertainties are given.

Measurement of the UHECR spectrum above $10^{19}$ eV at the Pierre Auger Observatory using showers with zenith angles greater than 60°

P. Facal San Luis, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration
Universidade de Santiago de Compostela and IGFAE, Campus Sur, 15782, Santiago, Spain
facal@fpazp1.usc.es

Abstract: We report a measurement of the cosmic ray energy spectrum obtained using the inclined events detected with the Pierre Auger Observatory. Showers with zenith angles between 60° and 80° recorded in the period between 1 January 2004 and 28 February 2007 are analysed. Showers are first reconstructed in arrival direction and then fitted to density maps of the muon numbers obtained from $10^{19}$eV simulated proton showers for different arrival directions, in order to obtain the core position and an overall normalisation factor $N_{19}$ which is used as an energy estimator. The parameter $N_{19}$ is shown to be correlated with the shower energy measured with the fluorescence technique for a sub-sample of good quality hybrid showers. This correlation, measured with hybrid events, is then used to determine the energy of all the showers.
Studies of clustering in the arrival directions of cosmic rays detected at the Pierre Auger Observatory above 10 EeV

SILVIA MOLLERACH1, FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION
Pierre Auger Observatory, av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
1 Depto de Física, Centro Atómico Bariloche, CNEA and CONICET, Argentina
mollerach@cab.cnea.gov.ar

Abstract: If clustering of the arrival directions of ultra high energy cosmic rays is discovered, this would provide important information about their origin, composition, and the galactic and extragalactic magnetic fields. We present here the analysis of the autocorrelation function of the data from the Pierre Auger Observatory as a function of the angular scale and the energy threshold. We compare our results with the signals found by previous experiments.

A search for possible anisotropies of cosmic rays with $0.1 < E < 10$ EeV in the region of the Galactic Centre

E.M SANTOS1 FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION2
1CBPF, R. Xavier Sigaud, 150, 22290-180, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil
2Pierre Auger Observatory, Av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
emoura@cbpf.br

Abstract: We present updated results for anisotropy searches in the direction of the Galactic Center (GC) at energies in the ranges: $0.1 < E < 1$ EeV and $1 < E < 10$ EeV. We use data from the Pierre Auger Observatory up to March, 2007. Present analyses are therefore based on a substantially larger data set than our previous published results. A limit on the flux coming from a hypothetical point-like neutron source at the GC for $1 < E < 10$ EeV was imposed, and searches for extended excesses were also performed.

Search for large-scale anisotropies with the Auger Observatory

E. ARMENGAUD, FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION
Pierre Auger Observatory, Av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
armenga@in2p3.fr

Abstract: We use more than two years of data from the Pierre Auger Observatory to search for anisotropies on large scales in different energy windows. We account for various systematics in the acceptance, in particular due to the array growth and weather variations. We present the results of analyses and consistency checks looking for patterns in the right ascension modulation of the cosmic ray distribution. No significant anisotropies of this kind are observed.

Search for correlation of UHECRs and BL Lacs in Pierre Auger Observatory data

DIEGO HARARI1, FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION2
1Departamento de Física, Centro Atómico Bariloche, CNEA and CONICET, Argentina
2Pierre Auger Observatory, Av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
harari@cab.cnea.gov.ar

Abstract: Several analyses of the data collected by other experiments have found an excess of cosmic rays in correlation with subclasses of BL Lacs. Data from the Pierre Auger Observatory do not support previously reported excesses. The number of events correlated with BL Lac positions is compatible with that expected for an isotropic flux.
Search for Coincidences in Time and Arrival Direction of Auger Data with Astrophysical Transients

LUIS ANCHORDOQUI\textsuperscript{1}, FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, P.O. Box 413, Milwaukee, WI 53201, USA
\textsuperscript{2}Pierre Auger Observatory, Av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
anchordo@uwu.edu

Abstract: The data collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory are analyzed to search for coincidences between the arrival directions of high-energy cosmic rays and the positions in the sky of astrophysical transients. Special attention is directed towards gamma ray observations recorded by NASA's Swift mission, which have an angular resolution similar to that of the Auger surface detectors. In particular, we check our data for evidence of a signal associated with the giant flare that came from the soft gamma repeater 1806-20 on December 27, 2004.

Search for Gamma Ray Bursts using the single particle technique at the Pierre Auger Observatory

X. BERTOU\textsuperscript{1} FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}Centro Atómico Bariloche (CNEA), (8400) San Carlos de Bariloche, Río Negro, Argentina
\textsuperscript{2}Av. San Martín Norte 304 (5613) Malargüe, Prov. de Mendoza, Argentina
bertou@cab.cnea.gov.ar

Abstract: The Pierre Auger Observatory, with an array of currently more than 1200 Cherenkov detectors filled with 12 m\textsuperscript{3} of water, can detect the putative high energy emission of a GRB (photons down to a few hundreds of MeV) by the so-called "single particle technique", through a coherent increase in the average background particle rates over the whole array, due to secondary particles in the photon-induced showers. We present a search for bursts on data collected since September 2005, as well as a search for excesses in coincidence with bursts observed by satellites.

Composition-sensitive parameters measured with the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory

M.D. HEALY\textsuperscript{1} FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA
\textsuperscript{2}Observatorio Pierre Auger, Av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
healymd@physics.ucla.edu

Abstract: A key step towards the understanding of the origin of ultra-high energy cosmic rays is their mass composition. Primary photons and neutrinos produce markedly different showers from nuclei, while showers of different nuclear species are not easy to distinguish. To maximise the discrimination with the Pierre Auger Observatory ideally all mass-sensitive observables should be combined, but the 10\% duty cycle of the fluorescence detector limits the use of direct measurements of shower maximum at the highest energies. Therefore, we investigate mass-sensitive observables accessible with the surface detectors alone. These are the signal risetime in the Cherenkov stations, the curvature of the shower front, the muon-to-electromagnetic ratio, and the azimuthal signal asymmetry. Risetime and curvature depend mainly on the depth of the shower development in the atmosphere, and thus on primary energy and mass. The muon content of a shower depends on the primary energy and the number of nucleons, while asymmetry about the shower core is due to geometric effects and attenuation, which are dependent on the primary mass. The mass sensitivity of these variables is demonstrated and their application for composition studies is discussed.
Search for Ultra-High Energy Photons with the Pierre Auger Observatory

M. Healy1, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration
1University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA
2Av. San Martin Norte 304 (5613) Malargüe, Prov. de Mendoza, Argentina
bes@ast.leeds.ac.uk

Abstract: Data taken at the Pierre Auger Observatory are used to search for air showers initiated by ultra-high energy (UHE) photons. Results of searches are reported from hybrid observations where events are measured with both fluorescence and array detectors. Additionally, a more stringent test of the photon fluxes predicted with energies above $10^{19}$ eV is made using a larger data set measured using only the surface detectors of the observatory.

Constraints on top-down models for the origin of UHECRs from the Pierre Auger Observatory data

D. Semikoz, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration
1APC, 10, rue Alice Domon et Leonie Duquet, 75205 Paris, France
2Pierre Auger Observatory, Av. San Martin Norte 304 (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
dmitri.semidkoz@apc.univ-paris7.fr

Abstract: Taking into account the Pierre Auger Observatory limits on the photon fraction among the highest energy cosmic rays, we show that the models based on the decay of super-heavy dark matter in the halo of our Galaxy are essentially excluded from being the sources of UHECRs unless their contribution becomes significant only above $\sim 100$ EeV. Some top-down models based on topological defects are however compatible with the current data and may be best constrained in future by the high-energy neutrino flux limit.

Limits to the diffuse flux of UHE tau neutrinos at EeV energies from the Pierre Auger Observatory

O. Blanch-Bigas, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration
1LPNHE, IN2P3 - CNRS - Universités Paris VI et Paris VII, 4 place Jussieu, Paris, France
2Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia, Spain
3Pierre Auger Observatory, Av. San Martin Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
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Abstract: With the Pierre Auger Observatory we have the capability of detecting ultra-high energy neutrinos by searching for very inclined showers with a significant electromagnetic component. In this work we discuss the discrimination power of the instrument for earth skimming tau neutrinos with ultra-high energies. Based on the data collected since January 2004 an upper limit to the diffuse flux of neutrinos at EeV energies is presented and systematic uncertainties are discussed.

The sensitivity of the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory to UHE Earth-skimming and down-going neutrinos

Jaime Alvarez-Muñiz, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration
1Dept. Física de Partículas & IGFAE, Univ. Santiago de Compostela, 15782 Santiago, SPAIN
2Av. San Martín Norte 304 (5613) Malargüe, Prov. de Mendoza, ARGENTINA
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Abstract: The Pierre Auger Observatory is sensitive to ultra-high energy neutrinos in the EeV range and above. In this work we describe the complete chain needed to compute the neutrino acceptance of the surface detector. We firstly address the computation of the probability that an ultra-high energy neutrino produces an air shower. Subsequently we present the simulations to deduce the detector response to those showers. Finally, we discuss the identification of neutrinos based on searching for highly-inclined showers with a significant electromagnetic component at ground.
Reconstruction accuracy of the surface detector array of the Pierre Auger Observatory

M. Ave for Pierre Auger Collaboration

1 Pierre Auger Observatory, Av San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
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Abstract: The reconstruction of extensive air showers (arrival direction, core position and energy estimation) by the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory is discussed together with the corresponding accuracy. We determine the angular reconstruction accuracy as a function of the station multiplicity by using two different approaches. We discuss statistical and systematic uncertainties in the determination of the signal at 1000 m from the core, S(1000), which is used to estimate the primary energy.

Hybrid Performance of the Pierre Auger Observatory

B.R. Dawson1, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration2

1Department of Physics, University of Adelaide, Adelaide 5005, Australia
2Observatorio Pierre Auger, Av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Mendoza, Argentina
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Abstract: A key feature of the Pierre Auger Observatory is its hybrid design, in which ultra high energy cosmic rays are detected simultaneously by fluorescence telescopes and a ground array. The two techniques see air showers in complementary ways, providing important cross-checks and measurement redundancy. Much of the hybrid capability stems from the accurate geometrical reconstruction it achieves, with accuracy better than either the ground array detectors or a single telescope could achieve independently. We have studied the geometrical and longitudinal profile reconstructions of hybrid events. We present the results for the hybrid performance of the Observatory, including trigger efficiency, energy and angular resolution, and the efficiency of the event selection.

Systematic study of atmosphere-induced influences and uncertainties on shower reconstruction at the Pierre Auger Observatory

Michael Prouza1, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration2

1 Nevis Institute and Department of Physics, Columbia University, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.
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Abstract: A wide range of atmospheric monitoring instruments is employed at the Pierre Auger Observatory: two laser facilities, elastic lidar stations, aerosol phase function monitors, a horizontal attenuation monitor, star monitors, weather stations, and balloon soundings. We describe the impact of analyzed atmospheric data on the accuracy of shower reconstructions, and in particular study the effect of the data on the shower energy and the depth of shower maximum (Xmax). These effects have been studied using the subset of “golden hybrid” events — events observed with high quality in the fluorescence and surface detector — used in the calibration of the surface detector energy spectrum.

Selection and reconstruction of very inclined air showers with the Surface Detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory

D. Newton1 for the Pierre Auger Collaboration2
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Abstract: The water-Cherenkov tanks of the Pierre Auger Observatory can detect particles at all zenith angles and are therefore well-suited for the study of inclined and horizontal air showers (60° < θ < 90°). Such showers are characterized by a dominance of the muonic component at ground, and by a very elongated and asymmetrical footprint which can even exhibit a lobular structure due to the bending action of the geomagnetic field. Dedicated algorithms for the selection and reconstruction of such events, as well as the corresponding acceptance calculation, have been set up on basis of muon maps obtained from shower simulations.
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3D Reconstruction of Extensive Air Showers from Fluorescence Data
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Abstract: A new method to reconstruct the 3-dimensional structure of extensive air showers, seen by fluorescence detectors, is proposed. The observation of the shower is done in 2-dimensional pixels, for consecutive time bins. Time corresponds to a third dimension. Assuming that the cosmic ray shower propagates as a plane wave front moving at the speed of light, a complex 3D volume in space can be associated to each measured charge (per pixel and time bin). The 3D description in space allows a simultaneous access to the longitudinal and lateral profiles of each shower. In the case that several eyes observe the same shower, the method gives a straight-forward combination of all the information. This method is in an early phase of development and is not used for the general reconstruction of the Auger data.

Performance of the Pierre Auger Observatory Surface Detector
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Abstract: The Surface Detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory will consist of 1600 water Cherenkov tanks sampling ground particles of air showers produced by energetic cosmic rays. The arrival times are obtained from GPS and power is provided by solar panels. The construction of the array is nearly completed and a large number of detectors has been operational for more than three years. In this paper the performance of different components of the detectors are discussed. The accuracy of the signal measurement and the trigger stability are presented. The performance of the solar power system and other hardware, as well as the water purity and its long-term stability are discussed.

Weather induced effects on extensive air showers observed with the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Abstract: The rate of events measured with the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory is found to be modulated by the weather conditions. This effect is due to the increasing amount of matter traversed by a shower as the ground pressure increases and to the inverse proportionality of the Čerenkov radius to the air density near ground. Air-shower simulations with different realistic profiles of the atmosphere support this interpretation of the observed effects.

Testing the surface detector simulation for the Pierre Auger Observatory

P. L. GHIA¹, FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION²
¹Istituto di Fisica dello Spazio Interplanetario, INAF, Torino and Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso, INFN, Assergi, Italy
²Pierre Auger Observatory, Av. San Martín Norte 304, (5613) Malargüe, Argentina
pier.a.ghia@lns.infn.it

Abstract: The building block of the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory is a water Cherenkov tank. The response to shower particles is simulated using a dedicated program based on GEANT4. To check the simulation chain, we compare the simulated signals produced by cosmic muons at various zenith angles with experimental data from a special Cherenkov detector equipped with a muon hodoscope. The signals from muon-decay electrons and the evolution of the charge with water level are also studied.
The Absolute, Relative and Multi-Wavelength Calibration of the Pierre Auger Observatory Fluorescence Detectors
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Abstract: Absolute calibration of the Pierre Auger Observatory fluorescence detectors uses a 375 nm light source at the telescope aperture. This end-to-end technique accounts for the combined effects of all detector components in a single measurement. The relative response has been measured at wavelengths of 320, 337, 355, 380 and 405 nm, defining a spectral response curve which has been normalized to the absolute calibration. Before and after each night of data taking a relative calibration of the phototubes is performed. This relative calibration is used to track both short and long term changes in the detector’s response. A cross check of the calibration in some phototubes is performed using an independent laser technique. Overall uncertainties, current results and future plans are discussed.

Online Monitoring of the Pierre Auger Observatory

J. Rautenberg\(^2\) for the Auger Collaboration\(^2\)
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\(^{2}\)Av. San Martin Norte 304 (5613) Malargüe, Prov. de Mendoza, Argentina
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Abstract: The data taking of the different components of the Pierre Auger Observatory, i.e. the surface detectors (SD) and the fluorescence telescopes (FD) has to be supervised by a shift crew on site to guarantee a smooth operation. A monitoring tool has been developed to support the shifter in judging and supervising the status of the detector components, the electronics and the data-acquisition (DAQ). Data are collected online for this purpose in the regular measuring time as well as in dedicated modes e.g., for calibration or atmospheric surveys. While for some components like SD this information is directly transmitted to the DAQ on the central campus, for others it is stored in a database locally, e.g. for FD within the four remote housings of the telescopes. These databases are replicated to the central server on the campus via a wireless long distance link. A web-interface implemented on a dedicated server can dynamically generate graphs and particular developed visualisations to be accessible not only for the shifter, but also for experts remotely from anywhere in the world. In addition, in case of special occurrences an alarm is triggered automatically. This tool does also offer a unique opportunity to monitor the long term stability of some key quantities and the data quality. The concept and its implementation will be presented.
Measurement of Aerosols at the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Abstract:
The air fluorescence detectors (FDs) of the Pierre Auger Observatory are vital for the determination of the air shower energy scale. To compensate for variations in atmospheric conditions that affect the energy measurement, the Observatory operates an array of monitoring instruments to record hourly atmospheric conditions across the detector site, an area exceeding 3,000 km². This paper presents results from four instruments used to characterize the aerosol component of the atmosphere: the Central Laser Facility (CLF), which provides the FDs with calibrated laser shots; the scanning backscatter lidars, which operate at three FD sites; the Aerosol Phase Function monitors (APFs), which measure the aerosol scattering cross section at two FD locations; and the Horizontal Attenuation Monitor (HAM), which measures the wavelength dependence of aerosol attenuation.

New method for atmospheric calibration at the Pierre Auger Observatory using FRAM, a robotic astronomical telescope

SEGEV BENZVI, MARTINA BOHÁČOVÁ, BRIAN CONNOLLY, JIŘÍ GRYGAR, MIROSLAV HRABOVSKÝ, TATIANA KÁROVÁ, DUŠAN MANDÁT, PETR NEČESAL, DALIBOR NOSEK, LIBOR NOŽKA, MIROSLAV PALATKA, MIROSLAV PECH, MICHAEL PROUZA, JAN ŘÍDKÝ, PETER SCHOVÁNEK, RADOMÍR ŠMída, PETR TRÁVNÍČEK, PRIMO VITALE, AND STEFAN WESTERHOFF
FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION
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Abstract: FRAM - F(Ph)otometric Robotic Atmospheric Monitor is the latest addition to the atmospheric monitoring instruments of the Pierre Auger Observatory. An optical telescope equipped with CCD camera and photometer, it automatically observes a set of selected standard stars and a calibrated terrestrial source. Primarily, the wavelength dependence of the attenuation is derived and the comparison between its vertical values (for stars) and horizontal values (for the terrestrial source) is made. Further, the integral vertical aerosol optical depth can be obtained. A secondary program of the instrument, the detection of optical counterparts of gamma-ray bursts, has already proven successful. The hardware setup, software system, data taking procedures, and first analysis results are described in this paper.
Astrophysics Motivation behind the Pierre Auger Southern Observatory Enhancements

G. Medina Tanco\textsuperscript{1}, FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION\textsuperscript{2}
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Abstract: The Pierre Auger Collaboration intends to extend the energy range of its southern observatory in Argentina for high quality data from 0.1 to 3 EeV. The extensions, described in accompanying papers, include three additional fluorescence telescopes with a more elevated field of view (HEAT) and a nested surface array with 750 and 433 m spacing respectively and additional muon detection capabilities (AMIGA). The enhancement of the detector will allow measurement of cosmic rays, using the same techniques, from below the second knee up to the highest energies observed. The evolution of the spectrum through the second knee and ankle, and corresponding predicted changes in composition, are crucial to the understanding of the end of Galactic confinement and the effects of propagation on the lower energy portion of the extragalactic flux. The latter is strongly related to the cosmological distribution of sources and to the composition of the injected spectrum. We discuss the science motivation behind these enhancements as well as the impact of combined HEAT and AMIGA information on the assessment of shower simulations and reconstruction techniques.

AMIGA, Auger Muons and Infill for the Ground Array
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\textsuperscript{2} Observatorio Pierre Auger, Av. San Martín Norte 304 (5613) Malargüe, Prov. Mendoza, Argentina
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Abstract: The Pierre Auger Observatory is planned to be upgraded so that the energy spectrum of cosmic rays can be studied down to 0.1 EeV and the muon component of showers can be determined. The former will lead to a spectrum measured by one technique from 0.1 EeV to beyond 100 EeV while the latter will aid identification of the primary particles. These enhancements consist of three high elevation telescopes (HEAT) and an infilled area having both surface detectors and underground muon counters (AMIGA). The surface array of the Auger Observatory will be enhanced over a 23.5 km\textsuperscript{2} area by 85 detector pairs laid out as a graded array of water-Cherenkov detectors and 30 m\textsuperscript{2} buried muon scintillator counters. The spacings in the array will be 433 and 750 m. The muon detectors will comprise highly segmented scintillators with optical fibres ending on multi-anode phototubes. The AMIGA complex will be centred 6.0 km away from the fluorescence detector installation at Colhuaco and will be overlooked by the HEAT telescopes. We describe the design features of the AMIGA enhancement.
Radio detection of high-energy cosmic rays at the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Abstract: The southern Auger Observatory provides an excellent test bed to study the radio detection of extensive air showers as an alternative, cost-effective, and accurate tool for cosmic-ray physics. The data from the radio setup can be correlated with those from the well-calibrated baseline detectors of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Furthermore, human-induced radio noise levels at the southern Auger site are relatively low. We have started an R&D program to test various radio-detection concepts. Our studies will reveal Radio Frequency Interferences (RFI) caused by natural effects such as day-night variations, thunderstorms, and by human-made disturbances. These RFI studies are conducted to optimise detection parameters such as antenna design, frequency interval, antenna spacing and signal processing. The data from our initial setups, which presently consist of typically 3 - 4 antennas, will be used to characterise the shower from radio signals and to optimise the initial concepts. Furthermore, the operation of a large detection array requires autonomous detector stations. The current design is aiming at stations with antennas for two polarisations, solar power, wireless communication, and local trigger logic. The results of this initial phase will provide an important stepping stone for the design of a few tens kilometers square engineering array.

Education and Outreach for the Pierre Auger Observatory

G. Snow\textsuperscript{1} FOR THE PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588-0111 USA
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Abstract: The scale and scope of the physics studied at the Auger Observatory offer significant opportunities for original outreach work. Education, outreach, and public relations of the Auger collaboration are coordinated in a task of its own whose goals are to encourage and support a wide range of efforts that link schools and the public with the Auger scientists and the science of cosmic rays, particle physics, and associated technologies. This report focuses on the impact of the collaboration in Mendoza Province, Argentina, as: the Auger Visitor Center in Malargüe that has hosted over 29,000 visitors since 2001, the Auger Celebration and a collaboration-sponsored science fair held on the Observatory campus in November 2005, the opening of the James Cronin School in Malargüe in November 2006, public lectures, school visits, and courses for science teachers. As the collaboration prepares the proposal for the northern Auger site foreseen to be in southeast Colorado, plans for a comprehensive outreach program are being developed in parallel, as described here.
Air fluorescence yield dependence on atmospheric parameters
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Abstract: The fluorescence detection of ultra high energy cosmic rays requires a detailed knowledge of the fluorescence light emission from nitrogen molecules over a wide range of atmospheric parameters, corresponding to altitudes typical of the cosmic ray shower development in the atmosphere. We have made a precise measurement of the fluorescence light spectrum excited by MeV electrons in air. The relative intensities of the fluorescence bands and their pressure, temperature and humidity dependence are reported.

Energy dependence of air fluorescence yield

M. Ave¹ FOR THE AIRFLY COLLABORATION
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Abstract: In the fluorescence detection of ultra high energy (≥ 10¹⁸ eV) cosmic rays, the number of emitted fluorescence photons is assumed to be proportional to the energy deposited in air by shower particles. We have performed measurements of the fluorescence yield in atmospheric gases excited by electrons over energies ranging from keV to hundreds of MeV in several accelerators. We found that within the measured energy ranges the proportionality holds at the level of few %.
Abstract: Interpretation of EAS measurements strongly depends on detailed air shower simulations. The uncertainty in the prediction of shower observables for different primary particles and energies is currently dominated by differences between hadronic interaction models. The new models QGSJET II-3 and EPOS 1.6, which reproduce all major results of existing accelerator data (including detailed data of RHIC experiments for EPOS), have been implemented in the air shower simulation programs CORSIKA and CONEX. We show predictions of these new models and compare them with those from older models such as QGSJET01 or SIBYLL. Results for important air shower observables are discussed in detail.

Introduction

The experimental method of studying ultra-high energy cosmic rays is an indirect one. Typically, one investigates various characteristics of extensive air showers (EAS), a huge nuclear-electromagnetic cascade induced by a primary particle in the atmosphere, and uses the obtained information to infer the properties of the original particle, its energy, type, direction etc. Hence, the reliability of ultra-high energy cosmic ray analyses depends on the use of proper theoretical and phenomenological descriptions of the cascade processes.

The most natural way to predict atmospheric particle cascading in detail seems to be a direct Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of EAS development, like it is done, for example, in the CORSIKA program [1]. As a very large computation time is required at high energy, an alternative procedure was developed to describe EAS development numerically, based on the solution of the corresponding cascade equations. Combining this with an explicit MC simulation of the most energetic part of an air shower allows us to obtain accurate results both for average EAS characteristics and for their fluctuations in CONEX program [2].

After briefly describing recent changes introduced in CORSIKA and CONEX, we will present the latest results for important air shower observables obtained with these models.

Improvements of CORSIKA and CONEX

Last year QGSJET II-3 [3] and this year EPOS 1.6 [4] have been introduced in both CORSIKA and CONEX as new hadronic interaction models. These models have quite different philosophies. The first one is dedicated to cosmic ray physics and based on the re-summation of enhanced pomeron graphs to all orders [5]. The latter one is designed for high energy physics and partially relies on a more phenomenological approach, aiming at a nearly perfect description of accelerator data, in particular new RHIC measurements. Some results are presented in the following (see also [6]).

Concerning the particle tracking algorithms, the most important improvement in the last release of CORSIKA (6.611) is the possibility to combine the SLANT/UPWARD/CURVED options [7] in order to simulate air showers with any kind of zenith angle, including upward going showers (from 0° to 180°). The calculation of slant depth distances has been improved using the work of [8] as also employed in CONEX. In Fig. 1 the mean longitudinal
energy deposit profile is shown as a function of the slant depth for proton induced showers of $89^\circ$ at $10^{14}$ eV, simulated with CORSIKA and CONEX using QGSJET01 [9]. Even for this extreme zenith angle, very good agreement between the two programs is found.

Furthermore, in order to improve muon propagation, the Sternheimer density correction of the ionization energy loss has been extended to apply also to muons in both CORSIKA and CONEX, based on work by Kokoulin & Bogdanov [10]. The effect of the density correction can be seen in Fig. 2.

A major technical improvement was achieved in CORSIKA by replacing the old version manager CMZ by the combination of AUTOCONF/AUTOMAKE tools for the installation and selection of options in CORSIKA. Compilation has not to be done by the user anymore, rather Makefiles are generated by AUTOMAKE. Options are selected by a shell script using AUTOCONF and standard C preprocessor commands in the CORSIKA source code.

Finally, the interfaces to FLUKA 2006.3 [11] and HERWIG 6.51 [12] have been updated.
Latest results

In the following air shower simulation results using EPOS 1.6 and QGSJET II-3 are presented and compared to former results using QGSJET01 [9] or SIBYLL 2.1 [13, 14].

In Fig. 3, CORSIKA-based estimates for the lateral distribution of the Cherenkov signal in Auger tanks [15] are shown. The tank signal has been simulated in a simplified way as only the relative differences between the model results are of importance here. Due to a much larger muon number at ground in EPOS [6, 16], the density at 1 km shows an excess of about 30 to 40% compared to QGSJET II-3 while the latter is well in between QGSJET 01 and SIBYLL. Such an excess is of crucial importance for the reconstruction of the primary energy and composition with the Auger surface detector alone [17]. Compared to other models, using EPOS would decrease the energy reconstructed from lateral densities and could lead to a lighter primary cosmic ray composition.

The higher muon number from EPOS is mainly due to a larger baryon-antibaryon pair production rate in the individual hadronic interactions in showers. By predicting more baryons, more energy is kept in the hadronic shower component even at low energy. As a consequence, the calorimetric energy as measured by fluorescence light detectors is reduced since more energy is transferred to neutrinos and muons. In Fig. 4 the conversion factor from the visible calorimetric energy to the real energy is plotted as a function of the primary energy of the showers. QGSJET II-3 gives results very similar to SIBYLL. As expected, EPOS shows a conversion factor which is up to 3.5% higher than other models at low energy.

As shown in Fig. 5, the mean depth of shower maximum, $X_{\text{max}}$, for proton and iron induced showers simulated with CONEX is nevertheless not very different for EPOS. Up to $10^{19}$ eV, all models agree within 20% of the mean. EPOS proton induced showers show a slightly higher elongation rate in that range while QGSJET II-3 has a slightly lower one. Above this energy, both QGSJET01 and QGSJET II-3 elongation rates decrease due to the very large multiplicity of these models at ultra-high energy. Below $10^{18}$ eV, an analysis of $X_{\text{max}}$ data would lead to a composition of primary cosmic rays that is heavier using QGSJET II-3 compared to EPOS. Above $10^{18}$ eV the situation is reversed.

Conclusions

New versions of CORSIKA and CONEX have been released recently with two new hadronic interaction models. The models differ in several important aspects in the approach of reproducing data. In QGSJET II-3, high parton density effects are treated by re-summing enhanced pomeron graphs to all orders, but energy conservation at amplitude level is not implemented. On the other hand, in EPOS, energy conservation at amplitude level is fully implemented, but high-density effects are treated by a phenomenological parametrization. EPOS is particularly well-tuned to describe available accelerator data including heavy ion collisions measured at RHIC. The differences of the model predictions are large: At high energy, proton induced air showers simulated with EPOS have even more muons at ground than iron induced showers simulated with QGSJET II-3. Comparison to cosmic ray data, for example, from the KASCADE
Acknowledgments: The CORSIKA and CONEX authors would like to thank all users who contributed to the development of the programs by helping to detect and solve problems. We are particularly grateful to R.P. Kokoulin and A.G. Bogdanov for their very useful work and comments on muon interactions and energy loss.
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Abstract: Since about one decade, air shower simulations based on the hadronic interaction models QGSJET and SIBYLL predict very similar results for the main observables. For instance, the mean depth of the shower maximum \(X_{\text{max}}\) agrees within 5\% between the different models and are in relative good agreement with the measurements. However the number of muons at ground differs substantially between these 2 models and the data. Recently a new hadronic interaction model EPOS has been introduced in air shower simulation programs. This model has originally been used to analyse hadron-hadron as well as heavy ion physics at RHIC and SPS energies, and it gives very interesting results in air shower simulations: we find for example a large increase in the number of muons at ground as compared to the former models. Results will be discussed in detail, in particular the role of the baryons and anti-baryons in the air shower development.

Introduction

Air shower simulations are a very powerful tool to interpret ground based cosmic ray experiments. However, most simulations are still based on hadronic interaction models being more than 10 years old. Much has been learned since, in particular due to new data available from the SPS and RHIC accelerators.

In this paper, we discuss air shower simulations based on EPOS, the latter one being a hadronic interaction model, which does very well compared to RHIC data [3, 1], and also all other available data from high energy particle physics experiments (ISR, CDF and especially SPS experiments at CERN).

EPOS is a consistent quantum mechanical multiple scattering approach based on partons and strings [6], where cross sections and the particle production are calculated consistently, taking into account energy conservation in both cases (unlike other models where energy conservation is not considered for cross section calculations [9]). A special feature is the explicit treatment of projectile and target remnants, leading to a very good description of baryon and antibaryon production as measured in proton-proton collisions at 158 GeV at CERN [10]. Nuclear effects related to Cronin transverse momentum broadening, parton saturation, and screening have been introduced into EPOS [16]. Furthermore, high density effects leading to collective behavior in heavy ion collisions are also taken into account [15].

EPOS Basics

One may consider the simple parton model to be the basis of high energy hadron-hadron interaction models, which can be seen as an exchange of a “parton ladder” between the two hadrons. In EPOS, the term “parton ladder” is actually meant to contain two parts [6]: the hard one, as discussed above, and a soft one, which is a purely phenomenological object, parameterized in Regge pole fashion.

In additions to the parton ladder, there is another source of particle production: the two off-shell remnants, see fig. 1. We showed in ref. [10] that this “three object picture” can solve the “multi-strange baryon problem” of conventional high energy models, see ref. [5].
EPOS AND MUON PRODUCTION

Figure 1: Elementary parton-parton scattering: the hard scattering in the middle is preceded by parton emissions attached to remnants. The remnants are an important source of particle production even at RHIC energies.

Multiple scattering is introduced based on Gribov’s multiple scattering theory, as in other models, in order to ensure unitarity. In EPOS, however, we explicitly care about the fact that the total energy has to be shared among the individual elementary interactions. This is usually ignored, although it is required by theoretical consistency.

A consistent quantum mechanical formulation of the multiple scattering requires not only the consideration of the (open) parton ladders, discussed so far, but also of closed ladders, representing elastic scattering. The closed ladders do not contribute to particle production, but they are crucial since they affect substantially the calculations of partial cross sections. Actually, the closed ladders simply lead to large numbers of interfering contributions for the same final state, all of which have to be summed up to obtain the corresponding partial cross sections. It is a unique feature of our approach to consider explicitly energy-momentum sharing at this level (the “E” in the name EPOS).

Energy momentum sharing and remnant treatment are the key points of the model concerning air shower simulations because they directly influence the multiplicity and the inelasticity of the model. Some other new features – not discussed here but important for particle physics and accelerator data comparisons – are the treatment of high density effects, described in [16, 15].

Air Shower Simulations

In the following, we discuss air shower simulations, based on the shower programs CORSIKA[8] or CONEX[4], using EPOS or QGSJET II-3[11] (as a reference) as interaction model.

Figure 2: Total number of charged particles (upper plot) and muons (lower plot) at ground divided by the primary energy as a function of the primary energy for proton and iron induced shower using EPOS (full lines) and QGSJET II-3 (dotted lines) as high energy hadronic interaction model.

Air shower simulations are very important to analyze the two most common type of high energy cosmic ray experiments: fluorescence telescopes and surface detectors. In the first ones, one observes directly the longitudinal shower development, from which the energy and the depth of shower maximum $X_{\text{max}}$ can be extracted. Comparing the latter with models allows us to have
formations on the mass of the primary. EPOS results concerning $X_{\text{max}}$ are in good agreement with former models and experimental data as shown in [13].

Concerning particles measured at ground by air shower experiment, the situation is quite different. Whereas the number of charged particles is very similar for EPOS and QGSJET II-3 (see fig. 2), EPOS produces a much higher muon flux, in particular at high energy. At $10^{20}$ eV EPOS is more than 40% higher and gives even more muons with a primary proton than QGSJET II-3 for iron induced showers.

The muon excess from EPOS compared to other models will affect all experimental observables depending on simulated muon results. In the case of the Pierre Auger observatory (PAO), this will affect mostly the results on inclined showers, for which the electromagnetic component is negligible at ground. It is interesting to notice that the PAO claims a possible lack of muons in air showers simulated with current hadronic interaction models [7].

The muon production process

During the hadronic air shower development, the energy is shared between neutral pions which convert their energy into the electromagnetic component of the shower, and charged hadrons which continue the hadronic cascade producing muons [12]. The ratio of the two (referred to as $R$) is a measure of the muon production.

Comparing EPOS to other models, this ratio $R$ of neutral pions to charged hadrons produced in individual hadronic interactions is significantly lower, especially for pi-air reactions, as seen in fig. 3. This will increase the muon production, as discussed above.

Furthermore, the reduced ratio $R$ is partly due to an enhanced baryon production, as shown in fig. 4. This will increase the number of baryon initiated sub-showers. Since the ratio $R$ is much softer in case of proton-air interactions compared to pion-air interactions, as shown in fig. 5, this will even more reduce $R$, providing a significant additional source of muons. Indeed, simulations show that a pion induced shower produces about 30% less

Figure 3: Ratio of the number of $\pi^0$ over the number of charged particles as a function of the energy of the secondary particles at $10^5$ GeV kinetic energy with EPOS (full line) or QGSJET II-3 (dashed line) in pion-air.

Figure 4: Model comparison: longitudinal momentum distributions of protons in pion carbon collisions at 100 GeV from EPOS (full) and QGSJET II-3 (dashed) compared to data[2].
muons than a proton induced shower. This feature of the air shower development is in fact model independent and can easily be understood because of the leading particle effect [14].

Summary

EPOS is a new interaction model constructed on a solid theoretical basis. It has been tested very carefully against all existing hadron-hadron and hadron nucleus data, also those usually not considered important for cosmic rays. In air shower simulations, EPOS provides more muons than other models, which was found to be linked to an increased baryon production.
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Pion production in proton- and pion-carbon collisions at 12 GeV/c measured with HARP
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Abstract: Motivated by the importance of the measurement of proton and pion interactions with light nuclei for tuning hadronic interaction models used in neutrino flux and extensive air shower simulations, we analyze pion production in p-C and pι-C reactions at 12 GeV/c measured in the fixed target experiment HARP at CERN-PS. We present momentum spectra of positive and negative pions and compare them with predictions of frequently used hadronic interaction models.

Introduction

The current generation of astroparticle physics detectors or experiments allows high precision and high statistics measurements. Part of the gain in precision of these experiments is related to the increase of available computing power and recent progress in developing detailed Monte Carlo simulations for calculating predictions for both detector signals and background effects. One central element of these complex calculations is often the simulation of particle interactions and particle production. Whereas it is known how electromagnetic or electroweak interactions can be simulated, hadronic interactions are still not sufficiently well understood. In fact, in several areas, our limited understanding of hadronic interactions has become the dominating source of systematic uncertainties (see, for example, [1, 2, 3, 4]).

Within the foreseeable future no breakthrough in the calculation of particle production processes within QCD is expected, underlining the importance of hadron production measurements. Data on the interactions of protons and pions with light nuclei of the Earth’s atmosphere, as they are needed in particular in astrophysical applications, are very sparse [5, 6, 1].

In this work we present double-differential pion production spectra of proton and pion interactions with carbon nuclei at 12 GeV/c beam momentum. The measurements were done with the fixed target HAdRon Production experiment PS214, HARP\(^1\), at the CERN proton synchrotron (PS). Note that hadron production spectra on carbon are expected to be very similar in shape to those on nitrogen and oxygen [5].

Experimental setup and data analysis

The HARP setup [7] consists of a forward spectrometer (TOF, drift chambers, Cherenkov detector, electromagnetic calorimeter) and a large-angle

\(^1\) http://harp.web.cern.ch/harp/
A detailed description of the event selection and track reconstruction of the carbon data set can be found in [8]. In the following only a brief overview is given. Particle identification is discussed in [9].

The pion and proton data sets were taken in two short runs in June and September 2002. More than one million triggers with positive beam and half a million triggers with negative beam were collected. In addition about 900k empty target events were recorded to correct for background interactions. A thin carbon target of thickness of 5% of an interaction length was used. Events were selected according to the detected beam particle and beam position. After quality cuts about 460k p-C and 350k π−-C events were left for analysis.

To ensure high quality track reconstruction, secondary particle tracks were selected only in the detector hemisphere in which the magnetic field of the dipole would bend the particle trajectory towards the beam axis. A matched hit in the TOF wall and several hits in the drift chamber system were required. About 100k secondary particle tracks in p-C and a similar number of tracks in π−-C interactions passed the selection cuts.

The measured particle spectra were corrected for detector acceptance and reconstruction resolution effects using the Bayesian unfolding technique of
D’Agostini [14]. The detector acceptance and resolution is calculated by reconstructing a set of single track Monte Carlo simulations based on GEANT4 [15]. All relevant processes such as energy loss, absorption and re-interaction are considered. Empty target subtraction and a correction for kaons being misidentified as pions is applied.

Results

The double-differential pion production cross sections in proton-carbon interactions are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The leading particle effect is clearly seen for positively charged pions. The error bars indicate statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. The size of both errors is of the same order and varies from 4% to 14% depending on the secondary particle momentum. Only for the highest momenta the statistical error clearly dominates and reaches more than 20%. The dominant sources of systematic uncertainty are the subtraction of tertiary interactions and the overall momentum scale.

The data are compared with predictions of the models DPMJET III [10, 11], GHEISHA [12], and UrQMD [13]. There is no obvious trend of one model giving a much better description of the data sets than the others. For example, the DPMJET predictions give a good description of the $\pi^+$ spectra but clear discrepancies are seen for $\pi^-$ cross sections. The situation is similar for the other models.

In Fig. 4 we show the pion production cross sections for $\pi^-$-carbon interactions. These cross sections are particularly valuable for estimating tertiary interactions and give also a low-energy anchor point for tuning models used in air shower simulations. Again the error bars indicate both the systematic and statistical errors. A comparison of this data set with model predictions is in preparation.

Finally it should be mentioned that the analysis of pion production in proton-nitrogen and proton-oxygen interactions at 12 GeV/c is in progress. First results will be shown at the conference.
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Figure 4: Inclusive charged pion production cross section in $\pi^-$-C interactions at 12 GeV/c.
On the relation between the proton-air cross section and fluctuations of the shower longitudinal profile
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Abstract: The current status and prospects of deducing the proton-air cross section from fluorescence telescope measurements of extensive air showers are discussed. As it is not possible to observe the point of first interaction, \( X_1 \), directly, other observables closely linked to \( X_1 \) must be inferred from the measured longitudinal profiles. This introduces a dependence on the models used to describe the shower development. Systematic uncertainties arising from this model dependence, from the reconstruction method itself and from a possible non-proton contamination of the selected shower sample are discussed.

Introduction

Indirect cosmic ray measurements by means of extensive air shower (EAS) observations are difficult to interpret. Models needed for a deeper understanding of the data have to be extrapolated over many decades in energy. This is the case for high energy (HE) interaction models, but also applies to the primary composition of cosmic rays. Unfortunately a changing primary composition and changes in the HE interaction characteristics can have similar effects on EAS development and are difficult to separate.

One of the key parameters for EAS development is the cross section \( \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}} \) of a primary proton in the atmosphere. Of course, only the part of the cross section leading to secondary particle production is relevant for EAS development, which we call for simplicity here \( \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}} \). But also the production cross section contains contributions which cannot be observed in EAS. As diffractive interactions of primary particles with air nuclei do not (target dissociation) or weakly (projectile dissociation) influence the resulting EAS, any measurement based on EAS is insensitive to these interactions. Therefore, we define an effective cross section to require an inelasticity \( k_{\text{inel}} = 1 - \frac{E_{\text{max}}}{E_{\text{tot}}} \geq 0.05 \) of at least 0.05

\[
\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^* = \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}(k_{\text{inel}} \geq 0.05). \tag{1}
\]

In the following the amount of traversed matter before an interaction with \( k_{\text{inel}} \geq 0.05 \) is called \( X_1 \).

Taking this into account the reconstructed value of \( \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^* \) needs to be altered by a model dependent correction \( \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^\text{model}(k_{\text{inel}} < 0.05) \). This correction amounts to 2.4 % for SIBYLL [1], 3.9 % for QGSJETII.3 [2] and 5.5 % for QGSJET01 [3], resulting in a model uncertainty of \( \sim 3 \% \).

All EAS simulations are performed in the CONEX [4] framework. To account for the limited reconstruction accuracy of a realistic EAS detector, \( X_{\text{max}} \) is folded with a Gaussian function having 20 gcm\(^{-2}\) width, which corresponds roughly to the resolution of the Pierre Auger Observatory [5].

\( X_{\text{max}} \)-distribution ansatz

The most prominent source of shower fluctuations is the interaction path length of the primary particle in the atmosphere. However the EAS development itself adds a comparable amount of fluctuations to observables like \( X_{\text{max}} \). This is mainly due to the shower startup phase, where the EAS cascade is dominated by just a few particles. Our approach to fit the full distribution of \( X_{\text{max}} \) does therefore handle the primary interaction point explicitly and
the EAS development in a parametric way

\[
\frac{dP}{dX_{\text{max}}} = \int dX_{\text{max}} \int dX_1 \left( e^{-X_1/\lambda_{p-\text{air}}} \right) x P_{\Delta X} (\Delta X + X_{\text{shift}}, \lambda_{p-\text{air}}) x P_{\text{exp}} (X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{max}}),
\]

where \( \Delta X \) was introduced as \( X_{\text{max}} - X_1 \). Thus the \( X_{\text{max}} \)-distribution is written as a double convolution, with the first convolution taking care of the EAS development and the second convolution handling the detector resolution. In this model we have two free parameters \( \lambda_{p-\text{air}} \) and \( X_{\text{shift}} \), needed to reduce the model dependence. Note that Eq. (2) differs from the HiRes approach [6] and that used in the simulation studies in [7] by explicitly including the cross section dependence in \( P_{\Delta X} \).

The simulated \( P_{\Delta X} \)-distributions can be parametrized efficiently with the Moyal function

\[
P_{\Delta X}(\Delta X) = \frac{e^{-\frac{1}{2}\left(t+e^{-t}\right)}}{\beta \sqrt{2\pi}} \quad \text{and} \quad t = \frac{\Delta X - \alpha}{\beta}
\]

using the two free parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \).

**Impact of \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}} \) on EAS development**

To include the cross section dependence of \( P_{\Delta X} \) in a cross section analysis at 10 EeV, we modified

\[\sigma_{p-\text{air}} \text{ modified}(E) = \sigma_{p-\text{air}}(E) \cdot (1 + f(E)), \]

with the energy dependent factor \( f(E) \), which is equal to 0 for \( E \leq 1 \) PeV and

\[f(E) = \left( \frac{f_{10 \text{eV}} - 1}{\log_{10}(1 \text{ EeV}/1 \text{ PeV})} \right) \log_{10}(E/1 \text{ PeV}) \]

for \( E > 1 \) PeV, reaching \( f_{10 \text{eV}} \) at \( E = 10 \) EeV. This modification accounts for the increasing uncertainty of \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}} \) for large energies (see Fig. 1). Below 1 PeV (Tevatron energy), \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}} \) is predicted within a given HE model by fits to the measured pp cross section.

The cross section dependence of \( P_{\Delta X} \) and the corresponding parametrizations are shown in Fig. 2.
At large $\Delta X$, the simulated distributions are not perfectly reproduced by the parametrizations. This effect worsens for large cross sections, as can be observed from the increasing $\chi^2/ndf$ (see Fig. 2). Also the deviation of the Moyal function from the $P_{\Delta X}$-distribution depends on the HE model. It is biggest for QGSJETII and smallest for SIBYLL. Unfortunately this disagreement produces a systematic overestimation of $\sim 30$ mb for the reconstructed $\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}$. This is visible in all the following results and will be addressed in future work by making the parametrization more flexible.

The dependence of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ on $\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}$ can be interpolated with a polynomial of 2nd degree. Fig. 3 gives an overview of this interpolation in the $\alpha$-$\beta$ plane. Obviously the $P_{\Delta X}$ predicted by different HE model are not only a consequence of the different model cross sections.

### Results

#### Pure proton composition

In Fig. 4 we show the reconstructed $\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^{\text{rec}}$ for simulated showers with modified high energy model cross section, $\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^{\text{modified}}$. The original HE cross section $\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^{\text{modified}} - \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^{\text{model}} = 0$ can be reconstructed with a statistical uncertainty of $\sim 10$ mb, whereas the uncertainty caused by the HE models is about $\pm 50$ mb. At smaller cross sections the reconstruction results in a slight overestimation ($< 50$ mb). But for larger cross sections there occurs a significant underestimation of the input cross section. This is mainly due to the worse description of $P_{\Delta X}$ by the used Moyal function for large values of $\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}$ (see last section).

#### Photon primaries

Primary photons generate deeply penetrating showers. Even a small fraction of photon showers has a noticeable effect on the tail of the $X_{\text{max}}$-distribution [7]. Fig. 5 demonstrates how much a few percent of photons could influence the reconstructed $\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}$. The current limit on the photon flux is 2 % at 10 EeV [14]. Note that there is a clear trend of an increasing $\chi^2/ndf$ with increasing photon fraction, meaning the photon signal is not compatible with the proton model.

#### Helium primaries

On the contrary, helium induced EAS are very similar to proton showers. Therefore their impact on $\sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}$ is significant and very difficult to suppress, see Fig. 6. Interestingly, even for large helium contributions there is no degradation of the quality of the pure proton model fit ($\chi^2/ndf$ is flat). Thus it
Figure 7: Composition impact on $X_{\text{max}}$ at 10 EeV.

is not possible in a simple way to distinguish between a 25% proton / 75% helium mixture or just a pure proton composition with a cross section increased by about 150 mb.

Outlook: Mixed primary composition

Fluctuations and the mean value of the $X_{\text{max}}$-distribution are frequently utilized to infer the composition of primary cosmic rays [15]. It is well understood how nuclei of different mass $A$ produce shower maxima at different depth $X_{\text{max}}(A)$ and how shower-to-shower fluctuations decrease with $A$ (semi-superposition model). The relative change of the $X_{\text{max}}$-distribution from a pure proton to a pure mass $A$ primary composition can be evaluated using CONEX. To fit $X_{\text{max}}$-distributions we use the formula [16]

$$
\frac{dP}{dX_{\text{max}}}(A) = N \cdot e^{-\left(\frac{X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{peak}}}{\sqrt{2(\lambda^*_{\text{p-air}} + 3\delta)}}\right)^2}
$$

(6)

with four parameters $N$, $X_{\text{peak}}$, $\gamma$ and $\delta$. The normalization constant $N$ was not fitted, but set to reproduce the known number of events. Fig. 7 shows how the $X_{\text{max}}$-distributions for proton, helium and iron primaries are positioned relative to each other for several HE models. This relative alignment can be utilized during $\sigma_{\text{p-air}}$-fits to reduce the composition dependence. The total mixed composition $X_{\text{max}}$-distribution is then the weighted sum of the individual primaries

$$
\frac{dP}{dX_{\text{max}}} (X_{\text{max}}) = \sum_i \omega_i \frac{dP}{dX_{\text{max}}}(A_i, X_{\text{max}})
$$

(7)

where the weights $\omega_i$ are additional free parameters to be fitted together with $X_{\text{shift}}$ and $\lambda^*_{\text{p-air}}$. The shape of $\frac{dP}{dX_{\text{max}}}(A)$ for $A > 1$ is always assumed to change relative to the proton distribution. First studies indicate that the correlation between the reconstructed composition and the corresponding $\sigma_{\text{p-air}}$ does not allow a measurement of the cross section. The situation is expected to be more promising if the parameter $X_{\text{shift}}$ is fixed, however, the model dependence of the analysis will then be larger than shown here.
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Simulation studies of the charge ratio of the muon density distribution in EAS as measured by the WILLI detector triggered by a mini-array
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Abstract: The WILLI calorimeter, installed in NIPNE Bucharest, is operated since several years for measuring charge ratio of atmospheric muons at low energies (E < 1 GeV), particularly exploring its directional dependence. Recently it was proposed to combine WILLI detector with a mini-array of 12 scintillators in order to measure muon charge ratio of the muon density of EAS lateral distributions. Such experimental studies could provide detailed information on the shower development under the influence of the geomagnetic field and probably also on hadronic interaction. As part of the proposed approach the ratio of the averaged $\mu^+$ to $\mu^-$-densities of the radial and azimuthal lateral EAS distribution observed with folding with the finite WILLI angular acceptance, is investigated. The study is based on simulated showers generated for protons and various heavier primary nuclei by the Monte Carlo program CORSIKA in the energy range $10^{13}$-$10^{15}$ eV. The $\mu^+$ to $\mu^-$- ratio as registered in average by the WILLI device, thought to be triggered by a mini-array, is studied in dependence of the distance of the WILLI location from the shower core and of the azimuthal and zenithal directions of EAS incidence. The results exhibit the principal feasibility, but also some inherent problems of the WILLI device and of the considered experimental arrangement to explore the effects looked for.

Introduction

The ratio of the numbers of positive to negative muons in the atmospheric muon flux, which is dominated by the production of muons through low energy air showers (EAS) in the atmosphere, has been relatively often investigated. This muon charge ratio $R_\mu$, whose value is governed by the proton excess in the flux of the primary cosmic rays, is dependent of the direction of observation, since the muon tracks are influenced by the geomagnetic field and differently bent in East and West direction. This influence leads to the well known East-West effect of the muon charge ratio of atmospheric muons (i.e with unspecified EAS origin)\cite{1}.

In contrast the charge ratio of the muon density of single EAS registered with well specified observation conditions (energy, direction of incidence, distance from the shower axis etc.) has been seldom considered and is experimentally unexplored. Recently the features of the charge ratio of the density of the EAS muon component have been extensively studied on basis of Monte Carlo simulations \cite{2} revealing that the radial and azimuthal muon density distributions of EAS observed by surface detector are strongly influenced by the magnetic field of the Earth. The features depend on the direction of EAS incidence (zenith $\theta$ and azimuth $\Phi$ angles) relative to the geomagnetic field, in addition to the energy of the registered muons.

In this paper some considerations are presented, how the WILLI detector \cite{3}, when being triggered by EAS observation of a small detector array, may be used to explore some experimental information about the predicted features. It should be explicitly noted that WILLI does not allow the determination of $R_\mu$ of the observed EAS individually, but only counting the numbers of $\mu^+$ and of $\mu^-$, forming after observation of many showers an averaged value of $R_\mu$. 
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Figure 1: Sketch of the geometrical layout of a mini-array for triggering the nearby located WILLI device for muon detection by registering EAS [2].

Concept of an experimental arrangement

The WILLI detector [3, 4] installed for studying the muon charge ratio of atmospheric muons discriminates positive and negative muons by measuring the life time of muons stopped in the detector layers: Stopped positive muons decay with a lifetime of 2.2 $\mu$s, while negative muons are captured in atomic orbits, thus leading to an effectively smaller lifetime depending on the stopping material. From the adjustment of the measured decay curve to the actual mean value of the life time the value of $R_\mu$ can be deduced. Details of the method are described elsewhere [3]. It largely avoids the uncertainties due to different detection efficiencies and geometrical acceptances of muons of different charges which affect the results of magnetic spectrometers. In the present configuration the WILLI setup is able to get directed to a pre-chosen direction of muon incidence (zenith and azimuth angle) [4] for studies of the East-West effect of atmospheric muons [5] e.g..

The application of the WILLI device for experimental studies of the features of the radial and azimuthal variation of the charge ratio of the muon density distribution in EAS needs a link to the EAS registration by a nearby located detector array, specifying the characteristics (core location, direction of incidence etc.) of the triggering EAS. Fig.1 displays a highly schematic sketch of an eventual geometrical layout of a mini-array of 12 detector units, whose spatial distribution defines also the window of primary energies of the observed EAS.

The necessary simulation studies of the performance of such a mini-array and of the expected trigger rate (roughly estimated to be in the order of 1 event/min) are in progress. In particular, the layout studies must also include an adequate electronic system for triggering and data acquisition since only one stopped muon per shower can be handled in the present system. In the present studies we study, how the finite angular acceptance of the WILLI spectrometer, positioned at a particular accurately defined distance from the shower core and observing muons from a particular direction will affect the pronounced predicted variation of the charge ratio of the observed muon density.

Figure 2: Dependence of the charge ratio on the azimuthal position of WILLI around shower core (radial distance: 150-200 m). Proton showers ($E=10^{15}$ eV, $\theta=45^\circ$) coming from East (squares) and from West (triangles). WILLI is oriented parallel to the shower axis.
Figure 3: Dependence of the charge ratio on the azimuthal position of WILLI around shower core for various radial ranges. Proton showers (E=10^{15} eV, $\theta=45^\circ$) coming from North. WILLI is oriented parallel to the shower axis.

Simulations of the charge ratio of the EAS muon density distribution as seen by WILLI

The following results, displayed in Figs. 2-6, are based on simulations by the EAS Monte Carlo simulation code CORSIKA (vers.6.0) [6] using finally the same set of simulations (about 60000 showers in total) as in [2], but including the criteria of muon registration by WILLI. For the present exploratory study the hardware triggering and vetoing conditions and the software cuts implemented in the WILLI data acquisition and analysis system were replaced by the condition that a single muon from a shower event hits WILLI. Furthermore this muon should have the energy $E < 1$ GeV (with the threshold slightly dependent on the angle of incidence) and the incidence angle filtered with a gaussian angular acceptance with a dispersion similar to that determined in [3].

As expected from the theoretical studies [2] the figures indicate that the azimuthal variation of the $R_\mu$ gets more pronounced with increasing core distance. Actually the salient features are shown for core distances $\geq 100$ m. The features at smaller distances follow the general trend, but need for demonstration a larger statistical accuracy, i.e. within the present procedure a larger number of analysed EAS, actually approaching the experimental reality. Differences of $R_\mu$ between iron and proton induced showers are small, at least at the energies studied in this work.

Concluding remarks

The application of the WILLI calorimeter as device for measuring the charge ratio of the EAS muon density needs some modifications of the apparatus, especially for triggering by the mini-array and the acquisition of the low energy muons [3]. EAS muons have an energy spectrum which is harder than that of atmospheric muons and less rich of muons which are able to get stopped in the actual WILLI device. This feature implies a serious limitation of the statistical accuracy of results of
Figure 5: Dependence of the charge ratio on the azimuthal position of WILLI around shower core for proton (squares) and Fe (triangles) showers ($E=10^{15}$ eV, $\theta=45^\circ$) coming from North; radial distance: 450-500 m. WILLI is oriented parallel to the shower axis.

WILLI. Hence the WILLI should to be additionally equipped with some absorber material for degradation of the muon energy in the direction of observation. For devising the mini-array (intended to be set up with 12 scintillator units from the former Central Detector of KASCADE in Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe) special attention should be put to the accuracy of the core location since inaccuracies of the core location are propagated in the azimuthal (and radial) position of the WILLI device with respect to the incoming shower and may smear out variations of the $R_\mu$ (azimuth). Therefore careful performance studies, optimising the layout of the planned mini-array are requested.
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Figure 6: Dependence of the charge ratio on the azimuthal position of WILLI around shower core for proton showers ($E=10^{15}$ eV, $\theta=45^\circ$) coming from North. Radial distance: 200-250 m. WILLI is oriented parallel to the shower axis (squares), $+15^\circ$ N (towards East, triangles) and $-15^\circ$ N (towards West, stars).
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Abstract: The muon charge ratio of the lateral muon density distributions in single Extended Air Showers (EAS) is studied on basis of Monte Carlo simulations, in view of proposals to measure this observable in coincidence with EAS observations. Differences of the azimuthal variation of the muon densities of opposite charges and the azimuthal variation of the muon charge ratio appear to be very much pronounced, dependent on the direction of the EAS incidence and the position of the observer in respect to the Earth’s magnetic vector. The influence of the geomagnetic field, which induces comparable effects in radio emission from EAS, is obviously of great interest for understanding the shower development.

Introduction

The flux, the energy spectrum and the charge ratio of atmospheric muons, resulting from the decay of pions and kaons which are produced in collisions of primary cosmic rays with the air molecules, have been studied extensively over wide range of energies at sea level as well as on high mountain altitudes and during balloon ascents. The studies comprise several aspects, in particular they provide information on the composition of cosmic rays and on characteristic features of the hadronic interaction and of the influence of the geomagnetic field on the primary and secondary components of cosmic radiation. The investigations show that the ratio of the number of positive to negative atmospheric muons \( R_{\mu}^{atm} = N_{\mu^+}/N_{\mu^-} \) is experimentally varying between the values of about 1.2 - 1.3 [1]. As detailed analyses [2] show, the excess of the positive charge reflects mainly the excess of protons of primary cosmic rays and less eventual small differences of the production of positive and negative parent particles of the muons. The Earth’s magnetic field influences the flux of primary cosmic rays entering the Earth atmosphere leading to the well-known East-West asymmetry and the latitude effect. In addition the geomagnetic field bends the trajectories of the charged particles of the secondary cosmic rays which get curved. The effect is particularly dominant for the muon component which is less affected by Coulomb scatterings processes. This leads to the East-West effect of the muon charge ratio: the observation that the ratio of positive and negative atmospheric muons proves to be different for muons arriving the spectroscopic device from West from those arriving from East direction (see [3]). The finding originates from the fact that in the East-West plane due to different bendings, muons of positive and negative charges have different path lengths from the locus of production to the observer. Hence the decay probability of low energy muons is differently modified.

The features are slightly different for the muon charge ratio in Extensive Air Showers (EAS) whose axes have well defined angles \((\theta, \Phi)\) of incidence, not only relative to the zenith direction, but also relative to the vector of the magnetic field of the Earth. The total charge ratio integrated over all muons of the EAS is only determined by the hadronic interaction and the decay of the parent particles, and no more by the composition of cosmic rays. However, due to various effects the lateral distribution \( \rho(r, \phi) \) of the density of positive and negative muons and its charge ratio \( R_{\mu}(r, \phi) \) vary radially (with the distance \( r \) from the EAS centre) as well as azimuthally (with the EAS intrinsic azimuth \( \phi \), counted clockwise in the horizontal...
plane from the axis defined by the direction from the shower center towards North).

In this paper we study in particular the azimuthal variation of the lateral density distribution of EAS muons of both opposite charges separately and the resulting variation of the muon charge ratio. The studies are based on EAS simulations using the Monte Carlo simulation code CORSIKA (vers. 6.0) [4] \( (E_{\mu}^{\text{thres}}=100 \, \text{MeV}) \). In order to be specific we demonstrate the main features by considering p and Fe induced EAS, with the primary energy of \( 10^{15} \, \text{eV} \), incident with a zenith angle \( \theta = 45^\circ \), but comparing different azimuthal directions of incidence, in particular from North and from South. The magnetic inclination of observation locus (Karlsruhe) is adopted to be about \( 65^\circ \) with the magnetic field pointing downwards. The studies are in context of various actual [5] and future attempts [6] to measure the muon charge ratio with a spectroscopic device coupled to EAS observation by small detector arrays.

**Azimuthal asymmetries in the lateral distribution of charged EAS particles**

The origin of azimuthal asymmetries of the lateral distributions of charged EAS particles is mainly attributed to the attenuation and to geometrical effect of showers with inclined incidence. Assuming that the EAS starts from infinity and neglecting any influence of the geomagnetic field for the moment, we have cylindrical symmetry around the shower axis. For inclined showers incident to the observation plane, charged particles arriving first (“early” azimuthal region) experience less attenuation than particles arriving later (“late” azimuthal region) due to larger travel distances. Additionally there appear effects from the projection of the normal shower plane to the observational plane. It should be noted that the attenuation of the particle density is largely obscured and counter-balanced, when the measured particle densities are reconstructed from the measured energy deposits in scintillation detectors, since the dependence of the energy deposit per particle from the angle of particle incidence works in opposite direction.
Figure 2: Azimuthal variation of the charge ratio $R_\mu(r, \phi)$ of the mean muon density distribution of proton induced inclined EAS ($\theta = 45^\circ$) incident from (a) North and (b) South with the primary energy of $10^{15}$ eV at various distances $r$ (m) from the shower axis.

Influence of the geomagnetic field on the azimuthal lateral $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ - distributions

Figures 1 and 2 display some selective examples of the results for proton induced EAS observed in the observational plane as function of the azimuth angle $\phi$. Fe induced showers show similar features. The asymmetry for EAS incident from various directions can be explained by different relative angles to the Earth magnetic vector. When the geomagnetic field is switched off, the azimuthal $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ - distributions show practically only the variation due to geometric and attenuation effects, for $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ similar, so that the charge ratio value stays with $R_\mu(r, \phi) = 1$. Obviously differences in the $\pi^+$ and $\pi^-$ productions remain rather small at the considered energies (and within the invoked hadronic interaction model: QGSJET). This finding is underlined by the value of the muon charge ratio integrated over all distances and azimuth angles $R_\mu = 1.028 \pm 0.002$ for the cases shown in Figure 2.

The influence of the geomagnetic field and the separation of $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ increase with the path length (slant depth) of the muon trajectories in the atmosphere. Hence the $R_\mu(r, \phi)$ variation gets more pronounced with increasing distances from the shower core, with the threshold (Fig.3) of observed muon energies (since muons of higher energies stem dominantly from earlier generations) and with the zenith angle EAS incidence (see Fig.4). Recently this feature has been regarded in view of a separation of positive and negative muons by the Earth’s magnetic field [7], for the case of very inclined showers of primary energies high enough so that the muon component observed at ground remains sufficiently intensive for observation.

Concluding remarks

EAS simulations show that the lateral density distributions of the positive and negative muons are varying not only with the (radial) distance from the shower axis, but also with the azimuth relative to the plane of the incident shower. The reasons are different. In addition to the attenuation effects of charged particles of inclined showers in the atmosphere by the variation of the travelling distances, the geomagnetic field affects dominantly the travel
of positive and negative muons with deflections in opposite directions. The geomagnetic effects depend on the direction of the EAS axis relative to the Earth’s magnetic vector. This leads to an azimuthal variation of the muon charge ratio of the muon density distribution. In the extreme case of very inclined showers (with long slant depths) the Earth field might be used as magnetic separator. Obviously these features which are not yet experimentally explored [5], [6], [8] in a systematic way, are of great interest for the understanding of the EAS development. It should be mentioned that some findings for the muon component induced by the geomagnetic field resemble features observed for the radio emission from EAS [3]. Furthermore the quantitative results would also provide some detailed information about the hadronic interaction, in particular when observing higher energy muons.
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Abstract: The present uncertainties of the air fluorescence yield are the limiting factor for the energy reconstruction of ultra-high energy cosmic rays measured by fluorescence telescopes. The AirLight experiment has measured the pressure and energy dependence of the air fluorescence yield for the eight strongest nitrogen transitions with a precision of about 15 % for low energy electrons between 250 keV and 2000 keV. Furthermore the influence of water vapor has been investigated. This paper introduces the experimental method and summarizes the results.

Introduction

The measurement of air fluorescence is used by many modern experiments (i.e. HiRes [9], Pierre Auger Observatory [1]) to detect extensive air showers (EAS), induced by ultra-high energy cosmic rays. The secondary EAS particles (mostly electrons and positrons) deposit their energy in the atmosphere by exciting or ionizing the air molecules which afterwards partially relax by emitting fluorescence photons. As pointed out by Bunner [3] most of these photons in the wavelength range between 300 nm and 400 nm originate from transitions of the second positive (2P) system of molecular nitrogen and the first negative (1N) system of molecular nitrogen ions. These faint emissions can be measured by fluorescence telescopes, allowing the observation of the longitudinal development of EAS through the atmosphere and a calorimetric determination of the primary cosmic-ray energy. The conversion factor between the deposited energy and the number of emitted fluorescence photons is the so-called fluorescence yield \( Y_\lambda(p, T) \) which depends on the air pressure \( p \) and temperature \( T \) as well as on the wavelength \( \lambda \) of the emitted photons. This method is considered to provide the most direct measure of the primary cosmic-ray energy, it is however limited by the present uncertainties of the fluorescence yield of about 15 % to 30 % and the lack of knowledge about its energy dependence. In recent years this gave rise to a number of new laboratory experiments (i.e. Kakimoto et al. [6], Nagano et al. [8], AIRFLY [2], FLASH [5] or AirLight) aiming a precise measurement of the fluorescence yield over a wide energy, pressure and temperature range. This paper reports about the results of the AirLight experiment at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in Germany and is extracted from the Ph.D. thesis [10] of the corresponding author.

The AirLight Experiment

The setup of the AirLight experiment is similar to the experiments done by Kakimoto and Nagano et al. [6, 8]. As is shown in Fig. 1 it consists of a cylindrical aluminum chamber in which electrons are injected along the chamber axis. The electrons are emitted from a \(^{90}\text{Sr}\)-source situated at the top of the chamber and are collimated by several lead rings. The electron source has an activity of 37 MBq with an end point energy of 2.3 MeV. After having traversed 10 cm of gas (dry air, pure nitrogen, or a nitrogen-oxygen mixture) the electrons are stopped in a plastic scintillator to determine their energy with an energy resolution of about 10 % at 1 MeV. The electron rate at the scintillator alters between 10 kHz and 20 kHz, depending on the pressure in the chamber which can be.
varied between 2 hPa and 1000 hPa. Seven Photons photomultipliers (PMTs) are mounted perpendicular around the electron beam. Six of them are equipped with narrow band interference filters matched to the most prominent nitrogen bands, whereas one PMT is measuring the integral fluorescence spectrum through a broad band M-UG6 filter as it is used in the telescopes of the Pierre Auger Observatory [1]. The experiment is measuring coincidences between the electron signal in the scintillator and photon signals in any of the PMTs within a coincidence window of 120 ns.

Fluorescence Process

The nitrogen fluorescence spectrum is a band spectrum caused by vibrational perturbations of the molecular energy states. All transitions of the 2P or the 1N system correspond to the same electronic transition respectively. The energy of the transitions is only modified by the different vibrational levels \( v' \) and \( v'' \) of the initial and final electronic states. Accordingly the label \( 2P(v',v'') \) denotes a vibrational transition \( v' \rightarrow v'' \) within the second positive (2P) electronic system. The de-excitation of an excited electronic-vibrational state \( v' \) is a competition between radiative and radiationless processes. Radiationless processes (quenching) occur via collisional energy transfer to other molecules and thus strongly depend on the pressure and the temperature of the air. Instead of this the transition probabilities for radiative transitions \( v' \rightarrow v'' \) are constant. This causes the nitrogen fluorescence spectrum to be assembled of several sub-spectra for each vibrational level \( v' \). The intensity ratios between transitions within a sub-spectrum are always constant but the absolute intensities of the individual sub-spectra vary differently with pressure and temperature according to the different strength of the quenching. The quenching strength is directly related to the lifetime \( \tau_{v'}(p, T) \) of an excited state \( v' \) which decreases the faster with increasing \( p \) and \( T \) the stronger the quenching. In the absence of collisional quenching the lifetime \( \tau_{v'}(p, T) \) is constant and equals to the intrinsic lifetime \( \tau_{v'}^{0} \) of the electronic-vibrational state. The probability for radiative transition can be expressed as the fraction of the lifetime \( \tau_{v'}(p, T) \) at given \( p \) and \( T \) to the intrinsic lifetime \( \tau_{v'}^{0} \). All these general relations are taken into account by the following approach for the fluorescence yield \( Y_{v',v''}(p, T) \) for a transition \( v' \rightarrow v'' \):

\[
Y_{v',v''}(p, T) = Y_{v'}^{0} \cdot R_{v',v''} \cdot \frac{\tau_{v'}(p, T)}{\tau_{v'}^{0}} \tag{1}
\]

In this expression the intensity ratios \( R_{v',v''} \) are defined with respect the most intensive transition, the so-called main transition, of the electronic-vibrational system. In this work the main transitions are \( 2P(0,0), 2P(1,0) \) and \( 1N(0,0) \). The intrinsic yield \( Y_{v'}^{0} \) corresponds to the fluorescence yield of the main transition in the absence of collisional quenching where \( \tau_{v'}(p, T) = \tau_{v'}^{0} \).

The pressure and temperature dependence of the lifetime \( \tau_{v'}(p, T) \) can be derived using kinetic gas
The reciprocal lifetime behaves like

\[ \frac{1}{\tau_v(p, T)} = \frac{1}{\tau_0^{v'}} + \frac{p}{KT} \sum_i f_i \cdot Q_i^{v'}(T), \]  

(2)

where the sum goes over all gas constituents \( i \) with fractions \( f_i = p_i/p \). For air the fractions \( f_{N_2} = 0.78 \) and \( f_{O_2} = 0.21 \) have been used. The water vapor fraction \( f_{H_2O} \) has been individually derived from its partial pressure \( p_{H_2O} \). The quenching of Argon and other trace gases turned out to be negligible. The quenching strength of each constituent is characterized by the quenching rate constants \( Q_i^{v'}(T) \) which are proportional to \( \sqrt{T} \) if the collisional cross-sections are assumed to be constant.

**Measurement & Data Analysis**

The dataset used for this analysis consists of about 50 measurements in dry air, pure nitrogen and a nitrogen-oxygen mixture (90:10) performed between August and November 2005. The study of different nitrogen-mixtures is a useful cross-check for the quantitative understanding of the quenching process. In addition several runs with pure nitrogen plus a variable amount of water vapor have been carried out in order to study humidity effects. The measurements were done at room temperature at pressures ranging from 3 hPa to 990 hPa. One single run lasted between 12 and 30 hours, depending on type and pressure of the gas.

The data analysis is based on the investigation of the time difference spectra between the electron and photon signals in individual filter channels. The fluorescence signals can be statistically distinguished from uncorrelated background by their exponential time distribution. A gaussian-convoluted exponential fit to the time spectra results in the lifetime \( \tau_v \) and the number of fluorescence photons. In general there are additional contributions of other nitrogen bands in one filter channel, and the measured time spectra are a superposition of several nitrogen transitions. In order to break up the different contributions a global \( \chi^2 \)-fit to the complete dataset (all channels and runs) has been applied. A good relative calibration of the individual filter channels is essential for this procedure [10]. The fit was constrained by the physical relations between the lifetimes and the intensities as explained in the previous section. An example for the pressure dependence of the reciprocal lifetimes in the three gas mixtures is given in Fig. 2 for the \( 2P(0, v') \)-system. The single data points result from a global fit which was only constraint by equation (1) whereas the lines correspond to the results obtained by further constraining the fit by relation (2). Both fits agree with each other but only the latter one results in a minimal and consistent set of parameters which are summarized in Table 1. Since the quenching does not depend on the excitation process, the above fitting procedure was applied on the whole usable energy range from 250 keV to 2000 keV in order to maximize statistics. To study the energy dependence of the fluo-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>λ [nm]</th>
<th>(Y_0) [Ph./KeV]</th>
<th>(R_{\nu',\nu''})</th>
<th>(\tau_0) [ns]</th>
<th>(Q_{N}_2)</th>
<th>(Q_{O}_2)</th>
<th>(Q_{H}_2O)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2P(0,0)</td>
<td>337.1</td>
<td>0.338 ± 0.001</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>38.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.00</td>
<td>2.76 ± 0.01</td>
<td>5.43 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P(0,1)</td>
<td>357.7</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P(0,2)</td>
<td>380.5</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P(1,0)</td>
<td>315.9</td>
<td>0.172 ± 0.001</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>32.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.00</td>
<td>2.70 ± 0.03</td>
<td>5.78 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P(1,2)</td>
<td>353.7</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P(1,3)</td>
<td>375.5</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P(1,4)</td>
<td>399.8</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N(0,0)*</td>
<td>391.4</td>
<td>1.048 ± 0.007</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>65.2 ± 18.7</td>
<td>5.00 ± 0.17</td>
<td>5.24 ± 0.79</td>
<td>16.02 ± 1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameters for the eight strongest nitrogen transitions. Transitions from the same vibrational state \(\nu\) have the same values for \(Y_0\), \(\tau_0\), and \(Q_i^\nu\) as their main transitions marked with an *. The quenching rate constants \(Q_i^\nu\) are quoted for \(T = 20^{\circ}\text{C}\) in \([10^{-10}\ \text{cm}^3\ \text{s}^{-3}]\). The quoted errors are statistical only.

The quenching of water vapor has been investigated by adding different concentrations of water vapor to 30 hPa of pure nitrogen. The quenching rate constants \(Q_{H}_2O\) have been determined by a linear fit of expression (2) to the reciprocal lifetimes versus the water vapor partial pressure as described in [10]. The water vapor quenching turned out to be rather strong especially for the 1N-system where it is 3 times stronger than for oxygen as can be seen in Table 1. However due to the relatively small amount of water vapor in the atmosphere the net effect on the fluorescence yield is in the order of a few per cent as is illustrated in Fig. 4 for real atmospheric profiles measured at the Auger site [7].

Results & Conclusions

The analysis procedure described above leads to a consistent description of the fluorescence process with a minimal set of parameters. These parameters have been determined for the 8 strongest nitrogen bands and are summarized in Table 1. It has been shown elsewhere [10] that the contribution of neglected nitrogen bands to the total fluorescence yield is less than 4 %. Using the values of Table 1 the fluorescence yield in dry or humid air can be calculated for any atmospheric pressure and temperature by means of equation (1) and (2) with a systematic uncertainty of about 15 %. This error can be further reduced to less than 10 % by an end-to-end calibration of the whole setup using Rayleigh-scattering of a nitrogen laser beam [4].

Water vapor in the lower atmosphere further reduces the fluorescence yield by about 4 % at the Auger site. Currently this effect is still concealed by the systematic uncertainties of the fluorescence yield but might become an issue when these uncertainties are further reduced.
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Abstract: The relative fluorescence efficiency for MeV electrons in nitrogen and air has been measured with high precision by the AirLight experiment [1]. The range from 300 nm to 400 nm was spanned using a 300 nm to 400 nm broad-band (M-UG6) filter and 5 narrow-band filters. Fluorescence photons were detected by seven 2-inch PMTs in coincidence with the signals of a plastic scintillator, which stopped the collimated beam from a 90Sr electron source. The main source of error for the absolute scale of the fluorescence yield is the uncertainty of the efficiency of the PMTs for single photon detection in the UV domain. Therefore, using the original AirLight setup, the 90Sr electron beam was substituted by a pulsed N2 laser beam with a wavelength of 337 nm and similar geometry. The scintillator at the beam stop was replaced by a calibrated energy probe to measure the laser energy in each pulse. The beam intensity is reduced by a stepped density filter to achieve count rates from the Rayleigh scattering similar to the fluorescence measurements. A narrow-band filter (337 nm), a M-UG6 broad-band filter, and a quartz window will be applied to three original PMTs of the fluorescence measurements. The experimental procedures and first results are discussed.

Introduction

Ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) are comprised of elementary particles, nuclei, and electromagnetic radiation of extraterrestrial origin, with energies of 10^18 eV or higher. When UHECR enters the Earth’s atmosphere, they generate a correlated cascade of secondary particles, also called extensive air showers (EAS). The passage of these charged particles through the atmosphere results in the ionization and excitation of air molecules, inducing fluorescence in nitrogen molecules. Important parameters of an EAS are: its longitudinal development, i.e., the number of particles in the shower depending on the amount of materials penetrated by the shower at a given point in its development (slant depth); and the amount of photons per deposited energy. Accordingly, there are several experimental setups (AIRFLY, AirLight, FLASH, MACFLY, among others), where the fluorescence yield is measured accurately for different electron beam energies.

The AirLight Experiment at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe was created to measure the fluorescence yield of electrons in nitrogen and air under atmospheric conditions as they appear in extensive air showers [1]. Electrons emitted from 90Sr-source, with usable energies from 250 keV to 2000 keV, produce fluorescence light in nitrogen and air. This fluorescence is measured by photon detectors around the electron beam. Measurements of the absolute fluorescence yield between 300 nm and 400 nm for MeV electrons have been performed with high precision, the results are described in another paper presented at this conference [2].

The aim of the absolute calibration for the AirLight Experiment is to improve the absolute accuracies obtained for the single nitrogen bands from the current 15% to values in the order of 10% or below, by decreasing the uncertainty of the efficiency of the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) for single photon detection in the UV domain. The PMT efficiencies will be measured by comparison to an energy meter with accuracy of ±5% (NIST calibrated UV LaserProbe RjP465
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Silicon Energy Probe). The experimental setup and the method used for the absolute calibration will be described in the following sections.

Experimental setup for the AirLight Absolute Calibration

As shown in Figure 1, using the original AirLight setup, the electron beam from the $^{90}$Sr-source was substituted by a pulsed nitrogen laser beam with a wavelength of 337.1 nm and similar geometry. The scintillator at the beam's end was replaced by a photodiode calibrated at NIST, to measure the laser energy in each pulse.

$^{90}$Sr-source, 37 MBq

Electron detector-Plastic Scintillator

Figure 1a: AirLight

UV Light, N2 Laser

Laser probe-Silicon Energy Probe

Figure 1: The original AirLight setup (a) and the absolute calibration setup, showing the original and the new beam sources as well as the original and the new detectors at the beam stop

The absolute calibration is done by using the Rayleigh scattering of a nitrogen laser beam. An optical fiber is used to guide the laser beam to the top of the chamber. A detailed schematic representation of the experiment is illustrated in Figure 2. The laser output energy of 120 $\mu$J is reduced by a stepped density filter to achieve count rates around 1 p.e., then the laser beam is split into two beams. One of the beams is guided with an optical fiber to a Photonis XP 2262 PMT, which is used as the trigger PMT. The other beam is guided by an optical fiber to a box, in which the laser beam is collimated and then converted from an inherently depolarized light into a circularly polarized light. The purpose is to have the same amount of scattered light in the direction of all PMTs. The light then enters the chamber through a quartz window, passing another collimator (black tube), which ensures that there will be no Rayleigh scattered light before the desired distance from the center of the chamber. This collimator tube prevents the PMTs from ‘seeing’ the quartz window. There are seven PMTs, placed symmetrically, around the beam. The photodiode is located inside the chamber, with a small aperture of the same diameter as that one of the collimator tube. The distances, from the end of the collimator tube to the center and from the center to the photodiode, are equal.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the absolute calibration setup. In addition to the beam collima-
tor, there are 2 linear polarizers, one $\lambda/4$ plate and another linear polarizer used for crosschecking.

The photodiode is triggered externally with a frequency of about 10 Hz and 20 $\mu$s later the laser is triggered. A simplified NIM-Logic of the data acquisition system, triggered by the PMT, is shown in Figure 3. The signal of the trigger PMT, as well as the signals of the other seven PMTs, are recorded with an ADC and readout by a computer. Simultaneously with the PMTs signals, the silicon probe, coupled to the radiometer, measures the energy of each laser pulse. The pressure and temperature inside the chamber are recorded as well. The data acquisition software is written in LabView 5.1.1, from National Instruments, following the data acquisition system of the AirLight experiment [1].

Calculation of the number of photons reaching the iris of the PMT

Once the Rayleigh scattering is well understood [3,4,5], it can be used for the calculation of the precise number of Rayleigh scattering photons, and then for the absolute calibration of the PMTs.

**Figure 3:** Simplified NIM-logic of the data acquisition system, including the trigger PMT

**Figure 4a:** ADC-histogram, showing the pedestal of the PMT and the p.e. distribution

**Figure 4b:** Energy distribution per laser pulse

Figure 4 shows the pulse height distribution of one of the PMTs and the corresponding energy distribution per laser pulse, detected by a calibrated silicon probe. As can be seen in Figure 4, the pulse height distribution of the PMT obtained under the present laser setting does not correspond to that of a single photoelectron distribution. This is due to the fact that the second, and perhaps even the third, p.e-peak are still visible. This means that the intensity of the laser is still too high and must be reduced in future measurements.
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for the AirLight setup [6]. The number of scattered photons \( N_{\text{photon}} \) reaching the iris of the PMT is:

\[
N_{\text{photon}} = N_L \sigma \cdot N_{\text{mol}} / A
\]

where, \( N_L \) is the number of photons in each laser pulse and \( N_{\text{mol}} \) is the molecular number density. The total Rayleigh scattering cross section \( \sigma_{\text{tot}} \) was calculated from Bucholtz [4]:

\[
\sigma(\lambda) = \frac{24\pi^3}{\lambda^4 N_s^2} \left( \frac{n_s^2 - 1}{n_s^2 + 2} \right)^2 \left[ 6 + 3p_n \right] \left[ 6 - 7p_n \right]
\]

where, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength (in cm), \( N_s \) is the molecular number density for stp \( N_2 \), \( n_s \) is the refractive index for stp \( N_2 \) and \( p_n \) is the depolarization factor.

For a preliminary estimate, an isotropic scattering was considered. This way, it is possible to take into consideration only the geometry of the experiment, and to use the value of the acceptance calculated in [1], \( A = 0.25\% \). A precise calculation of the total hypothetical number of photons Rayleigh scattered from the beam axis will be performed by means of a Geant4 simulation. The estimated value for \( N_{\text{photon}} \) was 5.0115 x 10^6. Using this value the energy needed for 1 p.e is approximately 20 pJ/pulse.

Summary

Preliminary results obtained with the experimental setup for the absolute calibration of the AirLight Experiment, using Rayleigh scattered light are presented. The measurements that are ongoing (without filters) will be compared with results previously obtained by the AirLight experiment [1]. There will be additional measurements of the PMTs with a M-UG6 broad-band filter, with the narrow-band filter (337nm) and with the quartz window. The calibration measurements must be performed at various pressures, from near vacuum until ambient pressure. As mentioned before, the Geant4 simulation for the calculation of the total hypothetical number of photons Rayleigh scattered from the beam axis is still necessary.
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Abstract: Accurate measurements of the composition and energy spectra of cosmic rays beyond the TeV energy region have been an experimental challenge for years. TRACER (“Transition Radiation Array for Cosmic Energetic Radiation”), is currently the largest cosmic-ray detector for direct measurements, and has been developed for long-duration balloon flights. The instrument is unconventional in that it uses only electromagnetic processes, such as measurements of ionization energy loss, Cherenkov light, and transition radiation, to make precision measurements that span more than four decades in energy, from 1 GeV/nucleon to energies beyond 10 TeV/nucleon. In its first long-duration balloon flight from Antarctica in December 2003, TRACER measured the energy spectra of the primary galactic cosmic-ray nuclei from oxygen (Z = 8) to iron (Z = 26). For a second LDB flight from Sweden in July 2006, the instrument was modified and upgraded in order to include the important light nuclei from boron (Z = 5) to nitrogen (Z = 7). We discuss the performance of TRACER in these two flights, review the response of the individual detector components, and the techniques employed in the data analysis.

Introduction

The TRACER instrument (“Transition Radiation Array for Cosmic Energetic Radiation”) has been developed to provide direct measurements of the elemental composition and energy spectra of cosmic-ray nuclei. The measurements should reach energies approaching the cosmic-ray “knee”, hence the instrument exhibits the largest geometric factor (∼5 m^2 ster) thus far realized in balloon-borne observations. TRACER has had three balloon flights: a test flight in New Mexico [1], and two long-duration balloon flights, in Antarctica [2] and in the Northern Hemisphere, respectively. In this paper, we shall summarize the overall program, including the key design and performance characteristics of the detector system.

Instrument Description

In order to minimize the mass-to-area ratio of the instrument, TRACER uses purely electromagnetic techniques to determine charge Z and energy E (or the Lorentz-factor γ = E/mc^2) of cosmic-ray nuclei; a nuclear interaction in the detector is not needed, and in fact, not desired. Thus, TRACER employs a combination of Cherenkov counters, plastic scintillators, gaseous detectors for specific ionization, and transition radiation detectors. The particles encountered in high-latitude flights may have a wide range of energies, from sub-relativistic energies (<1 GeV/nucleon) up to the rare high-energy particles of interest here, with energies higher by four orders of magnitude. The discrimination of the rare high-energy particles from the much more abundant (by about four orders of magnitude) low-energy flux represents a particular challenge for TRACER. This discrimination is achieved with an acrylic Cherenkov counter, combined with ionization measurements with plastic scintillators and gas proportional tubes (“dE/dx counter”). For sub-relativistic particles above the Cherenkov threshold, the Cherenkov signal increases with energy and reaches saturation around γ ∼ 10, while the ionization signal de-
increases according to the Bethe-Bloch formula and reaches minimum ionization around $\gamma = 3.9$. The signal remains at that level for the plastic scintillator, but increases again slowly with energy for the gaseous detectors (the “relativistic rise”). The signals of the Cherenkov counter do not only identify sub-relativistic particles, but also measure their energies.

The very highest particle energies ($\gamma > 500$) are identified with a transition radiation detector (TRD), which again, employs gas proportional tubes. The response of the TRD is shown in Figure 1. Up to the TR threshold ($\gamma \approx 400$), its response is identical to that of the gaseous dE/dx counter, but at higher energies, the superimposed TR x-rays lead to a combined signal that rises steeply with energy. These detector elements are combined in TRACER as shown in Figure 2. The instrument contains two plastic scintillators (2 m x 2 m, 0.5 cm thick) on the top and bottom and one acrylic Cherenkov counter (2 m x 2 m, 1.3 cm thick) at the bottom. For the 2006 balloon flight, a second identical Cherenkov counter was added on top of the detector. Sandwiched between the top and bottom counters are 1584 single-wire proportional tubes (2 cm diameter, 2 m length) which are arranged in layers in two orthogonal directions as shown: half of the tubes at the top measure the ionization energy loss, while the other half is interspersed below plastic-fiber radiators to form a TRD.

**Balloon Flights**

A one-day test flight of TRACER was performed from Fort Sumner, NM, in 1999, and the results have been published in Gahbauer et al. [1]. A long-duration flight from McMurdo, Antarctica, was launched in December 2003, and yielded data with zero dead time for ten days. The analysis of these data is now complete, and results will be presented here and in two related papers in these proceedings (Boyle et al. [3] and Ave et al. [4]). For these flights, the readout electronics was limited in dynamic range; hence, the elements covered ranged from oxygen ($Z = 8$) to iron ($Z = 26$). After the 2003 flight, the electronics were upgraded to permit inclusion of the important light secondary nuclei in the measurement. Hence, the elements from boron ($Z = 5$) to iron ($Z = 26$) are now covered. In order to improve the charge resolution, a second acrylic Cherenkov counter was installed. TRACER was then launched for a second long-duration flight from Kiruna, Sweden, in July 2006. Unfortunately, this flight had to be terminated after 4.5 days afloat, due to lack of an agreement which would have permitted continuation of the flight over northern Russia.
Data Analysis

We now shall briefly summarize the analysis procedures used for the 2003 flight. The analysis proceeds in the following steps: First the trajectory of each particle through the instrument is reconstructed, using the signals measured in the proportional and TRD tubes. Utilizing the fact that the signals are proportional to the pathlength through the tubes (within statistical fluctuations), one obtains a positional accuracy of 2-3 mm, which is much smaller than the tube radius. Subsequently, the signals of scintillators and Cherenkov counters are corrected for spatial non-uniformities in response according to response maps determined with muons before the flight, and verified by the flight data themselves.

Individual elements are cleanly identified from cross-correlations of scintillator and Cherenkov signals as shown in Figure 3. Cross-correlations between Cherenkov signals and ionization signals nuclei provide the means to separate low- and high-energy particles (i.e., below or above minimum ionization), see Höppner [5] and Romero-Wolf [2]. The magnitude of the Cherenkov signals determines the low-energy spectrum, from about 0.5 to 5 GeV/nucleon. The important and rare high-energy particles are cleanly identified in a cross-correlation of the signals of the ionization tubes (“dE/dx counters”) with those measured with the TRD tubes. This is shown in Figure 4 for neon nuclei. Note that, for this figure, low energy particles (below minimum ionization) are removed. As expected, the majority of events lead to identical signals in dE/dx and TRD tubes; they have energies between a few GeV/nucleon and about 400 GeV/nucleon. At higher energies, the appearance of transition radiation enhances the TRD signals. This enhancement is the means to assign energies in the 500 GeV/nucleon to 10,000 GeV/nucleon region to these particles. Note how cleanly these rare high-energy particles can be identified: there are no background counts whatsoever in the “off-regions” of the scatter plot!

In order to determine the differential energy spectra on top of the atmosphere from these measurements, the selection efficiencies of the data analysis need to be known. As Table 1 shows, these are, in general, quite high. As an example for the results, Figure 5 shows the differential energy spectrum for neon nuclei. Note that the spectrum shown represents absolute intensities; there is no arbitrary normalization.
Figure 5: Differential energy spectrum for the single element neon from TRACER 2003.

Table 1: Efficiencies, i.e. fractions of surviving particles, for oxygen and iron.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oxygen</th>
<th>Iron</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction - Atmosphere</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction - Instrument</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking Efficiency</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Charge Efficiency</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Charge Efficiency</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

The 2003 flight of TRACER has determined the energy spectra of the major primary nuclei for oxygen ($Z = 8$) to iron ($Z = 26$). These results, and their interpretation, will be shown in the accompanying papers of Boyle [3] and Ave [4]. The analysis of the 2006 flight data, which also include measurements of the lighter cosmic-ray nuclei, down to boron ($Z = 5$), is currently in progress.

While the TRACER results extend our knowledge of the cosmic ray composition well into the $10^{14}$ eV per particle energy region, this upper limit is purely due to counting statistics; the detector response would permit measurements to considerably higher energies if larger exposures become available.
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Abstract: The first long-duration balloon flight of TRACER in 2003 provided high-quality measurements of the primary cosmic-ray nuclei over the range oxygen (Z = 8) to iron (Z = 26). The analysis of these measurements is now complete, and we will present the individual energy spectra and absolute intensities of the nuclei O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Ar, and Fe. The spectra cover the energy range from 1 GeV/nucleon to more than 10 TeV/nucleon, or in terms of total energy, to several $10^{14}$ eV per particle.

We compare our results with those of other recent observations in space and on balloons and notice, in general, good agreement with these data for those regions where overlap exists. We also compare our data with information that has recently been inferred from air shower observations.

Introduction

TRACER (Transition Radiation Array for Cosmic Energetic Radiation) is a very large instrument designed to study cosmic ray nuclei above a TeV/nucleon. In 2003 TRACER had a 10 day balloon flight in Antarctica yielding an exposure of 50 m$^2$ steradian days at a residual atmosphere of 3.9 g/cm$^2$. During the flight TRACER collected 50 million cosmic ray nuclei with charge $Z \geq 8$. The analysis of this data-set is now complete and we present here the energy spectra for eight elements O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca and Fe. The results cover over four decades in energy and are given as absolute intensities, without arbitrary normalizations.

Absolute Intensities

Depending on the method of energy assignment, each event that passes the data analysis cuts is classified either as a Cerenkov Event, dE/dx Event or Transition Radiation Event. These events are sorted into energy bins, using the response curves described by Müller (these proceedings [11]). The width of each energy bin is commensurate with the energy resolution and varies with energy E and charge Z. As the relative intrinsic signal fluctuations decrease proportional to $1/Z$, the energy resolution improves with increasing charge. To convert from the number of events $N_i$ in a particular energy bin $\Delta E$ to an absolute differential flux $dN_i/dE$ at the top of the atmosphere one must compute the exposure factor, effective aperture, efficiency of the cuts and unfold the instrument response:

$$\frac{dN_i}{dE} = \frac{N_i}{\Delta E} \cdot \frac{1}{T_l} \cdot \frac{1}{\varepsilon_i} \cdot \frac{1}{A_i} \cdot C_i$$

with $T_l$ the live-time, $\varepsilon_i$ the efficiency of analysis cuts, $A_i$ the effective aperture and $C_i$ the “overlap correction” due to misidentified events from neighbouring bins. The effective aperture is:

$$A_i = A \cdot 2\pi \int_{\theta=0}^{\pi/2} P_I(\theta) P_D(\theta) \cos \theta \ d(\cos \theta)$$

with A the area of the detector (2.06 m $\times$ 2.06m), $P_I(\theta)$ the probability of survival in the atmosphere and the instrument as a function of zenith angle $\theta$, $P_D(\theta)$ the probability that a particle passing through the instrument will be detected. The Overlap corrections are determined with Monte Carlo simulations and are typically $\leq 20\%$ (i.e. $0.8 \leq \varepsilon_i \leq 1$).
Figure 1: Differential energy spectra for the cosmic ray nuclei: O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Fe. Results from the TRACER 2003 Antarctica flight are indicated by the red squares. Existing data from the HEAO-3 experiment (open diamonds) [2] and the CRN experiment (open crosses) [3] are shown for comparison. The dashed line represents an independent power-law fit to each spectrum above 20 GeV/nucleon.
$C_i \leq 1.2$). An example of efficiencies etc is given for oxygen and iron in Table 1 of Müller [1]. The energy assigned for each bin is defined as:

$$E = \frac{1}{E_2 - E_1} \cdot \frac{1}{1 - \alpha} \cdot (E_2^{1-\alpha} - E_1^{1-\alpha})^{-1/\alpha}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\alpha$ is the power-law exponent of the differential energy spectrum. The method is discussed in detail by Lafferty and Wyatt [4].

### Resulting Energy Spectrum

The energy spectra, in terms of absolute intensities, for the elements O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca and Fe are presented in Figure 1. We note the large range in intensity (ten decades) and particle energy (four decades) covered by TRACER. This has been achieved by three complementary measurements in one detector: the Cerenkov counter ($\sim 10^{11}$ eV), the relativistic rise of the ionization signal in gas ($\sim 10^{11} - 10^{13}$ eV) and the Transition Radiation Detector ($> 10^{13}$ eV) [1]. Data from the TRACER 2003 flight are indicated by the red squares. For clarity the intensity of each element is multiplied by a factor shown on the left. Existing data from measurements in space with HEAO-3 (open diamonds) and CRN (open crosses) are shown for comparison. As can be seen, the energy spectra for O, Ne, Mg and Fe extend up to and beyond $10^{14}$ eV. No evidence for any significant change in spectral slope is evident at the highest energies. The energy spectrum of each element (from TRACER and CRN) is fit to a power law above 20 GeV/nucleon. The resulting spectral indices (Figure 2) are remarkably similar, with an average of 2.65.

Figure 3 compares the TRACER results for iron with results from a number of other investigations. Below $10^{12}$ eV we show results from HEAO-3 [2] and at higher energies from CRN [3] on the space shuttle and from the ATIC-2 [5] and RUNJOB balloon experiments [6]. The dashed line represents a power-law fit with an exponent of -2.7 and describes the data well above $10^{12}$ eV. Figure 3 also illustrates the variety of detection techniques used in measuring the energy of heavy nuclei. Within the statistical uncertainties (which in some measurements are quite large), the data indicate fairly consistent results. The Transition Radiation technique of TRACER can, in principle, provide measurements with energies up to around $10^{15}$ eV. The range of the current results is limited by the exposure available. Also presented in Figure 3 are recent results from the ground based HESS Imaging Air Cerenkov Telescope using the Direct Cerenkov Technique (green triangles). These results are the first examples of a new technique for measurements from the ground [7]. Two flux values are presented for each energy indicating ambiguities from different interaction models [8]. Again, these data are consistent with TRACER.

### Comparison with Air-shower Data

Data for oxygen and iron for TRACER are compared in Figure 4 with spectra derived from indirect observations of the EAS-TOP collaboration [9], and of the KASCADE group for two different nucleus-nucleus interaction models [10]. However, these groups do not report results for individual elements: the fluxes for the “CNO group” probably have about twice the intensity than oxygen alone, while the “iron group” probably is dominated by iron. Our results do not yet overlap with the en-
Figure 3: Iron energy spectrum above $10^{10}\text{eV}$ per particle in units of $\text{m}^2\text{ster}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$, highlighting the complementarity between detection techniques. TRACER (red squares), HEAO-3 [2] (black diamonds), CRN [3] (black crosses), ATIC-2 [5] (black open circles), RUNJOB [6] (blue open circles) and HESS [8] (green stars).

Energy region of the air shower data, but the gap is becoming smaller, in particular for oxygen. Additional measurements will indeed lead to significant constraints on the air shower interpretations.

Conclusion

The TRACER 2003 data represent the most detailed measurements to date for heavy nuclei above a TeV/nucleon with single charge resolution. While the results do not reveal any surprising features in the cosmic ray energy spectra at high energies, they begin to provide stringent constraints on the conventional models on galactic propagation. The analysis of the TRACER results in the context of these models is discussed in these proceedings (Ave et al. [11]).

Figure 4: Energy Spectra from TRACER and from the interpretation of air shower data of KASCADE (for two different interaction models) and of EAS-TOP (two data points for each energy are given, representing upper and lower limits). The spectra are for oxygen and for iron for TRACER, but for the “CNO-group” and the “Fe-group” for the other observations.

We acknowledge support as summarized in Müller et al [1].
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Abstract: The long-duration balloon flights of TRACER provide new measurements of the intensities and energy spectra of the arriving cosmic-ray nuclei with $5 \leq Z \leq 26$ at high energies. In order to determine the particle composition and energy spectra at the cosmic-ray sources, changes occurring during the interstellar propagation of cosmic rays must be known. We use a simple propagation model with energy-dependent pathlength and derive constraints on the propagation parameters from a self-consistent fit to the measured energy spectra. We use the model to obtain the relative abundances of the cosmic ray nuclei at the acceleration site.

Introduction

The TRACER long-duration balloon flight in 2003 has provided a rather comprehensive data set on the energy spectra of primary cosmic ray nuclei from oxygen to iron ($Z = 8$ to 26) up to energies around, and for some species above, $10^{14}$ eV. Where comparisons with previous measurements can be made, satisfying agreement between different data sets exists [1]. The energy spectra reach similar, if not identical, power-law slope towards high energy, and spectral breaks of any kind are not noticeable. This strongly indicates a common origin of these elements. However, in order to determine the spectra and relative abundances at the sources, the mode of galactic propagation must be understood.

Propagation Model

At relativistic energies, the fate of a cosmic-ray nucleus propagating from the acceleration site to the observer is determined by the competing actions of escape from the galaxy by diffusion and by loss due to nuclear interaction in the interstellar medium (ISM). For simplicity, one may characterize these processes by two parameters, the escape pathlength $\Lambda_{\text{esc}}$, and the interaction pathlength $\Lambda_{\text{int}}$. In general, $\Lambda_{\text{esc}}$ depends on energy, while $\Lambda_{\text{int}}$ scales with $A^{-2/3}$ (where $A$ = atomic number), i.e., $\Lambda_{\text{int}}$ decreases with increasing nuclear charge $Z$. The energy dependence of $\Lambda_{\text{esc}}$ is usually derived from the intensity ratio of secondary to primary cosmic rays; here we use the parameterization given by Yanasak et al. [2], where $R = \text{particle rigidity}$, and $\beta = v/c$.

$$\Lambda_{\text{esc}} = \frac{26.7 \beta}{(\beta R)^{0.58} + (\frac{2.4 R}{1.7})^{-1.4}} + \Lambda_0 \quad (1)$$

This is illustrated in Figure 1. We note that the escape pathlength approaches the commonly accepted form $\Lambda(E) \propto E^{-0.6}$ at high energy, but we also notice that at energies around and above 100 GeV/nucleon the observational data provide little constraint on $\Lambda_{\text{esc}}(E)$. It is quite possible that $\Lambda_{\text{esc}}$ approaches a non-zero residual value $\Lambda_0$ at high energy.

In the simplest form, the relation between the observed energy spectrum $N_i(E)$ of a cosmic ray nucleus and the spectrum at the source $Q_i(E)$ is:

$$N_i(E) \propto \Lambda \cdot (Q_i(E) + \text{spallation term}) \quad (2)$$

with
TRACER INTERPRETATION

Figure 1: Boron to carbon ratio with data from HEAO-3 and CRN. The solid line represents a parameterization given by Yanasak [2]. The addition of a residual pathlength of $\Lambda_0 = 0.1 \, \text{g/cm}^2$ to the Yanasak parametrization is presented by the dashed line.

\[
\frac{1}{\lambda} = \frac{1}{\Lambda_{\text{esc}}(E)} + \frac{1}{\Lambda_{\text{int}}(Z)}, \quad (3)
\]

and “spallation term” refers to the production of this species by nuclear spallation in the ISM.

Over certain energy regions, $\Lambda_{\text{esc}}$ and $\Lambda_{\text{int}}$ are commensurate, as shown in Figure 2, and in general, the smaller of the two parameters is the one which dominates in equation 3. We assume that the source energy spectrum is a power law with exponent $\alpha$, i.e. $Q_i(E) \propto E^{-\alpha}$. A power law exponent not much in excess of $\alpha = 2.0$ would be expected for strong shocks in supernova shock acceleration models. We now compare the observed cosmic-ray spectra (see Figure 1 in Boyle [1]) with the predictions of this simple propagation model. We assume that all species have the same source index $\alpha$, but we use the value of $\alpha$ and that of the residual pathlength $\Lambda_0$ as fit parameters. Figure 3 shows the energy spectra (multiplied with $E^{2.5}$), together with fitted curves corresponding to $\alpha = 2.3$ and $\Lambda_0 = 0 \, \text{g/cm}^2$ (dashdot line) and $0.1 \, \text{g/cm}^2$ (solid line). Clearly, the fits shown are quite good, but may not be unique. A $\chi^2$-test of the spectra of all elements (from oxygen to iron) leads to the contour lines shown in Figure 4. A slight increase in the power-law index from $\alpha = 2.2$ to 2.4 could be compensated with values of $\Lambda_0$ from 0 to 0.5 $\, \text{g/cm}^2$. However, the larger the value of $\alpha$, the more difficult it is to accommodate in shock-acceleration scenarios. It is clear that a direct measurement of $\Lambda_{\text{esc}}$ at higher energies and high precision is essential to resolve this issue.

Figure 2: Escape path length (red curve) and interaction path length (dashed lines) versus energy. The interaction pathlengths are given for several elements including, for illustration, protons and uranium.

Figure 4: Composite $\chi^2$ for $\Lambda_0$ and $\alpha$ for the eight TRACER elements.
Figure 3: Differential energy spectra, multiplied with $E^{2.5}$, from TRACER (solid squares), HEAO-3 [3] (open diamonds), and CRN [4] (open crosses). The black curves refer to predictions from a simple propagation model ($\alpha = 2.3$ and $\Lambda_0 = 0$ g/cm$^2$; solid line $\alpha = 2.3$ and $\Lambda_0 = 0.1$ g/cm$^2$) and the blue dashed line is the contribution of secondary particles. Note the energy scale is in GeV/amu.
Simple Consequences of the Model

We may construct “expected” energy spectra for all nuclei, taking $\alpha = 2.3$ and $\Lambda_0 = 0.1 \text{ g/cm}^2$, and then generate single power-law fits to these spectra over 20 to 1000 GeV/nucleon. This index would slowly change with energy, as shown in Figure 5. However, the change is not as significant as to be observable in the experimental data. We also may use the propagation model to determine the fraction of secondary, spallation-produced nuclei in each observed spectrum. This is shown in Figure 3 (blue dashed lines), indicating a secondary contribution just in the 1-percent region in most cases.

![Figure 5: The best fit power law indices from TRACER 2003 as a function of charge Z. The dashed line represents a theoretical evolution of the spectral index using the propagation model detailed in the text.](image)

Finally, we determine the relative abundances of the elements at the cosmic-ray source (Figure 6), and again verify the well-known anti-correlation with the first ionization potential or with volatility.

Conclusion

The TRACER results on the elemental composition of cosmic ray nuclei lead to a number of details that characterize the source of high-energy cosmic rays. In general, they provide support for a shock acceleration mechanism in supernova remnants, and for a common origin of all species. As the measurements extend into the $10^{14} - 10^{15} \text{ eV}$ region, it is noteworthy that there does not seem to be an indication for any irregular behavior of any of the spectra. The most important task for new measurements appears to be an extension of the secondary-primary intensity ratio to higher energies. We expect that the TRACER results from its 2006 flight, which are currently being analyzed, will lead to new results in this area.

We acknowledge support as summarized in Müller et al. [5] and we are grateful to significant contributions by college student J. Marshall.
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Abstract: Combining diffusion equation solutions with direct Monte-Carlo simulations of charged particle trajectories, the propagation of cosmic rays in the Galaxy is investigated. Different assumptions on the shape of the regular Galactic magnetic fields and source distributions are considered and their influence on cosmic-ray life times and the energy spectrum obtained at Earth is examined. The origin of the knee in the energy spectrum at \( 4 \cdot 10^{15} \) eV and the second knee at \( 4 \cdot 10^{17} \) eV is discussed. It is investigated whether the knee can be explained by propagation effects only and if the second knee is due to the end of the galactic component with a strong contribution of elements heavier than iron.

Introduction

The knee in the energy spectrum of cosmic rays (CRs) at \( \sim (4 - 5) \cdot 10^{15} \) eV was first observed almost 50 years ago [9], but its origin is still under discussion and it is generally believed to be a corner stone in understanding the origin of CRs. The verification of various hypotheses of the CR origin and the nature of the knee in their energy spectrum is complicated by the fact that the CR spectra at the sources and at the Earth are different. The change of the energy spectrum during propagation is related to the energy dependence of the CR life time in the Galaxy.

Using a combined approach, which includes the solution of a diffusion equation for the CR density in the Galaxy and a method of numerical calculations of trajectories, we have performed a calculation of the energy spectrum at Earth in the energy range \( 10^{12} - 10^{20} \) eV.

The method of numerical integration of trajectories is traditionally used for the calculation of the spectrum at high energies [14, 6, 5] but it is not too efficient at low energies as the calculation time needed is inversely proportional to particle energy.

The diffusion model is more suitable at lower energies and the CR energy spectrum may be obtained by the solution of the diffusion equation for the CR density in the Galaxy [5, 11]. There are no computing difficulties inherent to the numerical simulation of trajectories, but the diffusion approach is limited by a certain energy boundary — the energy of a proton should not exceed \( 10^{17} \) eV [5].

In our calculations we tested different assumptions about the structure of the regular magnetic fields of the Galaxy, and also different spatial distributions of CR galactic sources, to determine to what degree this uncertainty will influence results of the calculations.

The results obtained were used to verify the hypotheses of the origin of the knee in the energy spectrum using experimental data as obtained at Earth.

Assumptions about magnetic fields

The magnetic field used in the calculations included a regular and a chaotic component

\[ \vec{B} = \vec{B}_{\text{reg}} + \vec{B}_{\text{chaot}}. \] (1)
For the regular magnetic field component a model from Ptuskin et al. [11] was used

\[ B_\perp = 0, B_r = 0, B_\phi \propto \exp \left( -\frac{z^2}{z_0^2} - \frac{r^2}{r_0^2} \right), \]  

(2)

where \( z_0 = 5 \) kpc, \( R_0 = 10 \) kpc, and

\[ B_\phi(z = 0) = 2.15 \mu G \cdot \sin \left( 2\pi \frac{r - 9.35 \text{kpc}}{6.2 \text{kpc}} \right) \]  

(3)

according to the Rand–Kulkarni model [13].

The poloidal component of the regular magnetic field [10] was also taken into account. The chaotic magnetic field in the simulation of the particle trajectories was defined according to the algorithm used in [15], generating irregularities on the scale \( L = 100 \) pc. In addition, we simulated interactions of charged particles with magnetic irregularities of smaller scales. For the spatial distribution of CR sources, a uniform distribution in the galactic disk and a radial distribution of supernovae remnants in the galactic disk [8] were used. Different models of the regular magnetic field and also different assumptions on the CR source distributions did not influence the main results of our calculations.

**The knee in the energy spectrum**

In the framework of the diffusion model, the knee in the CR energy spectrum at Earth can be explained by a change of the character of the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on energy. This dependence changes from

\[ D_\perp \sim E^m, \]  

(4)

where \( m = 0.2 - 0.6 \) is a parameter of the model, to

\[ D_A \sim E, \]  

(5)

since the Hall diffusion coefficient \( D_A \) is proportional to the Larmor radius of a particle (for more details, see [11]).

In order to get a sharp steepening \( \Delta \gamma \approx 0.8 \) in the elemental spectra of CRs at energies around \( 4 \cdot 10^{15} \) eV, we assumed \( m \approx 0.2 \), as suggested in [11]. Furthermore, the intense rise of the diffusion coefficient with energy (if we assume \( m = 0.4 - 0.8 \)) leads to excessive anisotropy — it is more than 10% at an energy of \( 10^{16} \) eV for \( m = 0.6 \) [2].

Figure 1: The energy spectra of protons in sources. The curves are normalized at \( 10^{15} \) eV. The solid line represents the spectrum obtained from the KASCADE spectrum, the dashed line is the source spectrum according to the standard picture of CR acceleration [12].

If one takes into account the complex CR mass composition, the value of \( \Delta \gamma \) decreases to \( \approx 0.4 - 0.5 \) in the all-particle spectrum [11], which is consistent with experimental data [7]. Thus, the knee in the all-particle spectrum at an energy of about \( 4 \cdot 10^{15} \) eV can be explained as the result of the changes in conditions of the propagation in the Galaxy (from the diffusion to the drift in the large scale magnetic field of the Galaxy). But the situation with elemental spectra of CR is more problematic.

The energy spectra for various nuclear groups obtained by KASCADE and other air shower experiments can be approximated by the ansatz (the polygonato model) [3, 4]

\[ I_z(E) = I_0(Z)E^{-\gamma Z} \left( 1 + \left( \frac{E}{E_k(Z)} \right) \right)^{-\Delta \gamma / \zeta}, \]  

(6)

where \( Z \) is the charge of the particle, \( \gamma_Z \) the exponent before the knee which is obtained from direct measurements, \( E_k(Z) = Z \cdot E_k(Z = 1) \) the energy corresponding to the knee; as well as \( \zeta \approx 2 \) and \( \Delta \gamma = 2 \) characterizing the shape of the knee structure in the spectra. The observed change of the exponent of the spectrum should be compared to the value \( 1 - m \approx 0.8 \). This value follows from a dif-
fusion model to explain the origin of the knee [11].

It is obvious that the experimental value of $\Delta\gamma$ is essentially greater; hence, at least a part of the observed $\Delta\gamma$ should stem from the peculiarities of the energy spectrum at the sources. It is instructive to point out that at higher energies (above $10^{17}$ eV) the diffusion coefficient becomes proportional to $E^2$ and, formally, one could get a sharp knee. But the diffusion approach produces wrong results at such energies and an essentially more complicated transport equation is needed.

Taking the spectra measured at Earth as parameterized with equation 6 and taking into account the dependence of the CR life time on energy, obtained by numerical calculation of trajectories the spectra at the sources can be estimated. The result is presented in Fig. 1 as solid line. It represents the proton spectrum at the sources. The result indicates that the relatively sharp knee in the elemental spectra at the Earth (see e.g. [4]) can not be explained in the context of the diffusion model only, and it is necessary to assume a change of spectra in sources at corresponding energies.

For a final conclusion it is necessary to ultimately establish the exact shape of the spectra for elemental groups.

**The second knee in the spectrum**

Using spectra at the sources similar to the one shown in Fig. 1 the spectra at Earth have been estimated [5]. As source composition, the abundances of elements from hydrogen to uranium as measured in the solar system [1] have been weighted with $Z^{3.2}$. This choice is arbitrary to a certain extent, but may be motivated by a higher efficiency in the injection or acceleration processes for nuclei with high charge numbers. The abundances are scaled with a factor which is identical for all elements to obtain approximately the absolute values as expected at the Earth according to the poligonoato model. At the source, a power law $\propto E^{-2.5}$ has been assumed for all elements with a knee, caused e.g. by the maximum energy attained during the acceleration, at $Z \cdot 4.5$ PeV, with a power law index $-3.5$ above the respective knee. Using the derived propagation path length and interaction length, the amount of interacting particles has been determined. Secondary products generated in spallation processes are taken into account, assuming that the energy per nucleon is conserved in these reactions. They are added to the corresponding spectra with smaller $Z$. The spectra thus obtained are compared to spectra according to the poligonoato model in Fig. 2.

Two features should be noted: The absolute fluxes at Earth are predicted quite well, especially when considering that only a simple scaling law has been introduced for the abundances at the sources, starting with the composition in the solar system. More important for the present discussion is the shape of the spectra. As expected, the shape of the proton spectrum is not influenced by the (few) interactions during propagation and the difference of the spectral index at the source and at Earth $\gamma = -2.71$ [3] can be explained by the energy dependence of the escape path length $\propto E^{-0.2}$. On the other hand, it can be recognized that due to nuclear interactions the spectra for heavier elements are flatter. The slopes obtained with the simple approach for the CNO, silicon, and iron groups agree well with the steepness as expected from the poligonoato model. For heavy elements at low energies secondary products generated in spallation processes play an important role for the shape of the spectrum. At low energies many nuclei interact due to the large escape path length and the small interaction length, thus, the spectra of nuclei without any interaction deviate from power laws. However, the spallation products of heavier elements at higher energies compensate the effect and the resulting spectra are again approximately power laws, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

**Summary and Conclusion**

The propagation pathlength and escape time of cosmic rays in the galaxy has been calculated in a combined approach solving a diffusion equation and numerically calculate the trajectories of particles in the Galaxy. To explain the relatively steep fall-off of the observed energy spectra for elemental groups at their respective knees, the modulation of the spectrum due to propagation solely is not sufficient. An additional steepening of the spectra at the source is necessary, e.g. caused by the max-
Figure 2: Energy spectra at Earth for elements with nuclear charge $Z$ as indicated. The dashed lines represent spectra according to the polygonato model, the solid lines are expected from the diffusion model discussed, see text. Two solid lines are shown in each panel, representing an estimate for the uncertainties [5].

imum energy attained during acceleration. It can be concluded that the knee in the energy spectrum of cosmic rays has its origin most likely in both, acceleration and propagation processes.

It seems to be reasonable that the second knee around 400 PeV $\approx 92 \cdot E_k(p)$ is due to the cut-off of the heaviest elements in galactic cosmic rays. Considering the calculated escape path length and nuclear interaction length within the diffusion model, it seems to be reasonable that the spectra for heavy elements are flatter as compared to light elements. The calculations show also that even for the heaviest elements at the respective knee energies more than about 50% of the nuclei survive the propagation process without interactions. This may explain why ultra-heavy elements could contribute significantly ($\sim 40\%$) to the all-particle flux at energies around 400 PeV and thus explain the second knee in the energy spectrum.
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Abstract: Some part of the relic Dark Matter is distributed in small-scale clumps which survived structure formation in inflation cosmological scenario. The annihilation of DM inside these clumps is a strong source of stable charged particles which can have a substantial density near the clump core. The streaming of the annihilation products from the clump can enhance irregularities in the galactic magnetic field. This can produce small scale variations in diffusion coefficient affecting propagation of Cosmic Rays.

Introduction

The Cosmic Ray (CR) propagation in the Galactic disk is described as a resonant scattering on the magneto hydrodynamic turbulences (MHD) with the scale equal to the particle Larmor radius $k_0 \sim r_0 = \frac{pe}{ZeB}$ in the galactic magnetic field $B$. The MHD turbulences can propagate in space as Alf\text{vé}n waves with the velocity $v_\text{A} \sim B/\sqrt{4\pi \rho_H}$, which depends on the interstellar gas density $\rho_H$ and is in the order of 10-100 km/s. The spectral density of the waves is usually associated with fluctuations in interstellar medium (ISM) and follows a power law $W(k) \propto k^{-(\alpha+2)}$, where $\alpha = 1/3$ for the Kolmogorov spectrum. The MHD waves interact with the CR and ISM and can be enhanced or damped, depending on the energy flow. The kinetic equation for the spectral density $W(r,k)$ in spherical coordinates can be written as [11]:

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} r^2 v_\text{c} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} W - \frac{\partial}{\partial r} v_\text{c} \frac{\partial W}{\partial r} = (G-S)W$$

(1)

The G term describes the enhancement of turbulences due to streaming of CR particles and $S$ represents the damping. The growth of turbulences occurs when the CR streaming velocity $v_\text{c}$ is larger than the Alf\text{vé}n speed $v_\text{A}$ [17]. The streaming velocity depends on the gradient of the CR density $f$ which satisfies the diffusion equation:

$$\frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} r^2 \frac{\partial f}{\partial r} - \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} r^2 v_\text{c} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} = -q(r,p),$$

(2)

where $q(r,p)$ is the source function, $V_\text{c}$ is the convection velocity and energy losses are neglected.

The diffusion coefficient $D$ at resonance is related to $W(k,r)$ as [1]: $D(r) \approx \frac{vr^2 B^2}{12\pi W(k,r)}$ and a high level of turbulences corresponds to a local confinement of particles. Since the enhancement and damping strongly depend on the local environment, this opens a possibility for large and small scale variations in propagation parameters and therefore CR density. On the large scale the MHD waves can be damped in the galactic disk of $z \sim 100$pc, leading to a large diffusion coefficient. Outside the disk the $W(k,r)$ can be larger and propagation is dominated by convection if $V_\text{c} > D/r$ [15]. On small scales the diffusive propagation can be affected near the CR sources or in the dense gas clouds [13, 18]. In the model with isotropic propagation the locally observed CR fluxes are used to evaluate the CR distribution in the whole Galaxy and then to calculate the diffusive gamma rays [12]. The obtained size of diffusion zone of 1-4 kpc is compatible with observations of secondary CR (B,Be,subFe) but contradicts smaller angular gradients observed in diffusive gamma rays which requires larger halo [4]. The isotropic model also does not explain the excess of gamma rays in GeV range [10, 12]. The galactic rotation curve points to a large mass in the galactic halo which can be associated with the Dark Matter (DM). The DM can self annihilate and produce stable particles which will contribute to the gamma rays and CR fluxes. Here we consider how the DM can affect the galactic model.
Dark Matter annihilation in clumps

The N-body cosmological simulations and analytical calculations show that in the inflation scenario the smallest DM structures originate from initial primordial fluctuations. These primordial DM clumps are partially destroyed during evolution contributing to the bulk DM but 0.001-0.1 of relic DM can still reside in the clumps, depending on initial conditions [9, 8]. The density profile inside the clumps is cuspy \( \rho_0 \propto 1/r^2 \) but is probably saturated at some critical density \( \rho_0 \) forming a dense core. The clump mass distribution follows \( n(M)M \sim M^{-2} \) with the minimum mass defined by free streaming of DM particles just after kinetic decoupling \( M_{\text{c}}^\text{min} \sim 10^{-8} - 10^{-6}M_0 \) [2]. The local number density distribution \( n_{\text{c}} \) of such clumps can vary in the range of \( \sim 0.1 - 100 \) pc\(^{-3} \) depending on density profile and tidal destruction [2, 8]. Inside the clump, the DM of mass \( m_\chi \) will annihilate producing stable particles: protons, antiprotons, positrons, electrons and gamma rays, which can be observed on top of the ordinary CR fluxes. The luminosity of the clump for a \( i \)-component is: \( q_i(r,p) = \frac{\langle \sigma v \rangle Y_i(p)}{m_\chi^2} \int \rho(x) dx \), where \( Y_i \) is the yield per annihilation. For most of DM candidates the annihilation goes into fermions, predominantly quark-antiquarks, which after fragmentation will produce for \( m_\chi = 100 \) GeV: \( \sim 3 \) positrons or electrons, 0.3 protons or antiprotons and 8 gamma at 1 GeV. The precise energy spectrum is well measured in accelerator experiments, for protons and antiprotons below 1 GeV the \( q(p) \sim \text{const} \) and for electrons and positrons \( q(p) \sim p^{-1} \). The \( \langle \sigma v \rangle \) is the thermally averaged annihilation cross section which can be estimated from the observed relic DM density in time of decaying \( T_{\text{dec}} \sim \frac{m_\chi}{\Lambda} \) \( \langle \sigma v \rangle \approx \left( \frac{2 \times 10^{-27} \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}}{\Lambda} \right) \), where \( \Omega_\chi h^2 = 0.113 \pm 0.009 \) [16]. Nowadays \( T \sim 1.8K < T_{\text{dec}} \) the cross section can be the same or only smaller [6]. However the total annihilation signal can be boosted by clumpiness of DM, so called boost factor. The clumps are much denser than the bulk profile and most of the signal will come from the core of most abundant smallest clumps. The DM annihilation (DMA) signal is decreasing fast with the DM mass, at least as \( m_\chi^2 \) and the boost factor is limited by \( < 10^3 \) [2] thus limiting the observability of heavy DM \( m_\chi > 100 \) GeV. Taking a clump with \( M_\text{c} = 2.10^{\text{R-6}}M_0 \) and 100 AU size with the average density of 100 GeV/cm\(^3\), the total yield for GeV charged particles will be \( \sim 10^{21} \) s\(^{-1} \) for \( m_\chi = 100 \) GeV. Assuming the isothermal distribution of clumps in the galactic halo of 20 kpc diameter and normalizing at \( n_{\text{c}}(8.5 \text{ kpc}) = 10^{-3} \) the total luminosity from the DM annihilation in GeV range in 100 years will be \( \sim 10^{46} \) particles, to be compared with the SNR explosion delivering \( \sim 10^{53} \) particles per explosion in the galactic disk. Despite small luminosity the DM clump is a compact and constant source and the local density of produced particles can significantly exceed the galactic average \( \langle \rho_{\text{c}} \rangle \sim 10^{-3} \) cm\(^{-3} \) producing a gradient in CR density distribution.

MHD turbulences initiated by DM annihilation

The streaming of charged DMA products from the cuspy clump will increase the level of local MHD turbulences. The amplification of MHD waves parallel to magnetic field lines can be presented as [17, 1]: \( C(r,k) \sim \frac{\nu}{k} \int |\hat{v}_{\|}p^2(1 - \mu^2)\mathcal{K}(|\hat{v}_{\|}| - \frac{\mu}{k}) \times \left( \frac{\partial \hat{v}_{\perp}}{\partial t} \right. + \left. \hat{v}_{\|} \right) \frac{\partial \hat{v}_{\perp}}{\partial \hat{v}_{\|}} \right) \), where \( \mu \) is the cosine of scattering angle and \( \frac{\partial \hat{v}_{\perp}}{\partial t} \sim \frac{\nu}{k} |\hat{v}_{\perp}| \) is the anisotropic term of the CR density distribution which can be obtained from integration of diffusion equation (2). The transverse waves are averaged out along propagation path and scattering is not efficient, that is, only turbulences along local field lines will be amplified by streaming, this asymmetry is neglected in this study. The growth is reduced by different damping mechanisms. Different possibilities can be considered: a dense molecular cloud with \( \nu_\text{m} \sim 10^4 \) cm\(^{-3} \), a hot plasma region and the galactic halo. The strongest damping takes place in the dense neutral gas \( n_\text{H} \) due to ions-neutral friction which dissipates energy as \( S_\text{H} \sim \frac{1}{2}\langle \sigma_{\text{c,d}} v_{\|} \rangle n_\text{H} \), where \( \langle \sigma_{\text{c,d}} v_{\|} \rangle \sim 10^{-9} \text{cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1} \) is the collisional cross section [7]. In the hot undense gas the growth is suppressed by larger \( v_{\|} \) and ionized gas density \( n_{\text{HII}} \) [17]. The collision of opposite waves leads to a nonlinear damping proportional to the level of magnetic turbulences \( S_\text{H} \sim \frac{4\pi}{12\pi} \frac{n_\text{H} \nu_\text{m} \nu_\text{D}}{B_\text{D}^2} = \frac{4\pi}{12\pi} \), and for \( v_{\|} \) the gas thermal velocity \( \sim v_{\text{th}} \) [1]. The fast magne-
tonic waves with the Kraichnan spectrum can be also dumped at small scales by the CR themselves [14], this is not considered here. The simplified solution of the kinetic equation for $W(r, k = k_r)$ (1), neglecting momentum dependency for GeV particles, convection term in (2) and assuming point like source function $q(r) = q_0 \delta (r)$, has a form:

$$W(r) \sim \frac{\text{ext}(g/r - s_H r)}{r^2 (C_0 + s_m \text{ext}(g/r - s_H r)/g)}$$

where $g \sim (\sigma v) Y_{\text{tot}} \frac{\delta n_e}{\delta n_i}$ is related to the total clump luminosity, $s_H = S_H/v_0$, $s_m = S_m/v_0 << s_H$ are the dampings, and $C_0$ is a normalization factor. In the steady state it will result in an exponential increase of $W(r)$ near the clump core followed by a decrease $\propto r^{-2}$, see Figure 1. Since the spectrum of annihilated particles is limited by $m_\chi$, the $W(k)$ distribution will be cutoff at $k \sim \frac{m_\chi}{E_\gamma}$. Thus the anisotropic streaming will create a region around a clump with small diffusion $D_{\text{in}}$, aligned with the local $B$ field and with the size defined by the clump DM density, annihilation and dumping rates. The velocity of the clump proper motion and the convection speed should be below the local $v_{\text{th}}$ in order to have stable environments for the growth. The turbulences will be strongly suppressed in the dense gas region although the DMA particles produced in the cusp of the clump still can be confined. In the underdense area in the galactic disk, like the Local Bubble, or in the galactic halo, the DM clump can be a substantial source of small scale MHD waves. The effect on CR propagation will be especially large if the diffusion coefficient inside clumps is much smaller than outside $D_{\text{in}} < T D_{\text{ext}}$. The confinement zones with the size of $r_{\text{cl}}$ can trap the annihilation products and CR for a time $\sim r_{\text{cl}}^2 / D_{\text{in}}$ thus increasing local CR density. In a self-consistent model the zone with a large diffusion is limited by the thin galactic disk and the convection is dominant in the halo[15]. If the convection and distance between clumps are large enough, the back scattering of DMA produced particles into galactic disk can be small and will contribute a little to the observed CR fluxes, but the gamma rays and radio waves from these areas can be observed. First, the gamma rays produced directly from annihilation will produce a bump in the spectrum at $E \sim 0.1 m_\chi [7]$. This can reproduce the gamma rays energy spectrum and angular gradients observed by EGRET [10, 7]. Second, the electrons and positrons trapped near the clump will contribute to the lower energy gamma rays via inverse Compton and to radio waves by the synchrotron radiation. The DMA contributions to the charged CR will depend on the location of nearest clumps and the local environment. The local confinement combined with a large external convection and anisotropic diffusion will reduce the fluxes of antiprotons and positrons from DMA in comparison with the DMA gamma flux [3]. The secondary CR from nuclear interactions will be reduced too but can be recovered if CR are trapped in local molecular cloud structure [5].

Conclusion

The annihilation of DM in clumps can be a source of MHD waves which affect the propagation of CR with $E < m_\chi$. The growth of the MHD waves can be large for the light DM candidate, like the SUSY neutralino with $m_\chi \sim 100$ GeV which has largest annihilation cross section, and cuspy DM clump profile. The created turbulences are damped by ion-neutral interactions in the dense gas regions but in the galactic halo or underdense areas the DM clumps can produce trapping zones with increased particle density. The gamma rays from the DM annihilation in clumps can be related to the observed by EGRET excess in GeV range. The DMA gamma rays angular profiles depend upon clumps distribution in the galaxy. The abundantly produced in DM annihilation electrons and positrons will lose energy via inverse Compton and synchrotron radiation contributing to the low energy gamma rays and radio waves. The contribution of charged DMA products to the observed CR fluxes will strongly depend on the local propagation parameters and can be reduced in case of anisotropic propagation and small scale confinement.
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